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For most of the past ten years I have worked part-time as a volunteer archivist at the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives. I have found that the researchers who come to use the Archives often have the most elementary notions about recent Canadian lesbian and gay history. Typically, they are bright university undergraduates or graduate students. Often they do not know that Canada had an organized homophile movement before Stonewall, or they have never heard of some of the major figures or events prominent during the early 1970s, when visible and vibrant lesbian and gay community groups began to form in cities across Canada.

An encounter with one such student frustrated me. It was during the autumn of 1989, and I was trying to help him with research for an undergraduate paper. I mentioned that he should examine copies of The Body Politic and was surprised to learn that he had never heard of it. Canada's gay newsmagazine of record for the period 1971 to 1987 had only ceased publication two years before and was now, I feared, forgotten.

This event left me uneasy. I felt that I had to do something to help to preserve the Canadian lesbian and gay past while at the same time easing access to it. And I came to question my own knowledge of Canadian lesbian and gay history. Sure, I knew a little about the late 1970s and had come to know somewhat more about Canadian lesbian and gay life in the 1980s through my work at the Archives. I had met many people who had actually been involved in making this history. But what did I really know? I was determined to find out. I started with the standard published sources, including Gary Kinsman's The Regulation of Desire: Sexuality in Canada (Black Rose, 1987), William Crawford's Homosexuality in Canada: A Bibliography (second edition, Canadian Gay Archives, 1984), and James Fraser and Alan V. Miller's Lesbian and Gay Heritage of Toronto (Canadian Gay Archives, 1982). I also started to poke about the collections of the Archives. The more I searched, the more I found. I soon realized that there was a great deal of published (and unpublished) material on the recent Canadian lesbian and gay past, some of it extremely obscure, scattered in many sources.
I became particularly fascinated by “Victories and Defeats: A Gay and Lesbian Chronology 1964-1982,” compiled by James Fraser and published in Ed Jackson and Stan Persky’s anthology *Flaunting It!: A Decade of Gay Journalism from The Body Politic* (New Star Books; Pink Triangle Press, 1982). We used it all the time at the Archives as a quick reference tool to solve simple questions about dates of Canadian lesbian or gay events. I was impressed by its straightforward utility but was sometimes dismayed that it gave no bibliographic sources with its information. Then I had an idea. I thought that if somehow a chronology of major events outlining Canadian lesbian and gay history for a particular period could be combined with a brief, selected bibliography of sources for each event, the result would be an authoritative reference guide to the origins and development of lesbian and gay liberation in Canada. And so, I set to work.

**SCOPE OF THE WORK**

I began this project in 1989 and worked on it in my spare time for six years. When I started I intended to expand the coverage of the “Victories and Defeats” chronology to the end of 1990, complete with bibliographic citations for each entry. The more I read, however, the more I realized this was impossible to do in a single volume. The 1980s saw an explosion of lesbian and gay activity in Canada, with dozens of new groups forming. And how would I deal with the AIDS crisis? An annotated chronology of Canadian lesbian and gay organizing around AIDS could easily fill a separate volume. I then decided to end the chronology at the end of 1981, the year in which AIDS first came to public attention, but even this proved untenable. A detailed, though selected, chronology of the period to the end of 1981 would still be several hundred pages long. A sharper focus yet was called for.

This *Chronology* covers the first twelve years of the homophile/gay liberation movement in Canada, from 1964 (when the Association for Social Knowledge [ASK], Canada’s first large-scale homophile organization, was formed in Vancouver) through 1975 (the year of the founding of the National Gay Rights Coalition/Coalition nationale pour les droits des homosexuels [NGRC/CNDH], the first truly national coalition of Canadian lesbian and gay groups). Coverage is selective and focuses on self-declared lesbians and gay men and their activities in regard to the forging of lesbian and gay communities and liberation in Canada. Special attention has been given to important demonstrations, political action and lobbying, and legal reform. In addition to these areas, artistic and cultural contributions with significant
lesbian or gay content are included, such as books, dramatic productions, films, etc. A number of heterosexuals (some friendly, some not) who somehow became embroiled in the struggle for lesbian and gay liberation in Canada are included. Several foreign events are listed in that they had a direct impact on the climate of liberation in this country: Stonewall is the prime example. Other foreign events are included if Canadian lesbians or gays were involved directly, such as the opening of Michel Tremblay’s play *Hosanna* on Broadway or the attendance of Canadian academics at the Gay Academic Union conferences in New York.

There are twelve chapters, one for each year, and entries are chronological within each. Closely related entries are linked by internal references, and through an index. The early chapters are brief (less was happening then), while the chapters for 1974 and 1975 are more than fifty pages each. The full form of the name of an organization is used the first time it appears but the acronym is used thereafter (see pages xv–xvii for a full listing of abbreviations used).

The *Chronology’s* three appendices provide useful supplementary information. The first is a checklist of lesbian and gay organizations in Canada active during 1964–75, arranged geographically and chronologically. The second appendix is a checklist of Canadian lesbian and gay periodicals published during the period, arranged alphabetically by title. Appendix three is a preliminary checklist of Canadian lesbian and gay bars and clubs active during 1964–75, arranged geographically.

**A NOTE ABOUT SOURCES**

I have cast a wide net to examine and list both published and unpublished sources that help to verify the contents of each entry. The holdings of three institutions were of key importance in this regard: the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal; and the Canadian Women’s Movement Archives, Ottawa. I was also able to examine or verify materials held in numerous other institutions, from the archives of the University of British Columbia to the New York Public Library, either in person or by mail. Finally, I have corresponded with or spoken to more than fifty lesbians and gay men who were directly involved in some of the events chronicled in this book. They were helpful in providing leads to new sources and in correcting errors or misconceptions on my part. More than ten of them were asked to examine an earlier draft of the project and were able to offer cogent advice.
The Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives was my base of operations. It is a remarkable institution and contains one of the finest collections of lesbian and gay material in the world. It began in 1973 as an offshoot of *The Body Politic*. It is this connection that accounts for its superb collection of lesbian and gay Canadiana from the 1970s. The Archives started as the back files of the newspaper, and grew from there. Almost every gay or lesbian liberation group formed in Canada during the 1970s was in some way connected to *The Body Politic* either through direct correspondence or through the exchange of newsletters or publications. This correspondence still exists, in *The Body Politic* papers in the Archives, as do all of the posters, pamphlets, flyers, buttons, newsletters, books, and other items that were sent to the paper. When some of these groups went out of business, they sent their organizational records to the Archives also. The Archives is fortunate to have the records of several key Canadian organizations from this period. Of course, Toronto-based groups predominate — from the University of Toronto Homophile Association (UTHA) to the Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT) to the Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) — but several key non-Ontarian groups are also represented. These include the papers of Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Vancouver), Gays for Equality (GFE) (Winnipeg), Gays of Ottawa/Gays d’Ottawa (GO), and Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE) (Halifax).

In the course of researching this project I conducted a systematic search through the following components of the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives:

- The James Fraser Library (includes literature, non-fiction, and reference works)
- Canadian Daily Press Clippings Collection (arranged chronologically)
- Canadian Vertical Files Collection (a quick-reference collection of files on individuals and organizations)
- Archival Accessions (includes the fonds and collections of papers of individuals and organizations)
- Monograph Collection (mostly pamphlets)
- Photographic Image Collection (includes the photo archive of *The Body Politic*)
- Poster Collection
- Non-Lesbian/Gay Periodicals Collection (mostly clippings on lesbian or gay subjects printed in mainstream publications)
- Lesbian and Gay Periodicals Collection (includes the most complete collection of Canadian lesbian and gay publications in existence)
The materials found here provided a strong foundation for the project, and were augmented by items located at other institutions, particularly the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal, and the Canadian Women’s Movement Archives, Ottawa.

HOW I HOPE YOU WILL USE THIS WORK

This book should not be viewed as a history of lesbian and gay liberation in Canada between 1964 and 1975. It is a chronology, with additional bibliographical support. I do believe that any serious history of Canadian lesbian and gay liberation for the period must take into consideration the material presented here. But there are other sources, too, that require study. Oral histories and the correspondence of organizations and individuals, for example, might be particularly fruitful areas to research. And, of course, history moves beyond the marshalling of simple facts and references when it uses these sources to present a thesis or to draw conclusions.

Many leads have been presented here. It is up to you to use them, and others you may find, to reach conclusions as to what it was like to be a lesbian or gay activist during the early years of lesbian and gay organizing in Canada. I hope that Lesbian and Gay Liberation in Canada: A Selected Annotated Chronology, 1964–1975 will be seen as no more than a handy point of departure, a stepping-stone toward further, more advanced, research.

Don McLeod
Toronto
September 1995

NOTE: Several of the sources listed here are obscure and may be available at only one or two institutions in Canada. If you have trouble locating them, please contact me (or one of my colleagues) at the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, P.O. Box 639, Station A, Toronto, Ontario M5W 1G2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Association for Canadian Transsexuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHM</td>
<td>Association homophile de Montréal [see also GMA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK</td>
<td>Association for Social Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBB</td>
<td>Brown Breast Brigade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGAA</td>
<td>Canadian Gay Activists Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGRO</td>
<td>Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAL</td>
<td>Centre humanitaire d’aide et de libération</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAN</td>
<td>Community Homophile Association of Newfoundland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAT</td>
<td>Community Homophile Association of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHUM</td>
<td>Centre homophile urbain de Montréal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNDH</td>
<td>Coalition nationale pour les droits des homosexuels [see also NGRC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>East Coast Homophile Organizations (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>L’Église communautaire de Montréal [see also MCC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELF</td>
<td>Edmonton Lesbian Feminists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHQL</td>
<td>Front homosexuel québécois de libération</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLH</td>
<td>Front de libération homosexuelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAE</td>
<td>Gay Alliance for Equality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATE</td>
<td>Gay Associations of Edmonton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAU</td>
<td>Gay Academic Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAY</td>
<td>Gay Alliance at York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCCS</td>
<td>Gay Community Centre of Saskatchewan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFE</td>
<td>Gays for Equality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAP</td>
<td>Groupe homosexuel d’action politique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIRC</td>
<td>Gay Information and Resources Calgary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLF Gay Liberation Front
GLM Gay Liberation Movement
GMA Gay Montreal Association [see also AHM]
GO Gays of Ottawa/Gays d'Ottawa/Gais de l'Outaouais
GPA Gay People's Alliance
GSA Gay Students Alliance
Gay TRIC Gay Transient Referral and Information Centre
   [see also TRIC]
HALO Homophile Association of London, Ontario
HASP Heather, Adrienne, Sue, Pat [the Brunswick Four]
HIM Homophile Information Media
HMHA Hamilton-McMaster Homophile Association
ISEA International Sex Equality Anonymous
MCC Metropolitan Community Church
   Montreal Community Church [see also ECM]
MHA McMaster Homophile Association
NACHO North American Conference of Homophile Organizations
NDP New Democratic Party
NGEC National Gay Election Coalition
NGRC National Gay Rights Coalition [see also CNDH]
PLC People's Liberation Coalition
QUHA Queen's University Homophile Association
SEARCH Society for Education Action Research and Counselling
   on Homosexuality
SEHQ Service d'entraide homophile deQuébec
SIR Society for Individual Rights (U.S.)
SOL Slightly Older Lesbians
TAG Toronto Area Gays
TGA Toronto Gay Action
TRIC Transient Referral and Information Centre
   [see also Gay TRIC]
UGH A University of Guelph Homophile Association
USHA University of Saskatchewan Homophile Association
UTHA University of Toronto Homophile Association
UU Unitarian Universalists
UWOHA  University of Western Ontario Homophile Association
Van-Gay  Vancouver Gay Information Service
WGU    Windsor Gay Unity
YUHA  York University Homophile Association
1964

—— * Montréal * Paul Chamberland’s book of poetry *L’afficheur hurle* was published by Éditions Parti pris.


—— * Montréal * Paul Chamberland’s book of poetry *Terre Québec* was published by Librairie Démom.


—— * Montréal * Jean-Paul Pinsonneault’s novel *Les terres sèches* was published by Éditions Beauchemin.


—— * Montréal * Paul Toupin’s collection of essays *L’écrivain et son théâtre* was published by Le cercle du livre de France.


—— * Toronto * The weekly tabloid newspaper *Tab* (later a bi-weekly renamed *Tab International*) featured a regular, catty news and gossip column by Lady Bessborough entitled “The Gay Set.” This became a prime source of information about happenings around Toronto’s gay community, especially at the bars and clubs. Lady Bessborough was succeeded by Duke Gaylord, whose “Gay Set” column ran in *Tab International* as late as June 1985.

[ *Tab* collection, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

—— * Toronto * By 1964 several Toronto physique photo studios, such as Frank Borck, Can-Art, Castillo, Jon Foto, C.K., and Harold Wells, provided photographs to the malé physique and muscle-building magazines that were
of some interest to gay men. These studios made contributions to Canadian examples of these periodicals, such as Crew, Face and Physique, and Physique Illustrated, published in Lachine, Québec, as well as to more obviously gay periodicals, such as Gay International and Two.


— * Washington, D.C. * The fifty-five page book The Beginner’s Guide to Cruising was published by the Guild Press Ltd. It was written by George Marshall, of Toronto, who had worked as general manager of Gay magazine. In 1965 the Guild Book Service published a sequel, also written by Marshall, the seventy-seven page Advanced Guide to Cruising.


January 13 * Toronto * Nathan Cohen commented in his “Monday Miscellany” column in the Toronto Daily Star that local police feared that recently closed after-hours clubs had reopened as “hangouts for male and female homosexuals.” On January 21, James Egan’s letter of rebuttal, “Police Concern for Homosexual Clubs ‘Illogical,’” was published in the Star. Egan was Canada’s foremost gay activist during the period 1949–64. (See also August 5, 14, 1964.)


February * London, England; Toronto * Jane Rule’s first novel, The Desert of the Heart, was published by Secker & Warburg in England and Macmillan of Canada. An American edition was released by World Publishing of New York later in 1964. A classic of lesbian literature concerning the relationship between a divorcée and a free-spirited woman in Reno, Nevada, during the 1950s, The Desert of the Heart has been reprinted many times, and was adapted by Donna Deitch into the film Desert Hearts in 1985.
February 22, March 7 * Toronto * Maclean's published a two-part series by Sidney Katz entitled “The Homosexual Next Door: A Sober Appraisal of a New Social Phenomenon.” These are believed to be the first full-scale articles in a mainstream Canadian publication to take a generally positive view of homosexuality. Katz was influenced in his views through contact with James Egan, Canada’s most prominent gay activist for the period 1949–64. The articles were later reprinted in a pamphlet of the same name by Pan-Graphic Press of San Francisco in its Mattachine Review Reprint Series.


March 9 * Toronto * A joint meeting of the Catholic legal and medical guilds held at Osgoode Hall agreed unanimously that although homosexuality is a sin, it ought not to be a crime.


March 20 * Montréal * Pierre Patry’s film Trouble-fête, in which Camille Ducharne played a predatory homosexual, opened at the Saint-Denis theatre.


March 30 * Toronto * The first issue of the magazine Gay appeared. Published by the Gay Publishing Company, 122 Wellington Street W., it was
FOR THOSE WHO ARE HAPPY AND GAY

GAY INTERNATIONAL

Vol. 2 No. 1

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD - article .......... 11
AROUND THE WORLD - news ............... STAFF 12
"MENAGE A TROIS" - fiction .................. MARSH HARRIS 6
A PASSERBY - poem .................................. 17
SYMBOLIC SEX - human .......................... AD. 15
HAPPINESS IS A THING CALLED LEE - photo 8
A BOY NAMED FLIP - fiction .................. DOV SEEGER 9
OUR READERS ASK - column ................ AUGUST MENTOR 5
CLASSIFIED .............................................. 13
A STRAIGHT LOOK AT DEVIATION LES AUTRES 17

one of the earliest periodicals to use the word “gay” in its title. *Gay* was a tabloid containing general articles on homosexuality (some reprinted from American homophile publications), fiction, photos, local gossip, jokes and cartoons, and personal ads. It was renamed *Gay International* with issue twelve (January 1965), and moved to 980 Queen Street E. It probably ceased publication after issue fifteen (about July 1965).


Spring * Toronto * “Christian Attitudes toward Homosexuality,” an article by Dr. Tibor Chikes, professor of pastoral care at the Wesley Theological Seminary, Washington, D.C., was reprinted (from *Concern*, 15 June 1963) in the 1964 annual report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Service of the United Church of Canada. Dr. Chikes argued that the self-organization of homosexuals and attempts to “glamorize” homosexuality are useless and that articles and books written by practising homosexuals that try to further “the homosexual revolution . . . do homosexuals more harm than good.”


April * Ottawa * Member of Parliament Arnold Peters (NDP-Temiskaming) was preparing to introduce a private Member’s bill calling for the modification of the Canadian Criminal Code to decriminalize homosexual acts between consenting adults in private. The bill never reached the floor of the House of Commons. Peters may have been influenced by the lobbying efforts of Garrfield D. Nichol (pseud. of Gary Nichols) of the Committee on Social Hygiene, Stittsville, Ontario. The Committee on Social Hygiene, pretty much a one-person operation, had been formed in 1963 to investigate the extent of homosexuality in eastern Canada and to quietly lobby for reforms to the Canadian Criminal Code. (See also May 26, 1965.)
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ASK

ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE

P.O. BOX 4277 VANCOUVER B.C.

July, 1964

VOL. 5, NO. 6

HISTORICAL....

This is a sad month for ASK. It is only our fifth month in existence, and we have had to sustain the news of the loss to the Association of both our Executive Advisor and our President.

Jaye has been a member of the Board of Directors since ASK's inception, and has been invaluable help to us through his knowledge and work in the social field. He has been eloquent at business meetings and panel discussions, and also at the weekly executive coffeehouse luncheons, where he has had a leading hand in the formulating of many of the Association's executive decisions. He leaves us to take up a post in the San Francisco area, and we wish her well in her new venture. We are certainly going to miss her cheery 'Committee Round-Up' news, but have the consolation of her promise to contribute a column from San Francisco on activities of other organizations. We are pleased to announce that these will appear as often as we receive them. Good luck to you, Jaye, from all in ASK. We know we will be seeing you from time to time, so this is just an interim.

Bruce has been our President from the beginning too, having been a leader in the early discussion groups that led to the formation of ASK. He guided the formative meetings through the initial stages, counseling us as all the need for ASK in Canada, the idea that the Association should have, the constitution and by-laws that the first members would have to handle over, throw out and build into something meaningful and binding, the division of members into suggested committees and the work they would be expected to do for the betterment of the sexual variant in contemporary society. He was elected President of ASK by acclamation, and has worked tirelessly and selflessly to our ends to get ASK on its feet as a decent, effective organization working for the understanding and acknowledgement of homosexuals by themselves and the general public. Through press releases and reports of our activities we have established a small but sure footing on the contemporary scene, and there are many thousands of people throughout this world of ours who are aware of our existence and our purpose as a direct result of his efforts.

Being a president is not an enviable job. It involves levelheadedness when everything around you is chaotic and when everyone around you is hysterical; it involves selflessness in making decisions which might appear to the less perceptive to be ego-centrics or over-ambitions; it involves responsibility of persons and of position, and the awareness of that responsibility at all times; it involves collapse of nature and temperment in the face of shortened pathways; it involves firmness of conviction and principles in the face of setbacks and criticism; and, above all else, it involves dedication in the highest degree to the ideals and whole purpose of the corporation or organization which a president represents.

Bruce has not been an unsuccessful president. He has displayed persistence of all these qualities, and our best way to express appreciation to him for his work would be to aspire individually to these qualities in our continued efforts for ASK, and to emulate his sincere enthusiasm for all that ASK stands for.

Bruce leaves for Ottawa in August, and we wish him every success. It is with a heavy heart that we bid you adieu, Bruce; we will miss you.

An issue of the ASK Newsletter, produced by the Association for Social Knowledge, Vancouver.
April • Vancouver • The Association for Social Knowledge (ASK), the first homophile organization in Canada, was officially formed. It was inspired by the activities of the Mattachine Society in the United States, and was encouraged by Bruce Somers, a Vancouver interior decorator, who became ASK’s first president. ASK was an independent organization established “to help society to understand and accept variations from the sexual norm.” Its membership was almost equally divided between gay men and lesbians from the beginning. ASK supported law reform and sponsored public lectures and discussion groups, coffee parties (Gab ’N’ Java), social events and outings, a lending library, and, eventually, a drop-in and community centre. The ASK Newsletter was filled with serious articles (some reprinted from other sources), news of local events, and Association news. ASK collapsed in the summer of 1965 but revived the next year; it disbanded early in 1969.

April 11, 14, 15 • Toronto • A series of three articles on the “shadow world” of the homosexual entitled “Society and the Homosexual,” by a senior Telegram staff reporter (Ron Poulton), was published in the Toronto Telegram. A vigorous rebuttal of the articles, written by “London Sociologist” (John Alan Lee), appeared in the Toronto Telegram on April 22, 1964. A more lengthy rebuttal, by James Egan, was published later in Two.
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April 13 * Toronto * The Roman Sauna Baths opened at 740 Bay Street. One of the largest and most modern bathhouses in Canada, the Roman Sauna Baths became a Toronto landmark. Renovated and expanded as the Romans 11 Health and Recreation Spa after a fire in 1977, the Romans survived the 1981 bath raids but eventually closed, on May 23, 1989.


April 29 * Vancouver * Rev. J.M. Taylor of East Burnaby United Church spoke on "The Church and Homosexuality" at the Sun Auditorium in the first public lecture sponsored by ASK. Twenty-five men and six women attended. Rev. Taylor called for the establishment of voluntary treatment centres for homosexuals, where a complete psychiatric and medical team could "assist the homosexual in his return to heterosexuality."


May 15 * Montreal * Claude Jutra's film *A tout prendre/Take It All* opened at the Saint-Denis and Bijou theatres. A first-person, autobiographical narrative filmed between 1961 and 1963, *A tout prendre* was the first feature film made in Quebec to explore a homosexual theme. It starred Jutra, Johanne Harrelle, and Victor Désy, and was shown at the Festival International du Film in Montreal in August 1963. English subtitles (written by Leonard Cohen) were added later.


May 20 * Vancouver * In an address to the John Howard Society of British Columbia, Minister of Justice Guy Favreau called for "a firm and com-
prehensive statement of the principles and policies that the Government of Canada proposes should be followed in the federal correctional field." This would include clarification of policies related to the treatment of convicted sex offenders, including homosexuals.


June 3 * Vancouver * Mervin Davis, executive director of the John Howard Society of British Columbia, spoke to a public meeting sponsored by ASK and held at the Central YMCA. About twenty-five people attended. Davis said that homosexuals who don't infringe on the rights of "ordinary" citizens should not be punished.

["Our Society Needs ASK Says John Howard Executive Director," ASK Newsletter 1 (June 1964): 5.]

June 24 * Vancouver * The final spring meeting of ASK was held at the Vancouver Unitarian Church. A panel of three ASK members (David D., Lee L., and Bob T.) gave their views on the topic "ASK, Present and Future: What Should We Be Doing, and Where Should We Be Going?"

["The Roving Reporter . . . ," ASK Newsletter 1 (July 1964): 4.]

June 27 * Hamilton * Several hundred gay men from the Golden Horseshoe area attended a gala, open-air bottle party held at the home of Robert C. Hart, 63 Highcliffe Avenue. The party was raided by the police, who complained of noise, and the guests were forced to leave.

["Cops Queer Gala Fag 'Bottle Party': 800 Invitations Sent Out," Tab, 25 July 1964, p. 3.]

Summer * Montréal * The editors of the journal Parti pris caused a sensation when in their special summer issue, entitled "Portrait du colonisé québécois," they referred to "féderastes" and "Confédérastie," a linking of Canadian federalists and pederasty.


Summer * Toronto * Vice squad detectives Belcher and McGauty undertook a personal vendetta to harass and attempt to close the city's private gay clubs. Over several months the officers conducted a systematic campaign of harassment and threats against club managers and members, culminating in the laying of a charge of gross indecency against two men who were observed dancing together at the Melody Room, 457 Church Street. During the preliminary hearing, Belcher and McGauty produced conflicting testimony.
and the charges were dropped on September 24, 1964. The two detectives were not deterred, and they returned to the Melody Room in early 1965. At that time their disorderly conduct and verbal abuse led the manager to have them charged with trespassing after they refused to leave the club. (See also August 5, 14, 1964.)


**Summer * Vancouver * ASK** sponsored four discussion sessions open to the public: "Homosexual Marriages," "Lesbians," "Drag and Transvestism," and "Sadism, Masochism, and Fetishism."

[Announcement, ASK Newsletter 1 (August 1964): 8.]

**July * Toronto * Two** magazine was launched by Gayboy Publishing (later Kamp Publishing Company), with its editorial office listed as the Melody Room, 477 Church Street. Its name was inspired by the early American homophile magazine One. Beginning in April 1954, One had published a supplement entitled Two (Truth Will Out); the Toronto publication was named after this. An occasional (later bi-monthly) collection of fiction, reviews, news, photos, and artwork, Two’s stated purpose was "to promote knowledge and understanding of the homosexual viewpoint among the general public and to educate homosexuals as to their responsibilities as variants from the current moral and social standards." Two ceased publication after issue eleven (July–August 1966).


**July * Vancouver * Jaye Haris**, the first executive advisor of ASK, resigned her position to move to San Francisco, where she became involved with the Society for Individual Rights (SIR). At about the same time, Bruce Somers, the first president of ASK, resigned his position to move to Ottawa. Somers was succeeded by Douglas Sanders, who remained president of ASK until November 1967.

[Editorial, ASK Newsletter 1 (July 1964): 1.]

**July 24 * Toronto * Journalist Sidney Katz announced plans for the formation in October of a Homophile Reform Society, to be based in either Toronto or Ottawa. A six-man committee had met to organize the society, whose first objective would be to press for the amendment of Section 149 of the Criminal Code, which concerned "gross indecency." Gary Nichols of the
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Committee on Social Hygiene may have been a moving force behind the group, which appears to have never been very active.


August 3 * Hull, Qué. * Member of Parliament Louis-Joseph Pigeon (pc-Joliette-L'Assomption-Montcalm), forty-two, was charged with indecently assaulting eighteen-year-old Raymond Emond on the main street of Hull, Québec. Emond claimed that Pigeon had led him into a laneway where he had made indecent propositions, upon which a struggle ensued. The charge was dropped when Judge Avila Labelle ruled that the Crown had not proved guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.


August 5, 14 * Toronto; Vancouver * In his August 5 column in the Globe and Mail, Michael Hanlon stated that Toronto police were worried about "the growing popularity of clubs for homosexuals in the city" — there were at least four at that time. The police were frustrated because "... behaviour in them is quite proper and no charges can be laid." Hanlon concluded that "What worries the police is not the activities in the clubs . . . but the fact that they are gathering places for homosexuals and as such offer a chance for homosexuality to spread by introduction." Less than two weeks later, Ormond Turner discussed the "problem" of clubs for homosexuals in Vancouver in his "Around Town" column in the Vancouver Province. An anonymous police officer was quoted as saying that the police had been "'keeping track of them'" and that there had been more prosecutions involving gross indecency in the past six months than in the previous two years. Turner's conclusion was almost identical to Hanlon's: "What worries police is not the activities in the clubs . . . but the fact they are gathering places and, as such, offer a chance for homosexuality to spread by introduction."
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September 14 * Vancouver * ASK sponsored a public discussion on "The Gay Bar in the Community."


September 16 * Vancouver * ASK sponsored a lecture by Don Lucas, executive secretary of the Mattachine Society of San Francisco, on "The Homosexual Cause: The Aims and Activities of the Mattachine Society," held at Buchanan Penthouse, University of British Columbia.


September 29 * Toronto * The Gargoyle Magazine, a student publication at University College, the University of Toronto, published Heather Dean's article on campus gay-bashing, entitled "The Varsity Sport Nobody Reports."

[Gargoyle, pp. 12-13 (reprinted in Two, no. 3 [1964], pp. 20-22).]

September 30 * Vancouver * Dr. Smith of the Vancouver Venereal Disease Clinic spoke on "Homosexuality and the Control of Venereal Disease" in a lecture sponsored by ASK, held at the Unitarian Hall.

[B.C., "ASK the Roving Reporter...", ASK Newsletter 1 (October 1964): 11.]

October 12 * Montréal * John Watkins, Canada's ambassador to the Soviet Union from 1954 to 1956, died of a sudden heart attack during a month-long RCMP interrogation regarding his sexual activities and contacts while employed as a civil servant. This was but one incident (revealed only years later) relating to a massive hunt to identify male homosexuals in the Canadian civil service, and to eliminate them as security risks, conducted by the RCMP Security Service under Cabinet authority between 1959 and 1968.


**October 14 * Vancouver * About sixty people attended a public panel discussion on "Religious Teaching and the Homosexual," sponsored by ASK and held at the Unitarian Hall. The panelists included Father James Roberts of Mount St. Joseph Hospital, Rev. A. Phillip Hewett, pastor of the Unitarian Church, and Prof. William Nicholls, an Anglican minister and head of the department of religious studies at the University of British Columbia. Nicholls stated that the criminal law should be changed to permit homosexual acts in private between consenting adults, and that the church should encourage stable unions between homosexuals.


**October 28 * Vancouver * Douglas Sanders, president of ASK and also a lawyer, spoke on "Legal Reform and Homosexuality" at the Unitarian Hall in a lecture sponsored by ASK.

November 18 * Vancouver * Dr. James Tyhurst, head of the department of psychiatry at the Vancouver General Hospital, delivered a lecture on "Psychiatry and Homosexuality," sponsored by ask and held at the Unitarian Hall.


November 24 * Canada * CBC-TV telecast an hour-long discussion of legal, medical, and religious attitudes towards homosexuality on the program Other Voices. Several Canadian, British, and American "experts" were interviewed, but no open homosexuals. The program included a brief segment of a drag floor show filmed at the Music Room in Toronto.


November 24 * Toronto * Rick Kerr, who was associated with the Music Room and the Melody Room clubs as well as Two magazine, spoke on "Hope for Homosexuals" before a group of University of Toronto students at a meeting of SCM. Kerr declared that homosexuality is a natural phenomenon and hoped that the public would come to accept it as just another minority position. This meeting resulted in informal talk of forming a homophile group in Toronto, but without result.


November 25 * Toronto * Sidney Katz of Maclean's spoke on "The Problem of Homosexuality" to the Humanist and Unitarian Society at University College, University of Toronto. Katz stated that homosexual acts between two consenting adults should not be criminal, but are instead a moral problem.

[Advertisement, Varsity (Univ. of Toronto), 25 November 1964, p. 5; "Over a Million Potential Criminals!" Two, no. 5 (1965), p. 3.]

November 30 * Ottawa * Member of Parliament Arnold Peters (NDP-Temiskaming) alleged that a former (unnamed) warden of St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary kept two homosexuals in the administration building at the prison and was a disgrace to the penitentiary service. The Ministry of Justice launched an investigation into the allegation.


December 11 * Vancouver * ASK's first theatrical venture, "ASKapades of 64," was held at the Unitarian Hall.
December 17 * Vancouver * Two members of ASK, a man and a woman, were interviewed by Jim Crossen on CJOR radio's hotline show Crossfire, followed by calls from the public. (See also December 18, 1964, and February 10, 1965.)

[JM., "ASK Members under 'Crossfire,'" ASK Newsletter 2 (January 1965): 7.]

December 18 * Vancouver * Douglas Sanders, president of ASK, was interviewed by Jim Crossen on CJOR radio's hotline show Crossfire, followed by calls from the public.

[K.K., "ASK on the Spot: Our President on 'Crossfire,'" ASK Newsletter 2 (January 1965): 2.]
1965

—* Englewood Cliffs, N.J. * Daniel Cappon's book *Toward an Understanding of Homosexuality* was published by Prentice-Hall. Cappon, a professor of psychiatry at the University of Toronto, claimed that homosexuality could be "cured" and that "There are no homosexuals — only people with homosexual problems." (See also October 9, 1968.)


—* Longueuil, Qué. * Denis Vanier's *Je: poèmes* was published by Éditions le Crible. It was reprinted with additions in 1974 by Éditions l'Aurore.


—* Montréal * *Journal poétique, 1964–1965: élégie pour apprendre à vivre, suivie de pièces brèves*, by Jean Basile (pseud. of Jean-Basile Bezroudnoff), was published by Éditions du jour.


—* Montréal * Marie-Claire Blais's novel *Une saison dans la vie d'Emmanuel* was published by Éditions du jour. It garnered international acclaim and was awarded both the Prix Médicis and the Prix France-Canada. Translated into thirteen languages, the work was later adapted as a film.


—* Toronto * The Gay Publishing Company, publishers of *Gay International*, printed the four-page pamphlet "How to Handle a Federal Interro-
1965
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gation/If You Are Arrested” for the East Coast Homophile Organizations (ECHO), the coalition of American homophile organizations formed in January 1963.

[“East Coast Homophile Organizations (ECHO)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

—— **Toronto** — Kump Publishing Company, publishers of *Two, The Male Nude*, and *Gay Giggle*, moved from 457 Church Street to 292 Yonge Street. The operation soon opened K.K. Books, which stocked the largest selection of gay-oriented publications available in Canada at the time. In the early days, K.K. Books was run by Richard Kerr (of the Music Room and the Melody Room) and Kurt Lauer (of the Melody Room). The bookstore continued to operate into the early 1970s. (See also February 6, 1966.)


—— **Vancouver** — Phyllis Webb’s book of poetry *Naked Poems* was published by Periwinkle.


**February 6** — **Montréal** — An article by Norm Williams published in the *Montreal Star* discussed the increasing number of homosexuals being convicted in Montréal for soliciting, obscene displays, and “acting in a manner as to shock citizens.” His research had been spurred by a comment made by Municipal Court Judge Pascal Lachapelle that homosexuality was on the rise in the city. Convictions for homosexual activities had increased from 25 in 1960 to 166 in 1964. Williams also interviewed members of Montréal’s morality squad, who discussed gay night spots in town.


**February 8** — **Ottawa** — Five gay men and four clergymen held an informal discussion with a view to forming “some type of organization to help homosexuals with their spiritual problems.” Garrfield D. Nichol (pseud. of Gary Nichols) of the Committee on Social Hygiene was one of the organizers of the meeting. Further meetings were held on March 1 and March 29, 1965, and were a prelude to the formation of the Canadian Council on Religion and the Homosexual. (See also May 26, 1965.)
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February 9 * Vancouver * Several members of ASK attended the annual general meeting of the John Howard Society of British Columbia to hear Dr. R.E. Turner, director of the Forensic Clinic attached to the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital, speak on the psychiatric treatment of the sexual offender. Dr. Turner was later interviewed by three members of ASK.


February 10 * Vancouver * ASK held a discussion group to hear part of the CJOR radio program Crossfire taped on December 17, 1964, which featured two of ASK’s members. Program host Jim Crossen attended the discussion.

[B.C., “ASK at the Discussion Groups,” ASK Newsletter 2 (February 1965): 10.]

February 21 * Seattle, Wash. * ASK held its first meeting outside Vancouver, at the Friends’ Center in Seattle, with guest speaker Dr. John Hampson of the department of psychiatry, University of Washington, discussing “Homosexuality and Psychiatry.”


March * Toronto * E.A. Lacey’s The Forms of Loss, the first English-Canadian gay-identified book of poetry, was published by Muddy York Press. Poet Dennis Lee was one of the book’s sponsors.


March * Vancouver * Membership in ASK had risen to over sixty-five, and nearly one hundred people subscribed to the ASK Newsletter.


March * Vancouver * At the annual general meeting of ASK a committee was formed to enquire into the feasibility of starting a lesbian/gay social centre in Vancouver to be called The Circle. This would be a private social club that would cooperate with ASK but be separate from it. ASK disbanded temporarily in the summer of 1965 but reformed in 1966 and continued towards the goal of forming some sort of centre. The ASK Centre, the first community social centre in Canada run by a homophile organization, opened at the end of 1966. The idea for a social group called The Circle did not disappear,
however. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, a non-profit homophile organization called The Circle was active in Vancouver under the direction of Mrs. D. Beck. It was devoted to education and personal counselling on homosexuality. (See also December 31, 1966.)


May 26 • Ottawa • The Canadian Council on Religion and the Homosexual, a group of clergy and laypeople, was established to “aid in public education about homosexuality and the plight of the homosexual in society.” The group’s first executive included Rev. Philip Rowswell (Chairman), Garrfield D. Nichol (pseud. of Gary Nichols; Secretary), and Aurele J. Lebeau (Treasurer). Bruce Somers, first president of *ASK*, also helped to found the group, which sponsored discussion groups and was active until the autumn of 1966.


May 26 • Stittsville, Ont. • The Committee on Social Hygiene, formed in 1963 by Garrfield D. Nichol (pseud. of Gary Nichols), was officially disbanded so that he could become active with the newly formed Canadian Council on Religion and the Homosexual.


June 21 • Toronto • CBC-TV commentator Ed McGibbon chaired a panel discussion of sexuality with five lesbians during a fundraising event for Street Haven, a drop-in centre for women that had been founded at the Hotel Atalanta, 109–13 Carlton Street, in March 1965 by Peggy Ann Walpole. A number of Street Haven’s clients were working-class lesbians. Three hundred and seventy-five people attended the event, held at the St. James Parish Hall.
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July 6 * Vancouver * An article entitled “Homosexuality: Changing the Laws Could Raise Morality,” by William Nicholls, an Anglican priest and head of the department of religious studies at the University of British Columbia, was published in the *Vancouver Sun*. Nicholls maintained that the present laws regarding homosexuality were “unjust and barbaric,” and that homosexuality should be treated legally on the same basis as premarital intercourse between heterosexuals.


August * Northwest Territories * Everett George Klippert, thirty-nine, a mechanic living in Pine Point, NWT, was questioned by the RCMP during an investigation of an arson. Klippert, who had not been involved in the fire, made a voluntary statement to the investigators that he had engaged in sexual acts with males on four occasions while living in the North. A native of Kindersley, Sask., Klippert had been convicted previously (in Calgary in 1960) of gross indecency and had been sentenced to four years in prison. Released in 1963 after serving three years, Klippert moved away and eventually settled in Pine Point. The RCMP charged Klippert with four counts of gross indecency involving non-violent acts with consenting adult males in private. He appeared before Magistrate P.B. Parker at Hay River, NWT, and pleaded guilty. On August 24, 1965, Klippert was sentenced to three years on each of the four counts, to be served concurrently. The Klippert case would become one of the most important criminal cases in Canadian history to deal with the matter of gay sexuality, and would prompt the introduction of amendments to the criminal code (Bill C-150) that came into effect in August 1969. (See also March 9, 1966, and November 7, 1967.)


September 27 * Cardiff, Wales * David Sector’s film *Winter Kept Us Warm*, starring John Labow and Henry Tarvainen, premiered to critical acclaim at the Commonwealth Film Festival. This study of the “ambiguous” friendship between two male university students had been filmed at the University of Toronto by Sector, a twenty-two-year-old English major from Winnipeg. This was the first feature film with a homosexual theme made in English Canada.

[Adil., “Winter Kept Us Warm,” *Variety*, 15 December 1965, p. 6; D.J. Turner and Micheline Morisset, eds., *Canadian Feature Film Index, 1913-1989/Index des films canadiens de long métrage* (Ottawa: Public Archives, National Film, Television, and
November 15 * Toronto * In the November 15 issue of The United Church Observer, Rev. Mervyn Dickinson, pastoral counsellor at two United Churches in Toronto, declared that the church should welcome homosexuals warmly and openly into all phases of its life. Dickinson's statement that the church should give its blessing to some homosexual relationships alarmed some other members of Toronto's clergy.


December 18 * Toronto * When four rowdy customers began to cause trouble at the Melody Room, manager Kurt Lauer called police for assistance. They arrived and arrested Lauer, who later sued Constable Russell Wilson for assault and false imprisonment.

["False Arrest, Assault Untrue, Officer Says," Toronto Daily Star, four star ed., 17 April 1968, p. 25.]
1966

— * Montreal * Joli tambour, a play by Jean Basile (pseud. of Jean-Basile Bezroudnoff), was published by Éditions du jour. Based on historical events from New France in the 1750s, Joli tambour told the story of a drummer boy charged with rape who agreed to become the local executioner in order to escape a sentence of death. A gang of prisoners attempts to rape him, and the character LaRose is a bullying homosexual. Joli tambour was performed in English (as The Drummer Boy) in Toronto in January 1968. (See also January 17, 1968.)


— * New York, N.Y.; Toronto * Leonard Cohen's novel Beautiful Losers was published by Viking in New York and McClelland and Stewart in Toronto. The central character is an aging scholar who ruminates about his past, including his homoerotic interest in a male friend named F.


— * Toronto * Mazo de la Roche of Jalna, Ronald Hambleton's biography of Canadian writer Mazo de la Roche, was published by General Publishing. De la Roche (1879–1961) had gained world-wide fame through her Jalna novels. For more than seventy years, she was involved in a very close relationship with her adopted sister Caroline Clement (who was actually a first cousin once removed). They were inseparable; according to Hambleton, Clement came to be seen as "almost Mazo's other self" (p. 16). Nowhere does he imply, however, that their relationship was in any way sexual. (See also 1972.)

January * Toronto * An article by Daniel Dare (pseud.) in *The People's Magazine* advocated the execution of homosexuals. This magazine was the official organ of the People's Church, an independent evangelical church founded in 1930. Rev. J. Oswald Smith, the editor of the magazine, later claimed that the article had been published in error. (See also January 30, 1966.)


January 29 * Toronto * Rev. Ian Rennie of Vancouver's Fairview Presbyterian Church was the guest speaker in the fourth program of a lecture series entitled "Man: Come of Age?," sponsored by Knox Presbyterian Church and held at New College, University of Toronto. During his talk before about 200 university students, Rev. Rennie declared that Toronto had become the Canadian centre for homosexuals. He viewed homosexuality as being a sinful choice rather than a "biological problem."


February 6 * Toronto * Charges of possessing obscene literature for the purpose of distribution were laid against the Kamp Publishing Company, its secretary-treasurer Kurt Lauer, and Gary Somers, manager of the company's store (K.K. Books) at 292 Yonge Street. The store sold a large selection of titles of interest to gay men.


March 9 * Northwest Territories * Everett George Klippert was declared a dangerous sexual offender at the Territorial Court of the Northwest Terri-
tories, presided over by Justice J.H. Sissons. In August 1965, Klippert had been convicted on four counts of gross indecency involving non-violent acts with consenting adult males in private, and was sentenced to three years in prison on each count, to be served concurrently. Klippert had been convicted of gross indecency previously (in Calgary in 1960); his record of convictions had prompted Klippert's entry into the dangerous sexual offender sentencing procedure. In sentencing Klippert to an indefinite period of detention as a dangerous sexual offender, Justice Sissons said from the Bench, "I think the penitentiary term is going to do the accused considerable harm and will not help him and will not help the public." Klippert was transferred to the federal penitentiary at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan; his subsequent appeals were rejected. (See also November 7, 1967.)


**Spring * Garden City, N.Y. * Harold Horwood's novel *Tomorrow Will Be Sunday*, concerning a young man's (homo)sexual and moral coming-of-age in a Newfoundland outport, was published by Doubleday.


**Spring * Montréal * A representative of the American homophile organization the Mattachine Society visited McGill University and delivered a talk on Mattachine and homosexuality. The event was sponsored by McGill's pre-med society.

[Unpublished interview with Charles Hill, ca. 1972, Charles Hill papers, 82–015/01, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

**May 30 * Hamilton * During the second North American Conference on Church and Family Life, Dr. Gibson Winter, a professor of social ethics at the University of Chicago divinity school, maintained that homosexuality is natural for certain persons and could be considered moral. The conference was sponsored by the U.S. National Council of the Churches of Christ and the Canadian Council of Churches. (See also June 1, 1966.)


**June 1 * Hamilton * Rev. George Johnston, professor of New Testament studies in the faculty of divinity at McGill University, declared that the
Christian Church could never approve or condone any type of homosexuality, and that it would always be impossible for a practising homosexual to be also a practising Christian. Rev. Johnston's remarks were made at the second North American Conference on Church and Family Life.


June 16 • Kelowna, B.C. • A proposal by lawyers Sidney Simons and Douglas Sanders to relax laws concerning homosexual acts between consenting adults was defeated by the criminal justice committee at the annual convention of the British Columbia branch of the Canadian Bar Association. Simons and Sanders, sitting as a sub-committee, had proposed the resolution after studying the Wolfenden Report and conducting a two-year study of Section 49 of the Criminal Code, relating to acts of "gross indecency." The resolution called for the removal of criminal laws prohibiting homosexual acts in private between consenting parties over the age of eighteen. It also urged decriminalizing such acts between parties over the age of fourteen, providing the difference in their ages was not more than two years.


August 25–27 • San Francisco, Ca. • Hazel M. and Douglas Sanders represented ASK at the second meeting of the National Planning Conference of Homophile Organizations.


September 15, 17 • Toronto • The Toronto Daily Star published two columns in its "What Should I Do?" series that discussed solutions to questions about homosexuality submitted by readers. The columns were coordinated by the Star's social affairs expert Sidney Katz, and dealt mostly with medical and psychiatric opinions on treatments for the "homosexual problem."


October • Ottawa • Section 61 of a White Paper on immigration policy recommended that homosexuals "could safely be deleted from the specific list of prohibited persons" not allowed entry into Canada. Section 5 of the
Immigration Act stated that homosexuals, along with pimps, prostitutes, and drug addicts, were "undesirable" and therefore forbidden to enter Canada.


October * Toronto * Renate Wilson's article "What Turns Women to Lesbianism?" was published in Chatelaine. She interviewed several lesbians in Vancouver and discussed the causes, frequency, and treatment of lesbianism with medical researchers such as Dr. R.E. Turner and Dr. J.W. Mohr of the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry in Toronto.


October 20 * Montréal * Marcel Dubé's play Au retour des oies blanches was performed at the Comédie-Canadienne. It was published by Leméac in 1969.


December 31 * Vancouver * The ASK Community Centre opened at 1929 Kingsway with a Centennial New Year's Eve Ball. This was the first community social centre in Canada run by a homophile organization. The Centre provided space for business and executive meetings, a lending library, facilities for the production of the ASK Newsletter, some counselling and referral services, as well as a place for regular dances and speakers.

1967

— * Montréal * Marie-Claire Blais's novel *David Sterne* was published by Éditions du jour. An English translation of the same name was published in Toronto by McClelland and Stewart in 1973.


— * Montréal * Jean-Paul Pinsonneault’s play *Terre d’aube* was published by Fides.


January * Toronto * Scott Symons’s “personal narrative” *Combat Journal for Place d’Armes*, in which a married, “respectable” Anglo-Canadian male spends three weeks in Montréal indulging in a variety of homosexual escapades, was published by McClelland and Stewart.


February 3 * Vancouver * Jean Lupien, vice-president of Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and deputy commissioner-general of Expo ’67, was arrested on a charge of attempted gross indecency when he was found at a local hotel in bed with a female impersonator. Lupien’s defence was that he believed his companion was a woman. He was found guilty on June 27, 1967,
John Herbert, author of *Fortune and Men's Eyes*. 
and fined $750 (the other man, Serge Boisvert, was fined $100), but the ruling was reversed by the British Columbia Court of Appeal. The case eventually went all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada, which reversed the ruling of the B.C. Court of Appeal and found Lupien guilty on November 17, 1969.


February 14 * New York, N.Y. * Fortune and Men's Eyes, a play by Toronto writer John Herbert (born John Herbert Brundage), opened off-Broadway at the Broadway Actor's Playhouse. It concerns homosexuality and degradation in prison; Smitty, a straight student, is committed to jail for a minor drug offense and must share a cell with homosexuals. First staged in October 1965 in a Stratford (Ont.) Workshop production directed by Bruno Gerussi, Fortune and Men's Eyes opened in New York because the producers, David Rothenberg and Mitchell Nestor, had been unable to find a Canadian sponsor. Although it opened to mixed notices, Fortune and Men's Eyes became a very popular work. It was translated into six languages within three years and was staged internationally many times during the 1970s and 1980s. Fortune and Men's Eyes was filmed by Harvey Hart in 1971. (See also June 24, 1971.)


February 19 * Toronto * Homosexuality, transvestism, and transsexuality were topics investigated in a program aired on CBC TV's "Sunday" series. The program included a seven-minute film by Clifford Solway entitled Gay Life, filmed at a New York City gay bar in 1965.


February 24-26 * Vancouver * The official opening celebrations were held for the new ASK Centre. Activities included an open house, receptions, and a dance.

[Notice, ASK Newsletter, February 1967, p. 3.]
April 27 * Montréal * Expo '67 officially opened. In the months leading up to the event a number of gay bars and clubs were forced to close after the Québec Liquor Board refused to renew their licences. This was part of an attempt by authorities to clean up Montréal's image in preparation for Expo. 


May 22 * Washington, D.C. * The United States Supreme Court ruled, in a six-to-three decision, that homosexuals were ineligible for admission to the United States. Homosexuals were seen to fall within the definition of "afflicted with psychopathic personality" as used in the Immigration and Naturalization Act. The case had involved an order for deportation to Canada in March 1967 of Canadian citizen Clive Boutilier, who had admitted committing homosexual acts both before and after his entry to the United States in 1955. The U.S. Department of Justice did not relax its position on allowing gays and lesbians into the United States until September 1980, when it adopted a "don't ask, don't tell" policy. 


July * London, England * The Sexual Offences Bill, which partially decriminalized some homosexual activities in private between two consenting adults twenty-one years of age and older, passed third reading in the House of Commons on July 4 by a vote of 99 to 14. It passed third reading in the House of Lords on July 21, and was given Royal Assent July 27. The success of the Bill was due largely to the influence of the Wolfenden Report, published on September 4, 1957, and the lobbying efforts of the Homosexual Law Reform Society, formed in May 1958. This action on the part of the British Parliament in turn influenced the climate for legislative change in Canada, leading up to the passing of Omnibus Bill C-150 in May 1969. 


August * Montréal * International Sex Equality Anonymous (ISEA), an educational and social homophile organization, was founded by Paul Bédard. During 1967–68 Bédard was also involved with the Club Cherrier, 847, rue Cherrier, a discreet, semi-private mixed club for men. In September 1968, Bédard was acquitted of charges of gross indecency and contributing to juvenile delinquency after a member of the club was found to have used it to recruit customers for young male hustlers. By April 1969, Bédard and ISEA had opened the Gemini 1 club at 1285, boul. Maisonneuve O. ISEA was active until at least 1971. (See also April 19, 1969, and September 13, 1969.)


August 17–19 * Washington, D.C. * Members of ASK attended the third National Planning Conference of Homophile Organizations (renamed the North American Conference of Homophile Organizations [NACHO]), which was sponsored by the Mattachine Society of Washington. ASK president Douglas Sanders became secretary of NACHO, a position he held until his resignation early in 1969.


November * Vancouver * ASK’s membership had grown to over one hundred fifty.

[Doug (Sanders), “President’s Corner,” ASK Newsletter, November 1967, p. 1.]

November 3 * Toronto * Lanny Salsberg’s article “Witchcraft and Faggotry” was published in the *Varsity Review*. It examined the Yonge and King Street
drag scenes during Halloween a few nights before, with particular emphasis on activities at Club 511 and Letros. The article was illustrated with photographs by John Swaigen.


**November 4-5** *Seattle, Wash.* *ASK* sponsored the Western Regional Conference of Homophile Organizations, held in Seattle. Representatives from groups in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, and Vancouver attended.


**November 7** *Ottawa* *In* a three-to-two decision, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed the appeal of Everett George Klippert, an admitted homosexual who had been sentenced to an indefinite period of detention in March 1966 as a dangerous sexual offender. Chief Justice John R. Cartwright, who had recommended quashing Klippert’s preventive detention sentence, in a dissenting opinion suggested that the laws regarding homosexuality be clarified, and that it was not their intention to incarcerate harmless homosexuals for life. Intense media and political interest followed the dismissal of Klippert’s appeal and influenced Justice Minister Pierre Trudeau in introducing amendments to the Criminal Code concerning homosexuality (Bill C-150). Although these amendments would eventually come into effect in August 1969, Klippert was not paroled until July 20, 1971. (See also November 8, and December 21, 1967.)

Court Ruling Makes Homosexual Liable to 'Life,' "Toronto Daily Star, all star ed., 7 November 1967, p. 1."

November 7 * Ottawa * In the House of Commons, Bud Orange (L-Northwest Territories) asked Justice Minister Pierre Trudeau whether he would consider amending the Criminal Code "so that Canadians will not be subjected to preventive detention because they are victims of an unfortunate social disease (homosexuality)." The question, arising from the Supreme Court's verdict in the Klippert case, was ruled out of order, and Trudeau did not reply. Outside the Commons, Trudeau told reporters that "there will be something on preventive detention — whether it's too liberal or not liberal enough" in his forthcoming omnibus bill to amend the Criminal Code (Bill C-150).


November 8 * Ottawa * Justice Minister Pierre Trudeau expressed approval of liberalizing laws concerning homosexuality, and suggested that the law as it concerned homosexuals be placed before the Ouimet committee on penal reform. Trudeau's statement came in response to the dismissal of the appeal of Everett Klippert by the Supreme Court of Canada the day before.


[Doug (Sanders), "President's Corner," ASK Newsletter, November 1967, p. 1.]

December * Ottawa * The article "Homosexuality among Women," by Réjane Rancourt and Thérèse Limoges, was published in Canadian Nurse. They described lesbianism as an "addiction," "deviation," and "retarded psychosocial development."


December * Vancouver * After the owner of the building housing the ASK Centre refused to renew the lease, the Centre moved into a former bowling alley at 1268 E. Hastings Street. In February 1968 the Centre moved again, to the site of the old Kitsilano Theatre, 2114 W. Fourth Avenue.
December 21 * Ottawa * Justice Minister Pierre Trudeau introduced an omnibus bill in the House of Commons, Bill C-150, one part of which would allow for the decriminalization of homosexual acts ("gross indecency" and "buggery") in private between two consenting adults twenty-one years of age or older.


December 22 * Calgary * In response to the proposed Bill C-150, Calgary police chief Ken Mclver declared that decriminalizing homosexual acts between consenting adults in private would represent a decay in Canadian society. Mclver described homosexuality as "a horrible, vicious and terrible thing. We do not need this in our country."


December 28 * Québec, Qué. * Québec Provincial Secretary Yves Gabias declared that Canada was bound to fall into decadence if the Criminal Code was amended to decriminalize homosexual acts.
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----- * Montréal * Paul Chamberland's book of poetry *L'inavouable* was published by Éditions Parti pris.


----- * Montréal * Denis Vanier's book of poetry *Pornographic Delicatessen* was published by L'Estérel.


----- * Toronto * Ron Gabe, Jorge Saia, and Michael Tims formed the artistic collective General Idea. They adopted new names — Felix Partz (Gabe), Jorge Zontal (Saia), and A.A. Bronson (Tims) — and proceeded to introduce a satirical and humorous gay sensibility to the Toronto art world. Their early triumphs included *The Miss General Idea Pageant* (1971), held at the Art Gallery of Ontario, and the creation of *FILE* magazine (1972). During the late 1970s and early 1980s General Idea garnered an international art following, and in 1984 held the Miss General Idea Pavilion retrospective at the Art Gallery of Ontario. During the late 1980s their art focussed more on the AIDS crisis — their AIDS logo spoofing the famous LOVE sign created by Robert Indiana became internationally famous. General Idea disbanded in 1994, the same year in which both Felix Partz and Jorge Zontal died of AIDS.

— *Vancouver* Helene Rosenthal’s book of poetry Peace Is an Unknown Continent was published by Very Stone House (Talonbooks).


January • *Vancouver* ASK hosted a joint seminar with members of the Dorian Society (Seattle) and the Third Name (FEM, Seattle). Speakers included Father James Roberts and Douglas Sanders.

[Norma K. Mitchell, "From the President’s Desk," ASK Newsletter 5 (February 1968): 2.]


January 17 • *Toronto* • The Drummer Boy, an English-language version of Jean Basile’s play Joli tambour, opened at the Royal Alexandra Theatre. The Theatre Toronto production was directed by Clifford Williams and starred Richard Monette and John Colicos.


February 29 • *Vancouver* • Douglas Sanders of ASK made a submission to the Royal Commission on Security, arguing against denying homosexuals government employment and security clearance. (See also June 1969.)

["Association for Social Knowledge (ASK)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; Gary Kinsman, "Official Discourse as Sexual Regulation: The
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March 15  Montréal  Marie-Claire Blais’s play L’exécution was performed at the Théâtre du Rideau Vert. It was published in 1968 by Éditions du jour.

March 15  Montreal  Marie-Claire Blais’s play L’exécution was performed at the Théâtre du Rideau Vert. It was published in 1968 by Éditions du jour.


June  Canada  An anti-gay smear campaign was directed against Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and the Liberal Party in the weeks leading up to the June 25 federal general election. In letters mailed across Canada Trudeau was labelled a promoter of sexual deviation and a “beast of Sodom” for his government’s support of the decriminalization of homosexual acts as presented in Bill C-150. The campaign was co-ordinated by the ultra-conservative groups the Canadian Intelligence Service (Flesherton, Ont.), the Pilgrims of St. Michael (White Berets; Rougement, Qué.), and the Edmund Burke Society (Scarborough, Ont.).


August  Canada  The Fellowship of Evangelical Baptists, a fundamentalist Christian denomination with more than 100,000 members, protested the proposed legislation that would decriminalize homosexual acts between two consenting adults in private (Bill C-150).


August 11–18  Chicago, Ill.  Douglas Sanders represented ASK at the fourth annual North American Conference of Homophile Organizations (NACHO), hosted by Mattachine Midwest. A resolution was adopted during the meeting that criticized the age of consent limitations of the proposed reforms to the Canadian Criminal Code (Bill C-150). The resolution was forwarded by Douglas Sanders to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau on August 24, 1968.


September 1  Montréal  Le petit journal reported that the Montréal police had accumulated files on 12,000 known or suspected homosexuals in Montréal alone.

[“12,000 homos!” Le petit journal, 1 September 1968, p. 12.]
September 5 • Vancouver • A convention of the Canadian Bar Association passed a resolution calling for a further relaxation of gross indecency laws, beyond the changes proposed in Bill C-150. The Bar Association proposed that the age of sexual consent be lowered from twenty-one (as in the proposed bill) to sixteen or eighteen, to reflect the juvenile age limits in each province.


September 6 • Granby, Ont. • The Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police voted to oppose any changes to the laws concerning homosexuality.


September 10 • Toronto • Ian Young's article "The Problem of Homosexuality" was published in the Eye Opener, a student newspaper at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute. The article surveyed the homophobic and generally anti-sexual attitudes present in much of Western Christian society and discussed the work of some scholars (such as Dr. Wainwright Churchill and Dr. Evelyn Hooker) that had presented a more sensible outlook on homosexuality. Young concluded, "The problem is not a problem of 'the homosexual' but of our own attitude to homosexuality in others — and most of all, in ourselves."

[Ian Young, "The Problem of Homosexuality," Eye Opener (Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, Toronto), 10 September 1968, pp. 5, 8.]

September–November • Vancouver • Georgia Straight published a series of three long articles on lesbians written by Bob Cummings. Norma Mitchell, president of ASK, was interviewed in Part 1, which was an overview of lesbianism. Part 2 dealt with butch-femme relationships, while Part 3 examined legal and psychiatric issues.


Autumn • Toronto • Sexual Deviations in the Criminal Law: Homosexual, Exhibitionistic, and Pedophilic Offences in Canada, a study conducted by Alex K. Gigeroff and a research group at the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, concluded that the proposed changes to the Criminal Code concerning sexual offences (Bill C-150) were inadequate, particularly those sections relating to "gross indecency." The study complained about the vague definition of "gross indecency" and its use to prosecute widely differing offences. Gigeroff had previously written several important studies, including "Sexual


October 9 * Toronto * In an address to the Ontario College of Family Physicians, University of Toronto professor of psychiatry Daniel Cappon stated that eighty percent of homosexuals who go to psychiatrists and doctors for treatment are helped, and half of these are cured. Cappon declared that homosexuals are never happy, well-adjusted people. He was the author of Toward an Understanding of Homosexuality (1965).


October 27 * Toronto * Thirty men were charged after police raided the International Steam Bath, 458 Spadina Avenue. Eight men were arrested, and twenty-two others were issued with summonses for being found-ins at a bawdy house.


October 31 * Toronto * Four thousand spectators lined the sidewalk across from the St. Charles Tavern on Yonge Street to watch men in drag enter the tavern on Halloween. Some members of the crowd hurled insults and bricks; four people were arrested. Police later found several gasoline bombs placed behind the tavern.

1969

— Montréal — Paul Toupin’s memoir *Mon mal vient de plus loin* was published by Le cercle du livre de France.


— Toronto — The radical feminist organization New Feminists (NF) was formed by ex-members of the Toronto Women’s Liberation Movement (TWLM). The NF, which operated until 1973, failed to adequately address the issue of lesbianism or lesbian oppression. A few lesbian members of NF, such as Holly Devor, protested the group’s anti-lesbian stance and were expelled from membership as a result.


— Toronto — Scott Symons’s experimental novel *Civic Square* was published by McClelland and Stewart; it was published as an unbound, mimeographed typescript in a Birks box.


February 11 — Ottawa — In the House of Commons, Arnold Peters (NDP-Timiskaming) stated that MPs should welcome the proposed amendment of the Criminal Code that would decriminalize certain homosexual acts in private between consenting adults (Bill C-150). Peters made reference to a
former (unnamed) Member of Parliament whose political career was ruined because of his homosexuality, and concluded, “I do not think we should build a society that hounds a person for something that he cannot control.”


Spring * Val d’Or, Qué. * The premiere of Michel Tremblay’s play La Duchesse de Langeais, a monologue of the loves and disillusionments of an aging transvestite, was performed by Les Insolents de Val d’Or. Doris Saint-Pierre starred in the production, which was directed by Hélène Bélanger.


April * Scarborough, Ont. * Ian Young’s first book of poetry, White Garland: 9 Poems for Richard, with an additional poem by Richard Phelan, was published by Cyclops.


April 16–May 14 * Ottawa * Bill C-150, the proposed amendment to the Criminal Code, was debated in the House of Commons. During the Commons debate, Justice Minister John Turner declared that Bill C-150 was not intended to condone, endorse, or encourage homosexuality and that “it doesn’t even legalize this kind of conduct” but instead lifted “the taint or stigma of the law” from certain sexual acts committed by two consenting adults in private. Such behaviour, Turner concluded, was cause for psychiatric rather than legal intervention. During the debate numerous complaints were raised about the amendments concerning homosexuality, particularly from members of the Progressive Conservative and Créditiste parties. For example, Eldon Woolliams (PC-Calgary North) stated, “... I do not want to have this kind of debauchery in our nation,” while Walter Dinsdale (PC-Brandon-Souris) declared, “We are bringing the morals and values of skid row into the salons and drawing rooms of the nation.” Martial Asselin (PC-Charlevoix) believed that “Homosexuals are mostly inclined to pervert youngsters and the Minister opens the door even wider.” The fourteen Créditiste MPs, led by Réal Caouette and all from Québec, were the most critical of the changes introduced by the Bill — especially those relating to homosexuality and abortion — and suggested that communism, socialism, and atheism were behind the changes. André Fortin (Créd.-Lotbinière) declared that the amendments dealing with homosexuality “should be withdrawn pure and simple” while René Matte (Créd.-Champlain) said it
was “almost scandalous to see representatives of the people being obliged to discuss these questions.” The Créditistes demanded that a public referendum be held on these issues and staged a filibuster of Parliament over the amendments concerning abortion. (See also May 14 and August 26, 1969.)


April 19 * Montréal * Gemini 1, a private social club for gays and lesbians, opened at 1285, boul. Maisonneuve O. Operated by Paul Bédard, the club was open to members of International Sex Equality Anonymous (ISEA). This was Montréal's first private club for gays and lesbians, but by May 24, 1969, it had closed. (See also September 13, 1969.)


May 2 * Montréal * Denis Héroux's film Valérie, starring Danielle Ouimet, Guy Godin, and Yvan Ducharme, opened at Le Parisien theatre. It included the first lesbian portrayal in a Québécois feature film.


May 14 * Ottawa * Omnibus Bill C-150, part of which amended the Criminal Code to decriminalize homosexual acts (“gross indecency” and “buggery”) between two consenting adults over the age of twenty-one in private, passed third reading in the House of Commons by a vote of 149 (119 Liberals, 18 New Democrats, 12 Progressive Conservatives) to 55 (43 Progressive Conservatives, 11 Créditistes, 1 Liberal). (See also August 26, 1969.)
June * Ottawa * Paragraph 100 of the Report of the Royal Commission on Security (The MacKenzie Commission) recommended that homosexuals be allowed to work for the Public Service Commission, but that they "should not normally be granted clearance to higher levels, should not be recruited if there is a possibility that they may require such clearance in the course of their careers and should certainly not be posted to sensitive positions overseas." (See also June 1970.)


June 28 * Montréal * Jean-Claude Lord's film Delivrez-nous du mal, starring Yvon Deschamps as a homosexual and Guy Godin as his bisexual lover, opened at the Saint-Denis theatre. The film was a faithful adaptation of Claude Jasmin's novel of the same name.


June 28–29 * New York, N.Y. * Hundreds of gay street people and drag queens fought back after a routine police raid on a Greenwich Village gay bar at 53 Christopher Street called the Stonewall Inn. Four policemen were injured; thirteen people were arrested. This protest marked the symbolic beginning of the modern gay liberation movement.
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1969


Summer * Winnipeg * The first of a two-part series by Peter Gordge examining local gay gay life was published in Winnipeg World. Part one described the "Madras" (Mardi Gras) restaurant and bar, a favourite gay meeting place. Part two discussed cruising and the annual drag ball.


July 18-27 * Toronto * Toronto's first full-length variety show of female impersonators was presented at the Global Village theatre, 17 St. Nicholas Street. *Facad*, a show of mimes, dances, and skits, was directed by Michael Oscars and featured six impersonators — Sacha (Craig Jeffries), Anita (Rae Peters), Bodine, Jerry, Riki-Tick (Ricky Sheldon), and Sophie (Richard Douglas). An expanded version of the show, directed by G.G. Mills, was presented by Ed Mirvish at the Royal Alexandra Theatre for a two-week run starting August 21, 1969. Most of these performers also appeared in Michael Oscars's musical review *She-Rade* during August and September 1969 at the Theatre-in-the-Dell.


August 26 * Canada * Amendments to the Canadian Criminal Code passed in Bill C-150 came into effect, decriminalizing "gross indecency" and "buggery" in private between two consenting adults twenty-one years of age or older.


September * Vancouver * Roedy Green began to write letters to the people placing gay personal ads in the Georgia Straight. Green's letter-writing campaign, designed to gather information in order to help people to come out and to make contacts with various groups within the gay community,
soon grew into a small informational publishing venture. By March 1971, Green's project had grown so large that he was able to publish the fifty-page book *A Guide for the Naive Homosexual*, a guide to coming out and directory of meeting places for gay people in Canada, in an edition of 3,000 copies.


September 13 • Canada • A four-page article by William Spencer entitled “Canada's Leading Homosexual Speaks Out” was to appear in the *Weekend* magazine supplement of thirty-nine Canadian newspapers. The article, a profile of Paul Bédard of Montréal, founder of the Gemini 1 club and president of International Sex Equality Anonymous (ISEA), was censored by some of the newspapers; fourteen of the newspapers either tore out the article or refused to include the supplement. In the article, Bédard claimed that ISEA had 4,000 members and that it was affiliated with NACHO; both claims were unlikely. The censorship of the article was raised on March 3, 1970, before the Senate committee on mass media.


Autumn • Toronto • The St. James Bowling League, a mixed-orientation league founded in the mid-1960s, decided to declare itself all gay. Its name was changed to the Judy Garland Memorial Bowling League (JGMBL). Teams with names such as Emerald City, Friends of Dorothy, and Toto Too competed for the Ruby Slippers trophy. The JGMBL, which still exists in 1995, was one of the first and longest-lived gay sports leagues in North America.


October 15 • Toronto • A four-line advertisement was placed in the *Varsity*, an undergraduate newspaper at the University of Toronto, by Jearld Moldenhauer, asking persons interested in starting a student homophile organization to call him. Moldenhauer, a research assistant at the university, had moved to Canada from the United States in January 1969. He had been an undergraduate at Cornell University when in the spring of 1967 he had
helped to form the Cornell Student Homophile League, the second homo-
phile group organized at an American university. Moldenhauer's advertise-
ment in the Varsity was the spark for the first formal meeting on October 24,
1969, of the University of Toronto Homophile Association (UTHA), the first
post-Stonewall gay organization in Canada and the first formed at a Cana-
dian university. Over the next few years, Moldenhauer would be instrument-
ial in founding several other pioneering Canadian gay organizations, includ-
ing The Body Politic, Glad Day Bookshop, Toronto Gay Action, and the
Canadian Gay Liberation Movement Archives. (See also October 24, 1969.)

October 24 * Toronto * The first public meeting of the University of Toronto
Homophile Association (UTHA) was held at University College. About
sixteen people attended. UTHA, the first post-Stonewall gay organization in
Canada and the first formed at a Canadian university, was “dedicated to
educating the community about homosexuality, working to combat discrim-
ination against homosexuality, and bringing about a social and personal
acceptance of homosexuality.” It sponsored discussion groups, a speaker’s
bureau, guest lecturers, and dances, and was officially open to all persons of
the University of Toronto (although many people from the wider community
came involved). Charles Hill, a student at the university, became the first
chairman of UTHA; other early influential members included Jearld Molden-
hauer and Ian Young. The Community Homophile Association of Toronto
(CHAT) grew out of UTHA at the beginning of 1971 and began to undertake
many of its activities. UTHA officially ceased operation in 1973.

Archival Resources/Le mouvement canadien des femmes, 1960–1990: guide de ressources
archivistiques (Toronto: Canadian Women's Movement Archives/ecw Press, 1992),
entry 518; D. F. Hadwin, “Recognition of University Homosexuals Termed a Regressive
Steps,” Xtra!, no. 134 (1989), p. 5; Charles Hill papers, 82-015, Canadian Lesbian and
Gay Archives, Toronto; Charles C. Hill, Ian Young, and William McRae, “Homosex-
uality” (letter), Globe and Mail, metro ed., 14 January 1970, p. 6; Charles C. Hill, Ian
Young, and William McRae, “Homosexuality” (letter), Globe and Mail, metro ed., 23
January 1970, p. 6; William Johnson, “Campus Homosexuals Form Association to
Discuss Sex,” Globe and Mail, metro ed., 15 December 1969, p. 2; Jearld F. Molden-
hauer, “Homosexuality” (letter), Globe and Mail, metro ed., 9 January 1976, p. 6; Jearld
Homosexuals,” Varsity (Univ. of Toronto), 5 November 1969, p. 15; Mike Savage,

**November * Toronto * The Biblical and Theological Understanding of Sexuality and Family Life**, a report of a study of the Faith and Order Commission of the Canadian Council of Churches, was published. Appendix Four, "Towards a Theological Perspective on Human Sexuality," was the report of the Saskatoon Study Group (pp. 47–75). It addressed homosexuality and Christianity, and stated that the "appropriate Christian response . . . is to dispel all popular misconceptions and grotesque views of homosexual characteristics and behaviour, to alter criminal legislation having to do with this matter, and in general to create a social climate where homosexual men and women can experience some measure of acceptance" (p. 53).


**November * Toronto * Ian Young’s book of poetry *Year of the Quiet Sun* was published by the House of Anansi.

1970

--- * Montréal * Nicole Brossard’s novel *Un livre* was published by Éditions du jour. It was translated (A Book) by Coach House Press in Toronto in 1976.


--- * Montréal * L’homme qui se cherchait un fils, a novel by François Brunante (pseud. of Rolland Lorrain), was published by Le cercle du livre de France.


--- * Montréal * Pierre Dagenais’s novel *Le feu sacré* was published by Librairie Beauchemin.


--- * Montréal * L’homosexual parmi nous, an illustrated, thirty-two-page booklet on homosexuality and society, was published by Novalis. It had been written by Claude Picher and others.

[Monograph collection, M85-174, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

--- * Sackville, N.B. * Evergon (pseud. of Albert Lunt) graduated with a degree in fine arts from Mount Allison University and began to exhibit his photographic artwork. During the 1970s he was well known for sporting radical drag and experimenting with Polaroid photography and, later, colour xerography. Much of Evergon’s work contains homoerotic imagery.


--- * Toronto * Craig Russell (pseud. of Russell Craig Eadie) made his debut as an impersonator of famous female stars in gay establishments such
as Club 511 and Club Manatee. By 1972 Russell was touring Canada and the United States with his one-person show. His international stardom was confirmed by 1977 with the release of the film *Outrageous*, which showcased his talents. A sequel, *Too Outrageous*, was released ten years later. Craig Russell died from AIDS-related complications in 1990.

[Martin Knelman, “His Majesty the Queens,” *Canadian Magazine*, 15 October 1977, pp. 18, 21; “Craig Russell” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

———. Trumansburg, N.Y. Ian Young’s book of poetry *Double Exposure* was published by New Books (The Crossing Press). It was similar in content to *Year of the Quiet Sun*, but with several changes. A revised and enlarged edition of *Double Exposure* was published by The Crossing Press in 1974.


———. Waterloo, Ont. *Homosexuality: A Select Bibliography*, compiled by Umesh D. Sharma and Wilfrid C. Rudy, was published by Waterloo Lutheran University. It was the earliest large-scale bibliography on homosexuality published in Canada, containing over 2,000 entries in 114 pages. Sharma and Rudy were librarians at the University.

[Library collection, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

January 19. Toronto. Gay activists Charles Hill, Graham Jackson, and Ian Young appeared on Robert Fulford’s CBC radio program “This Is Robert Fulford” to discuss gay liberation and the UTHA.

[Charles Hill papers, 82–015, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

January 22. Toronto. Dr. Franklin Kameny, founder and president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society, spoke to an audience of 185 people at Cody Hall, University of Toronto, on the theme “The Homosexual Dilemma: What Every Heterosexual Should Know.” The talk was sponsored by UTHA.


February. Edmonton. Club ’70, a private social club operated and managed by and for lesbians and gays, opened at 10242 106th Street N.W. The club sponsored bar nights, dances, discussions, and other social events, as well as a newsletter. Club ’70, one of the first registered private lesbian and gay clubs in Canada, had 241 members by October 1971. It was active until 1980.

[’70 News; Club ’70 News, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]
February 4–7 * Toronto * Graham Jackson's play *To the Hollow*, which portrayed the lives of a group of lesbian and gay students, was performed at Victoria College, University of Toronto.


February 18 * Montreal * Michel Tremblay's play *La Duchesse de Langeais* opened at the Théâtre de Quat' Sous. Starring Claude Gai, the production was directed by André Brassard. The play was also published in 1970 by Lemac.


March 19 * Calgary * Club Carousel, a private social club owned, operated, and managed by lesbians and gays, officially opened under the umbrella of the Scarth Street Society. The Club became involved in charity and educational work as well as serving as a recreational and social centre for local lesbians and gays. It was immediately popular and had 385 paid members by the end of September 1971. Membership peaked at about 650 in 1972 before beginning a slow decline. Club Carousel closed in 1983.


March 24 * Toronto * Scott Symons, author of *Combat Journal for Place d'Armes* and *Civic Square*, spoke at a meeting organized by UTHA and held at the Graduate Students Union upstairs lounge, 16 Bancroft Avenue. About fifty members and guests attended.


Spring * Scarborough, Ont. * Catalyst Press was launched as a gay press by Ian Young. Young had been involved with Catalyst, a literary magazine produced by graduate English students at the University of Toronto, since early 1969. In the fall of that year, he gained control of the magazine (with Michael Higgins and John Holland). In the wake of Stonewall, Young felt the time was right to transform Catalyst into a small press specializing in books and chapbooks of gay poetry and fiction. Young started the press with no money and virtually no publishing experience. Catalyst's first book publication was *Cool Fire: 10 Poems by Ian Young and Richard Phelan* (1970). Young was able to publish over thirty titles by Canadian, British, and American writers before the press suspended publication in 1980.

May * Toronto * About sixty people attended an inaugural bash held by Spearhead Toronto, the gay leather and denim fraternity. The first issue of Spearhead's newsletter, Phalia, was published in June 1970. It is still published in 1995, making it the longest running lesbian or gay publication in Canada.


May 13 * Hamilton * Charles Hill, chairperson of UTHA, addressed an audience of more than two hundred students about homosexuality and the UTHA during the Westmount Secondary School Day in May lectures. The audience responded sympathetically.


June * Toronto * Members of UTHA attempted to find out to what extent the recommendations in Paragraph 100 of the Report of the Royal Commission on Security (The MacKenzie Commission) had been applied. The Report had recommended in June 1969 that homosexuals be allowed to work for the Public Service Commission, but not at higher levels. Canada's Solicitor-General Jean-Pierre Goyer did not reply to letters sent to him by UTHA. Replies from the Ontario and Federal Public Service Commissions stated that there were no set policies, and each case would be judged on its own merits.

[Charles C. Hill, "Government Guilty!," GQ Info, no. 6 (1973), pp. 1, 6.]

June 3-10 * Vancouver * A gay issues and gossip column entitled "Page 69" debuted in the Georgia Straight. It was written by Q.Q. (Kevin Dale McKeown) and ran intermittently in the Straight until Q.Q. retired in April 1974. The column was controversial as Q.Q. often feuded with local gay liberation groups. "Page 69" also appeared sporadically throughout the early 1970s in other publications in Vancouver, including The Gay Canadian, Open Doors, and Thrust.

June 18 * New York, N.Y.; Toronto * Jane Rule's novel *This Is Not for You* was published by McCall Publishing Company in New York and Doubleday of Canada in Toronto.


August * Montréal * Michel Tremblay's musical comedy *Demain matin, Montréal m'attend* was first performed at the Jardin des Étoiles de Terre des Hommes. It was directed by André Brassard and featured music by François Dompierre. *Demain matin, Montréal m'attend* was a musical exploration of the area of boul. Saint-Laurent (the Main), complete with its seedy bars, transvestites, gay men, and prostitutes. A second version of the play was performed in March 1972 at the Théâtre Maisonneuve de la Place des Arts; this version proved to be more popular, and was published in Montréal in 1972 by Leméac.


August * Vancouver * In a letter reprinted in the *Georgia Straight*, Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party, declared that blacks should overcome their "insecurities" about homosexuality and should try to form a working coalition with gay liberation groups.


August * Vancouver * A group of gay men and lesbians formed the Gay Action Committee in an attempt to promote gay organizing and activities in Vancouver. The Committee's primary objectives were to form a gay social club as an alternative to the city's night clubs, to form various gay interest groups, and to establish a gay information centre and phone line. The Gay Action Committee was active for only a few months.


August 17 * Victoria, B.C. * Rev. Troy Perry, founder of the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) in Los Angeles, spoke at the University of Victoria on "Metropolitan Community Church and the Homosexual Community in America." Perry's talk was at the invitation of the Victoria Youth Council and was part of their annual Youth Week program.

September 24 • Vancouver • The Canadian premiere of Mart Crowley's play *The Boys in the Band* was performed at the Colonial Magic Theatre.


October • Montréal • During the October Crisis police used the imposition of the War Measures Act to justify raids and closures of some of the city's gay bars. (See also December 23, 1970.)


October • Montréal • During the October Crisis, the FLQ cell that kidnapped British trade commissioner James Cross deprecatingly referred to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau as “Trudeau, la tapette (Trudeau, the faggot)” in its Manifesto.


October • Montréal • The inaugural issue of *Mainmise*, an alternative publication in paperback format, was published. A mouthpiece for the Québécois countercultural movement, *Mainmise* had several openly gay people on staff, including Jean Basile (pseud. of Jean-Basile Bezroudnoff) and Denis Vanier. Translations of American gay liberation articles appeared in its first two issues; the third issue (February 1971) included an article calling for the establishment of a gay liberation front in Montréal. (See also March 26, 1971.)


October 15 • Montréal • Denis Héroux's film *L'amour humain/The Awakening/Virgin Lovers*), starring Louise Marleau and Jacques Riberolles, opened at Le Parisien theatre. In the film a priest and a nun leave the religious life to marry, but find that they are incompatible sexually. The man becomes involved briefly with a transvestite singer, who is married to a lesbian.


October 20 • Downsview, Ont. • About thirty people attended the founding meeting of the York University Homophile Association (YUHA), held at
Winters College. Roger Wilkes became the group’s first president. This was the second homophile association formed at a Canadian university. YUHA sponsored discussion groups, guest speakers, a speaker’s bureau, movie nights, and a newsletter. The group changed its name to Gay Alliance at York (GAY) in 1975.


October 31 * Toronto * More than 8,000 people gathered on Yonge Street to watch men in drag enter the St. Charles Tavern during Halloween. The event was ignored by the mainstream Toronto media.


November * Vancouver * The Gay Liberation Front (GLF) formed out of weekly meetings held at the Pink Cheeks commune, 2132 Carolina Street. Gordon Hardy was a key organizer of the group. On December 11, the GLF opened a drop-in centre at 509 Carrall Street, in a building shared with the Youth International Party (Yippies). Formed as an activist, communal collective to combat gay oppression, the almost entirely male membership of GLF held weekly meetings on Sunday nights; the drop-in centre was open Friday nights. A gay switchboard was in operation by January 1971. The group was involved in the production of the gay supplement to the Simon Fraser University student newspaper The Peak in March 1971 and published at least one issue of its newsletter Brite Lite (April 1971). Also, the Ephemerals, a revolutionary drag group similar to The Cockettes, were associated with the GLF. Formed by Twilight Rose (pseud. of John Forbes) and Ruby Tuesday (pseud. of Ron Whinton), the Ephemerals specialized in street theatre that satirized drag and mocked traditional male-female roles and stereotypes. The GLF was short-lived, disbanding by the autumn of 1971. Its demise was partly due to the secession of Dick Rulens and others from the group to form the Canadian Gay Activists Alliance (CGAA) in February 1971. Many of the remaining members of GLF joined the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE), formed in May 1971. (See also February and May 1971.)

[“John Forbes” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; “GLF Changes Perspectives,” Georgia Straight, 5–8 October 1971, p. 15; Gay Alliance toward
1970
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November 26 * Toronto * Edward Knight, operator of Le Trique Club, 14 Breadalbane Street, was sentenced to one year in prison for conspiring to burn down a rival gay club, the August Club, above the Parkside Tavern. A fire at the August Club in February 1970 had caused $15,000 damage.


November 27 * Toronto * The cartoon strip "The Lavender Kid and Butch," featuring a gay superhero and his sidekick, first appeared in *Guerilla*. The strip was written by Richard Jones and drawn by John Perry.

["The Lavender Kid and Butch," *Guerilla* 1 (27 November 1970): 5.]

December * Toronto * Jearld Moldenhauer decided to start Glad Day Bookshop after noticing that Toronto’s traditional bookstores were averse to selling the rapidly growing range of lesbian- and gay-positive books and magazines. Moldenhauer started buying stock and sold it out of a knapsack at gay meetings and rallies, at his home at 65 Kendal Avenue, Apt. 8, and through mail order. Over the years Glad Day would grow to become one of the most comprehensive lesbian and gay bookstores in the world. In 1979, Moldenhauer opened a second Glad Day, in Boston, Mass.


December 5 * Toronto * About ninety-five people attended a gay dance held at the Music Room, Hart House, University of Toronto, sponsored by UTHA. This is believed to be the first public gay dance held in Toronto outside of a gay club.

December 11 * Downsview, Ont. * About a dozen members of YUHA met for drinks at the Winters Pub before attending a dance at McLaughlin College. This was the first "gay-in" held at York University.

["Gay-in at Yoi!" York University Homophile Association Newsletter, January 1971, p. 1.]

December 11 * Toronto * During an inaugural meeting held at a private home, a fifteen-person steering committee was formed to set up the Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT). CHAT was established as a spin-off from UTHA. The University of Toronto group had become overwhelmed with people from the general community; CHAT was formed to serve the community-at-large. One of the new group's first objectives was to start a counselling/distress phone line, which became operational January 3, 1971. The steering committee met again on January 4 and 25, 1971, during which it appointed interim officers, with George Hislop as director, and planned the first public meeting, to be held February 1, 1971. (See also February 1, 1971.)

[Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT) papers, 82-001/01, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; "We've Arrived!" Gayokay, no. 2 (1971), p. 8.]

December 23 * Montréal * Municipal Court judge Herman Primeau upheld a police decision to close two clubs popular with gays, the Chez Paree and the Béret Bleu.

— * Guelph, Ont. * Paul Maurice's book of poetry *Quem Quaeritis* was published by Alive Press.


— * Montréal * Paul Chamberland's book of poetry *Éclats de la pierre noire d'où rejaillit ma vie* was published by Éditions Danielle Laliberté.


— * Montréal * Club Social A & V Enrg., a confidential introduction service for gay men, was operating at 3466, rue St. Denis.


— * Montréal * *Les déviations sexuelles*, a book by Montréal psychiatrist Yvan Léger, was published by Éditions de l’Homme. His discussion of homosexuality was dismissed by some gay critics as being deliberately erroneous.


— * Montréal * Paul Toupin's memoir *Le coeur a ses raisons* was published by Le cercle du livre de France.


— * New York, N.Y. * *Under the Brightness of Alien Stars*, a novel by Michael Porcsa, was published by Vantage Press. Set in Edmonton and Europe, it was one of the first novels by a Canadian to portray major characters who were gay.


— * Scarborough, Ont. * *Lions in the Stream*, a book of poetry by Ian Young and Richard Phelan, was published by Catalyst Press.
near Upton, Qué. * Le Domaine Plein Vent, a campground catering to gays, opened along the White River. The gay-owned and operated venture was equipped with tents, private trailers, and cabins.


Vancouver * Phyllis Webb's Selected Poems, 1954–1965 was published by Talonbooks. "Naked Poems" and "The Beachcomber" were of particular interest to lesbians.


January * Toronto * The influential American article "Notes of a Radical Lesbian," by Martha Shelley, and the Radicalesbian manifesto "The Woman-Identified Woman" were reprinted in the Toronto Women's Liberation Newsletter.


January * Vancouver * The gay motorcycle club The Border Riders was formed.

[CGAA (interviewing Jim Brand), "Boider Rider Interview," Open Doors 1 (June 1971): 4–6.]

January 13 * Toronto * Charles Hill of UTHA wrote to Otto Lang, federal Minister of Manpower and Immigration, to protest anti-gay clauses in the Immigration Act and request their removal. Lang replied on February 8, 1971, that the immigration legislation was under review and that he could not yet comment on exactly what changes would be made.

["UTHA 2" file, Charles Hill papers, 82–015/04, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

January 14 * Toronto * Two members of UTHA met with Inspector Wilson, head of the Toronto Morality Squad, to discuss arrests for gross indecency made in public washrooms in the city. At that time, at least six arrests were being made every day.

January 19–30 * Toronto * Mart Crowley's play *The Boys in the Band* had its Toronto premiere at the Central Library Theatre.


February * Vancouver * The Canadian Gay Activists Alliance (CGAA) was formed and opened an office at 1604–1320 Bute Street. The CGAA was a breakaway group from the Vancouver GLF. Compared to the GLF it was relatively conservative and attempted to work for gay liberation within the existing structure of society. The CGAA sponsored drop-ins, political action, educational projects, a speaker's bureau, a library, and the newsletter *Open Doors*, as well as a twenty-four-hour gayline and a job placement service. The CGAA eventually had numerous committees, including committees on women's issues, transsexuals, transvestites, counselling and referrals, and provincial and federal affairs. Dick Rulens was the chairperson of CGAA. By March 1972, the CGAA's drop-ins had moved to the Gordon House Community Centre, 1068 Davie Street. The CGAA was active until at least May 1973.


February * Victoria, B.C. * David Wright of Craigdarroch College, University of Victoria, began to place a listing in the *Georgia Straight* advertising a gay liberation group in Victoria. The listing was published until April 1971; no other information has been located on this group. (See also March 1974.)

["Help" (column), *Georgia Straight*, 17–24 February 1971, p. 24.]

February 1 * Toronto * About fifty-five people attended the first public meeting of CHAT, held at Holy Trinity Church. The meeting was chaired by George Hislop, the group's interim director. Hislop gave a general introduction concerning CHAT's immediate goals as a service organization for the homophile movement in Toronto, namely the opening of an office and the operation of an educational and distress phone service. CHAT's aim was to attain gay liberation by working through the existing political system and to sponsor social activities (such as dances) that would be a personal growth alternative to the Toronto gay ghetto. Hislop also introduced the other members of CHAT's steering committee including Pat Murphy, one of the key lesbian organizers. In addition, Charles Hill of UTHA gave a talk about the homophile movement in Toronto. Before the opening of CHAT's community centre in February 1972, CHAT's office was located upstairs at 6
George Hislop, director of CHAT, with his lover Ron Shearer.
Charles Street E.; general meetings and events were held mostly at Holy Trinity Church. CHAT grew to become one of the major lesbian and gay organizations in Canada during the 1970s. It cooperated with various social agencies, sent speakers to high schools, monitored gay-related court cases, provided legal, medical, and psychiatric referrals, and lobbied government and police officials. CHAT officially disbanded at the end of 1977.


**February 2 * London, Ont. * Twenty students met to discuss the formation of a gay student group at the University of Western Ontario, and to elect officers. Wayne Thompson was appointed the first chairperson of the group. The first general meeting of the uwo Homophile Association (Gay Lib Union) (uwoha) was held February 8, and was attended by forty people. Subsequent meetings were held weekly during the school year, often at the Grapevine Club, 674 Wellington Road S., and featured guest speakers, discussions, films, and “gay-in” nights at the student pub at Somerville House. By June 1971, official membership in uwoha stood at almost one hundred, including members from the general community. By late 1973, members from the general community far outnumbered university members. This led in 1974 to the establishment of the Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO), an organization for the whole community based off-campus, and the demise of uwoha. (See also November 1973.)**

February 4 * Guelph, Ont. * Four full pages of The Ontarian, a student newspaper at the University of Guelph, were devoted to gay liberation, including information on UTHA and YUHA. Also included was an ad announcing the formation of a homophile association on campus. (See also February 23, 1971.)

[Ontarian (Univ. of Guelph), 4 February 1971, pp. 5–8.]

February 10 * Toronto * A planning group for a sexual identity educational forum on lesbianism and its relationship to women’s liberation held its first meeting at the apartment of Lois McKenzie, 11 Walmer Road, Apt. 207. The group was sponsored by Toronto Women’s Liberation Movement. Subsequent meetings were held in collaboration with female members of UTHA. (See also April 15, 1971.)


February 10 * Toronto * UTHA invited members of the New Feminists and the Toronto Women’s Liberation Movement to speak at a UTHA meeting. The meeting attempted to forge closet ties between the women’s liberationists and the (mostly male) homophiles. The TWLM representatives were Kathy Keate, Heather Ramsay, and Lyba Spring. Dorothy Curzon spoke for the New Feminists. (See also May 13, 1971.)


February 12–13 * Downsview, Ont. * YUHA and Radio York sponsored a forum on homosexuality that included as speakers Rev. Troy Perry of the Metropolitan Community Church, Los Angeles, and Dr. Franklin Kameny, president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society. About 250 people attended the event, which also included movies and a dance held at Winters College. This was the first large-scale forum on homosexuality held at a
Canadian university. It was ignored by the mainstream Toronto newspapers. (See also February 24, 1971.)


February 23 * Guelph, Ont. * Between forty and fifty men and women attended the inaugural meeting of the University of Guelph Homophile Association (UGHA). Guest speakers at the meeting were Charles Hill of UTHA and Rev. Ritchie McMurray, an Anglican chaplain. The UGHA believed that “morally, socially, physically, psychologically, emotionally, and in every other way the homosexual is not inferior to the heterosexual, and homosexuality is in no way inferior to heterosexuality as a valid way of life.” Paul Maurice, editor of the student newspaper the Ontarion, became the group’s first chairperson. UGHA had problems organizing in its early days and collapsed in late 1971, but was revived in September 1973 with Heather Ramsay and Rick Stenhouse as prominent members. The revived UGHA sponsored a speaker’s bureau, dances, and a newsletter. The group received much publicity in the Ontarion; the paper ran a regular “Gays at Guelph” column starting in autumn 1973. Late in 1975 UGHA was renamed Guelph Gay Equality.


February 24 * Canada * CBC-TV’s current affairs programme Weekday broadcast a ten-minute report on YUHA, which included interviews filmed during the forum held at York University on February 13.

[“T.V. Programme,” YUHA Newsletter, March 1971, p. 2.]

February 24 * Toronto * Playwright John Herbert, author of Fortune and Men’s Eyes, spoke at a meeting of the UTHA, attended by about 135 people (125
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were male). Herbert urged gay people to come out and to fight society's prejudices against them.

["Meetings," Gayokay, no. 2 (1971), pp. 1-2; "Playwright Fights Homosexual Prej

February (late) * Waterloo, Ont. * The Waterloo Universities' Gay Liberation Movement (GLM) was formed by eight students from the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Lutheran (later Wilfrid Laurier) University. John Dunbar became the first president of the group. The first official meeting of Waterloo GLM was held on March 8, 1971, at Hagey Hall, University of Waterloo. The GLM sponsored speakers, pub nights, discussion groups, film nights, a newsletter (GLM Newsletter), a magazine (Gemini), and private parties.


March * Burnaby, B.C. * “Homosexuality and the Academy: From Closet Queens to Gay Chauvinists,” was published in The Bridge, the magazine of the Alumni Association of Simon Fraser University. The unsigned piece was written by a gay graduate of SFU and recalled his experiences there, as well as the activities of the GLF.

["Homosexuality and the Academy: From Closet Queens to Gay Chauvinists," Bridge (Simon Fraser Univ.) 3 (March 1971): 8-14.]

March * Burnaby, B.C. * The Peak, a student newspaper at Simon Fraser University, published an eight-page gay supplement entitled “Gay Liberation.” It included information on the GLF, poetry, a note on revolutionary drag, and Stan Persky’s article “Being Homosexual in the World.” The supplement was produced by members of GLF, including David Blair, Gordon Hardy, and Persky.

["David Blair" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

March * New York, N.Y.; Toronto * Jane Rule's novel Against the Season, which included a female couple amongst its characters, was published by McCall Publishing Company in New York and Doubleday of Canada in Toronto.


March * Toronto * An Indochinese women's conference, organized by TWLM, was held during which divisions emerged over the "lesbian question."
Planned lesbian workshops were cancelled at the last moment, leading lesbian delegates to read a statement at the Plenary Session complaining of mistreatment and demanding that the workshops be rescheduled. This was the first public statement by lesbians in Toronto. Resulting arguments and confusion underscored the importance of holding a lesbian educational forum to help facilitate discussion of lesbianism within TWLM. (See also April 15, 1971.)


March 11–13 * Toronto * Graham Jackson's one-act play Marriage a la Mode (also called Balls), about a young married couple and their same-sex lovers, was performed at Victoria College, University of Toronto.


March 15 * Toronto * Karl John Roestad, thirty-eight, was sentenced by Judge Lloyd Graburn to an indefinite term of preventive detention as a dangerous sexual offender. Roestad had pleaded guilty to twenty counts of indecent assault involving boys between eight and thirteen years old. The Roestad case attracted much attention because it was the first time in ten years that the Crown in Ontario had sought to convict someone as a dangerous sexual offender, liable to life imprisonment. (See also July 30 and September–October, 1974.)


March 17–18 * Guelph, Ont. * UGHA sponsored its first "gay-ins" at the Campus Pub, Creelman Hall. About forty gay people attended, including members of Waterloo GLM and YUHA.


March 25 * Toronto * Scott Symons, author of Combat Journal for Place d'Armes and Civic Square, gave the public lecture "Orgasm, Canada, and Us" at the Medical Sciences Auditorium, University of Toronto, sponsored by UTHA.

["Scott Symons Speaks," Gayokay, no. 3 (1971), pp. 7-8.]

March 26 * Montréal * Jean Basile (pseud. of Jean-Basile Bezroudnoff) and Georges Khal of the periodical Mainmise initiated meetings that led to the formation of the first francophone gay organization in Québec, the Front de
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libération homosexuelle (FLH). Other early organizers of the group included Normand Bourque, Denis Côté, and Mark Wilson. In its first five months the FLH grew from thirty to 200 members, attracting a wide diversity of men and women with differing goals and ideologies. In November 1971, the more progressive members (including the founders) left when the membership decided to legally incorporate the FLH, and the group became more service-oriented and social. By October the FLH was operating a drop-in centre at 2065, rue St. Denis, which was active until May 1972 when it was closed by order of the City. In June 1972 the centre was reopened at 279, rue Ste. Catherine E. The grand reopening of the centre was raided by the police on June 17–18, 1972. As a result, many FLH members were scared away and the group's executive resigned. By the autumn of 1972 the FLH had collapsed. (See also June 17–18, 1972.)


March 28 * Toronto * Members of chat, utha, and yuha chaired an educational meeting on homosexuality at the first Unitarian Church, 175 St. Clair Avenue W. Twenty members of the congregation attended. The meeting was sponsored by the church's Social Action Committee, which had included a subcommittee on homophiles since January 1971.

["Religion and the Homosexual," Gayokay, no. 3 (1971), p. 9.]

March 29 * London, Ont. * Dr. Franklin Kameny, president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society, spoke on “The Homosexual Dilemma”
before an audience of 200 at the Business Administration Building, University of Western Ontario. The talk had been organized by uwoha. During his stay in London and Toronto, Dr. Kameny was able to give several other talks and appear on television and radio. (See also March 30, 1971.)


March 30 • Toronto • Dr. Franklin Kameny, president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society, spoke before an audience of 220 at a general meeting of CHAT, held at Holy Trinity Church.


Spring • Vancouver • Ted North, one of the owners of the August Club, was appointed the first Empress of Vancouver by the court in Portland, Oregon. The court system, a network of drag performers and their admirers, originated in San Francisco. Its purpose was to generate gay community unity and to support charitable causes within the community through the staging of drag shows and balls. The court was not without its detractors; some activists saw it as an anachronism that promoted sexism and discrimination. The Vancouver court was the first to be established in Canada; it eventually evolved into the Dogwood Monarchist Society and Imperial Dogwood Court.


April • Vancouver • Doug Hellquist and Dan Nalbach placed an advertisement in the Georgia Straight announcing a new gay group in Saskatoon. Response to the ad eventually resulted in the formation of the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Saskatoon), a small group devoted to gay liberation. (See also Autumn 1971 and January 1972.)


April 1–6 • Vancouver • About 500 women from across North America attended an Indochinese conference, sponsored by the Voice of Women and other groups and held at the University of British Columbia. During the conference, six revolutionary women visiting from Indochina called for unity and resistance in the face of oppression. The final two days of the conference were set aside for women's liberation issues. The delegates included a political
grouping of radical lesbians, who called themselves "women-identified women." They declared that "lesbianism is revolution" and that the Indo-
chinese women had as much to learn from the struggle of lesbians as the 
lesbians had to learn from oppression in Indochina.

[Liz Briemberg and Anne Roberts, "Factions Not Unity at Indochinese Conference," 
Georgia Straight, 16–20 April 1971, pp. 4–5.]

April 15 • Toronto • After two months of preparation, a lesbian educational 
forum was held at the Graduate Students Union, University of Toronto. 
The all-female audience heard panellists Linda Jain and Pat Murphy (from utha) and radical lesbian-feminists Aline Gregory, Judy Masters, and Susan 
McEwan discuss various topics including lesbians and childbirth and lesbian 
separatism. A lesbian collective was formed within the twlm after the forum 
and existed until the twlm's demise in 1972.

[M. Bolton, "Lesbian Educational," Toronto Women's Liberation Newsletter, April 1971, 
pp. 11–13; Becki L. Ross, The House That Jill Built: A Lesbian Nation in Formation 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), pp. 24–25.]

April 16 • Toronto • More than 250 people attended chat's first dance, held 
at Holy Trinity Church. Dances sponsored by chat would be popular 
through the mid-1970s.


April 17 • Toronto • Charles Hill (utha), Wayne Thompson (uwoha), and 
Roger Wilkes (yuha) debated Dr. Daniel Cappon on the program "Action 
Set" on CBC radio. Cappon, a professor of environmental studies at York 
University, was the author of Toward an Understanding of Homosexuality 
(1965). He talked of the "order of nature" and declared that homosexuals 
were a danger because they attracted others to homosexuality.

["capon, n.: a rooster castrated to improve the flesh for use as food," Gayokay, no. 3 
(1971), p. 1.]

April 21 • Toronto • An advertisement for Harry Rosen's Men's Wear entitled 
"Is Hardy Amies Just Another Mad, Gay Designer?" and illustrated with a 
limp-wristed male hand holding a cigarette holder was published in the Globe 
and Mail. On April 24, in a letter to the editor of the Globe, Charles Hill of 
utha complained of the "pure, bigoted stereotyping" of the ad.

[Advertisement, Globe and Mail, metro ed., 21 April 1971, p. 3; Charles C. Hill, 
"Homosexuals" (letter), Globe and Mail, metro ed., 24 April 1971, p. 6; "A Slap on the 

May • Ottawa • The Club Private opened at 227 Laurier Avenue W. as a 
private club for gay men and lesbians. Operated by Ron Burridge, it was open
to males on Fridays and Saturdays, and to females on Thursdays and Sundays. Activities were restricted to conversation and dancing. By January 1972, the club had five hundred members. On December 16, 1972, Club Private was raided by Ottawa morality detectives, who charged Burridge with selling liquor without a licence. Burridge pleaded guilty and received a suspended sentence.


May * Vancouver * The first meetings were held to organize the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE). On May 30, 1971, Wayne Thompson was elected chairman and spokesman and Marion Cantie chairwoman. Thompson was succeeded as chair by Roedy Green in August 1971, who was succeeded in July 1972 by Maurice Flood. By September 1971, GATE (Vancouver) had rented office space at 1131 Richards Street, no. 105. GATE (Vancouver) was one of the first Canadian groups to plan gay civil rights strategies, advocating public and political programmes aimed at mobilizing people in mass actions to demand their rights. GATE (Vancouver) became known for its no-compromise positions, several of which were adopted as policy and for discussion by the Canadian gay movement; for example, “No Liaison with the Police,” “Self-Determination for Québec,” and “Abolish All Age of Consent Laws.” GATE (Vancouver) published “The Gateway,” an occasional news column, in the Georgia Straight between September 1971 and July 1972 and in August 1973 started the influential newspaper Gay Tide. GATE (Vancouver) was active until the end of June 1980. (See also June 27, 1971.)


May 13 * Toronto * UTHA members Danny Gerrard, Alex Goudeketting, and Charles Hill presented an educational on sex-role oppression to members of TWLM at the Graduate Students Union, University of Toronto.
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[Georgia Straight, 21–28 May 1971, p. 18.]

June 1–September 24 * Toronto * CHAT received an Opportunities for Youth grant for $9,000 to help educate the public about homosexuality. The grant, administered through the Canadian Mental Health Association, allowed nine people to operate a telephone counselling service and to work on education programs with church and social groups for a thirteen-week period. This is believed to be the first time in Canada that a gay organization received financial assistance from the federal government.

[Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT) papers, 82-001, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; Andrea Merry, “Homosexuals Win Federal Grant for Service Work,” Toronto Daily Star, four star ed., 10 August 1971, p. 49.]

June 2 * Edmonton * Edward J. Forsyth’s film I’m Going to Get You... Elliot Boy/Caged Men was released at the Rialto theatre. Starring Ross Stephanson, Maureen McGill, and Jeremy Hart, the film was about a thief and his life in prison, where he encountered violence and homosexuality.

[Adil., “I’m Going to Get You... Elliot Boy,” Variety, 6 October 1971, p. 22; D.J. Turner and Micheline Morisset, eds., Canadian Feature Film Index, 1913-1987/Index des films canadiens de long métrage (Ottawa: Public Archives, National Film, Television, and Sound Archives, 1987), entry 314.]


[Elgin Blair papers, 84-011, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; “Unitarians Form Own Gay Group,” Advocate (Los Angeles), 21 July–3 August 1971, p. 15.]

June 9 * Montréal * Claude Fournier’s film Les chats bottés/The Master Cats, starring Donald Pilon and Donald Lautrec, premiered at the Saint-Denis theatre. It was a comic farce about the sexual adventures of two straight cads. Jacques Famery played Môman, the gay comic foil.


June 24 * Toronto * The film version of John Herbert’s play Fortune and Men’s Eyes, directed by Harvey Hart and starring Wendell Burton, Michael
Greer, and Zooey Hall, held its Canadian premiere at the New Yorker theatre.


June 27 • Toronto • The founding meeting of Toronto Gay Action (TGA) was held. TGA grew out of a proposal for an activist caucus within CHAT and was "devoted to peaceful confrontation with all elements of sexist oppression." Its activism was directed "toward defeating all legal and social discrimination against homosexuals." TGA was run by a coordinating committee; Cheri DiNovo, Brian Waite, and John Wilson were early leaders. Its founding project was the August 28, 1971, rally on Parliament Hill in Ottawa. TGA disbanded early in 1973 and its role was replaced by GATE (Toronto). (See also August 28, 1971.)


June 27 • Vancouver • The first general meeting of the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Vancouver) was held at the Unitarian Centre Hall. The Burrard Street YMCA had refused to rent a room to GATE for the meeting. Members of GATE complained about the incident to the British Columbia Human Rights Commission. John Sherlock, director of the Commission, responded that it could not act because the province's Human Rights Act did not protect people from discrimination based on sexual orientation.


June 30 • Toronto • The first part of a report by Ernest J. Nagler and Carlton McEachern, entitled "Male Homosexuality in Toronto: A Sociological and Social Problems Overview and Perspective. Part I: Socio-economic and Demographic Description," was published. The survey, based on interviews of 187 non-patient gay men in Toronto, including members of UTHA, had been undertaken between December 1969 and June 1971 by the department
of social pathology at the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry. The study was
unusual for the time in that it focussed on homosexuals as a legitimate
minority group rather than as a deviant culture.

[“Clarke Study Sees Homosexuals as Social Minority, Not Deviants,” *Toronto Telegram*,
metro night ed., 31 March 1971, p. 19; “Homosexuals Treated as Minority, Not

**Summer * Edmonton * The first gay liberation organization in Alberta, Gay
Alliance toward Equality (GATE), was formed. GATE (Edmonton) started as
a small group of friends around Michael Roberts, Edmonton’s first public
gay activist, who became GATE (Edmonton)’s regional coordinator. Peter
Hall acted as chairperson. During the summer of 1971 Roberts attempted to
raise the profile of the group by placing a notice in issues of the *Georgia
Straight*. GATE (Edmonton) sponsored drop-ins at the GATE House (located
at 11012 86th Avenue from May 1973, moving to 8223 109th Street in April
1974), a twenty-four-hour information and counselling phone line, a speaker’s bureau, and a library. The group’s early activities included lobbying the
Alberta government to amend the Alberta Bill of Rights and the Individual’s
Rights Protection Act to outlaw discrimination based on sexual orientation
and asking candidates about gay rights during the 1972 federal and provincial
election campaigns. In mid-1973 Roberts was succeeded as regional coordi-
nator by Don Musbach, and the group began to focus more on social services
as opposed to political activity. By October 1973 GATE (Edmonton) had
about twenty paid members.

[“GATE Drop-ins,” *Club 70 News*, February 1974, pp. 4–5; “Gay Alliance toward
Equality (GATE) (Edmonton)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives,
Toronto; “Homosexuals Ask Only for Equality,” *Edmonton Journal*, 13 December 1971,
October 1973, pp. 12–13; Michael Roberts, “Edmonton Gay Helps Gays” (letter),
— Help,” *Gateway* (Univ. of Alberta), 20 January 1972, p. 3.]

**Summer * Winnipeg * Several people began to meet regularly to plan the
formation of a private social club for lesbians and gay men. Monthly
meetings/socials were soon held at different locations. The Happenings Club
was eventually granted a charter by the provincial government in June 1973,
and by October 1973 had permanent premises at 242 Manitoba Avenue. The
Club saw itself as strictly a social centre for lesbians and gay men, as opposed
to a force for political action, and sponsored many dances, parties, a bowling
league, a newsletter, and other activities. By June 1975 the Happenings Club
had issued 743 memberships.
July 1 * Montréal * In their first public action, members of FLH joined in a large anti-Confederation demonstration held at Parc Lafontaine. Denis Côté, president of FLH, addressed the crowd. The gay marchers were subjected to open hostility from other groups, and were condemned by René Lévesque, leader of the Parti Québécois.

July 14, 21 * Toronto * American gay activist Carl Wittman's "A Gay Manifesto" was reprinted in two issues of Guerilla.

July 31 * Toronto * A meeting was held between representatives of CHAT, Spearhead, UTHA, UWOHA, and Waterloo GLM regarding cooperation between homophile groups in Ontario and preparations for the August 28 "We Demand" march on Parliament Hill. This was the first of several conferences held during 1971-72 by what would become known as the Ontario Homophile Federation. (See also October 16, 1971.)

August * Toronto * The Central Committee plenum of the League for Socialist Action/Ligue socialiste ouvrière (LSA/LSO) was held, during which gay liberation was first formally raised for discussion. The resulting Plenum Report, written by John Steele, called for the opening of a dialogue with gay liberationists and proposed that the LSA/LSO give educational and propagandistic support to the gay movement. Several LSA/LSO Discussion Bulletin papers subsequently examined the League's intervention in gay liberation activities. (See also December 1971.) 
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August 1 * Toronto * Toronto’s first gay picnic was held at Hanlan’s Point, Toronto Islands. The event was sponsored by CHAT and TGA, and was attended by about 300 people. Flags and banners were displayed by the picknickers, including an old lace tablecloth bearing the words “Canada the True, North, and Gay.”


August 13 * Toronto * Sixty people attended a panel discussion on homosexual people as an oppressed minority in Canadian society and the development of a gay liberation movement in Toronto, held at the Vanguard Forum, 334 Queen Street W. The four panelists were George Hislop and Pat Murphy, representing CHAT, Cheri DiNovo, representing TGA, CHAT, and the Toronto Women’s Caucus, and Brian Waite, representing TGA and the League for Socialist Action.


August 20 * Toronto * About twelve members of TGA participated in an “On to Ottawa” march to build support for the August 28 rally in Ottawa. This was the first public demonstration by lesbians and gays in Toronto. The marchers met at Queen’s Park before heading east on St. Joseph Street to Yonge Street. The group proceeded down Yonge Street to Holy Trinity Square, where they joined in a dance sponsored by CHAT.


August 21 * Ottawa * “We Demand,” a brief prepared by the August 28th Gay Day Committee of TGA and sponsored by Canadian gay groups, was presented to the federal government. The thirteen-page brief contained ten points calling for law reform and changes in public policy relating to homosexuals. It asked that the terms “gross indecency” and “indecent act” be removed from the Canadian Criminal Code and be replaced by a list of specific offences, and that gay people be allowed to serve openly in the Canadian armed forces.

[Toronto Gay Action (TGA) collection, 89-058, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; “We Demand,” reprinted in the Body Politic, no. 1 (1971), pp. 4–7 (reprinted in Ed Jackson and Stan Persky, eds., Flaunting It!: A Decade of Gay Journalism from The
Charles Hill of TGA addresses the crowd during the demonstration on Parliament Hill, Ottawa, August 28, 1971.
August 28 * Ottawa; Vancouver * Lesbians and gay men and their supporters assembled on Parliament Hill in support of the brief “We Demand.” About one hundred people demonstrated for forty minutes in pouring rain. The crowd was addressed by Charles Hill of TGA, which organized the march, George Hislop and Pat Murphy of CHAT, Pierre Masson of FLH, and John Williams of Cleveland, Ohio. In Vancouver, GATE sponsored a demonstration at the courthouse to show solidarity with the Ottawa marchers. The twenty demonstrators attracted a sympathetic crowd of 150 to 200. Roedy Green, chairperson of GATE, spoke, as did representatives from Vancouver Gay Sisters and the GLF. These were the first large-scale public gay demonstrations held in Canada. They were held on this day to commemorate the second anniversary of the implementation of the amendments to the Canadian Criminal Code (Bill C-150). (See also August 30, 1971.)

August 30 * Toronto * Dick Smythe, news editor of CHUM radio, delivered an on-air editorial in which he said that the gay march on Parliament Hill on August 28 had been like “a demonstration for equality and acceptance by militant alcoholics, militant lepers, or militant lunatics” and that homosexuality is “a mental and sexual aberration.”

September * Châteauguay, Qué. * The first issue of Le tiers: le magazine
Homophile du Québec was published by Publications Andart. Edited by André Dion, Le tiers was the first serious homophile/gay liberation periodical published in Québec. It collapsed after issue two (1972).


September * Toronto * Jarold Moldenhauer announced at a meeting of TGA that a gathering would be held at his home at 65 Kendal Avenue, Apt. 8, concerning the formation of a new gay newspaper. Members of TGA had been mulling over the idea of starting a paper to reflect gay consciousness and community since at least the August 28 march in Ottawa. About ten people attended the meeting, which was the first planning session of what would become The Body Politic. (See also October 28, 1971).


September 8 * Toronto * A group of thirteen gay men and lesbians, most of whom were members of TGA, were thrown out of the Pretzel Bell Public House, 127 Simcoe Street, and were chased and beaten because they had danced with same-sex partners in the pub.


September 14 * Ottawa * Maurice Bélanger, Michael Black, Charles Hill, Philip Bianco, Jacques Hoffman, Reg Turcotte, and Terrence Reichey met at Black and Bélanger’s home at 270 Somerset Street W., no. 906, to discuss forming a gay organization for the National Capital area. The group continued to meet during September–October in private homes. On October 13, 1971, it adopted the name Gays of Ottawa/Gays d’Ottawa [Gais de l’Outaouais from 1975] (GO); Maurice Bélanger and Paul Wise became GO’s first co-chairmen. GO’s mandate was to lobby the federal and Ontario provincial governments on behalf of gays and lesbians, to educate the public about homosexuality, and to act as a community organization for gay people in the Ottawa-Hull area. It sponsored many dances and produced the influential newsletter GO Info. Charles Hill, a founding member of UTHA, was a member of GO from its early days and succeeded Bélanger as president in April 1973. After November 1971 the group began meeting twice per month at St. George’s Anglican Church, 152 Metcalfe Street.
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September 16 * Toronto * During question period at an orientation festival at the University of Toronto attended by 300 students, two members of UTHA asked Ontario Attorney-General Allan Lawrence whether he would favour an explicit clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code prohibiting discrimination against homosexuals. The minister replied that he believed “... a homosexual is a pervert and this perversion should not be legally recognized in any shape or form.” (See also October 21, 1971.)

September 19 * Toronto * Elgin Blair organized the first gay fellowship discussion group held at the First Unitarian Congregation, 175 St. Clair Avenue W. Ten to fifteen people attended subsequent meetings, held on Sunday evenings. The fellowship met until May 1972, by which time Blair's energy was increasingly taken up by the Gay Caucus of the Unitarian Universalist (U.U.) Association.

Autumn * Don Mills, Ont. * A chapter of YUHA was organized at Glendon College, York University. It was a rap session group that met every second Wednesday under the co-chairmanship of John Henry and Linda Jain.
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**Autumn** *Downsview, Ont.* *YUHA organized a gay studies course at McLaughlin College, York University. It was a tutorial with ten people, and was led by Roger Wilkes, a graduate student and chairperson of YUHA. This is thought to be the first gay studies course offered at a Canadian university.*


**Autumn** *Montréal* *McGill University instructors Bruce Garside, Linda Page-Holland, and John Southin initiated a popular course on “Biology and Social Change” that included the examination of gay liberation. By September 1972, a discussion group from this course had formed into GAY (later Gay McGill). (See also September 1972.)*

[Ron Dayman, “Quebec: Five Years of the Movement,” Body Politic, no. 29 (1976-77), p. 21.]

**Autumn** *New York, N.Y.* *Twenty members of FLH spent a few days in New York meeting with members of the Gay Activists Alliance (GAA), visiting, discussing gay liberation, and bar-hopping. They also participated in a demonstration after police raided a women’s bar.*


**Autumn** *Saskatoon* *The Gay Students Alliance (GSA) was formed at the University of Saskatchewan. GSA was campus-oriented, while GATE (Saskatoon) was targeted at the general community. Soon, members of GSA and GATE (Saskatoon) began to plan a new organization that would coordinate social services and activities for the gay community; the Zodiac Friendship Society emerged by January 1972. Many of the same people — Bruce Garman, Doug Hellquist, Dan Nalbach, and Erv (later Tom) Warner — were organizers of all these groups, and were connected to the university as either students or staff. (See also January 1972 and October 1972.)*


**Autumn** *Toronto* *Chris John Ayre founded Homophile Information Media (HIM) (later Homophile Information Media of Canada/Centre d’information homophile du Canada [HIMC/CIHC]), which was dedicated to*
educating about homosexuality. By mail and telephone HIM acted as a referral service for information on social services and the gay social scene across Canada. The Homophile Dating Association was formed as a spin-off of HIM. HMC/CWMC was dormant by January 1974.

["Homophile Information Media (HIM)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

October * Kingston, Ont. * George Hislop, director of CHAT, spoke before a crowd of 150 students at Queen's University.

["Getting Around," Back Chat Newsletter, February 1972, p. 4.]

October * Vancouver * The Gay People's Alliance was formed at the University of British Columbia. Its purpose was to provide a nucleus for gay social life on campus. Although it was originally founded by two members of the old Vancouver GLF, the Gay People's Alliance was not initially interested in political action. The group was succeeded by Gay People of UBC in September 1972. (See also September 1972.)

[John Gibbs, "Gay Alliance Struggles for Survival," Odyssey (Univ. of British Columbia), 5 November 1971, p. 3.]

October * Waterloo, Ont. * "Gay Is Good," a weekly radio program coordinated by Waterloo GLM, began broadcasting on Radio Waterloo (94.1 Cable FM) every Friday from 9 to 9:30 p.m.


October 14 * Hamilton * In an address delivered at the annual meeting of the Canadian Mental Health Association, George Hislop, director of CHAT, declared that requests by homosexuals to become legally married should be taken seriously in order to protect property rights.


October 16 * Toronto * An informal meeting of representatives of Ontario homophile and gay liberation groups was held at Hart House, University of Toronto. They discussed the possibility of forming a provincial organization, as well as holding a demonstration to demand the inclusion of the term "sexual orientation" in the Ontario Human Rights Code.

October 21 * Toronto * Peter Maloney ran as the Liberal candidate in the St. George riding against Ontario Attorney-General Allan Lawrence in the provincial election, held October 21. During the campaign, a group called the Ontario Campaign for Sexual Equality distributed a pamphlet urging lesbians and gays to vote for candidates who advocated sexual equality legislation. Maloney, an advocate of gay rights (but not yet a declared homosexual), waged a vigorous campaign but lost to Lawrence by a wide margin.


October 28 * Toronto * Five thousand copies of the first issue (November–December) of The Body Politic went on sale. Until its demise in February 1987, it was Canada’s gay newspaper of record.


October 31 * Toronto * Between 5,000 and 8,000 people jammed Yonge Street during Halloween to watch men dressed in drag enter the St. Charles Tavern, 488 Yonge Street. Police closed off the sidewalk for a full block in front of the St. Charles, while members of UTHA passed out leaflets to the crowd, urging understanding of homosexuality.


November * Indianapolis, Ind. * Joan Haggerty’s novel Daughters of the Moon was published by Bobbs-Merrill. It tells the story of two pregnant women who meet and eventually live together as lovers.
November * Saskatoon * Initial plans were made for the establishment of the Gemini Club as a private club for lesbians and gay men. (See also January 1972.)


November * Toronto * The first column by Twilight Rose (pseud. of John Forbes), entitled “The Gay Ghetto,” appeared in The Body Politic. Reprinted from the Georgia Straight, Rose’s column (later renamed “Twilight Trails”) contained general commentary and gossip on the gay scene in both Vancouver and Toronto. One focus of the column was reports on activities of the Ephemerals, a group of gender-bending drag street revolutionaries founded in Vancouver by Forbes and Ron Whinton. Twilight Rose retired after issue eight of The Body Politic (Spring 1973).


November * Toronto * Plans began to be made for the formation of the Women’s Place, a drop-in centre and informal meeting place. The Women’s Place officially opened in June 1972 at 31 Dupont Street. (See also June 1972.)


November 6 * Toronto * Members of TGA marched in the Vietnam Mobilization Committee’s Amchitka-Vietnam War demonstration under their own banner. Paul MacDonald read a speech to the rally, held at Nathan Phillips Square.

[Paul MacDonald, untitled speech, Body Politic, no. 2 (1972), p. 3.]

November 13 * Montréal * The FLH sponsored a party and dance to celebrate the opening of their centre at 2065, rue St. Denis.

[“Nouvelles: Montréal,” Le tiers, no. 2 (1972), p. 26.]

November 15–16 * Waterloo, Ont. * Dr. Franklin Kameny, president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society, was the featured speaker at the “Forum on Homosexuality and Personal Liberation,” held at the University
of Waterloo on November 15. The next day Kameny visited with members of Waterloo GLM and spoke to a sociology class.


**November 18** *London, Ont.* Dr. Franklin Kameny, president of the Washington, D.C., Mattachine Society, spoke on "Sexuality and Homosexuality" at the University of Western Ontario as part of a lecture series sponsored by UWOHA.


**November 27–28** *Waterloo, Ont.* A conference of the Ontario Homophile Federation was held at the University of Waterloo, sponsored by Waterloo GLM. Its purpose was to improve communications amongst homophile and gay liberation groups in Ontario. Topics for discussion included direct action, publicity, and coming out.


**November 29** *Hamilton* Chris Fox and Brian Waite of TGA presented a talk on gay liberation entitled "Out of the Closets, into the Streets," at Wentworth House, McMaster University. About thirty people attended the event, which was sponsored by the McMaster Women's Liberation Movement.


**November 30** *Toronto* CBC-TV’s *Tuesday Night* aired “Nothing to Hide,” produced by Jeannine Locke, an hour-long examination of gay life filmed in New York in 1970. It was denounced in the House of Commons as “vulgar and distasteful” by Robert Coates (PC-Cumberland-Colchester North) and as “just a fairy tale” by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. The film also met with criticism from the gay community. (See also December 9–10, 1971.)

December * Toronto * A group of lesbian members of CHAT, self-named The Cunts, delivered a written statement to the membership-at-large. They announced that they were starting an independent lesbian group and demanded that the CHAT membership (which was mostly male) confront its own sexism. This issue stemmed from male domination of official positions at CHAT. The Cunts demanded that CHAT adopt an amendment to its proposed constitution that would state “Dykes and faggots in CHAT shall share equally in decision making. This means equalization at all official decision making levels, i.e. in the proposed constitution; executive, vice-chair and chair.” (See also March 7 and April 6, 1972.)

[“Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; Peter Zorzi, Queer Catharsis (Toronto: The Author, 1992), p. 18.]

December * Toronto * The editorial “Accept Homosexuals; But Don’t Approve Homosexual Acts” was published in the United Church Observer.

[“Accept Homosexuals; But Don’t Approve Homosexual Acts” (editorial), United Church Observer, December 1971, p. 11; “Church Magazine Speaks Out on Homosexuals,” Ottawa Citizen, 27 November 1971, p. 47.]

December * Vancouver * The CGAA issued a press release denouncing attempts by left-wing groups, particularly the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA), to co-opt the gay movement. The release charged that the YSA “is not for Gay Rights, but is only interested in building up their membership and that of their many front groups.”

[“GAA Says ‘Out Damn Trots,’” Georgia Straight, 16–23 December 1971, p. 15.]

December 9–10 * Toronto * On December 9, CBC radio’s As It Happens included a discussion between Charles Hill of UTHA and Dr. Lawrence Hatterer concerning “Nothing to Hide.” Hatterer, a psychiatrist and author of Changing Homosexuality in the Male, had been interviewed in the film. The next day, representatives of the gay community met with CBC officials concerning “Nothing to Hide.” Later, fourteen people (mostly members of TGA) protested the “misleading and patronizing” film outside the CBC’s offices on Jarvis Street.
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— * Don Mills, Ont. * Ronald Hambleton's *The Secret of Jalna* was published by Paperjacks. It examined the connection between Mazo de la Roche and her literary creation, *Whiteoaks of Jalna*, and was designed as a tie-in with the popular CBC-TV series *The Whiteoaks of Jalna*. In the book, Hambleton mentions the seventy-year-long relationship between De la Roche and her adopted sister Caroline Clement, but is careful to avoid any discussion of their sexual orientation.


— * Montréal * Michel Audy’s film *Corps et âme/Body and Soul* was released. Starring Jacques Pothier, Pierre Héroux, and Danièle Panneton, the film depicted the close friendship between a young pianist and another man. The pianist falls into a great depression when his friend is killed in an accident.


— * Montréal * Claude Beausoleil’s book of poetry *Intrusion ralentie* was published by Éditions du jour.


— * Montréal * Marie-Claire Blais’s novel *Le loup* was published by Éditions du jour. The work details the life of Sebastien, a gay man who recalls the abuse of a series of male lovers. An English translation (*The Wolf*) was published in Toronto by McClelland and Stewart in 1974.


— * Montréal * La Fraternité du même sexe, a gay male dating service, was formed.

["Pourquoi la Fraternité du même sexe connaît-elle chez nous un succès grandissant?" Bisexus 2, no. 22 (1972): 10.]

— * Montréal * Denis Vanier’s book of poetry Lesbiennes d’acid was published by Parti pris.


— * Richmond Hill, Ont. * Leo Orenstein’s novel The Queers of New York was published by Pocket Books.


— * Scarborough, Ont. * Ian Young’s book of poetry Some Green Moths was published by Catalyst Press.


— * Toronto * Several municipal politicians and business interests began to advance proposals to rid the Yonge Street strip of sex trade workers, massage parlours, and visible homosexuals.


— * Toronto * David Dawson’s book of poetry Ceremonial was published by Coach House Press.


— * Toronto * Marion Foster’s and Kent Murray’s (pseuds.) A Not So Gay World: Homosexuality in Canada, the first non-fiction book-length study of homosexuality in Canada, was published by McClelland and Stewart. The
book received mixed reviews and was seen to be out-of-date and full of factual errors.


* Toronto * Rebecca Sisler’s biography of Canadian sculptors Frances Loring and Florence Wyle, *The Girls*, was published by Clarke, Irwin. For more than fifty years Loring (1887–1968) and Wyle (1881–1968) shared their studio quarters and lives. Although Sisler recognized their life-long, same-sex support structure, she concluded that they were not lesbians.


**January**

*Saskatoon* The Zodiac Friendship Society was officially formed and registered with the provincial government as a non-profit organization. The Society operated the Gemini Club, a weekly dance club, and a drop-in at the Unitarian Centre, 502 Main Street. It soon became an umbrella group for gay social and political activities in Saskatoon. (See also February 21, 1972.)


**January**

*Toronto* *Exclusive Male* began publication. Edited and published by Derek Garlen Travis, *Exclusive Male* was a monthly, general interest magazine aimed at gay men. It ceased publication in October 1972, after ten issues.


**January**

*Vancouver* A gay women’s drop-in was being held at the Vancouver Women’s Centre, 511 Carrall Street, by January 7.


**January 20, 22**

*Toronto* Members of TGA handed out leaflets in front of the Parkside Tavern, 530 Yonge Street, one of the city’s major gay taverns. TGA
Lesbian and Gay Liberation in Canada

was protesting the entrapment of gays in the tavern's downstairs washroom by plainclothes members of Toronto's morality squad. Management of the tavern had allowed the policemen to hide in an adjacent room to peer through holes in the air vents to wait to arrest people for performing sexual acts in public. At least ten people were arrested in the Parkside's downstairs washroom in January 1972. On January 27, during a meeting between Norman Bolter, owner of the Parkside, and George Hislop of CHAT, it was agreed that the police trap would be closed. Hislop later met with Deputy Chief Jack Ackroyd to discuss the ongoing entrapment and arrest of gay men in local parks and subway washrooms. (See also February 4, 1972.)


January 21 • Toronto • A dance sponsored by CHAT was picketed by students of a Bible college.

[“Fame at Last,” Back Chat Newsletter, February 1972, p. 4.]

January 22 • Regina • During a private party at the home of Donald J. Murdoch, ten people volunteered to investigate whether it would be worthwhile to organize a formal society to act as a social centre for lesbians and gays in Regina. (See also February 13, 1972.)


January 26 • Charlottetown, P.E.I. • The first Canadian case in which “engagement in a homosexual act” was used as grounds for divorce was heard by Mr. Justice Nicholson of the Prince Edward Island Supreme Court. In the case of M. vs. M., the husband was successful in suing his wife for divorce based on her lesbianism.


January 28–29 • Downsview, Ont. • YUHA sponsored the Ontario Homophile Federation conference “Sexuality and Civil Rights” at York University. Forty people (mostly from Ontario and Québec) gathered to discuss strategies for gay liberation. The speakers included Jack Baker and Mike
McConnell of Minneapolis, Minnesota, who talked on same-sex marriages. Baker, a third-year law student, was president of the University of Minnesota Student Association. McConnell, his lover, had been dismissed from his position as a librarian at the University of Minnesota when his homosexuality became known. At that time, they were engaged in a lengthy legal battle for state recognition of their marriage.

February * Toronto * CHAT’s new community centre officially opened at 58 Cecil Street. The large site, a former synagogue, allowed space for offices as well as dances.

February * Toronto * About twenty women of diverse interests and backgrounds — from radical feminists to lesbians to Marxists — attended the first organizational meeting for *The Other Woman* newspaper, held at the *Guerilla* offices. (See also March ii, 1972.)

February * Vancouver * Members of the CGAA protested against two apartment developments from which gays had been illegally evicted.

February * Winnipeg * The first gay movement organization in Manitoba, Gays for Equality (GFE), was officially founded by Phil Graham, a student at the University of Manitoba, who had previously been involved with FREE: Gay Liberation of Minnesota at the University of Minnesota. The Manitoba group was known as the Campus Gay Club until early 1973, when it changed its name to reflect an increasingly political stance. By 1973, GFE offered drop-ins, counselling, a speaker’s bureau, lectures, political actions, a library, a gayline, and dances.


**February 4** *Toronto* *George Hislop, director of CHAT, was interviewed on CBC radio's *As It Happens* on the topic “Spying on the Public.” He discussed recent police entrapment of gay men in the downstairs washroom of the Parkside Tavern.

[“Communications,” *Back Chat Newsletter*, February 1972, p. 4.]

**February 11** *Saskatoon* *A Valentine's Day dance was held at the Unitarian Centre, 502 Main Street, as the first public function of the Gemini Club, run by the Zodiac Friendship Society. Membership in the club was still sparse; as of February 1972 the Gemini Club had only fifteen paid members.*


**February 12** *Ottawa* *Peter Maloney, who ran as the Liberal party candidate opposite Ontario Attorney-General Allan Lawrence in the October 1971 Ontario provincial election, announced that he was gay during a policy seminar at the annual Liberal Party convention. Maloney made the announcement during a confrontation with Otto Lang, Canada’s new Attorney-General and formerly Minister of Manpower and Immigration. Maloney protested the discrimination against gays posed by the Canadian Immigration Act.*


**February 13** *Hamilton* *Jearld Moldenhauer of *The Body Politic* addressed a session of the New Democratic Party Waffle convention. This was the first time a gay liberation representative had formally addressed a political party conference in Canada.*


**February 13** *Regina* *The first formal general meeting of the Atropos
Friendship Society was held at the home of Donald J. Murdoch, the group's first president. The Odyssey Club was chosen to be the name of the society's proposed social centre, which started operating on Saturday nights in September 1972. The Atropos Friendship Society was the first lesbian/gay group in Regina.


**February 26 * Montréal * Singer and journalist Michel Girouard and pianist Réjean Tremblay signed business partnership and personal union contracts in Canada's first widely publicized gay marriage ceremony, held at a downtown discothéque. The couple was married by the Rev. Boniface Grosveld of the Congregation of the Beloved Disciple, Old Catholic. Girouard and Tremblay also travelled to Los Angeles, where their marriage vows were solemnized on March 17, 1972, at the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) by Rev. Troy Perry.**


**March 1 * Toronto * chat was awarded a grant of $14,602 under Canada Manpower’s Local Initiatives Program. The money was used to operate chat’s twenty-four-hour information and counselling telephone service.**


**March 2 * Victoria, B.C. * George Mussallem (sc-Dewdney) rose in the Provincial Legislature and urged British Columbia Minister of Education
Donald Brothers to review the place of sex education in the province's secondary schools. He believed that sex education was "ridiculous nonsense," and that education about gay liberation had no place in the school system. Mussallem was outraged after learning that New Westminster Secondary School had allowed on-site appointments between students and an unnamed "representative of the (gay) liberation movement."

[Iain Hunter, "Gay Liberation Rally in School Shocks Socred MLA: 'We're Spending Too Much, Children Learning Too Much,'" Vancouver Sun, four star ed., 3 March 1972, p. 12.]

March 5 * Montréal * The first general assembly of members of FLH was held at the University Settlement. The members adopted a charter and elected a new three-person executive committee: Gilbert Ouellet (president), André Paradis (secretary), and Pierre Masson (treasurer).


March 7 * Toronto * The membership of CHAT elected its first board of directors. Since its inception, CHAT had been directed by a steering committee, and later an interim board. The new board consisted of George Hislop (president), Pat Murphy (vice-president), Clive Bell (treasurer), Kathleen Brindley (secretary), and six general members. Of the ten board members, five were female.

["Meetings," Back Chat new series 1 (4 April 1972): 7.]

March 9 * Kingston, Ont. * CHAT members Kathleen Brindley, George Hislop, and Herb Spiers held a forum on homosexuality before second-year medical students at Queen's University.

[Kathleen Brindley, "From a Discussion on Homosexuality to 2nd Year Med Students, Queen's U.,” Back Chat new series 1 (4 April 1972): 5.]

March 11 * Toronto * Nine women (most of whom were lesbians) attempted to take over the offices of the leftist underground newspaper Guerilla for a few days in order to raise publicity for women's liberation and International Women's Day and to use the newspaper's equipment to publish the first issue of The Other Woman. When the male members of the Guerilla staff were barred entry, they called the police. (See also May 1972.)

March 20 * Montréal * Rev. Troy Perry, founder of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches (MCC), announced at a press conference that he expected that MCC would be operating in Canada within nine months. (See also June 11, 1972.)

["MCC Coming to Canada, Perry Says in Montreal," Advocate (Los Angeles), no. 83 (1972), p. 34.]

Spring * Toronto * Gay Youth Toronto, a social and support group for people under twenty-one years of age, was formed. The group's early organizers included John Powers and John Sullivan. By April they were meeting every Sunday at New College, 40 Willcocks Street, but soon moved to the CHAT Centre.


Spring * Toronto * Plans were made to incorporate the Ontario Alternate Distribution Company to distribute The Body Politic, Community Schools, and the Toronto Citizen.


April * Montréal * The Iron Cross M.C. (Motor Club), a gay leather and denim fraternity, was formed.


April * Vancouver * The CGAA discovered that some of its outgoing mail had been opened by the Department of National Revenue. Earlier, the CGAA's telephone had been tapped.


April 6 * Toronto * The first meeting of a Women's Committee was held at CHAT. The eight women present decided that it would be most practical for them to integrate with the other existing committees within CHAT, and the Women's Committee was disbanded.


April 15 * Ottawa * A contingent of forty gay men and lesbians joined the Vietnam Mobilization Committee demonstration protesting a visit to Canada by American president Richard Nixon. Brian Waite, representing TGA and Gays against the War, made a speech to the demonstrators.
May * Québec, Qué. * The idea for establishing a homophile organization in Québec City was first put forward by Patrick Cellier and Father Paul Ouellet, leading to the establishment a year later (May 1973) of the Centre humanitaire d'aide et de libération (CHAL) as a social, service, and organizing centre for gay men and lesbians. Other early members and organizers of CHAL included Claude Bernard, Pierre Falardeau, and Denise Goyette (founder of Tel-Aide). In the early days CHAL held a gay discussion group with a group of heterosexuals at Ouellet's church, Saint-Roch. On June 8, 1973, CHAL was incorporated, and on September 12, 1973, CHAL's centre officially opened in the basement of a Franciscan church at 264, rue des Franciscains. By December 1973, CHAL had 106 registered members. (See also October 6–7, 1973.)


May * Toronto * CHAT published the twenty-page "A Selected Bibliography Concerning Male and Female Homosexuality, Consisting of Gay Liberation, Sociological, Psychological and Literary Works," compiled by Chris Fox, Charles Hill, Gil Pinkett, and Ian Young.

[Monograph collection, M95–053, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

May * Toronto * Two thousand copies of the first issue of The Other Woman (May–June 1972) appeared. Produced with the cooperation of the feminist newspapers Bellyful and Velvet Fist, the new paper contained some material written from a lesbian-feminist viewpoint. It was published until 1977.


May * Vancouver * Project Open Doors, many of whose members belonged to the CGAA, received an Opportunities for Youth grant for $9,329 to study social services for gays in the greater Vancouver area. Project Open Doors existed from May 29 to September 15 and produced the eighty-two-page
Open Doors: A Manual on the Prejudice and Discrimination against Gay People, by John Greenfield, Dick Rulens, and Dieter Grapp. Other participants in the project included Cathy Nittolo and Debie Zazubeck. During the course of the project, several Vancouver radio personalities and columnists attacked Project Open Doors. Jack Webster of CJOR, for example, described Open Doors as a project "to provide a bilingual handbook for French Canadian queers in Vancouver."


May 2 * Toronto * CHAT persuaded the co-owners of Momma Cooper's club (above the Parkside Tavern) to sign a document declaring that they would no longer practise discrimination against lesbians on the basis of appearance, dress, or admission prices.


May 4 * Toronto * A community forum entitled "Homosexuality: Myth and Reality," held at the St. Lawrence Centre Town Hall, was disrupted when two members of the right-wing group Western Guard (formerly the Edmund Burke Society) sprayed the crowd of 450 people with tear gas. The meeting was sponsored by CHAT. The two members of the Western Guard were later found guilty of spraying a volatile substance and were sentenced to sixty days in jail. The same evening, someone attempted to firebomb a house next door to CHAT'S Community Centre on Cecil Street. The intended target was probably the CHAT centre. Indeed, the next night someone threw a Molotov cocktail through a window into the Centre; the resulting fire was quickly extinguished.


May 10 * Ottawa * Bill C-206, which would have amended the Canada Labour Code and the Public Services Act concerning discrimination based on age, sex, and marital status, received first reading in the House of Commons. The Bill's amendments were intended to reinforce the Canada Fair Employment Act (1953) and would affect the federal public service and
industries under federal jurisdiction. The amendments, however, did not specifically add sexual orientation as an area of prohibited discrimination. The Bill was not passed before the House adjourned on July 7, 1972.


May 18 * Toronto * Australian gay activist Dennis Altman, author of Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation, was the guest speaker at a public forum organized by The Body Politic. One hundred fifty people attended the event, held at the chat centre.

[“Altman Visits Toronto,” Body Politic, no. 5 (1972), p. 18.]

May 19 * Ottawa * Representatives of groups from Vancouver, Ontario, Montréal, Québec City, and Halifax met to discuss strategies for gay liberation. During the meeting it was proposed that an official pan-Canadian conference of gay organizations be held; the first such gathering was eventually held in Québec City, October 6–7, 1973. (See also October 6–7, 1973.)


May 20, 27 * Vancouver * Members of GATE (Vancouver) boycotted and picketed the newly renovated Castle Hotel pub after an attempt was made by the management to exclude “obviously gay” men from the premises. The pub had hosted a large gay clientele for twenty years but had shown insensitivity to its gay patrons. During 1971, members of GLF had demonstrated outside the pub and had confronted the owner-manager but were unsuccessful. During the GATE picket, one local taxi company refused to pick up fares at the hotel in a show of solidarity with the demonstrators. The protest was opposed by Dick Rulens and members of the CGAA, who crossed the picket line.

Maurice Flood, chairman of the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Vancouver), with his successor to the position, Stephen Sherriffs.
Boycott” (“The Gateway” column), Georgia Straight, 8–15 June 1972, p. 17; Untitled article with photo, Georgia Straight, 25 May–1 June 1972, p. 4.]

May 23 * Toronto * chat and the Association for Canadian Transsexuals (ACT) sponsored a forum on transsexuality, held at the chat centre. Between 100–150 people attended.

[“How about You?” Back Chat new series 1 (June 1972): 1, 12.]

June * Toronto * The Women’s Place officially opened at 31 Dupont Street. It was a feminist organizing drop-in centre whose activities and groups included liberation workshops, rap sessions, consciousness-raising groups, speaking engagements, a library, and lesbian drop-ins. The Women’s Place was administered by the Women’s Information Centre of Toronto. It disbanded about 1975.


June 4 * Halifax * Following several informal meetings beginning in March 1972, the Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE) was officially formed. Early organizers of the group included Nils Clausson and Anne Fulton. In the first few months of its existence, GAE formed an executive and established GAE-Line, a telephone counselling service. Meetings were held at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 5500 Inglis Street, every second Wednesday, and later at the Green Lantern Building, 1585 Barrington Street, Suite 207. GAE operated a drop-in centre (Thee Klub) for a few months in 1973. GAE’s office closed in June 1974 and the group ceased formal operation in December 1974. GAE reorganized and was in operation again by October 1975.


June 7 * Burnaby, B.C. * CGAA members Tom Durrie and Dick Rulens spoke on homosexuality before 150 students of kinesiology during a “Contemporary Health Issues” program sponsored by Simon Fraser University.

[“CGAA at Simon Fraser,” Open Doors 2 (June 1972): 2.]
June 11 * Vancouver * Thirty people attended the first religious service for gays held in Vancouver. The service was led by Rev. Bob Sirico, a local missionary for the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC).


June 17 * Ottawa * GO sponsored Ottawa's first public gay dance, held at Pestalozzi College. Over 100 people attended the event. The GO dances became very popular, but were discontinued in January 1975 after the Liquor Licensing Board of Ontario refused to continue to grant liquor permits for events held at Pestalozzi College, which they had decided was a residence.


June 17–18 * Montréal * FLH held a dance to celebrate the opening of its new gay centre at 279, rue Ste. Catherine E. Police raided the event and charged forty people with being found in an establishment that was selling liquor without a permit. Although all charges were later dropped on a technicality, attendance at the centre fell. The executive of the FLH resigned and the group collapsed by the autumn of 1972.


June 19 * Vancouver * Members of GATE (Vancouver) delivered a sixty-five-foot-long petition demanding the repeal of anti-gay sections in the Immigration Act to the Vancouver office of the Department of Manpower and Immigration.

["The Gateline" ("The Gateway" column), Georgia Straight, 22–29 June 1972, p. 13; "Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Vancouver)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June 29 * Toronto * About twenty-five members of CHAT and TGA demonstrated at the Ontario Legislature to protest the omission of a sexual orientation clause from Bill 199, an amendment to the Ontario Human Rights Code then being considered by the Legislature. On June 27, 1972, CHAT had sent a brief to all members of the Legislature asking them to end discrimination based on sexual orientation in employment, housing, and other areas. This was the first public gay action in Ontario that centred on rights code reform.
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June 30–July 2 * Vancouver * Gay Pride celebrations were held, including a debate between Rev. Bob Sirico of MCC and an anti-gay minister (June 30), a gala dance (June 30), and a gay rally in Ceperly Park (July 1).

July 24 * Toronto * Gay activist Peter Maloney announced that he planned to run for a seat on the Toronto School Board in response to a petition that sought to prevent homosexual activists from addressing students in Toronto high schools. The petition had been organized by Rev. J.R. Armstrong of the Mount Pleasant Road Baptist Church.

July 24 * Vancouver * A lesbian resource centre was operating at A Woman's Place, 1766 W. Broadway. It carried a large collection of Canadian and American lesbian and feminist publications and was used by lesbians as a place to hold meetings. In October 1972 it moved to 130 W. Hastings Street, and in late 1973 to 804 Richards Street. By that time, a lesbian drop-in/rap group was being held on Monday nights.

August * Ottawa * GO opened an education and counselling centre at Pestalozzi College, 160 Chapel Street, Suite 601. The centre acted as the headquarters for GO and as a clearinghouse for information on homosexuality, and included a telephone counselling service and a library.

August 9 * Vancouver * When questioned by members of GATE (Vancouver) about rights for homosexuals, all seven Vancouver-Burrard candidates who attended a rally for the August 30 provincial election supported equality for gays. (See also August 23, 1972.)
August 17 • Ottawa • Four representatives of GO met with MPP Michael Cassidy (NDP-Ottawa-Centre) to discuss the NDP's position on gay issues.

["NDP Meet," GO Info, no. 2-3 (1972), p. 4.]

August 19–27 • Toronto • Toronto’s first annual Gay Pride Week was organized by CHAT, TGA, and The Body Politic. It was held in late August to celebrate the first anniversary of the "We Demand" march on Ottawa and the third anniversary of the implementation of the changes to Canada's criminal code (Bill C-150). George Hislop, director of CHAT, opened the festival and read letters of support from Ontario NDP leader Stephen Lewis and Toronto alderman William Kilbourn. Toronto mayor William Dennison had refused to declare Gay Pride Week in Toronto. Several events were planned for the week, and on August 20 more than 400 people held a gay pride picnic on Ward's Island.


August 22 • Toronto • Three hundred people attended a seminar entitled "The Open Society," held at the Cecil Street Community Centre as part of Gay Pride Week. Moderated by Kathleen Brindley, the panel included Madeleine Davis, Barbara Gittings, Don Goodwin, Gerald Hannon, and George Hislop.

["Homosexuals to Seek Acceptance by Public," Toronto Star, four star ed., 23 August 1972, p. 54.]

August 23 • Vancouver • Bert Price, the Social Credit incumbent in Vancouver-Burrard riding and a candidate in the August 30 provincial election, caused an uproar amongst gays and their supporters at an all-candidates meeting. Although Price said that he would help gays "as much as I can" to gain equal rights, he said that people who belong to gay liberation organizations are in a dangerous situation because "one day society will want to castrate the lot of you to stop you reproducing your kind."


August 23–28 • Toronto • Toronto’s daily newspapers were in an uproar over the publication of Gerald Hannon’s article "Of Men and Little Boys" in the July–August issue of The Body Politic. Although criminal charges against the paper were threatened, none were laid. An article by Kenneth Bagnell in the
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Globe and Mail on August 23, entitled “Gay Liberation,” in turn raised the ire of some members of the gay community. Bagnell suggested that a federal grant given to CHAT to operate a distress centre had been used to fund The Body Politic, which, he claimed, counselled the seduction of young boys. Two hundred people picketed the Globe and Mail to protest the article. (See also August 25, 1972.)


August 25 * Toronto * George Hislop, director of CHAT, declared that the organization dissociated itself from the views expressed in Gerald Hannon’s article “Of Men and Little Boys,” published in the July–August issue of The Body Politic.


August 26 * Toronto * A rally and march of 200 people representing Canadian and American gay groups made its way from the Ontario Legislature down University Avenue to Toronto City Hall to mark Gay Pride Week. The event was sponsored by CHAT and TGA. Gays and their supporters sang songs, including “We are here because we’re queer / because we’re queer / because we’re here / 2, 4, 6, 8 / gay is just as good as straight / 3, 5, 7, 9 / lesbians are mighty fine / 2, 4, 6, 8 / is your husband (wife) really straight / . . . .” Other chants included “Hey, hey, what do you say / try it on the other way.”


August 30 * British Columbia * A provincial election was held. This was the first Canadian provincial election in which gays took a visible role, and
homosexuality became an issue through calls for gay civil rights. During the election campaign, gay activists (mostly members of CGAA and GATE) attended seven all-candidates meetings, sent questionnaires to all candidates, and distributed several thousand leaflets.


September * Canada * On the suggestion of Maurice Flood of GATE (Vancouver), the National Gay Election Coalition (NGEC) was formed by sixteen groups in five provinces to intervene in the October 30 federal election. Coordinated by TGA, the member groups sent questionnaires to candidates and had representatives ask questions at public meetings.


September * Edmonton * Members of Edmonton Lesbian Feminists (ELF) were instrumental in establishing a Women's Centre, first at 9623 103A Avenue, and after December 1972 at 11812 95th Street. Lesbian drop-ins began to be held regularly at the Centre.


September * Montréal * The first anglophone gay organization in Québec, GAY (later called Gay McGill), was formed at McGill University. About 150 people attended the founding meeting. The group had emerged out of popular gay-consciousness discussions offered by instructors Bruce Garside, Linda Page-Hollander, and John Southin in the course "Biology and Social Change," dating back to the 1971–72 school year. James Young became the first president of GAY, and Patrick Ormos acted as liaison officer. The movement by gay students to organize at McGill was opposed from the start, particularly by a group known as the Society for the Repression of Homosexuality (SRH). The SRH's flyers, distributed on campus, described homosexuality as a "repugnant mental illness"; the group's aim was to "oppose (by peaceful means) the passive acceptance of homosexuality by today's lax society" and "to encourage psychiatric treatment as a viable alternative for homosexuals." GAY was originally devoted to study groups, consciousness
raising, and discussion, and soon attracted anglophone members from outside the university. Community services became a focus, with the establishment of a gayline information service (active until November 1973), a women’s committee, a speaker’s bureau, a newsletter, drop-in nights, and community dances (to summer 1973). Many of these community services and activities were taken over by the Centre d’accueil homophile/Gay Community Centre and by the AHM/GMA after their formation in June 1973. Gay McGill’s activities were focussed around the school year, but for most of 1975 it was not active at all. In the autumn of 1975 Gay McGill attempted to revive the McGill dances but was ultimately unsuccessful. (See also June 27, 1973.)


September * Vancouver * Gay People of UBC (University of British Columbia) was formed as a successor to the Gay People’s Alliance. Maurice Flood and other members of GATE (Vancouver) helped to establish the group, which was devoted to gay liberation, to eliminating anti-gay content in courses and textbooks, and to proposing a gay studies programme. By November 1972, Gay People of UBC held meetings every week, and social events every second Friday that attracted up to eighty men and women.


September 7 * Vancouver * The first issue of The Gay Canadian newspaper appeared. Published by Kevin D. McKeown (also known as Q.Q.) and edited by Jack R. Dowhy, The Gay Canadian attempted to include news of interest to gays across Canada. It folded after issue two (November 1972).

[“Gay Canadian” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

September 9 * Regina * The Odyssey Club, the community centre operated by the Atropos Friendship Society, opened at 2242 Smith Street. The Club was open only on Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday evenings, and eventually
offered music, dancing, an information and counselling telephone line, a library, and the bi-monthly newsletter *The Odyssey News*. The Odyssey Club operated until August 1980.


**September 11 * Toronto * “Coming Out,” Canada’s first regularly scheduled television programme produced by and for gay people, premiered on Metro Cable Channel 10. The thirteen-episode series, shown on Monday nights, was produced by *CHAT* and featured Sandra Dick and Paul Pearce as moderators.


**September 16 * Toronto * The Association for Canadian Transsexuals (ACT) held its semi-annual Transsexual Seminar at the *CHAT* centre.

[“Association for Canadian Transsexuals (ACT)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; “Transsexual Seminar,” *Body Politic*, no. 6 (1972), p. 11.]

**September 23 * Vancouver * Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau was met by about forty members of CGAA picketing in front of the Georgia Hotel, where Trudeau was scheduled to appear on an open-line radio show. The picketers were opposed to anti-gay laws. After the show, Trudeau came back onto the street and talked briefly to Dick Rulens, chairperson of CGAA, who gave Trudeau some literature published by the CGAA. Later that evening members of GATE (Vancouver) demonstrated outside of the Showmart at the Pacific National Exhibition, where Trudeau gave a speech.


**September 26 * Vancouver * Progressive Conservative leader Robert Stanfield spoke before an audience of 1,500 University of British Columbia students as part of his campaign leading up to the October 30 federal election. During question period Maurice Flood, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), asked where Stanfield stood on the passage of a common age of consent for homosexuals and on the removal of gays from among the list of persons prohibited from immigrating to Canada. Flood’s questions were both hissed and cheered by the students. Stanfield replied, “I just have to tell you very frankly, very bluntly, that I want to leave the laws where they are.”

[“Election Campaign,” *Publication of the Gay People of UBC* 1 (1 December 1972): 1; Maurice Flood, “Gay Rights” (letter), *Ubyssey* (Univ. of British Columbia), 29 September 1972, p. 2; Mike Sasges, “Tory Leader Leaves Students Cold,” *Ubyssey* (Univ. of
September 27 * Ottawa * The first meeting of Carleton University's Gay Club was held. The organization was a branch of GO and was coordinated by Meris Gava and Ron Smyth. As with many other university-based organizations, activities were centred around the school year. With a constantly changing membership it was difficult to keep the club going. It had collapsed by 1975, but Chris Morden attempted to revive it in the autumn of that year.


September 28 * Montréal * About fifty people met at Sir George Williams (later Concordia) University to consider setting up an anglophone Gay Liberation Front.


Autumn * Saint-Laurent, Qué. * David Jacobs and Stephen Searle organized the group Gay Vanier at Vanier College. The group set up an office and drop-in centre, a library, and sponsored guest lectures. Gay Vanier may have been the earliest gay group to be established at a CEGEP. It collapsed in 1973 when Jacobs moved away. Jacobs was later active in Gay People of SFU.


October * Edmonton * Michael Roberts of GATE (Edmonton) mailed a brief to members of the Alberta legislature requesting that sexual orientation be included in the proposed anti-discrimination legislation Bill 2, The Individual’s Rights Protection Act. The Alberta Bill of Rights and The Individual’s Rights Protection Act became law on January 1, 1973, but without a clause outlawing discrimination based on sexual orientation.


October * Saskatoon * Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Saskatoon) and the Gay Students Alliance (GSA) merged to form Saskatoon Gay Action, under the umbrella of the Zodiac Friendship Society. Saskatoon Gay Action was organized to coordinate the educational, political, and civil rights activities of the Society. Bruce Garman was the first chairman of the group.
October 1–November 12 * Vancouver * The CGAA, in cooperation with Open Doors Research Program and the British Columbia Department of Health, sponsored a six-week seminar series on homosexuality, held on Sunday evenings at the Gordon House Community Centre. Lectures covering such topics as gays and venereal disease, gay public space, homophobia, transvestism, and gay liberation were delivered by CGAA members, including Dieter Grapp and Dick Rulens. This is believed to be one of the first times that Canadian gays presented their own seminars on homosexuality.

October 12 * Vancouver * During a campaign stop at the University of British Columbia, federal Urban Affairs minister Ron Basford was questioned by Maurice Flood of GATE (Vancouver) concerning the Liberal party’s stance on age of consent and immigration laws relating to homosexuals. Basford replied that the party would not support lowering the age of consent for homosexuals from twenty-one to eighteen years, the age of consent for heterosexuals.

October 31 * Montréal * George Hislop and Pat Murphy of CHAT spoke to more than sixty members of GAY at McGill University, mostly about CHAT but also about gay liberation and organizing in general.

November 5 * Vancouver * Gay People Together, a social drop-in group that met Saturday evenings, was established by Ray Horton.
November 11-12 * Saskatoon * The first Western Canada Gay Clubs Conference was held, hosted by the Gemini Club. Over forty representatives from five private clubs in the three prairie provinces (Club '70, Edmonton; Club Carousel, Calgary; Happenings Social Club, Winnipeg; Odyssey Club, Regina; Gemini Club, Saskatoon) met to discuss ways to cooperate on gay issues and how to form gay political organizations.


November 15 * Hamilton * George Hislop and Cil Pinkett of CHAT addressed about fifty students at McMaster University on the subject of homosexuality and gay liberation. The meeting was seen as a step towards organizing a gay group at the university but no one in the audience admitted to being gay or came forward to start a local group. Although attempts had been made to start a homophile group at McMaster from at least March 1971, they had been unsuccessful. Later, stimulated by this visit, Dr. John Stewart and Susan Rosenthal decided to form a gay liberation organization at McMaster University. Several meetings followed and the Hamilton-McMaster Gay Liberation Movement (GLM) emerged in January 1973. (See also January 1973.)


November 18 * Montréal * GAY (later Gay McGill) held the first of what were to become the most successful community dances in the city. Gay McGill sponsored the dances until the summer of 1973, after which time they were sponsored by AHM/GMA (although still held at McGill). By 1973-74 the McGill dances had become so popular that they may have been the largest regularly held gay dances in the world, attracting up to two thousand people each. Although very successful, the dances were discontinued in April 1975 after the Quebec liquor permit board withdrew the group's liquor licence. Gay McGill attempted to revive the dances in the autumn of 1975 but was ultimately unsuccessful.

["Clarification on Dances: Miscellany," Gay News 2 (Xmas 1973): 2; "Dances — What Are We Paying For?" (editorial), Gay News 2 (12 December 1973): 1; "'Dancing the Gay Lib Blues,' " Gay-Zette 2 (June 1975): 2; Ron Dayman, "Quebec: Five Years of the
November 18 * Vancouver * Maurice Flood, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), addressed about 150 demonstrators at a rally organized by the Vietnam Action Committee. Flood declared that homosexuals and the Vietnamese "share a common oppressor" — the United States.


November 21 * Toronto * All five of CHAT's social service counsellors (Sandra Dick, Linda Jain, Ed Jackson, Pat Murphy, and Paul Pearce) officially resigned from CHAT in protest over the organization's limiting structure and conservative goals. The move followed a policy convention meeting during which the counsellors lost a resolution that would have created a shared power structure in CHAT, with more autonomy going to the social services section.


November 23 * Windsor, Ont. * The organizational meeting of the Windsor Homophile Association was held. Steve Lough was the group's key organizer. At first it was focussed around rap sessions, then dances, community education, and a gayline. In January 1973 it was renamed Windsor Gay Unity (wGU). By early 1974 wGU had collapsed, but it reorganized as a more formal organization in November 1974. Eventually wGU would sponsor gaylines, a speaker's bureau, dances, a newsletter, and a drop-in centre.


November 24 * Montréal * A special eight-page supplement entitled "Gay" appeared in the McGill Daily. It had been assembled by a five-member collective (F. Brayton, M. Galan, B. Peck, W. Aitken, and K. Kelley). "Gay" included articles by Bruce Garside on the politics of gay liberation, Jearld Moldenhauer and Bob Wallace on the history of gay organizing in Toronto and Vancouver, Luc Doré on the FLH, Martha Shelley on radical lesbianism, and Will Aitken on his reaction to the film version of The Boys in the Band.

[Gay (supplement to McGill Daily), 24 November 1972, included the following: Will Aitken, "Boys in the Back, Or How a Movie Made Me Come Out," p. 6; Luc Doré,
December * Saskatoon * An independent Gay Women's Group was formed and began holding regular meetings to discuss issues of interest to lesbians. Many of its members were drawn from the Gemini Club and from women's liberation groups in the city. By February 1973 the group had thirteen members, but by March 1973 its formal meetings were discontinued.


December 1 * Vancouver * Maurice Flood, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), sent a letter to B.C. Minister of Labour William King asking for amendments to the British Columbia Human Rights Act to outlaw discrimination based on sexual orientation. King replied on December 12, 1972, that "I find it rather difficult to conceive of a situation where a homosexual would be discriminated against unless his tendencies were a matter of public knowledge. As one who believes that personal matters of this nature are one's own business, and should not be flaunted publicly, I cannot accept that a wide problem exists in this regard. I am personally of the opinion that homosexuality, although apparently quite widespread, should not receive the benefit of legal sanction."


December 1, 8 * Vancouver * Members of GATE (Vancouver) and Gay People of UBC picketed Jiffy Print at 1179 Richards Street after the printing shop refused to print a leaflet advertising a dance sponsored by Gay People of UBC.


December 4 * Toronto * In the City of Toronto elections, Peter Maloney was defeated in his bid to become a Toronto Board of Education school trustee in Ward 6. Two trustees were elected for the Ward; Maloney was a close third.

["Pete's Defeat," *Body Politic*, no. 7 (1973), p. 20.]
December 5 * Winnipeg * The Manitoba provincial government denied private club charters to two gay groups because it didn’t want to encourage the proliferation of homosexuality. Attorney-General A.H. Mackling stated that “our concern is that such groups ought not to be clothed with the same rights and respectability as other groups.” One of the groups was Happenings, a gay social club operated by the Mutual Friendship Society. Happenings was eventually granted a charter in June 1973.


December 7 * Montréal * Linda Diebel’s survey article on lesbians and gays in Montréal, “Homosexuals Speak,” was published in the Gazette. Denise Cassidy, manager of the lesbian bar Baby Face, was one of the people interviewed in the piece.


December 9 * Vancouver * In a speech before a meeting of about fifty representatives of twenty-three human rights groups, MLA Rosemary Brown (NDP-Vancouver-Burrard) recognized homosexuals as an oppressed group seeking human rights. This is believed to be the first occasion in Canada that an elected politician made unsolicited remarks on gay rights, and tied gays in with other groups engaged in civil rights struggles.

[“Still Plenty of Work, Human Right (sic) Groups Told,” Vancouver Province, 11 December 1972, p. 20.]

December 25 * Montréal * The gayline operated by GAY was inaugurated during the Christmas weekend. It was active until November 1973.


December 31 * Montréal * GAY sponsored a New Year’s Eve dance, which was attended by between 600 and 1000 people.

1973

— * Montréal * Claude Beausoleil’s book of poetry *Les bracelets d’ombre: poésies* was published by Éditions du jour.


— * Montréal * Marie-Claire Blais’s novel *Un joualonais sa joualonie* was published by Éditions du jour. An English-language edition (*St. Lawrence Blues*) was published in 1974 in New York by Farrar, Straus and Giroux. One of the characters is a gay man who works as a female impersonator; brief mention is also made of a lesbian couple.


— * Montréal * Ron Hallis’s film *Toni, Randi and Marie* was released. It was an intimate portrait of three characters leading parallel lives: Toni, a transvestite, and Randi and Marie, prostitutes.


— * Montréal * Jean LeDerff’s book about gay men and urban gay life, *Homosexuel? Et pourquoi pas?*, was published by Ferron Éditeur. This was one of the first positive books on gay liberation published in Canada.


— * Richmond Hill, Ont. * Simon and Schuster published *The Happy
Hairdresser, an autobiography by Nicholas Loupos. Some reviewers dismissed it as being aggressively anti-gay.


—— * Trumansburg, N.Y. * The Male Muse: A Gay Anthology, edited by Ian Young, was published by The Crossing Press. This was the first contemporary anthology of poetry in English with gay male themes. (See also Spring 1974.)


—— * Vancouver * Bertrand Lachance's book of poetry Air is was published by Air (A Bryte Raven Production).


—— * Vancouver * Bertrand Lachance's book of poetry Cock Tales was published by Talonbooks.


—— * Vancouver * David Watmough's Ashes for Easter and Other Monodramas was published by Talonbooks. This collection of brief autobiographical fictions included musings on homosexual identity that had been performed by the author on stage, television, and record throughout North America and Europe.


January * Calgary * The People's Liberation Coalition (PLC) was officially formed from a University of Calgary encounter group, with Allan Zdurich as one of the key organizers. The PLC was able to secure office space at the
old YMCA, 223 12th Avenue, S.W., where it established a drop-in and a phoneline to provide information and counselling for lesbians and gays. The PLC dissolved by 1975 and was succeeded by Gay Information and Resources Calgary (GIRC). (See also June 1975.)


January * Hamilton * The Hamilton-McMaster Gay Liberation Movement (GLM) was officially founded. By March 6, the group had organized an executive with Allan Masters and Bruce Kyle acting as the first co-chairs. The group was based at McMaster University and held bi-monthly meetings at first. By the end of its first year it had sponsored dances, advertisements, and lectures, established a library and a newsletter (Dialogue), and published the twelve-page booklet “Learning Together.” By September 1974 the Hamilton-McMaster GLM had about sixty regular members. The group was renamed the McMaster Homophile Association (MHA) in January 1976; MHA was active until September 1977.


January * Toronto * Allen Ginsberg’s book of poetry Iron Horse was published by Coach House Press. The first American issue was published in San Francisco in March 1974 by City Lights Books.


January * Toronto * Graduate students Herb Spiers and Robert Wallace submitted briefs to the University of Toronto’s New Program Review Committee requesting a course on and research into homosexuality. At that time the university still had not instituted either a credit or a non-credit course on homosexuality. York University had offered a non-credit tutorial in 1972, and McGill University and Vanier College offered similar courses in 1973.

[Heather-Jane Sanguins, “Want Gay Courses and Research,” Varsity (Univ. of Toronto), 26 January 1973, p. 6.]

January * Vancouver * Zodiac M.C. (Motor Club), a gay leather and denim fraternal organization, was formed. The group provided social space for gays
interested in leather and s/m and was also very active in organizing community fundraising events. The Zodiacs disbanded in 1990.


January 8 * Montréal * Gay, a program of “free expression” produced by local gays and bisexuals, premiered on Radio McGill (91.5 on Cable FM). The program aired every Monday at 7:30 p.m.


January 10 * Toronto * Daniel Cappon’s article “The Homosexual Hoax: This Aberration Is Not a Right” appeared in the *Toronto Star*. Cappon was a professor of environmental studies at York University and the author of *Toward an Understanding of Homosexuality* (1965). This article generated much (mostly negative) public response. (See also January 13 and January 14, 1973.)


January 13 * Toronto * George Hislop of CHAT was interviewed by Peter Gzowski on CBC radio in response to Daniel Cappon’s article “The Homosexual Hoax: This Aberration Is Not a Right,” published January 10 in the *Toronto Star*.


January 14 * Toronto * Herb Spiers of *The Body Politic* was interviewed by Larry Solway on CBC-TV’s “Weekday” in response to Daniel Cappon’s article “The Homosexual Hoax: This Aberration Is Not a Right,” published January 10 in the *Toronto Star*. The interview was broadcast January 15.


January 19–20 * Montréal * GAY co-sponsored (with the McGill Student Society Social Entertainment Committee) a “Moveable Feast” at the McGill Ballroom, as part of the Montreal Folk Festival.

[“Folk Festival Success — Social Director Upset,” *Gay: A Newsletter* 1 (23 January 1973): 1–2.]
February * Montréal * Trident M.C. (Motor Club), a fraternal club for gays interested in leather and denim, was formed at the Taverne Neptune, 121, rue de la Commune O.

["Trident (Montréal)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

February * Regina * The University of Saskatchewan Homophile Association (USHA) was officially formed at the university's Regina campus. During 1972, Ann Tarjanne, a graduate student in psychology, had tried to promote gay awareness on campus and attempted to establish Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Regina). When USHA was formed, the organizers Gary McDonald and Bev Siller had great difficulty in attracting other members to the group.


February 5 * Toronto * ANIK (meaning "brotherhood" in Inuktitut) held its first meeting at Holy Trinity Church. This social, non-political gay charitable foundation was the first gay organization in Ontario to receive a charter as a non-profit group.


February 9 * Montréal * The Women's Committee of GAY sponsored a women-only dance, "Your Mother Wears Army Boots," held at the Student Union, McGill University. (See also March 1973.)


February 9 * Windsor, Ont. * WGU held its first dance at the University Centre, during which a group of straight men came up from the pub downstairs and attacked several dancers.

["Struggle in Windsor . . .," *Gemini* 11 1 (April 1973): 4; "Windsor Gay Unity (wgu)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

February 12 * Montréal * Dr. Franklin Kameny, founder of the Mattachine Society of Washington, D.C., spoke on gay liberation movements at the Leacock Building, McGill University, in an event sponsored by GAY and the McGill Debating Union.
February 14 * Toronto * Five people attended the inaugural meeting of the Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Toronto). Jearld Moldenhauer was a key force in its formation. Other influential early members included Michael Lynch, Ken Popert, and Tom Warner. GATE (Toronto) was the successor to TGA in organizing around civil rights issues and became a major force in gay liberation activities in Ontario, fighting for legal reform and championing the cause of John Damien. GATE (Toronto) also sponsored numerous lectures and dances; its activities were documented in the newsletter Gay Rising. GATE (Toronto) was active until 1980.


February 15 * Toronto * The Toronto Star refused to publish a classified ad soliciting subscriptions for The Body Politic. The entire ad read: "The Body Politic, Gay Liberation Journal, $2 for six issues. 4 Kensington Ave., Toronto, Ont. M5T 2J7." The Star declared that it was not its policy "to accept advertising which would identify or tend to identify a person as a homosexual or to carry advertisements relating to homosexual activity." The Body Politic lodged a complaint of discrimination against the Star with the Ontario Press Council. (See also April 11 and April 30, 1973.)

["Why 8's Late," Body Politic, no. 8 (1973), p. 5.]

February 20 * Vancouver * GATE (Vancouver) submitted a brief to B.C. Labour Minister William King requesting that the provincial Human Rights Act be amended to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. The minister, whose department administered the Act, had said that a commission would be appointed to consider changes to the Human Rights Act. (See also August 29, 1973.)


February 24 * Saskatoon * Doug Hellquist and Bruce Garman of Saskatoon Gay Action met with the board of the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission to discuss sexual orientation and the provincial Bill of Rights Act. They were encouraged to submit a brief to the Commission, which they did in March 1973. (See also August 25, 1973.)
February 25–April 8 * Vancouver * At a general meeting of GATE (Vancouver) held February 25, the membership decided to launch a formal protest against the Georgia Straight's cavalier attitude towards gay liberation, its mutilation of material submitted by GATE, and the overt sexism and homophobia that sometimes appeared in its editorials and cartoons. A series of charges and countercharges soon emerged from both sides. The Straight claimed that GATE was a "Trotskyist Front." GATE threatened to picket the offices of the Straight, which it finally did on March 29 and 30, 1973, but to no avail. On April 8, GATE called for a boycott of the paper.

February 27 * Toronto * A discussion on radical lesbianism was held at the University of Toronto as part of the interdisciplinary course "Women: Oppression and Liberation."

March * Montréal * The Women's Committee of GAY sponsored a second dance for lesbians, after which members of the Committee decided to leave GAY. These women found GAY to be overwhelmingly male in membership and outlook, and were determined to start an independent lesbian organization in Montréal. They continued holding social evenings and consciousness-raising groups, which were the basis for the formation of the group Montreal Gay Women. Some of the members of the Committee were also involved in organizing the Women's Centre, which opened at 3764, boul. St. Laurent on May 1, 1973. (See also July 1973.)

March 4 * Toronto * CHAT sponsored an all-candidates meeting for the provincial by-election to be held in St. George riding. All three major candidates (Margaret Campbell [Lib.], Roy McMurtry [PC], and Ellen
Adams [NDP]) attended, and gave cautious and mostly negative responses to questions regarding gay rights.


March 5 * Halifax * GAE presented a five-page brief to the Nova Scotia Legislature recommending that a clause concerning sexual orientation be included in the provincial Human Rights Act. The brief had been drawn up by the Legal Reform Committee of GAE, under the direction of Nils Clausson. During the same week, representatives of GAE were in contact with Dr. William Gillis, minister in charge of the Human Rights Act, with Dr. McCurdy, director of the Human Rights Commission, and with the provincial Health and Welfare Committee. (See also March 28, 1973.)


March 6 * Edmonton * A lecture entitled "Lesbian Feminism" was given as part of the "Talking about Women — 1973" course, sponsored by the Women's Programme Centre, University of Alberta.


March 8 * Ottawa * Before a meeting of the Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Senator Lionel Choquette (Lib.-Ontario) said that he had been told that lesbianism was "rampant" among both prisoners and guards at the prison for women in Kingston, Ontario. He asked for comments on this from a delegation from the Elizabeth Fry Society that was testifying before the Committee. A suggestion was made that the introduction of more male staff would counteract lesbianism at the institution.

["Male Staff for Prison Suggested: 'Lesbians,' " Vancouver Sun, final ed., 8 March 1973, p. 2.]

March 17 * Saskatoon * A dance was held to celebrate the opening of the Zodiac Friendship Society's new centre (which included the Gemini Club) at 124A 2nd Avenue N. The centre provided social activities and services for gay people, as well as information about homosexuality to the general community. Drop-ins were held Tuesday and Wednesday evenings; lesbian drop-ins were held Friday evenings.


March 17 * Toronto * UTHA sponsored a conference of the Ontario Homophile Federation, held at Hart House, University of Toronto. About twelve groups were represented, half of which were from Toronto. The discussion included accounts of attempts to introduce gay studies courses into Ontario’s universities and colleges.


March 21 * Toronto * A meeting sponsored by Canadians against a Racist Immigration Policy was addressed by Mark MacGuigan, parliamentary secretary to the federal Minister of Manpower and Immigration. A Body Politic reporter was able to ask about discrimination against homosexuals in immigration.


March 22 * Kitchener-Waterloo, Ont. * Three members of Waterloo GLM, as well as Pat Murphy of CHAT, appeared on a one-and-a-half-hour, live, open-line talk show about homosexuality, broadcast locally on Grand River Cable (Cable 12).


March 28 * Halifax * Five representatives of GAE met with the Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission to discuss the brief that they had presented to members of the Nova Scotia Legislature on March 5, which concerned the inclusion of sexual orientation in the provincial Human Rights Act. The Commission decided not to recommend that the Act be changed at that time, citing several reasons but particularly because the Commission was not aware of enough cases of discrimination against gays to warrant immediate action. The Legal Reform Committee of GAE immediately undertook a campaign to document cases of discrimination against lesbians and gay men in Nova Scotia.


March 29 * Toronto * An editorial in the Toronto Sun discussed the state of the women’s liberation movement and decided that it had become “so serious, so nasty, so intolerant” and was “in danger of being dominated by Marxist lesbians — which is a scarey (sic) thought.”
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["Dear Lovely Ladies" (editorial), Toronto Sun, final ed., 29 March 1973, p. 8.]

**Spring** * Ottawa * Four members of GO (David Ireland, Peter Lancastre, Terry Reichey, and Susan Tilley) were awarded an Opportunities for Youth grant of $6,325 to make a series of four half-hour videotape television programmes to be called “Breaking the Ice.” The programmes were to concern “Sexuality, Discrimination, Oppression, and Prejudice.”

[“‘Breaking the Ice,’” GO Info, no. 7 (1973), p. 8; “‘Breaking the Ice’ — Gay Media Grant,” Body Politic, no. 9 (1973), p. 7.]

**Spring** * Toronto * The spring meeting of the Ontario Teacher’s Federation passed a resolution concerning disciplinary action for a teacher “found guilty of a homosexual offence involving another adult.” A second resolution pointing out that homosexual acts between consenting adults were legal in Canada was referred to the Executive and to the Relations and Discipline Committee for study.

[“Union Threatens Gays,” Body Politic, no. 9 (1973), p. 7.]

**Spring** * Waterloo, Ont. * Waterloo GLM published the fourteen-page pamphlet *I Am a Humansexual.*

[Monograph collection, M95-050, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

**April** * Montréal * The Northern Lights M.C. (Motor Club), a leather and denim fraternal organization for gay men, was formed.


**April 6** * Toronto * *August and July,* a film about a lesbian couple who spend the summer on an isolated farm, began a week’s run at Cinecity. Starring Sharon Smith and Alexa De Wiel, it was directed by Murray Markowitz and produced by Crawley Films.


**April 11** * Ottawa * In response to a request by The Body Politic to examine the Toronto Star’s refusal on February 15 to publish their classified advertisement, the Ontario Press Council announced that it agreed that the Star could refuse to run ads, although there had been “discrimination” in this case. (See also April 16 and April 30, 1973.)

April 16 * Toronto * Three members of *The Body Politic* collective met with *Toronto Star* officials concerning the *Star's* refusal to print their ad.

["*Why 8's Late,* " *Body Politic*, no. 8 (1973), p. 5.]

April 30 * Toronto * Representatives of *The Body Politic* and GATE (Toronto) met with Daniel Hill, chairperson of the Ontario Human Rights Commission. Hill suggested that they prepare a brief documenting cases of discrimination against gays in employment and housing.


April 30 * Toronto * Newsweb Enterprises, a printing company controlled by the *Toronto Star*, refused to print issue eight of *The Body Politic* following the paper's battle with the *Star* over classified ads. (See also May 2, 1973.)


April–May * Toronto * "*The Pig, the Prick, and the Dyke Patrol,*" a comic by Kathy Ross, appeared in the April–May issue of *The Other Woman*.

[Kathy Ross, "*The Pig, the Prick, and the Dyke Patrol,*" *Other Woman* 1 (April–May 1973): 7.]

May * Vancouver * Secretary of State Hugh Faulkner personally rejected an application for an Opportunities for Youth grant to fund a gay service centre in Vancouver after it had already been approved at several government levels. The plan for the Service and Information Centre project had been developed by Ian Mackenzie of GATE (Vancouver).


May * Vancouver * The Gay Transient Referral and Information Centre (Gay TRIC) was established as a collective to help provide free temporary housing, emergency meals, job referrals, and referrals to community and social services to the constant influx of gay transients arriving in Vancouver. Gay TRIC's centre was located at 752 E. 17th Avenue and was coordinated by Dieter Grapp. The service collapsed in March 1974 and was succeeded by the Have a Gay Stay Transient Housing and Gay Information Service. (See also March 1974.)

124
May 2 * Toronto * Demonstrations sponsored by The Body Politic and GATE (Toronto) were held in front of the Toronto Star building to protest the paper's refusal to publish an advertisement for The Body Politic. The ad was refused because "The Star considers itself to be a family newspaper."

May 2 * Toronto * Representatives of The Body Politic and GATE (Toronto) met with members of the New Democratic Party caucus at the Ontario Legislature. The meeting was seen as an opportunity to educate politicians about their gay constituents. Five of the nineteen caucus members attended.

May 4 * Toronto * Gerald Hannon, a Body Politic reporter, attended a reception at the Royal York Hotel for Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and welcomed Trudeau to Toronto on behalf of the gay community, and informed him about the paper.

May 10 * Montréal * Michel Tremblay's play Hosanna, about a transvestite and his biker boyfriend, premiered at the Théâtre de Quat' Sous. Hosanna's ambition is to dress up as Elizabeth Taylor in the movie Cleopatra; his illusions are shattered after he attends a party at which everyone has dressed as Cleopatra. Hosanna was published by Éditions Lemeac in 1973; an English translation was published in Vancouver by Talonbooks in 1974.

May 19–20 * Ottawa * A meeting of representatives of Canadian homophile and gay liberation organizations was held at Pestalozzi College, sponsored by GO. Although many of the sixty delegates were from Ontario, representatives were also sent by groups in Vancouver, Saskatoon, Montréal, Québec City, and Halifax. Workshops were held to discuss political action and organization, the reestablishment and role of the NGEC, the publication of the booklet Homosexuals: A Minority without Rights/Les homosexuels: une minorité sans droits, and a national gay pride week to be held August 17–26,
1973. A dance was held on the final day. (See also June 30–July 1, 1973.)


May 29–June 3 * Toronto * The Unitarian-Universalist Association held its twelfth General Assembly at the Royal York Hotel, with 1,300 delegates from across North America attending. The U.U. Gay Caucus was able to have a resolution to establish an Office of Gay Affairs placed on the agenda. After some discussion, the resolution was passed, by a three-to-two margin, with two amendments.


May–June * Winnipeg * Members of GFE attended all-candidates meetings and polled candidates concerning their stand on rights for homosexuals in Manitoba, leading up to the June 28 provincial election. (See also June 19, 1973.)


June * Toronto * CHAT’s social centre moved to a permanent location at 201 Church Street. The new centre was described as “probably the most modern of all homosexual association premises in all of North America.” Administration and counselling offices moved to 223 Church Street.


June 7 * Ottawa * Representatives of GO met with Anna Whitley, an officer with the Ontario Human Rights Commission, to stress the need for legislative protection for sexual orientation. Whitley was supportive and asked for documented cases of discrimination against lesbians and gay men.

June 19 • Winnipeg • During an all-candidates meeting in Point Douglas constituency, leading up to the June 28 Manitoba provincial election, Independent candidate Joe Borowski stated that “homos and perverts” were taking over the NDP. When asked about rights for homosexuals, Borowski replied, “I don’t regard homos as human beings.” The other candidates also made negative remarks about homosexuality, and derided women’s liberation.


June 27 • Montréal • An open house was held to mark the official opening of the Centre d’accueil homophile/Gay Community Centre at 3439, rue St. Denis. The Centre, founded by Tony Farebrother and several other members of Gay McGill, offered a drop-in, social functions, counselling, and a gayline. At about the same time the Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association (AHM/GMA) was formed and took offices at the Gay Community Centre. Although it took over operation of the McGill dances in the summer of 1973 and its members were involved in speaking engagements during the rest of the year, the AHM/GMA didn’t really get moving until January 1974, after it had incorporated and when it held its first general meeting. (See also January 11, 1974.)


June 29 • Vancouver • Police raided the Hampton Court Club, a gay discotheque at 1066 Seymour Street, for selling liquor without a licence. They smashed down the front door and photographed patrons, but made no arrests; similar heterosexual establishments were not harassed in this way. This was part of a campaign of police harassment of gays in Vancouver that continued throughout the summer of 1973.


June 30 • Toronto • The first exclusively lesbian conference in Canada was held at the YWCA, 21 McGill Street. The Gay Women’s Festival included discussion groups on legal rights, relationships, lesbian mothers, lesbians and employment, and lesbian feminism. A dance and picnic were also held.
Proposals were put forth to attempt to form new groups, including a lesbian bar-club in Toronto, as well as a group of radicalesbians. About fifty women attended, some from as far away as Vancouver and Montréal.


June 30-July 1 * Toronto * Representatives of Ontario homophile and gay liberation organizations met at the CHAT Centre, 201 Church Street, to plan strategy concerning Gay Pride Week (August 17-26) activities in Ontario, as well as activities of the reestablished NGEC. Participation in the meeting was overwhelmingly male (only one woman attended).

["In Toronto," Gemini 111 (July 1973): 4-5.]

Summer * Waterloo, Ont. * Operation Socrates Handbook, one of the first education-information publications of the Canadian gay movement, was published by the Waterloo GLM. Seven people (Dennis Findlay, Nancy Hills, Ana MacNeil, Peter McDonald, Margaret Murray, Ed Phillips, and Bob Williams) had worked on the project, which was funded by an Opportunities for Youth grant of $9,290. The Handbook included answers to common questions about homosexuality, several interviews, information on venereal disease, and a reading list. About 4,000 copies of the forty-page booklet were printed and were distributed to high school guidance departments. Several articles and letters appeared later in the Kitchener-Waterloo Record disputing the use of government funds (the OFY grant) to support such projects. (See also November 21, 1973.)


Summer * Winnipeg * A Lesbian Resource Centre was being planned by A Woman's Place, in conjunction with Winnipeg Women's Liberation.

["Around Town," What's Happening! 2 (Summer 1973): 5.]

Summer—early Autumn * Vancouver * The B.C. NDP constituency organizations for Vancouver-Burrard and Vancouver-Centre passed resolutions
favouring the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the provincial Human Rights Act.


July * Montréal * The first issue of Long Time Coming was published by Montreal Gay Women. Edited by Jackie Manthorne, this was the first lesbian journal published in Canada. Long Time Coming contained news, poetry, opinion pieces, book reviews, advertisements, and listings. It ceased publication in April–May 1976, after twenty issues.


July * Toronto * In response to requests from gays in Toronto, Troy Perry of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches granted Toronto the first official MCC mission in Canada. Rev. Robert Wolfe was sent by MCC from Sacramento, Ca., to be MCC Toronto’s first minister. Wolfe conducted his first service in Toronto on July 22, 1973, in offices at 501 Yonge Street. Ten people attended. Within two weeks, the group began holding services at Holy Trinity Church, 20 Trinity Square. (See also March 9, 1974.)


July * Vancouver * During the national convention of the New Democratic Party, delegate Maurice Flood of GATE (Vancouver) was unable to introduce a discussion of gay rights. Cynthia Flood spoke out for same-sex couples supporting children in a resolution on family life.


July 7 * Saskatoon * Representatives of Saskatoon Gay Action, the USHA (Regina campus), and the Atropos Friendship Society met to discuss areas of common interest and ways to work together for gay rights in Saskatchewan. They also discussed the brief concerning the addition of sexual orientation to the Saskatchewan Bill of Rights Act that they were to present to the provincial government. (See also August 14, 1973.)
July 11 * Ottawa * Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau confirmed in the House of Commons that suspected homosexuality was one of the factors considered by the government before clearing any federal employee to handle classified documents. Trudeau made the disclosure in response to a series of questions on security asked earlier by Erik Nielsen (PC-Yukon). Gay groups across Canada opposed this policy and sent letters of protest to local members of Parliament, Solicitor-General Warren Allmand, and Prime Minister Trudeau.

July 18 * Windsor, Ont. * WGU tried to place a classified advertisement for a gay dance in the Windsor Star and was refused. The entire ad read: "Gay Dance / Saturday / 8 p.m. / Alumni Lounge / University of Windsor." J. Patrick O'Callaghan, publisher of the Star, said that the ad had been rejected because it "exploited sex," that it discriminated against heterosexuals, and that it was offensive. WGU filed a complaint with the Windsor Press Council on July 27, 1973. (See also July 20 and September 25, 1973.)

July 20 * Toronto * When the Windsor Star refused to print a classified ad for The Body Politic, the gay paper filed a formal complaint with the Ontario Press Council, which accepted the complaint for consideration. (See also October 23, 1973.)

August * Montréal * André Roy's book of poetry N'importe quelle page was published by Les Herbes rouge.

August * Toronto * Mayor David Crombie refused to proclaim August 17–26 Gay Pride Week. (See also August 17–26, 1973.)
August * Vancouver * GATE (Vancouver) opened new offices at 1982 W. 6th Avenue, which included work space as well as rooms for meetings and drop-ins.


August * Vancouver * The first issue of *Gay Tide* was published by GATE (Vancouver) to celebrate Gay Pride Week 1973. *Gay Tide* became one of the most influential Canadian gay publications of the 1970s; it was published until February–March 1980. (See also December 2, 1973.)

["Who We Are" (editorial), *Gay Tide* 1 (November 1973): 2.]

August (mid) * Toronto * Police raided the International Steam Bath, 458 Spadina Avenue, and arrested four men on charges of gross indecency.


August 14 * Saskatoon * Representatives of Saskatoon Gay Action presented a brief to Ned Shillington, executive assistant to Attorney-General Roy Romanow. The brief called for changes to the Saskatchewan Bill of Rights Act, the Fair Accommodations Practices Act, the Fair Employment Practices Act, and the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission Act, to outlaw discrimination based on sexual orientation. (See also August 25, 1973.)


August 17 * Montréal * Members of Montreal Gay Women participated in a press conference in support of Dr. Henry Morgentaler. Police had raided his clinic on August 15 and arrested Morgentaler, his staff, and patients, charging them with performing or conspiring to perform illegal abortions.


August 17–26 * Vancouver; Saskatoon; Toronto; Ottawa; Montréal; Halifax * The second annual Gay Pride Week became a national celebration, with a political theme: to express pride in gay sexuality, to bring to the attention of the general public the existence of homosexuals in Canadian society, to work towards the end of discrimination against homosexual people, and in particular to petition for a clause regarding sexual orientation in provincial human rights codes. (See also October 1–6, 1973.)

[Robert Cook, "Festive Solidarity Marks Gay Pride Week," *Gay Tide* 1 (October 1973): 1, 7; J. de Y. (J. de Young), "Announcing, Gay Pride Week in Canada!” *Gaëly Monitor* 2 (24 August 1973): 1–2; Maurice Flood, "Gays Organize Week of Celebration and
August 21 * Toronto * A coalition of Ontario gay organizations, represented by GATE (Toronto), presented the brief "The Homosexual Minority and the Ontario Human Rights Code" to Ontario Labour Minister Fern Guindon, calling for an amendment to the Ontario Human Rights Code to outlaw discrimination based on sexual orientation. Copies of the brief were also sent to Ontario Human Rights Commission representatives in Hamilton, Kitchener-Waterloo, Ottawa, and Windsor. (See also February 18, 1974.)


August 24 * Toronto * The brief "Ontario Homosexuals and the Ontario Human Rights Commission" was presented by members of GO on behalf of all gay groups in Ontario to Daniel Hill, chairperson of the Ontario Human Rights Commission, asking that the Commission recommend to the Ontario cabinet that discrimination based on sexual orientation be outlawed in the province. Dr. Hill promised a response within six weeks. (See also February 18, 1974.)


August 25 * Saskatoon * The Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission decided to recommend the expansion of anti-discrimination legislation and equal opportunity programs in Saskatchewan, including the outlawing of discrimination based on sexual orientation. This was the first time that a Human Rights Commission in Canada had called for the inclusion of sexual orientation in human rights legislation.


August 25 * Vancouver, Toronto * Simultaneous demonstrations for the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in provincial human rights codes took place as part of Gay Pride Week. In Vancouver, about 100 people (mostly...
male) attended the rally at the courthouse. Few women took part in the demonstration because many lesbians felt that the protest was geared towards fighting gay male oppression and ignored the concerns of women.


August 28 * Vancouver * “The Struggle for Gay Rights,” a half-hour documentary about gay liberation, was shown on Channel 10 (Cablevision). Produced by members of GATE (Vancouver) in cooperation with Metro Media, this was the first documentary shown on television to deal with gay liberation in Vancouver.


August 29 * Victoria, B.C. * Maurice Flood and Fred Gilbertson of GATE (Vancouver) and George Nicola, a gay activist from Oregon, met with B.C. Minister of Labour William King to discuss civil rights for gays, and protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation as an addition to the provincial Human Rights Act. The minister rejected the group’s requests and declared that homosexuality should not have explicit legal sanction. (See also November 7, 1973.)


August 30 * Montréal * The Association of Gay Psychologists was organized during the eighty-first annual convention of the American Psychological Association, held in Montréal. The group’s first meeting drew about 100 people (twenty were women) to discuss fighting oppression within their profession.

August 31 * Halifax * Thee Klub, the drop-in centre run by GAE at 1585 Barrington Street, Suite 207, was officially closed. In operation for only a few months, the centre provided a library, music, games, and a personal message board, as well as a coffee house on Tuesday nights. Thee Klub closed due to internal squabbling over finances.


September * Ottawa * The Coral Reef, 30 Nicholas Street, was the only gay club in Ottawa that allowed both drinking and dancing and as a result was very popular. In September, the club's management decided to turn the Coral Reef into a bar for students. “Obvious” gays were banned and admission was restricted to students with an identification card. This new policy did not last long, and by February 1974 the Coral Reef was gay again.


September * Toronto * The Canadian Gay Liberation Movement Archives was founded as a spin-off from The Body Politic, with the newspaper's back files serving as the original core of the collection. Jerald Moldenhauer was instrumental in getting the Archives started, and Ron Dayman served as the Archives' first volunteer archivist. Over the next twenty years, the (renamed) Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives would grow to become one of the largest repositories of gay and lesbian materials in the world.


September * Toronto * The newly renovated Carriage House, 306 Jarvis Street, opened as Toronto’s first hotel catering to gays.

[“The Carriage House,” Gemini 11 2 (February 1974): 5.]

September * Toronto * The Club Baths, the first of the modern gay-operated bathhouses in Canada, opened at 231 Mutual Street. Owned by Peter Maloney and associates, the operation was affiliated with the Club Baths chain in the United States. Over the next few years, the Club chain would spread to other cities in Canada, from Montréal to Vancouver.


September 20 * Victoria, B.C. * Rosemary Brown (NDP-Vancouver-Burrard) reaffirmed her support for the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the
provincial Human Rights Act in a speech in the British Columbia Legislature.


September 25 * Windsor, Ont. * The Windsor Press Council ruled that the Windsor Star had discriminated against WGU on July 18 by refusing to print their advertisement for a gay dance. The Star said they had rejected the ad because "We have no intention of lowering our standards on good taste."


September 27 * Toronto * A resolution protecting civic workers from discrimination based on sexual orientation was passed by the City of Toronto's Committee on Urban Renewal, Housing, Fire and Legislation. Members of GATE (Toronto) attended the meeting and had presented a brief to Committee members on September 7. (See also October 10, 1973.)


September 29 * Vancouver * A workshop on discrimination and the B.C. Human Rights Act was held by the B.C. Civil Liberties Association. Representatives from thirty organizations, including two gay/lesbian groups — Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Vancouver) and Gay People of UBC — formulated recommendations for improving the B.C. Human Rights Act. The resolutions, which included extending the Act to protect people from discrimination based on sexual orientation, were sent to the provincial government. (See also November 7, 1973.)

[Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) papers, 82–005/08, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

September–October * Toronto * A seventeen-point lesbian-feminist statement was published in a special lesbian issue of The Other Woman.


Autumn * Halifax * The Student's Council of St. Mary's University adopted an entertainment policy that denied students the right to take people of their own sex as guests to campus social functions. The action was protested by GAE, and was later changed.
Autumn * Montréal * The lesbian and gay student group Egaylity was formed at Loyola College. Its early membership was almost entirely female.


Autumn * Ottawa * A gay caucus was established at the First Unitarian Church of Ottawa.


Autumn * Saskatoon * The group Lesbian Feminists was established, with Erin Shoemaker as a key organizer.

["Lesbian Feminists (Saskatoon)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

Autumn * Toronto * George Hislop, president of CHAT, was elected to the Administrative Committee of Project '73 (later Project '74), a coalition of youth services agencies in Metropolitan Toronto.


October * Kingston, Ont. * The Queen's University Homophile Association (QUHA) was formed. The first leader of the group was Terry Watson (pseud.). In addition to holding meetings and parties, the QUHA ran the Gay Rap Line, a telephone information service. By the spring of 1974 membership numbered about fifty. By March 1975 the group had become dormant, but it revived again in September–October 1975.


October * Montréal * Several members of Gay McGill, including Will Aitken, Bruce Garside, and John Southin, opened Androgyny Books, specializing in gay and feminist titles, at 1225A, rue Crescent. Over the next twenty years Androgyny (L'Androgyne) would establish itself as the premier lesbian and gay bookstore in Québec.

October * Ottawa * The Law Reform Committee of GO published the nineteen-page booklet *Gays and the Law*, a guidebook to Canadian laws governing gay sexual activities.

[Monograph collection, M86-050, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

October 1-6 * Winnipeg * GFE sponsored Winnipeg's first Gay Pride Week, held at the University of Manitoba. Events included lectures, films, a coffee house, folk singing, and a dance. More than 100 people (mostly students) attended a symposium entitled "Homosexuality: A Contemporary View." Gay Pride Week was the first major project undertaken by GFE.


October 5-8 * Edmonton * The second annual Western Canada Gay Clubs Conference was held, during which representatives from five organizations met to discuss common goals.


October 6-7 * Québec, Qué. * The first pan-Canadian conference of gay organizations was hosted by CHAL. More than eighty delegates from twenty groups attended. Workshops were held on the NGEQ questionnaire, relationships between gay men and lesbians, homosexuality and the Catholic church, gay pride week, and homosexuality and aging. During the proceedings divisions within CHAL surfaced when a dissident group gathered to protest CHAL's representation of Quebec's gays, complaining that its approach was too conservative. Most of the progressive members left CHAL soon after the conference, but CHAL continued to flourish with a large male and female membership, under the leadership of Denise Goyette.

A poster advertising the Centre d’accueil homophile/

**October 10 • Toronto** • By a vote of 15–1, the Toronto City Council passed a resolution banning discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in city employment. The vote came after a six-month lobbying effort by GATE (Toronto). This was the first time in Canada that any legislative body had recognized gay people as a legitimate minority, with a right to equal opportunity in employment. The event was called “our first win” by *The Body Politic*.


**October 23 • Ottawa** • The Ontario Press Council announced it would not hear a complaint of discrimination against the *Windsor Star* relating to the *Star*’s refusal to print a classified ad for *The Body Politic*. The Council stated that it had already ruled in April on a similar complaint against the *Toronto Star* and did not, as a general rule, consider complaints identical to those on which it has already ruled.


**October 25–November 10 • Toronto** • Louis Del Grande’s play *So Who’s Goldberg?* was performed at the Theatre Upstairs, 11 Trinity Square. It was also published in Toronto in 1973 by Fineglow Plays.


**October 31 • Montréal** • On Halloween, members of WITCH (War in the Interest of Terrorizing Corporate Hedonists), including feminists and members of Montreal Gay Women, converged on The Sex Machine nightclub, the first topless waitress club in Montréal, to demonstrate against sexism. The demonstrators wore masks and costumes.

[“A WITCH Action” (advertisement), *Long Time Coming* 1 (October–November 1973): 14.]

**November • London, Ont.** • A petition signed by seventy-seven people asking that the uwoha extend the hours of its dances was the catalyst for
considering moving UWOHA off-campus into a building that could be used as a general lesbian-gay community centre. This was the first move towards the formation of the Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO). (See also March 1974.)

[Executive Committee, "Dear Members" (letter), UWOHA Newsletter 2 (December 1973): 3.]

November 3 * Toronto * About thirty people attended a day-long conference sponsored by GATE (Toronto). The meeting was held to set priorities for the group and to elect an Administrative Committee to oversee GATE’s operations. Walter Blumenthal, Don Brant, Michael Lynch, Ken Popert, and Tom Warner were elected to the Committee.


November 7 * Victoria, B.C. * The provincial NDP government passed a revised Human Rights Act that did not include specific protection against discrimination based on sexual orientation. Labour Minister William King stated that gays were not protected in the Act specifically because he did not want to give homosexuality legal sanction. King did believe, however, that gays would be protected from discrimination by the “reasonable cause” section of the new Act. (See also November 8, 1973.)


November 8 * Victoria, B.C. * Nine members of GATE (Vancouver) demonstrated on the steps of the B.C. Legislature to protest the exclusion of a sexual orientation clause from the revised provincial Human Rights Act.


November 11 * Vancouver * A lesbian and seven of her friends were verbally and physically assaulted by staff and thrown out of Champagne Charlie’s, 612 Davie Street, after they complained about sexist remarks that had been made to them. At that time, Champagne Charlie’s was one of the major lesbian and gay clubs in Vancouver.

November 16 • Toronto • Toronto police charged Reg Hartt, director of the Rochdale College Cinema Archives, with possession of obscene material for distribution, after seizing three sex films in a raid on his home. Two of the films were gay classics (Bijou and The Boys in the Sand); the third was Deep Throat.


November 19 • Halifax • GAE was incorporated as a non-profit organization under the Nova Scotia Societies Act.

[Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE) papers, 84-018, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

November 21 • Ottawa • In a speech before the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Raymond Perrault (Lib.-British Columbia) demanded an investigation be made into government funding of the Operation Socrates Handbook. The Handbook, produced by Waterloo GLM during the summer of 1973, had been funded by an Opportunities for Youth grant of $9,290.


November 23–24 • New York, N.Y. • The first conference of the Gay Academic Union was held at the City University of New York. A number of Canadian academics and students attended, including Edgar Z. Friedenberg of Dalhousie University, who was interviewed there by a Body Politic reporter.


November 27 • Montréal • An unauthorized, altered version of Edward Albee’s play Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? opened, in which the lead characters were two gay lovers. Albee stopped the production before a second performance could be presented.


December • Edmonton • The Unitarian Church established an Office of Gay Affairs, which sponsored open discussions on a variety of topics concerning lesbians and gays. By March 1974, the Church was sponsoring a Gay Evening Out each Sunday.

["Gay Symposium Committee to Open ‘Gay Evening Out,’" Club ‘70 News, March 1974, p. 5.]

December • Toronto • A counselling service for lesbians and gays was inaugurated at MCC. (See also January 15, 1974, and July 1975.)
December 2 * Montréal * Twenty people attended the first service of L’Église communautaire de Montréal/Montreal Community Church (ECM/MCC), held at the Gay Community Centre, 3439, rue St. Denis. Rev. Bob Wolfe of MCC (Toronto) conducted the first service. In 1974, Rev. Rainier became the group’s first pastor. By February 1975 ECM/MCC was meeting regularly on Sundays at the YMCA Chapel, 1441, rue Drummond, was providing counselling services, and had started a newsletter (Montréalités). By December 1975 the church had about ninety members.

December 2 * Vancouver * After the Vancouver Sun refused to print a classified subscription ad for Gay Tide in November, GATE (Vancouver) organized a demonstration of fifteen people outside the Pacific Press Building, 2250 Granville Street. The proposed ad read “Subs. to Gay Tide, Gay Lib Paper. 6 monthly issues, $1. Box 6572, Station G, Van 8.” The Sun had a standing rule not to print any ad containing the words “gay” or “homophile.” In October 1973 the Sun had refused to print an ad for Gay People Together, for the same reason. (See also October 23, 1974.)

December 3 * London, Ont. * Ed Blake, a supporter of gay rights, was elected to London’s Board of Control for a one-year term.

December 10 * Waterloo, Ont. * Six members of GATE (Toronto) and The
Body Politic attended a meeting of Waterloo GLM to discuss the activities and organization of the NGEC.


December 13 * Montréal * La presse refused to print an ad for a gay New Year's Eve dance to be held at McGill University.


December 15 * Washington, D.C. * Following three years of lobbying by members of the gay liberation movement, the American Psychiatric Association removed homosexuality from its official list of mental disorders. The trustees of the 20,000-member Association also urged an end to private and public discrimination against gays in employment, housing, and other areas, and recommended that state legislatures repeal their "irrational" laws against sodomy or "unnatural" sex acts. Homosexuality, however, would still be classified as a "sexual orientation disturbance (homosexuality)" for people who were dissatisfied with their condition. (See also January 16, 1974.)


December 17 * Montréal * The AHM/GMA was granted a provincial charter as a non-profit organization. (See also January 11, 1974.)


December 19 * Toronto * ANIK sponsored a dance at the St. Lawrence Centre to raise money to buy Christmas gifts for the occupants of a predominantly gay ward at the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry.
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— * Montréal * Three books of poetry by Claude Beausoleil were published this year: *Avatars du trait*, by Éditions de l'Aurore; *Deadline*, by Éditions Danielle Laliberté; and *Journal mobile*, by Éditions du jour.


— * Montréal * Nicole Brossard's novel *French Kiss* was published by Éditions du jour.


— * Montréal * Paul Chamberland's book of poetry *Demain les dieux nairont* was published by Éditions de l'Hexagone.


— * Montréal * Jean LeDerrf's book *Homolibre*, a theoretical analysis of gay liberation from a progressive viewpoint, was published by Ferron Éditeur.


— * Montréal * André Roy's books of poetry *En image de ça* and *L'espace de voir* were published by Éditions de l'Aurore.


[Fraser Sutherland, "Muy Hombre," *Canadian Literature*, no. 65 (1973), pp. 104–07.]


--- * Toronto * S.S. Smith's experimental novel *Fox Lore: A Journal by Day and Night*, which employed a lesbian narrator, was published by Coach House Press.


--- * Toronto * Ian Young's book of poetry *Invisible Words* was published by Missing Link Press.


--- * Vancouver * Stan Persky's book of poetry *Slaves* was published by New Star Books.


--- * Vancouver * Scott Watson's book of short fiction *Stories* was published by Talonbooks.


**January** * Canada * Jearld Moldenhauer of *The Body Politic* undertook a cross-country tour in an effort to consolidate and coordinate the activities of the NGEC and to initiate the formation of gay liberation groups in centres where there were none. Moldenhauer spoke to gays in Windsor, Thunder Bay, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary, and Vancouver. (See also January 24, 1974.)

[Jearld Moldenhauer, Letter to the author, 28 November 1993.]

**January** * Québec, Qué. * The Service d'accueil, d'information et de référence du CHAL Inc. began operation under the direction of Denise Goyette. This counselling and referral service was so popular that it became an independent body (SEHQ) in January 1975. (See also January 1975.)


**January** * Thunder Bay, Ont. * Lakehead Gay Liberation was formed at
Lakehead University after Jearld Moldenhauer of *The Body Politic* visited the campus. Dave Belrose was the coordinator of the group, which had eight to twelve members and was active for only six months, after which gay activities in Thunder Bay centred around the private membership Backstreet Athletic Club, which existed until January 1980.


**January 5 • Toronto •** During amateur night at the Brunswick House Tavern Adrienne Potts and Pat Murphy sang “I Enjoy Being a Dyke,” a revised version of the *South Pacific* tune “I Enjoy Being a Girl,” after being insulted and abused by a male customer. The tavern’s management objected, and when the women and their friends Sue Wells and Heather Beyer refused to leave, police were called. Eight policemen dragged the women out of the bar and then detained and harassed them. The women were released from custody and when they returned to the Brunswick House to find witnesses they were again ejected and arrested. Three of the women (Beyer, Murphy, and Potts) were charged with creating a disturbance and obstructing the police. The group became known as the Brunswick Four. Their arrest generated anger and concern throughout Toronto’s lesbian and gay community. (See also January 10, March 4, May 31, July 16, November 1, 1974, and April 1975.)


**January 6, 13 • Edmonton •** The first Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) services held in Edmonton were conducted at the Unitarian Church by gay activist Michael Roberts, who was a student in the MCC ministry. Fifteen people (all male) participated in the services. The Unitarian Church later passed a resolution positive to gays, and offered to make their facilities
available to the gay community. By August, however, the MCC was still struggling to develop a presence in Edmonton. (See also June 1975.)


January 8 * Toronto * The Toronto Star refused to print a service advertisement submitted by CHAT.


January 10 * Toronto * A public meeting of about twenty-five people at Holy Trinity Church heard the Brunswick Four recount details of their arrest. This meeting led to the formation of HASP (Heather, Adrienne, Sue, Pat), a legal defence committee for the Brunswick Four. (See also October 1974.)


January 11 * Montreal * The Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association (AHM/GMA) held its first general assembly. The AHM/GMA was organized out of the Centre d'accueil homophile/Gay Community Centre, which had wanted to expand into the social, service, and political spheres, and to involve more people. About ninety percent of the group's charter members attended, many of whom were women. Robert Vallée was elected president; the other officers were Danielle Dahan (vice-president), Tony Farebrother (secretary), and Felicity Stevens (treasurer). The AHM/GMA was anxious from the start to balance francophone/anglophone and male/female elements in the organization, but was ultimately unsuccessful — eventually most members were male anglophones. It sponsored a variety of activities: the large drop-in centre located at 3439, rue St. Denis, counselling services, a gayline, a coffee house, a newsletter (Gay-Zette), a civil liberties committee, and the McGill dances. Financial problems fueled by the cancellation of the McGill dances, and internal divisions, led to a series of collapses. The demise of AHM/GMA occurred by February 1976, although a few members were able to continue to operate the gay information phone line Gay Info. (See also May 6, 1974, and July 1975.)

January 11 * Vancouver * Stephen Morris's article "Clubbing It: Safe and Secure," an extended commentary on gay clubs in the city, was published in the Ubyssey. Morris's tour guide was the gay columnist Q.Q. (pseud. of Kevin Dale McKeown).

[Stephen Morris, "Clubbing It: Safe and Secure," Ubyssey (Univ. of British Columbia), 11 January 1974, pp. 4-5, 8.]

January 12 * near Victoria, B.C. * Two members of GATE (Vancouver) were refused access to visit a gay male prisoner at William Head, a federal penitentiary near Victoria. The inmate wished to make a public statement about conditions for gays at the prison. Although the visitors had met all the required formalities, they were turned back at the gate because they were journalists for Gay Tide and thus required special permission to visit.


January 15 * Toronto * Rev. Bob Wolfe of MCC went to Toronto City Hall and persuaded a sixteen-year-old youth he had been counselling not to commit suicide by jumping from the roof of the building's east tower. (See also January 31 and February 6, 1974.)


January 16 * Ottawa * Radio station CJOH devoted fifteen minutes to an investigation by go that the Lord Elgin Hotel bars discriminated against gays.


January 16 * Toronto * George Hislop, director of CHAT, debated Dr. Daniel Cappon of York University on the Channel 19 television program "Background." The discussion centred on reactions to the American Psychiatric Association's removal of homosexuality from the official list of mental disorders in December 1973.
January 19–20 * Montréal * A two-day national conference for lesbians, sponsored by Montreal Gay Women, was held at the Women's Centre, 3764, boul. St. Laurent. More than 200 lesbian feminists attended, which to that time was the largest gathering of its kind ever held in Canada. The event included workshops, films, a book display, and planning for a future national conference.

January 23 * Saskatoon * The Zodiac Friendship Society and Saskatoon Gay Action launched an educational program with a debate entitled “Gay Is Good for God and Man.” Peter Millard and Beth Foster spoke for the motion, Rev. Michael Horban and Hetty Clews against. About 250 people attended the event, which was sponsored by the University of Saskatchewan Students’ Debating Society.

January 24 * Vancouver * Approximately 150 people attended a symposium entitled “Contemporary Society and the Gay Struggle,” sponsored by GATE (Vancouver) and Gay People of UBC and held at the University of British Columbia. Jearld Moldenhauer of The Body Politic was one of five panelists who spoke on a variety of issues, including social services for gays, civil rights issues, lesbian concerns, and youth sexuality. This was the first gay liberation symposium held at the University of British Columbia.

January 25 * Montréal * The Centre homophile urbain de Montréal (CHUM) was formed at a meeting of twelve people organized by Lionel Quessy. This conservative group offered pastoral-style counselling, social functions, a Roman Catholic religious service, and an Alcoholics Anonymous group. The CHUM drop-in centre was located at 5223, rue St. Denis and was open six
days per week. By May 1975, CHUM had 150 members, mostly francophone, of whom forty were women. In December 1975, the CHUM centre moved to a larger space at 6581, boul. St. Laurent.


January 29 * Toronto * Roman Catholic scholar Father Gregory Baum of St. Michael's College, University of Toronto, spoke to about fifty-five people at the CHAT Centre on the topic "Homosexuality and Human Dignity." (See also February 15, 1974.)


January 29–31 * Hamilton * Seven members of the Hamilton-McMaster GLM participated in the Sexuality Awareness Programme workshop “What Is Normal?,” sponsored by the Sexual Education Centre at McMaster University.


January 31 * Toronto * Rev. Bob Wolfe submitted a brief classified advertisement for the MCC to the Toronto Star. The ad read: “Gay Christians are invited to worship with Metropolitan Community Church, Sundays at 8 p.m. at the Holy Trinity Church, 364–9799.” It was rejected by the Star as being “distasteful to our readership in general.” (See also February 6, 1974.)


February * Fredericton * Keith Sly made an initial attempt to form Gay Friends, the first organization for lesbians and gays in New Brunswick, by placing ads in The Body Politic and by corresponding with other groups in Canada. Progress was very slow; by February of 1975, Gay Friends had only three active members. The group devoted itself to writing letters and distributing pamphlets such as the Operation Socrates Handbook and With Downcast Gays. Gay Friends collapsed in August 1975 when Sly moved to Montréal.

["Gay Friends" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]
February * Milton, Ont. * Rev. Ken Campbell refused to pay a portion of his school tax bill to protest "moral pollution" in the public education system. This protest was triggered, in part, by the visit during January 1974 of four members of Hamilton-McMaster GLM to address a grade twelve health class at M.M. Robinson High School in Burlington, attended by Campbell's daughters. George Hislop of CHAT and Campbell later discussed the issue on the CTV program Canada A.M. At this time Campbell was an evangelist with the Campbell-Reese Evangelistic Association, Inc., whose motto was "Global Evangelism Beginning at Home." He used the gays in schools controversy to form the Halton Renaissance Committee, which in turn grew to become Renaissance Canada, a registered charitable organization with branches across the country. Renaissance Canada was one of the sponsoring groups of Anita Bryant's Canadian tour in 1978.


February * Montréal * In an address to the Advertising and Sales Executive Club, federal Solicitor-General Warren Allmand declared that acts classified as crimes because they offend the moral standards of legislators should be deleted from the Canadian Criminal Code.


February * Ottawa * Minister of Justice Otto Lang announced that the federal government was considering forming a federal Human Rights Commission. Tom Warner of GATE (Toronto) wrote to the minister and was informed that sexual orientation was to be excluded from the functions of the Commission. (See also July 21, 1975.)


February * Saskatoon * Saskatoon Gay Action sent a brief to members of the Saskatchewan Legislature that was accompanied by a questionnaire concerning the members' position on including sexual orientation in the provincial Human Rights Code.
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February * Toronto * Gay Media, an independent producer and distributor of slides, video and audio tapes, and films on gay themes, was formed by Michael Roberts.


February * Toronto * Students at Oakwood Collegiate invited a speaker from CHAT to address them. The principal referred the matter to a joint parent-teacher-student advisory group. Nine people voted to allow the speaker (seven parents and two students); twelve voted against (twelve teachers).


February 5–7 * Montréal * A symposium on sexuality held at the McGill University Student Union ballroom heard several panelists discuss aspects of homosexuality. The speakers included Dr. John Southin (on the 1969 Criminal Code amendments), Deborah Thomas, president of Gay McGill, and Dr. Alan Bell of the Institute for Sex Research, Bloomington, Indiana. On February 7, American psychologist Bruno Bettelheim was verbally attacked by members of the audience for his statements regarding homosexuality. Bettelheim told the audience of 500 that “Homosexual relations are always narcissistic — they involve an unconscious search for the self, instead of the other,” and that “. . . homosexuality is based on fear of the other sex.”


February 6 * Toronto * Toronto City Council officially honoured Rev. Bob Wolfe of the MCC for his role in persuading a young man not to jump from the roof of City Hall on January 15. Wolfe used the occasion to raise the matter of the Toronto Star’s refusal in January to print an advertisement for the MCC. The Star printed the ad on February 7.

February 7 • Winnipeg • Maurice Flood, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), addressed the annual Festival of Life and Learning at the University of Manitoba. Flood spoke on the problems faced by gay students on campus, the importance of coming out, and gay political activism. The talk was well received by the almost 1,000 (mostly heterosexual) students in attendance.


February 11 • Toronto • The Toronto Star again refused to print a classified ad for The Body Politic.


February 11 • Winnipeg • Richard North, twenty-two, and Chris Vogel, twenty-six, were married by Rev. Norman Naylor of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. This was the second time a gay couple sought legal sanction in Canada. The marriage was not recognized by the province when North and Vogel attempted to have the union recorded as a vital statistic. The province's refusal to recognize the marriage was publicly supported by the executive committee of the Canadian section of the Lutheran Church in America. (See also December 17, 1974.)


February 14 • Toronto • Professor John Alan Lee appeared as a guest on the Valentine's Day edition of the Judy LaMarsh Show, broadcast on TVO, Channel 19. Lee discussed his sociological research on the subject of romantic love. He emphasized that his respondents included romances among gay men, and declared that he himself was gay. Lee was the first Canadian professor to so publicly declare his homosexuality.


February 15 • Toronto • Roman Catholic scholar Father Gregory Baum of St. Michael's College, University of Toronto, published a gay-positive feature article entitled "Catholic Homosexuals" in Commonweal.

February 15 * Winnipeg * Barbara Love, a member of the boards of the National Gay Task Force and the New York National Organization for Women and co-author of *Sappho Was a Right-on Woman*, spoke on “Feminism and Lesbian Liberation” at the University of Manitoba. The talk was sponsored by GFE.


February 16 * Edmonton * The all-male membership of GATE (Edmonton) organized a meeting with representatives of Edmonton Lesbian Feminists (ELF) to talk about areas of separate and collective concern. At the meeting it was concluded that women would decide themselves what role, if any, they wished to play in GATE (Edmonton). Over the next few months, a working relationship was established between the two groups.


February 18 * Toronto * Thirty-five men and women picketed the offices of the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) on University Avenue in a demonstration organized by GATE (Toronto). They were protesting the Commission’s failure to respond to the brief “The Homosexual Minority and the Ontario Human Rights Code,” submitted in August 1973, which called for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code. Eight of the protesters were able to meet directly with Robert McPhee, director of the Commission. The picket also led to a meeting with the full Commission on March 1, 1974. (See also March 1, 1974.)


February 23 * St. Catharines, Ont. * Police raided the Twilight Villa Social Club, 117 Chetwood Street, and arrested the manager, ten lesbians, and sixty-one gay men on liquor offences.

February 28 * Montréal * André Brassard’s film *Il était une fois dans l’est/Once Upon a Time in the East* premiered at the Fleur-de-Lys theatre. Starring Denise Filiatrault, Michelle Rossignol, and Frédérique Collin, the film’s screenplay was by Brassard and Michel Tremblay. Adapted from some of Tremblay’s works, the film presented connected stories of a working-class housewife and a bar populated by lesbians and gays. Some of Tremblay’s greatest characters appeared in the work, including Hosanna, Cuirette, and the Duchess de Langeais. *Il était une fois dans l’est* was shown in competition at the Cannes Film Festival on May 21, 1974.


March * Halifax * GAE conducted a civil rights campaign prior to the April 2 Nova Scotia provincial election. Twenty-two candidates replied to a GAE poll concerning legislation to protect lesbians and gays against discrimination in the province.


March * London, Ont. * The general membership of UWOHA chose the name Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO) for the new community association. HALO was officially incorporated on July 16, 1974.


March * Montréal * Two lesbians (Sandra and Lise) were verbally and physically abused by male employees of the Lime Light disco, 1254, rue Stanley, after they complained that women were being charged a higher admission price than men. Police arrived on the scene and charged the women with disturbing the peace; they spent the night and most of the next day in jail. In May 1974, they were found not guilty of the charge. The Lime Light’s management soon reverted to an equal admission policy when it was threatened with a boycott and picketing by the gay community.
March * Vancouver * The Have a Gay Stay Transient Housing and Gay Information Service was established as a successor to the Gay Transient Referral and Information Centre (Gay TRIC). It was operated by the Vancouver Gay Information Service (Van-Gay) and was coordinated by David Lewis. (See also September 26, 1974.)

March * Victoria, B.C. * A leaflet commenting on the sad state of gay liberation in Victoria was distributed by Randy Notte. It stated, in part, that “In Victoria . . . gay people have few places to be with one another. If such places are not basically straight, they are patrolled extensively by the police. As a result, most gays in this city are lonely and isolated.” The leaflet caused a sensation. Notte was threatened by a number of closeted gays and was called by the RCMP. This incident was the impetus for the formation on April 17, 1974, of the Gay People’s Alliance, the first gay liberation group in Victoria. (See also April 17, 1974.)

March * Toronto * Representatives of GATE (Toronto) and other groups met with the entire membership of the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC). The OHRC continued to refuse to take a comprehensive stand on anti-gay discrimination, but offered to investigate and mediate individual, well-documented incidents of anti-gay bias. (See also Summer 1974 and September 1975.)
March 4 * Toronto * Judy LaMarsh, women's advocate and former federal Cabinet minister in the Pearson government, defended the Brunswick Four as their trial opened at Old City Hall. (See also May 31, 1974.)


March 4–24 * Toronto * Darryl Tonkin, a twenty-two-year-old artist from Brantford, Ont., exhibited his "gay art" at the Kensington Art Association Gallery, 4 Kensington Avenue.


March 6 * Toronto * Radical Lesbians held a public meeting at which Judy, one of their members, spoke on what it means to be a radical lesbian feminist. She told the exclusively female audience that "All women carry within them the potential for lesbianism, and this must be realized whether or not it is acted upon."

[Heather Sanguins, "Lesbian Equality," Varsity (Univ. of Toronto), 8 March 1974, p. 8.]

March 6 * Vancouver * Paul Krasny's film Christina opened at the Capitol theatre. Starring Barbara Parkins, the film also featured the Canadian drag artists The Fabulous Freaks as a group of transvestites.

[D.J. Turner and Micheline Morisset, eds., Canadian Feature Film Index, 1913–198? Index des films canadiens de long métrage (Ottawa: Public Archives, National Film, Television, and Sound Archives, 1987), entry 474.]

March 6–24 * Toronto * The National Touring Company's production of A.J. Kronengold's Tubstrip was performed at the Global Village Theatre, 17 St. Nicholas Street. The play was set in a steambath and had an all-male cast.


March 7 * New York, N.Y. * The film Montreal Main was released with a showing at the Whitney Museum. Its co-author, co-producer, editor, director, and star was Frank Vitale, a twenty-eight-year-old Florida-born photographer. Montreal Main chronicled the close, Platonic friendship between a man and a thirteen-year-old boy. Their relationship is cut short due to social restrictions and the difference in their age. Montreal Main was one of the first English-Canadian films to give a positive portrayal of homosexuality. It was released in Canada on April 14, 1974, at the City Nights theatre and in Montréal (with French subtitles) on October 18, 1974, at the Elysée.
March 8 * Brandon, Man. * Rev. Bruce McLeod, moderator of the United Church of Canada, said in an interview that Christians should not prejudge homosexuals. "Some of the great people in the earth's history from Michelangelo on have been homosexuals. We would all be poorer without them," McLeod said.


March 8 * Montréal * At a general meeting of the AHM/GMA, over one-third (predominantly francophone) of the members present voted in favour of a non-confidence resolution and asked that the group's leadership resign immediately. This was a manifestation of frustrations that had been growing within the group. Some members raised questions of financial irregularities related to the proceeds from the monthly McGill dances, sponsored by the AHM/GMA. Others questioned the perceived inertia and timidity of the group's leadership. More explosive still were accusations by francophone members that their concerns were being ignored in the officially bilingual, but predominantly anglophone, organization. These problems led to a split in the AHM/GMA and the formation of the francophone-dominated Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL) by March 18, 1974. (See also March 18, 1974.)

["Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

March 9 * Boston, Mass. * The Board of Elders of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches approved the petition of MCC Toronto for recognition as a fully chartered church of the Fellowship. On June 7–9, 1974, Rev. Troy Perry, the founder of MCC, visited Toronto to present the charter. (See also June 7–9, 1974.)
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March 12 * Calgary * Five members of Club Carousel went to the Pastoral Institute to discuss gay life and the Club with a group of ministers and counsellors, and were well received.


March 12 * Saskatoon * The Western Producer, a weekly farm newspaper, refused to print a classified ad for the Zodiac Friendship Society/Saskatoon Gay Action. The same ad had been printed weekly in the Star-Phoenix and The Commentator for almost two years without incident. The Society filed a complaint with the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission, and the complaint was investigated. The Commission ruled that refusal of the ad was not a breach of the Human Rights Code because sexual orientation was not included in the Code. This is believed to be the first time that a Canadian Human Rights Commission actively investigated a complaint of discrimination based on sexual orientation. (See also Summer 1974.)


March 14-16 * Waterloo, Ont. * Three one-act plays by gay Canadian playwright John Burgess were presented at the University of Waterloo.


March 18 * Montréal * The Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL) was formed by gay francophones as an independent organization to counter the perceived inertia of the anglophone-dominated AHM/GMA. Peter Amyot, Patrick Cellier, and Gui Lavoie-Goyette were the early coordinators of FHQL. The group was interested in legal reform; its members appeared on television and in the press and gave public lectures. An associated collective worked on producing the publication Le coup-de-poing, which never appeared due to lack of funds. The FHQL failed by the end of 1974.


March 18 * Québec, Qué. * About twenty CEGEP students visited the offices of CHAL, where they viewed CHAL’s audio-visual presentation “Un être que tu ignores” and participated in a question-and-answer period with about ten members.

March 20 * Toronto * Jean LeDerf, author of *Homolibre* and *Homosexual? Et pourquoi pas?*, was to have been the guest speaker at a meeting entitled “Toward a Sexual Revolution,” sponsored by GATE (Toronto) and held at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE). The event was cancelled after OISE’s Board of Governors reportedly withdrew the group’s room booking because it did not want OISE to be associated with “undesirables.” GATE (Toronto) protested the move, and OISE agreed to reschedule the event on April 17, 1974. (See also April 17, 1974.)


March 23, 30 * London, Ont. * “It’s a Queer Thing,” a series of readings from literature by gay writers, was performed at the Mini Theatre by David Marriage and Bill Mitchell.

[Dik Yake, “Here’s a Queer Thing: Readings from the Literature of the Gay Subculture,” *UWOHA Newsletter* 3 (May 1974): 6.]

Spring * England * A shipment of copies of Toronto poet Ian Young’s anthology of gay poetry *The Male Muse*, sent to England by the book’s American publisher, was seized and burned by British customs officials.


Spring * Québec, Qué. * The Liberal government of Robert Bourassa announced that a Québec Charter of Human Rights would be introduced. Lesbians and gays in the province began to lobby for the inclusion of a clause guaranteeing protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation. An informal coalition of members of AHM/GMA, CHAL, CHUM, and individuals was established to lobby the government. Known as the Civil Liberties Committee, the group was led by Roger Bellemare, a law student at Laval University. Working hard as behind-the-scenes lobbyists during the next several months, the Committee wrote briefs and collected letters of support. AHM/GMA, CHAL, and CHUM also prepared briefs concentrating on the legal arguments for gay civil rights protection. (See also January 23, 1975.)


Spring * Québec * Guy Roy, an inmate at Leclerc Penitentiary, complained to prison director J.P. Dugas and Solicitor-General Warren Allmand of discrimination based on his sexual orientation. Roy claimed that he had been allowed to telephone his lover of two years, Steven Hannah, only once in ten months.
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**Spring • Toronto •** The Eglinton New Democratic Party Riding Association passed a resolution in support of the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code.


**Spring • Toronto •** GATE (Toronto), coordinating the NGEC, had 2,000 copies of the booklet *Homosexuals: A Minority without Rights/Les homosexuels: une minorité sans droits* printed in preparation for the July 8 federal election campaign. (See also July 8, 1974.)


**Spring • Toronto •** The Institute of Professional Librarians of Ontario (IPLIO) supported the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code.


**Spring • Toronto •** Members of the Society of Friends (Quakers) wrote to Ontario Minister of Labour Fern Guindon to support the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code.


**Spring • Waterloo, Ont. •** Jackie Thomas (pseud.), a female impersonator, won second prize in a “Thigh High” contest for the shortest hemline, sponsored by the University of Waterloo Engineering Undergraduate Society. When it was discovered "she" was a man, Thomas was stripped of the prize.


**April 1974–August 1975 • Burnaby, B.C. •** When Michael Eliot-Hurst came out publicly, joining the struggle for gay rights, he had to fight to keep his position as chairperson of the Department of Geography at Simon Fraser University. In March of 1975, Eliot-Hurst was briefly hospitalized and was placed on a medical leave-of-absence by Pauline Jewett, the university’s president. An acting department chair was appointed. By May, however,
Eliot-Hurst had recovered and was ready to return to work, but was not allowed to by the university. It was then that he uncovered an attempt to replace him as chairperson for the rest of his term (to August 31, 1975) because the department had “lost confidence” in him. Eliot-Hurst suspected the real reason behind his medical “suspension” was the university administration’s disapproval of his open homosexuality and Marxist politics. After much wrangling, Eliot-Hurst was reinstated as chairperson of the Department of Geography effective August 15, 1975, only two weeks before his term was to expire.


April 17 * Toronto * Jean LeDerff, author of Homolibre and Homosexual? Et pourquoi pas!, spoke on the topic “Toward a Sexual Revolution” at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE). Sixty-five people attended the talk, which was sponsored by GATE (Toronto).


April 17 * Victoria, B.C. * Six men and women officially formed the Gay People’s Alliance (GPA) to promote lesbian and gay pride, equality, and liberation in Victoria. Randy Notte became the group’s first chairperson. GPA became affiliated with the NGEC and its first political actions involved questioning local candidates about gay civil rights issues during the campaign leading up to the federal election of July 8, 1974. The GPA collapsed in the autumn of 1974 when Notte moved to Toronto. (See also June 18, 1974.)


April 24 * Toronto * Ontario Minister of Labour Fern Guindon declared in a letter to GATE (Toronto) that she did not intend to recommend to Cabinet any changes in the Ontario Human Rights Code with regard to sexual orientation.
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April 25 • Regina • MLA John Richards (Ind. Soc.-Saskatoon-Centre) presented a petition to the Saskatchewan legislature calling for the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in all provincial human rights legislation. During question period the next day, Mr. Richards asked Attorney-General Roy Romanow about the government's intentions. Romanow replied that the government was considering the matter but had not reached a decision. Mr. Richards's actions were spurred by the lobbying of members of Saskatoon Gay Action. (See also Spring 1975.)


April 27 • Toronto • GATE (Toronto) held its second semi-annual conference, during which a new constitution was adopted and GATE's political and educational functions were enhanced. A new executive board was elected, which included Don Brant as chairperson, Ron Dayman as public spokesperson, and John Wilson as provincial affairs coordinator.


May • St. John's • The Community Homophile Association of Newfoundland (CHAN) was founded as a social and political group for lesbians and gays in Newfoundland. CHAN's first meeting was held in late May 1974 after Norman Hay of GO appeared on an open-line radio program on CJON. Thirteen people (seven women, six men) met with Hay and decided to establish a social group that would meet Thursday nights in members' homes. CHAN published the newsletter Aboutface, and established a branch in Corner Brook by 1975. CHAN was active until 1980.


May • Saskatoon • Saskatoon Gay Action and the Zodiac Friendship Society established a Legal Defence Fund to help with legal expenses in cases involving sexual orientation. The Darlene Case child custody battle was one of the first cases supported by the Fund. (See also July 25, 1974.)


May • Toronto • The Lanyards, a gay leather and denim fraternity and travel club, was formed.
May * Toronto * The *Toronto Star* refused to accept an advertisement for Glad Day Bookshop, stating that the ad tended to "proselytise for the homosexual movement." Glad Day lodged a complaint against the *Star* with the Ontario Press Council. Later, the *Star* declared that it would reconsider printing the ad if the word "gay" was changed to "homosexual." Glad Day refused this request. (See also October 12, 1974.)

May 1 * Ontario * Cora, a women's bookmobile and resource centre, began its travels around rural and small-town Ontario. Funded by an Opportunities for Youth grant, Cora was named after E. Cora Hind, a pioneer suffragist, and was stocked with much material on feminism and lesbianism. Its aim was to help women in smaller centres overcome their isolation from the women's movement. The project was so popular that it was revived in the summer of 1975. (See also Summer 1975.)

May 3 * Halifax * Members of GAE presented a brief to the Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission.

May 4 * New York, N.Y. * Two delegates from UWOHA attended a conference entitled "Gay Couple Counselling," sponsored by the Homophile Community Counselling Center (HCCC). A series of panels and discussions focussed on long-term gay relationships.

May 6 * Montréal * The AHM/GMA Centre moved to 3664, rue Ste. Famille. This new, three-floor, ten-and-a-half-room Centre was shared with Montreal Gay Women. The basement was reserved for social activities and the Au Naturel coffeehouse; the main floor contained the offices and drop-in centre of Montreal Gay Women; the upper floor was occupied by AHA/GMA. By May 1975 the Centre was forced to move again due to harassment and high rental costs; by July it had relocated in a three-and-a-half-room apartment at 6-3425, rue Peel. (See also July 1975.)

May 13—August 16 * Winnipeg * An Opportunities for Youth grant of $5,000 was awarded to GFE's Project Understanding to compile and publish the twenty-four-page newsprint booklet Understanding Homosexuality. The booklet contained excerpts from academic research and religious publications and was aimed at people working in the professions and social services. The project had been initiated and led by Richard North, and was assisted by Gregory Bourgeois, Brent McKinstry, Donald Morden, and Susan White. (See also July 2, 1974.)

May 15—June 30 * Toronto * Michel Tremblay's play Hosanna was performed in English at the Tarragon Theatre. The production featured Richard Monette as Hosanna, the transvestite hairdresser, and Richard Donat as Cuirrette, his biker lover. The Tarragon production was revived and played at the Global Village Theatre, September 11—October 6, 1974. (See also October 14, 1974.)

May 18—19 * Saskatoon * Saskatoon Gay Action hosted the first conference of Prairie gay activists. More than twenty delegates from organizations in Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Saskatoon attended. Topics for discussion included the NGEC, lesbians and the gay movement, funding, counselling, and community relations.

May 18—20 * Waterloo, Ont. * About seventy people from Ontario gay organizations, as well as representatives from Saskatoon and Montréal, attended a conference at the University of Waterloo entitled "Gay Liberation and Human Growth." Several workshops were held, covering topics such as
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lesbians, gay politics (only one woman attended), and gay counselling. (See also May 20, 1974.)


May 19 * Hamilton * The Canadian Unitarian Council voted sixteen to five (with seventeen abstentions) against a resolution recommending changes in federal and provincial human rights codes and the Canadian Immigration Act to provide equal treatment and protection for homosexuals. Members of the Gay Caucus were shocked as they had expected the resolution to pass easily.


May 20 * Waterloo, Ont. * A GATE (Toronto) proposal for the formation of the Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) was endorsed at the plenary session of the “Gay Liberation and Human Growth” conference at the University of Waterloo. CGRO was formed to coordinate the efforts of thirteen Ontario gay groups lobbying to amend the Ontario Human Rights Code to include sexual orientation. (See also January 18–19, 1975.)


May 24 * Montréal * The AHM/GMA ratified a new constitution that removed the executive as the organizing and decision-making power, making the group a collective.


May 27 * Toronto * Ron Dayman and Walter Klinger, members of GATE (Toronto), were harassed and physically attacked by rally organizers at the Etobicoke Liberal Riding Association nomination meeting of Alastair Gillespie, held in preparation for the July 8 federal election. The meeting was addressed by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. Attempts were made to evict Dayman and Klinger from the rally because they carried gay rights signs
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and distributed leaflets calling for gay rights as advocated by the NGEC.


May 29 * Toronto * Fifteen gays, including members of GATE (Toronto) and GATE (Vancouver), attended the York Riding nomination meeting of David Lewis, leader of the New Democratic Party, held in preparation for the July 8 federal election. The gays leafleted the crowd. After Lewis delivered his acceptance speech, he was questioned from the floor about his thoughts on federal laws, such as the Immigration Act, which discriminated against gays. Mr. Lewis replied that he would favour the repeal of legislation that discriminated against any minority, including homosexuals, and that anti-gay laws should be repealed.


May 31 * Toronto * Judgement was handed down in the trial of the Brunswick Four. Adrienne Potts was convicted of causing a disturbance and was sentenced to three months probation. Pat Murphy and Heather Beyer were acquitted of the same charge; Sue Wells was never charged. (See also July 16 and November 1, 1974.)


May 31 * Toronto * Gays picketed Manny's delicatessen, 494 Yonge Street, after several "street gays" were expelled. Fifteen people marched in the afternoon, and twenty-five in the evening.


May–June * Edmonton * A special lesbian issue of On Our Way: An Edmonton Women's Newspaper (vol. 2, no. 3) was published. The twenty-page paper was edited by members of Edmonton Lesbian Feminists (ELF) and included articles on lesbian feminism, lesbian motherhood, lesbians and the church, as well as news, poetry, art, and a short story.

May–June * Toronto * An exhibition of photographs by Raphael Bendahan entitled "Children of the Drag Ritual" was shown at Café LaBarge. Many of the images were of performers at the Club Manatee.
June * Guelph, Ont. * The Ontarion reported on June 18 that four members of UGHA had recently attended a Liberal party meeting at which Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau was present. The four carried signs and managed to ask Trudeau about civil rights for gays. Trudeau was on a campaign tour leading up to the July 8 federal election.


June * Montréal * A group of six gay men and lesbians were awarded an $8,000 Opportunities for Youth grant to organize a counselling service at the AHM/GMA Centre during the summer. The proposal had been submitted by Jackie Manthorne and Robert Vallée.


June * Saskatoon * The first issue of Gay West was published by Saskatoon Gay Action. It survived for two issues.


June * Toronto * The Body Politic and GATE (Toronto) moved to new storefront premises at 193 Carlton Street.


June 7–9 * Toronto * Rev. Troy Perry, founder of MCC and moderator of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches, was the special guest of MCC (Toronto). A discussion forum, dinner, and dance were held in celebration. On June 9, MCC (Toronto) received its charter and membership in the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches from Rev. Perry in a special service held at Holy Trinity Church. By June 1974, MCC (Toronto) was attracting about seventy men and women regularly to its Sunday services.

June 10 * Vancouver * On CKNW-AM's "Investigators Programme," Bob Cook of GATE (Vancouver) was able to ask NDP leader David Lewis whether he and the NDP supported the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Canadian Bill of Rights. Lewis declared that he believed the Bill of Rights was not the proper place for that provision but that statutes that discriminated against people because of their sexual orientation were unjustified. Lewis was on a campaign tour leading up to the July 8 federal election.


June 13 * Toronto * GATE (Toronto) sponsored a public all-candidates meeting at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, leading up to the July 8 federal election. Only six candidates (three NDP, two Communists, and one Revolutionary Marxist) came to address a crowd of 75-100 people. All the candidates expressed their general support of gay rights.


June 15 * Toronto * The predominantly lesbian-run Amazon Workshop held a grand opening party at 12 Kensington Avenue. It was an umbrella organization for community services such as the Women's Self-Defense Centre, Amazon Press (formerly Women's Liberation Type Press), and the Toronto Women's Bookstore (formerly Let Us Out Bookstore) that had formerly been located at the Women's Place on Dupont Street.


June 15 * Victoria, B.C. * GPA organized its first social evening, which was attended by nearly fifty people. This was seen as an enormous success in a city that until that time had no gay bars or clubs.

["Gay People's Alliance (GPA)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June (mid) * Winnipeg * During a question-and-answer session with students at Red River Community College, NDP leader David Lewis was asked whether it was NDP policy to end discrimination against homosexuals. Lewis replied, "Let me tell you this. I believe, and I say with complete confidence that my wife and my family also believe, that discrimination against anyone because of how they are made is totally unacceptable in a
modern society.” Lewis was on a campaign tour leading up to the July 8 federal election.


June 18 • Ottawa • Members of GO attended a town hall meeting sponsored by John Turner (Lib.-Ottawa Centre), who was campaigning for reelection July 8. When asked where he stood on the issue of including sexual orientation in the Canadian Bill of Rights, Turner replied that doing so would not alleviate discrimination against gays. He later spoke informally with the GO members.


June 18 • Sooke, B.C. • During an all-candidates meeting for the July 8 federal election, Randy Notte of the GPA asked Tommy Douglas, former leader of the NDP and the incumbent for Nanaimo-Cowichan-The Islands, about gross indecency and buggery in the Criminal Code and about the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Canadian Bill of Rights. Douglas replied, “I do not feel that heterosexuals should oppose a minority but questions of freedom should be confined to adults only and I feel that a minority has no right to induce seduction.”


June 25 • Winnipeg • The question of protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation was raised during an all-candidates town hall meeting in St. Boniface constituency, leading up to the July 8 federal election. The Progressive Conservative candidate, Dr. John Hare, advised the questioner to “go back to where you came from,” because homosexuality ‘doesn’t belong in a political discussion.’ ”


June 26 • London, Ont. • Four members of the executive committee of uwoha/HALO met with London’s police chief Walter Johnson to inform him of the existence of HALO as well as its objectives. They were well received.

[“Announcements,” uwoha Newsletter 3 (July 1974): 3.]

Summer • Don Mills, Ont. • Cheryl Freeman was harassed by neighbours and by the Ontario Housing Corporation because she was a lesbian.


Summer • Regina • Saskatchewan Attorney-General Roy Romanow upheld a decision by the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission that the Western
Producer's refusal to print an ad for the Zodiac Friendship Society/Saskatoon Gay Action was not a violation of the provincial Human Rights Code because sexual orientation was not covered under the Code.


Summer * Toronto * The Brown Breast Brigade (BBB) was formed by several lesbians to protest that women could be fined for gross indecency for baring their chests while at the same time sexist strip joints flourished on Yonge Street. Several topless members of the Brigade, complete with BBB banner, were featured in photographs published in The Other Woman.


Summer * Toronto * Although representatives of the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) had agreed to investigate and mediate well-documented cases of discrimination based on sexual orientation, early complaints filed with the OHRC received little attention.


July * Toronto * Bill Ert and Tony Molina filed a request with the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) that they be recognized as a family unit in order to qualify for medical coverage under OHIP's family plan. Ert and Molina had been legally married at the MCC in Houston, Texas, on October 5, 1972. They had moved to Toronto in 1973, were enrolled with OHIP, and had paid the family premium. When Ert was hospitalized, OHIP refused to pay expenses because the couple were both male. Ert and Molina eventually accepted a compromise proposal from OHIP.


July 2 * Steinbach, Man. * Eleven members of GFE and A Woman's Place in Winnipeg picketed Derksen Printers, who on June 25 had refused to print Project Understanding's booklet Understanding Homosexuality because it presented homosexuality favourably. The marchers were met by Mennonite clergymen who preached about the evils of homosexuality.

July 8 * Canada * The federal election marked the culmination of more than a year’s work by the NGEC, a concerted effort by twenty gay organizations across Canada to make gay civil rights an issue in federal elections. Questionnaires regarding positions on gay issues were sent to all candidates, as was the booklet Homosexuals: A Minority without Rights/Les homosexuels: une minorité sans droits. Results of the questionnaires were reported in the NGEC Newsletter.


July 16 * Toronto * Police Constable Robert Hall went on trial, charged by Adrienne Potts with common assault in connection with the Brunswick Four incident. (See also November 1, 1974.)

July 25 * Saskatoon * Darlene Case, a lesbian, lost custody of her two children to her ex-husband. She had been granted custody in 1973; this decision was reversed after her ex-husband appealed the case on the basis of the mother’s lesbianism. At this time there was no Canadian precedent for a self-declared lesbian or gay man gaining or retaining child custody. In making his ruling, Justice Murdoch MacPherson stated: “It seems to me that homosexuality on the part of a parent is a factor to be considered along with all of the other evidence in the case. It should not be considered a bar in itself to a parent’s right to custody.” Darlene Case was supported by the Saskatoon Women’s Centre, Saskatoon Gay Action, and the Zodiac Friendship Society, among others.
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July 30 • Toronto • The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed an appeal by Karl John Roestad to end his indefinite term in penitentiary as a dangerous sexual offender. Roestad had been convicted in March 1971 of sexually assaulting twenty boys. (See also September–October 1974.)


July 31 • Ottawa • The Vanier Institute of the Family announced that homosexual couples who live together for long periods should be viewed as a family.


August • Toronto • The Barracks bathhouse officially opened at 56 Widmer Street.

[Advertisement, Metro Community News 1 (18 October 1974): 19.]

August • Toronto • Police officers visited the offices of The Body Politic to order that a window display be removed. A compromise was reached when erections in the offending drawing (from issue 14) were covered.


August • Toronto • Toronto Public Library employees who were members of CUPE Local 1582 failed to secure a clause in their contract barring discrimination based on sexual orientation. Management did agree to include the clause in a Letter of Intent that was to be appended to the contract.

August * Windsor, Ont. * The Human Rights Committee of Local 195 of the United Auto Workers recommended that all plant units review the non-discrimination clause in their contracts and broaden its scope to include sexual orientation.


August 17 * Toronto * More than 100 people participated in a march from Allan Gardens to Queen's Park and back to launch Gay Pride Week (August 17–25). The march was organized to focus attention on efforts to include sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code. The parade was covered by the *Toronto Sun* and the *Globe and Mail*; this was the first time that major mainstream newspapers covered a Gay Pride march in Toronto.


August 17–25 * Canada * The third annual Gay Pride Week was held to reaffirm the goals set in the “We Demand” demonstration on Parliament Hill in Ottawa on August 28, 1971, and to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the Criminal Code amendments. Political, cultural, and social events were held in larger gay centres across the country.


August 20 * Montréal * Nigel Gibson’s article “Gay Bars: The Boulevard of Broken Dreams. Loves Lost and Found” was published in the *Gazette*. Its melodramatic tone stereotyped the gay world as furtive and depressing.


August 20 * Toronto * Three members of GATE (Toronto) met with John MacBeth, the new Ontario Minister of Labour, to discuss inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code. MacBeth stated that public opinion against homosexuals would not support any move by the government to introduce such an amendment to the Code.
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August 25–29 • Montréal • The annual meeting of the American Sociological Association included a discussion entitled “Theoretical Perspectives on Homosexuality,” during which Edward Sagarin (a.k.a. Donald Webster Cory), professor of sociology at the City College of New York and author (as Cory) of such classics as The Homosexual in America: A Subjective Approach (1951) and The Homosexual and His Society: A View from Within (1963), urged homosexuals to go straight. Sagarin’s view was opposed by four discussants, including Laud Humphries, who declared his own homosexuality. On August 27, a gay caucus of the ASA was founded by Barry Adam and Ron Lawson.


August 26 • Niagara Falls, Ont. • American gay activist John Kyper was turned back at the Canadian border because he had admitted to Canadian immigration officials that he was gay. Kyper was a member of Boston’s Fag Rag collective and also a staff member at Gay Community News. Copies of Gay Community News were found in his possession. Homosexuals were excluded from entering Canada as a prohibited class of person, as described in paragraph 5(e) of the Immigration Act. This action was protested by GATE (Toronto), and through their help Kyper was able to sneak into the country on September 19. In March 1975, after months of protests on his behalf by members of GATE (Toronto) and GO, Kyper was allowed to visit Canada officially after being granted a special Minister’s Permit by the Department of Manpower and Immigration. (See also October 15, 1974.)


August 31–September 2 • Winnipeg • The second annual national gay conference was attended by seventy-five delegates representing two dozen
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organizations. Sponsored by GFE and held at the University of Manitoba, the conference included workshops, discussions, and plenary sessions. Some tension was evident between representatives of gay clubs and social organizations who supported low-key events, and the gay liberationists, who favoured public demands for gay rights. During a plenary session, Ron Dayman presented a proposal on behalf of GATE (Toronto) suggesting that the NGRC/CNDH be established as the permanent successor to the NGEC. On August 31, about eighty people took part in the National Gay March from the Richardson Building to the Manitoba Legislature; this was the first such march and rally held on the Prairies. (See also June 28–July 1, 1975.)

September * London, Ont. * HALO leased a two-storey building at 649 Colborne Street. This new centre became London's headquarters for lesbian and gay activities, including meetings, dances, social services, a coffee house, and a library. With more than 10,000 square feet of space, the HALO centre became the largest gay community centre in Canada.

September * Montréal * A resolution declaring homosexuality “subversive of the family and contrary to divine law” was adopted during the twenty-ninth annual convention of the Antiochian Orthodox Church in North America.

September 15 * Hamilton * Twelve people attended the first MCC service held in Hamilton, which was conducted by Rev. Bob Wolfe of MCC (Toronto).
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September 20 • Montréal • Claude Fournier's film La pomme, la queue... et les pépins/The Apple, the Stem... and the Seeds! opened at the Papineau and twelve other theatres. This sex comedy about a playboy politician's attempts to restore his virility starred Donald Lautrec.


September 22 • Ottawa • A congregation of the MCC held its first service (at the Club Private), which was conducted by Rev. Philip Speranza. The church soon moved to a hall at the Church of St. Alban the Martyr on King Edward Street, where it remained until December 1975 when it moved to the second floor of an office building at 69 Sparks Street.


September 26 • Hamilton • Dr. Charles Socarides, a psychiatrist at the Albert Einstein Centre in New York and the author of The Overt Homosexual (1968), was challenged by members of the audience during a taping of the CBC television programme Under Attack, held at McMaster University. Socarides was one of the prime defenders of the “homosexuals are sick and should be treated” school of psychiatry, and was known for his statement “There is no such thing as a happy homosexual.” The program was broadcast on CHCH-TV on December 21, 1974.


September 26 • Vancouver • Representatives of the Vancouver Gay Information Service (Van-Gay) appeared before City Council’s Standing Committee on Social Services to seek a grant for $26,720 to help support Van-Gay’s programs, which included the Have a Gay Stay Transient Housing and Gay Information Service, a twenty-four-hour crisis centre, a drop-in centre, a drug counselling program, a consciousness-raising seminar, and a
October 22 * Toronto * The initial draft of the gay rights bill was presented to the Canadian Bar Association at its annual convention. The bill was sponsored by the Canadian Homophile Association (CHA) and was designed to protect homosexuals from discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations. The bill was met with mixed reactions, with some legal professionals expressing concern about its potential impact on privacy laws and others welcoming it as a step towards greater equality. The bill was eventually introduced in the federal parliament and underwent several amendments before it was passed into law in 1981.
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**September—October** *Toronto* *Gerald Hannon’s opinion piece “Outrage” was published in the September—October issue of *The Body Politic*. Hannon urged the gay community to lobby for the release of Karl John Roestad, a convicted homosexual pedophile who had been imprisoned in March 1971 for an indefinite term of detention as a dangerous sexual offender. The article generated much reaction (mostly negative) in both the gay community and the local mainstream press. (See also October 19, 22, and October—November 1974.)


**Autumn** *Burnaby, B.C.* *Gay People of SFU* was formed at Simon Fraser University. Dr. Michael Eliot-Hurst of the Department of Geography was involved in establishing the group. Although it was formed with the intent of including both men and women, at first *Gay People of SFU* was almost exclusively male. Weekly meetings were held, as were various social gatherings. One of the early events was a talk by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon, co-founders of the pioneering American lesbian organization The Daughters of Bilitis.

[“Gay People of SFU,” *Peak* (Simon Fraser Univ.), *Gay Supplement*, 9 July 1975, p. 1.]

**Autumn** *Guelph, Ont.* *A lesbian drop-in* began to be held on Thursday nights at the UGHA office, University Centre, University of Guelph.


**Autumn** *Montréal* *A gay studies course entitled “The Other Face of Love — Studies in Gay Male Literature” was offered at Concordia University by Prof. Robert K. Martin and Will Aitken of Androgyny Books.*


**Autumn** *Montréal* *An anonymous donor provided funds in memory of a relative to the Loyola campus of Concordia University to finance a $200 bursary to be awarded annually to a third-year lesbian or gay student of superior academic achievement. This is believed to be the first scholarship at a Canadian educational institution restricted to lesbians or gay men.*

Autumn * Ottawa * Newly elected MPP Paul Taylor (Lib.-Carleton-East) sent a letter to GO in which he supported the inclusion of sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights Code.


Autumn * Toronto * The Carriage House Motor Hotel, 306 Jarvis Street, which catered to gay people, introduced new regulations that discriminated against women by preventing them from using the downstairs bars and by not allowing them to wear blue jeans upstairs. *The Body Politic* dropped their ads in protest.


Autumn * Toronto * The formation of the Labyris Collective was announced in *The Other Woman*. The short-lived group attempted to provide a relaxed place for lesbians to meet.

["Women Are Opening the Labyris and It's About Time!" *Other Woman* 3 (Fall 1974): 22.]

Autumn * Toronto * A weekly gay studies course entitled "New Perspectives on the Gay Experience" was offered by the University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies. The first class was held October 7. It was taught by Prof. Michael Lynch; guest speakers included Prof. John Alan Lee, Prof. Phyllis Grosskurth, Dr. David Berger, and Father Gregory Baum.


October * Ottawa * Although the Department of the Secretary of State had invited more than seventy Canadian women's groups to participate in the International Women's Year Consultation, not one lesbian group was invited to the conference. The conference had been called to set priorities for Canadian celebrations during International Women's Year (1975). The women's organizations became upset with the government's plans, complaining of misdirected initiatives and inadequate funding for grass-roots organizing.

October • Toronto • Gary Curtis’s four-part series on gay life in Toronto was published in the Ryerson Polytechnical Institute’s student newspaper The Eyeopener. The series interviewed gay men and examined gay living conditions, relations with the police, and community institutions and facilities.


October • Toronto • The HASP Defence Committee, formed in reaction to the Brunswick Four case, resolved to form a Women’s Defence Fund.


October • Toronto • The Toronto Star decided to ban the use of the word “gay” in display advertising; the word “homosexual” was to be used instead. (See also October 19, 1974.)


October • Toronto • The Wages Due Lesbians collective was formed. The group was composed of lesbians who were trying to integrate a class analysis into lesbian-feminism. They became heavily involved in the International Wages for Housework movement, which linked various aspects of women’s oppression to unpaid labour in the home. Wages Due Lesbians was interested in the rights of lesbian mothers and produced several position papers on lesbians and wages for housework, including “Why Lesbians Want Wages for Housework” and “Fucking Is Work.”

October * Toronto * Robert Wallace's play '67 was published by Playwrights Co-op.


October * Vancouver * During the founding convention of the British Columbia Federation of Women a Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee was formed to undertake a feminist analysis of the rights of lesbians. The Subcommittee's first meeting was held at the Ms. Club, a lesbian bar. (See also October 31-November 1, 1975.)


October * Vancouver * Policemen and city inspectors harassed gay bars and clubs during raids to check for liquor law violations. This harassment led directly to the formation of the Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality (SEARCH) on November 20, 1974. (See also November 17, 20, 23, and December 17, 1974.)


October 8 * Canada * “The Outrage,” an episode of the series Marcus Welby, M.D., was shown on ABC-TV affiliate stations across the country. The episode dealt with the rape of a fourteen-year-old male high school student by his male teacher, and triggered protests across North America for its stereotypical depiction of gays as child molesters and psychopaths.


October 11-14 * Winnipeg * The Happenings Club hosted the third annual Western Canada Gay Clubs Conference. Eighteen delegates from clubs in Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon, and Winnipeg attended.

October 12 * Toronto * The Ontario Press Council ruled that the Toronto Star had discriminated against Glad Day Bookshop in May 1974 when it refused to print their classified ad. Jearld Moldenhauer, proprietor of Glad Day, then filed a complaint against the Star with the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC). The OHRC ruled that its jurisdiction did not extend to discrimination based on sexual orientation. (See also October 19, 1974.)


October 14 * New York, N.Y. * Michel Tremblay's play Hosanna, starring Richard Monette and Richard Donat, opened on Broadway at the Bijou Theatre. This was the first Canadian production of any play to reach Broadway since the 1950s. It closed after thirty performances.


October 15 * Ottawa * Ron Dayman, Charles Hill, and Denis LeBlanc of go met with T.B. Sheehan, acting director-general of the Department of Manpower and Immigration. Manpower and Immigration Minister Robert Andras was reported to be in favour of repealing sections of the Immigration Act that prohibited the entry of gay people into Canada. On the same day, twelve picketers distributed leaflets in front of the Manpower and Immigration building. This was to protest government inaction as well as the barring from Canada of American gay activist John Kyper on August 26, 1974. (See also October 23, 1974.)


October 19 * Toronto * The Toronto Star published the editorial "Homosexuals: Where the Star Draws the Line," which outlined the paper's attitude and policy towards homosexuality and condemned the "aggressive recruitment propaganda" of The Body Politic and other gay groups. The Star's editorial was triggered in part by its disapproval of Gerald Hannon's opinion
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piece “Outrage,” published in the September–October 1974 issue of The Body Politic, in which Hannon urged the gay community to call for the release of Karl John Roestad, an imprisoned homosexual pedophile. (See also October 22, October 30, October–November, and November 8, 10, 1974.)


October 22 * Toronto * The Toronto Sun printed an editorial that called for “toleration” of homosexuality, even though it is “unnatural and abnormal,” an “aberration.” (See also October 26, 1974.)


October 23 * Ottawa * Robert Andras, federal minister of Manpower and Immigration, wrote to GO to say that he favoured the removal of prohibitions against homosexuals from Canadian immigration law.


October 23 * Vancouver * Maurice Flood, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), attempted to advertise the group’s publication Gay Tide in the classified advertising section of the Vancouver Sun. The ad read: “Subs. to GAY TIDE, gay lib paper. $1.00 for 6 issues. 2146 Yew St., Vancouver.” The Sun refused to publish the ad. When it failed to reconsider, Flood filed a complaint against the Sun with the B.C. Human Rights Commission on November 15. On November 16, twenty gays picketed the Sun’s Pacific Press building, 2250 Granville Street, in protest. This was the beginning of one of the most famous Canadian legal cases involving gay rights: Gay Alliance toward Equality vs. The Vancouver Sun. (See also November 20, 1974, and February 28, 1975.)

October 23 * Winnipeg * Brenda Dineen, running under the League for Socialist Action banner, placed a distant second in the Winnipeg mayoralty race. Dineen had supported civil and human rights for gay people.

["Rights Supporter Wins 6,000 Votes," *Body Politic*, no. 16 (1974), p. 6.]

October 26 * Toronto * About thirty-five people demonstrated in front of the *Toronto Sun* building to protest the October 22 *Sun* editorial "Homosexuals." The protest was organized by GATE (Toronto).


October 29 * Québec, Qué. * During a press conference concerning a bill to establish a provincial Human Rights Commission, Quebec Justice Minister Jérôme Choquette suggested that gays might be protected through amendments to the bill at the committee stage.


October 30 * Toronto * The Committee for Media Fairness to Gays was formed to combat anti-gay comments published in a *Toronto Star* editorial on October 19. Terence Phillips acted as chairperson. The Committee sponsored pickets against the *Star* on November 8 and 10. (See also November 8, 10, 1974.)


October–November * Toronto * Peter Maloney, manager of the Club Baths and part-owner of the Barracks steambath, withdrew ads for the baths from *The Body Politic* after negative editorials appeared in Toronto newspapers concerning Gerald Hannon's opinion piece "Outrage," which had been published in the September–October issue of the magazine. The Roman Baths and the Library steambath followed suit.


November * Montréal * The Encore Cinema (formerly the Cinéma du Vieux Montréal), 136, rue St. Paul E., began to show erotic films aimed at a gay audience. By June 1975 the theatre was under new management and had stopped showing gay films.
November * Montréal * Thirty to forty lesbians formed a demonstration line outside of Madame Arthur's, 2170, rue Bishop, for three nights after the Madame Arthur's Riot, during which lesbian customers had rebelled against a long series of incidents of sexism and physical violence on the part of male waiters and management of the club. At that time, Madame Arthur's was one of the major lesbian bars in Montréal. The picketing of the club was the beginning of an organized boycott; within six months Madame Arthur's had closed.

November * Montréal * A gay synagogue was organized, patterned after the gay synagogue in New York City. Meetings were initially held Friday evenings at 407-7461, rue Kingsley, in Côte St. Luc. Originally there were only four members but by June 1975 it had evolved into a Jewish discussion group that attracted between ten and fifteen people (mostly men) every week. This was the beginning of the gay Jewish group Naches.

November * Montréal * The erotic boutique Priape, specializing in items for gay men, opened at 1661, rue Ste. Catherine E.

November * Toronto * A group of lesbians decided to open Clementyne's, a café for women, at 342 Jarvis Street. A lease was signed and a number of women, including Heather Elizabeth (Beyer), Holly Devor, Pat Murphy, Chris Lawrence, and Eve Zaremba, worked hard to renovate the three-storey Victorian property. Plans for the café were set aside, however, when city zoning by-laws hampered the opening of a commerical venture in the residential space. Clementyne's never opened, but the space was not wasted.
By Spring 1975, 342 Jarvis Street housed several feminist organizations and businesses, some run by lesbians, including The Other Woman newspaper, Wages Due Lesbians, and the Women's Information Centre (wic). Early in 1977 it also became the headquarters for the Lesbian Organization of Toronto (LOOT), Toronto's foremost lesbian institution of the late 1970s.


November 1 • Toronto • Constable Robert Hall, a police officer accused of common assault by Adrienne Potts, one of the Brunswick Four, was acquitted. Potts and four of her friends were in turn found in contempt of court for refusing to stand. Pat Murphy chose to go to jail for three days rather than pay a $25 fine. (See also April 1975.)


November 1-14 • Montréal • A collection of photographs by Jacques Lafond entitled "Le gai Montréal" was exhibited at the Véhicule Art Gallery, 61, rue Ste. Catherine O.

["Jacques Lafond" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

November 2 • Hamilton • Dr. William Marra, a professor of philosophy at Fordham University and anti-gay activist, was debated by a panel of seven Toronto gay activists in an hour-long session of Under Attack, broadcast on CHCH-TV.


November 8, 10 • Toronto • Forty picketers representing the Committee for Media Fairness to Gays demonstrated in front of the Toronto Star building to protest the paper's October 19 anti-gay editorial. Two days later, about twenty people demonstrated in front of the home of Beland Honderich, president and publisher of the Star, at 6 Bluejay Place.


November 10-16 • Winnipeg • Gay Pride Week was held, sponsored by gfe. Activities included a coffeehouse, four panel discussions, and a dance.
November 11–29 * Toronto * Artist Darryl Tonkin held an exhibition of homoerotic art at the Kensington Art Association Gallery, 4 Kensington Avenue.


November 16 * Vancouver * Lord Wolfenden spoke on “Crime and Sin” in an address to the Vancouver Institute, held at the University of British Columbia. Wolfenden had been chairperson of the committee that produced the Wolfenden Report (1957) on laws relating to homosexual offences and which led in 1967 to the passage of the Sexual Offences Bill, which partially decriminalized some same-sex sexual activities in Britain.


November 17 * Toronto * About twenty-five people met at the CHAT centre to discuss the possibility of establishing the first Canadian chapter of Dignity, the group for lesbian and gay Roman Catholics. Jim Leitner of Dignity (Boston) addressed the group, reading Dignity’s “statement of position and purpose.” About fifteen people signed up to help organize the chapter, and Father Tim Ryan became the group’s chaplain. Dignity Toronto began to meet at St. Cecilia's Church but by July 1975 had moved to Our Lady of Lourdes Church, 510 Sherbourne Street.


November 17 * Vancouver * At a civic all-candidates meeting sponsored by GATE (Vancouver), Alderman Michael Harcourt acknowledged that police had harassed gay establishments at the end of October. Harcourt said that the raids by policemen and city inspectors during checks for liquor rules violations were “dumb and unnecessary and vicious.” This was the first acknowledgement by a public official that police harassment of gays had occurred in Vancouver. MLA Gary Lauck (NDP-Vancouver Centre) said that he would investigate. (See also November 20, 23, and December 17, 1974.)

**November 20** *Vancouver* *Maurice Flood*, chairperson of GATE (Vancouver), was interviewed on “Good Morning Radio” concerning the *Vancouver Sun*’s refusal to print an ad for *Gay Tide*.


**November 20** *Vancouver* *The Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality (SEARCH)* was formed in reaction to harassment and raids of gay bars and clubs during October. Malcolm Crane and Warren Hague were two of the organizers of SEARCH. The twenty-one people who met at the founding meeting of SEARCH represented a variety of clubs and organizations in Vancouver, although members of GATE (Vancouver) were excluded. The group’s aim was to form a coalition to present a united front against official harassment of the gay community. (See also November 23 and December 17, 1974.)


**November 23** *Vancouver* *Thirty-five people demonstrated in front of police headquarters, 312 Main Street, to protest recent police harassment of gay clubs and bars. (See also December 17, 1974.)


**November 25** *China* *During a tour of China, British Columbia Premier David Barrett congratulated Chinese officials for having towns without “any homosexualism, any violence, any idle drifting.” GATE (Vancouver) responded in a press release on November 27.


**November 29-30** *New York, N.Y.* *The second annual conference of the Gay Academic Union was held at the Loeb Student Center, New York
University, and was attended by about ten Canadian scholars. The Canadians met to discuss gay studies in Canada and ways to help gay scholars come out, and decided to form a Canadian academic union that would be loosely affiliated with the American group. Dorothy Broderick (Dalhousie Univ.) and John Alan Lee (Univ. of Toronto) were to act as contact people. (See also September 1975.)


December * Ottawa * The Club Baths opened at 1069 Wellington Street.


December * Toronto * The Task Force on Gay Liberation was formed by Ron Dayman, Ed Jackson, and Michael Lynch. It was a letterhead organization formed to monitor the press for homophobic content and to write letters protesting discriminatory articles, letters, or advertisements. The group was not very active, and lasted until Summer 1975.

["Task Force on Gay Liberation (Toronto)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

December * Waterloo, Ont. * When five lesbians (including Candis Graham, Marie Robertson, and Margaret Telegdi) tried to rent a house, the landlord agreed to rent to them only if they paid extra money because of the problems he believed were intrinsic to renting to homosexuals. When the landlord refused to change his position, the women attempted to lodge a complaint with the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC), but were told that the OHRC had no jurisdiction over this form of discrimination. The women then reported the incident to the press; it was reported by the Kitchener-Waterloo Record and by a CTV affiliate. Although an informal lesbian drop-in had existed in Waterloo for several months, it was this event that led to the formation of the Waterloo Lesbian Collective, which held a weekly drop-in at the Women’s Place, 25 Dupont Street E. The Collective was active in CGRO and was represented by Candis Graham and Marie Robertson at CGRO’s founding conference in January 1975.


**December 17** *Québec, Qué.* Québec Justice Minister Jérôme Choquette deferred the Human Rights Code at a meeting of the Parliamentary Commission. (See also January 23, 1975.)


**December 17** *Vancouver* Recommendations concerning the treatment of gay clubs and bars by police, licensing and inspection officers, and other city officials were presented to City Council by the Standing Committee on Social Services. The recommendations had been formulated by members of SEARCH during November, in the wake of controversy over the harassment of gay bars and clubs in Vancouver at the end of October. Some members of GATE (Vancouver) were unhappy with the proposals, claiming that they had not been consulted adequately and that the real problem was the homophobic attitude of police and government officials. (See also May 1975.)


**December 17** *Winnipeg* Chief County Court Judge Allan R. Philp ruled that a homosexual couple cannot be considered married because they are of the same sex. The ruling ended the appeal by Richard North and Chris Vogel, married in a Winnipeg Unitarian Church on February 11, 1974, to legalize their union by having it recorded as a vital statistic. The appeal had been launched after D.W. Matheson, Manitoba's recorder of vital statistics, refused to recognize the marriage.


**December 18–22** *Edinburgh, Scotland* George Hislop of CHAT attended the first International Congress on Gay Rights, held at the University of Edinburgh, where he chaired a panel discussion on "Problems of the Aging Homosexual."

1975

* Edmonton * The Imperial Court of the White Rose was formed and was incorporated under the Provincial Societies Act of Alberta. The Court provided a social and entertainment outlet through its sponsorship of parties, drag balls, dances, and other activities.


* Garden City, N.Y.; Toronto * Jane Rule's Lesbian Images was published by Doubleday. This was a groundbreaking study of the lives and works of twelve well-known women writers who had significant same-sex experience — from Radclyffe Hall and Gertrude Stein to May Sarton.


* Montreal * Four works by Claude Beausoleil were published this year: Ahuntsic Dream and Le sang froid du reptile, both by Herbes rouges, Promenade modern style, by Éditions Cul Q, and Motilité, by Éditions l'Aurore.


* Montréal * Jovette Marchessault's novel Comme une enfant de la terre: 1. Le crachat solaire was published by Leméac. It won the Prix littéraire France-Québec in 1976.
1975.


— * Montréal * Paul Toupin’s La nouvelle inquisition was published by Pierre Tisseyre.


— * Ottawa * David Watmough’s Love and the Waiting Game: Eleven Stories was published by Oberon.


— * Scarborough, Ont. * Gavin Dillard’s collection Twenty-Nine Poems was published by Catalyst Press.


— * Toronto * Helene Rosenthal’s Listen to the Old Mother: Poems New and Selected was published by McClelland and Stewart.


— * Vancouver * Jane Rule’s collection of short stories Theme for Diverse Instruments was published by Talonbooks. Some of the stories had been published previously in The Ladder, the American lesbian periodical.


— * Vancouver * Two books of poetry by George Stanley were published this year: Sticks, by Talonbooks, and You, by New Star Books.


January * Montréal * “The Myth of Madness,” a special forty-two-page issue of Long Time Coming about lesbians and the mental health system in Canada, was published. The regular issue of Long Time Coming for January 1975 was entirely devoted (thirty-five pages) to a reprinting of the Collective Lesbian International Terrors (CLIT) Statement, a series of short articles on dyke

[Articles in the “Myth of Madness” issue (January 1975) included “Alternatives” (pp. 17–19), “Annemieke’s Story” (pp. 13–16), “Danielle and the Shrink” (pp. 7–11), “An Interview with Dr. Irene Simons” (pp. 23–28), “Interview with Felicity” (pp. 2–6), Jackie, “Gay: Mad, Bad, or Glad?” (pp. 29–31), “Linda’s Story” (pp. 21–22), and Erin Shoemaker, “The Homosexual in the New Therapies” (pp. 33–42); “CLIT Statement No. 2,” *Long Time Coming* 2 (January 1975): 2–36.]

January * Québec, Qué. * The Service d’entraide homophile de Quéc (SEHQ) became an independent counselling and referral service. Although created by CHAL, SEHQ received so many requests for service that it became independent, although it still operated from CHAL’s office at 264, rue des Franciscains. SEHQ was devoted to providing consultation and referrals to gay men and lesbians for moral, social, familial, and legal problems. Denise Goyette was the director of SEHQ.


January * St. Lambert, Qué. * The gay studies course “The Homosexual Perspective in Literature” was offered by Prof. Bryan Doubt at Champlain College.


January * Toronto * Steven Hannah and Guy Roy attempted to start a project aimed at helping to reduce the alienation of elderly gay men.


January * Saskatoon * The Zodiac Friendship Society and Saskatoon Gay Action became known officially as the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon.

[“Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

January 6 * Ottawa * Member of Parliament Lloyd Francis (Lib.-Ottawa West) claimed that an “irresponsible act” by an office assistant had left the erroneous impression that he considered the Immigration Act discriminatory because it barred gay people. This controversy erupted after a questionnaire sent by the NGEC during the 1974 federal election campaign was returned from Francis’s office with a written response supporting several NGEC demands, including one relating to changes to the Immigration Act. GO followed up on this response and received a letter reiterating Francis’s
support for changes to the Act, which GO then quoted in a press release. When the Ottawa Citizen quoted the press release, Francis denied personal knowledge of the letter to GO.


January 18–19 * Toronto * About sixty people attended the founding conference of the Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO), held at the DonVale Community Centre. Nine groups from five Ontario cities were represented officially; four other political and social service organizations sent delegations. CGRO was formed at the initiative of Tom Warner of GATE (Toronto) to work for law reform in Ontario at the provincial level, and particularly towards the amendment of the Ontario Human Rights Code to protect people from discrimination based on sexual orientation. The formation of CGRO marked the first time that gay and lesbian groups in Ontario had really united to work towards a common purpose. In 1987 the group changed its name to the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights in Ontario/Coalition pour les droits des lesbiennes et des hommes gais en Ontario (CLGRO/CDLGO). (See also February 22, 1975.)


January 23 * Québec, Qué. * Parti Québécois House Leader Robert Burns announced his support for the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the proposed provincial Human Rights Charter after representatives of three gay organizations (Roger Bellemare, Luc Doré, and Denise Goyette, representing CHUM, AHM/GMA, and SEHQ) presented briefs to the Québec Assembly’s Justice Committee. Jérôme Choquette, Québec’s Minister of Justice, conceded that gay people had faced discrimination and did not dismiss the possibility that sexual orientation would be included in the proposed Charter. This was the first time that representatives of the gay
movement had appeared before a Canadian legislative body. (See also June 25, 1975.)


January 24–26 * Montréal * Between 200 and 300 delegates from Canada and the United States attended the second annual national lesbian conference, organized by Montreal Gay Women (Labyris). Seminars were held on such topics as coming out, lesbian separatism, multiple relationships, self-defence, and directions for gay women in society. One of the highlights of the event was a dance, featuring the New Haven Women’s Liberation Rock Band, which was attended by 500 women.


January 25 * Vancouver * Members of GATE (Vancouver) took part in a demonstration against racism organized by the International Committee against Racism. The Committee said that it was pleased with gay participation in the rally, but did not allow a gay speaker.
February * Guelph, Ont. * Students from the associate diploma course in agriculture at the University of Guelph presented a 100-signature petition to the *Ontarion*, protesting "the favourable publicity that homosexuality in general and the UGHA in particular receives through the *Ontarion.*" The paper had published regular "Gays at Guelph" pieces since autumn 1973. The petition referred to homosexuality as "a perversion."


February * Hamilton * The Club Hamilton steam bath opened at 542 Barton Street. It operated until August 1977.


February * Saskatoon * A rap group for bisexuals began meeting regularly at the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon.

[Notice, *Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon Newsletter*, January 1975, p. 4.]

February 3 * Ottawa * A Green Paper on Immigration and Population was tabled in the House of Commons by Manpower and Immigration Minister Robert Andras. It was ambiguous with respect to gay people and did not eliminate homosexuals from a list of prohibited classes of persons (including also alcoholics, drug addicts, and pimps) automatically denied entry to Canada. (See also February 15 and March 1975.)


February 4 * Montréal * Police raided the Sauna Aquarius baths, 1183, rue Crescent, and arrested thirty-five people as being found-ins in a bawdy house. The manager and two employees were charged with being operators of a common bawdy house; no charges were laid against the owners. Of the thirty-five customers charged, one pleaded guilty and was fined $25. The police raid on the Aquarius was part of a campaign to "clean up" Montréal.
in preparation for the 1976 summer Olympics. In response to the raid, the AHM/GMA publication *Gay-Zette* published a special twelve-page issue that included an interview with one of the people arrested and notes on recent police harassment in Montréal. On February 25, 1976, Harold Walsh, the manager of the Aquarius, was convicted of operating a common bawdy house and faced up to two years in prison; his appeal to the Québec Court of Appeal failed in 1977. (See also April 12, 1975.)


**February 7 * Montréal * Slightly Older Lesbians (SOL) was formed for lesbians over thirty years old. By late February 1975 SOL was sponsoring socials every second Friday evening at the Women’s Information and Referral Centre/Centre d’information et de références pour femmes, 3595, rue St. Urbain, as well as games evenings, dinners, and dances.


**February 7 * Toronto * John Damien was officially fired by the Ontario Racing Commission because he was gay. The Commission was an independent agency of the Ontario government. Damien had worked in racing for twenty years and had been employed by the Commission for five years. At the time of his dismissal Damien held the position of Commission Racing Steward, one of three top racing judges in Ontario. On February 14 GATE (Toronto) began to campaign for Damien’s reinstatement, as well as for the formation of a commission of enquiry into his firing and into the status of gay people working in positions under Ontario government jurisdiction. The Committee to Defend John Damien was established February 22, with Christine Bearchell as chairperson. The Damien case was to become one of the most prominent gay civil rights cases in Canadian history. After much legal wrangling the case remained partially unresolved when Damien died in Windsor of pancreatic cancer on December 24, 1986. His suit for wrongful dismissal against the Ontario Racing Commission was settled in 1986; Damien received a year’s wages plus interest, about $50,000. A second suit, for loss of income, had been placed against the estate of Thoreau Willard
O'Mulvenny, a Fort Erie racetrack doctor who had informed the Ontario Jockey Club in 1974 that Damien was a homosexual. The case had not yet been heard when Damien died. (See also February 22, March 14, 21, May 6, 10, 11, 13, 24–25, June 24, June 28–July 1, August 31, September, September 13, October, October 23, 24, 30, and December 5, 1975.)


February 14–16 * Winnipeg * Stuart Russell and Chris Vogel of GFE were elected delegates to the annual provincial NDP conference. GFE was allowed to operate a literature and information table at the convention after first
being refused and threatening to picket. Russell and Vogel were able to gather some support for a brief recommending changes to the Manitoba Human Rights Act regarding sexual orientation.


February 15 * Toronto * About fifty people protested in front of the Manpower and Immigration offices against the Green Paper on Immigration and Population tabled in the House of Commons on February 3. The demonstration was organized by GATE (Toronto).


February 19-22 * Ottawa * Mart Crowley’s play The Boys in the Band was performed at the Camelot Little Theatre. About fifteen members of GO distributed leaflets outside, complaining that the play, first produced in 1968, had become a theatrical cliché in that it did not take into account changing attitudes towards gays.


February 22 * Waterloo, Ont. * The Steering Committee of CGRO met to discuss a common program for Ontario’s gay groups. Eleven organizations were represented. The Committee adopted a founding statement that urged a public campaign to “obtain full civil and human rights for homosexual men and women.” CGRO’s immediate goal was to press for protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation to be included in the Ontario Human Rights Code. CGRO also launched its first public action by establishing the Committee to Defend John Damien.


February 24 * Saskatoon * The University of Saskatchewan’s student debating team sponsored a debate on gay marriage. Norman Naylor, the Unitarian minister from Winnipeg who had married Richard North and Chris Vogel in February 1974, spoke for the affirmative. Brian Thorpe, a United Church minister based at the University campus, spoke against the motion. The affirmative side won, 44-10.

[“Gay Marriages?” Gay West, no. 2 (1975), p. 11.]

February 27 * Ottawa * Members of GO demanded the right to speak at a
workshop for social workers and doctors entitled “Behaviour Therapy and Sexual Dysfunction,” featuring psychiatrists Alan Goldstein and Deborah Phillips from Temple University, Philadelphia, and sponsored by the Centre for Behaviour Therapy and Assessment. GO was determined to speak at the session because the doctors displayed anti-gay prejudices and were interested in “reversing” sexual orientation through the use of treatments such as aversion therapy. Charles Hill, president of GO, was allowed to speak for fifteen minutes.


February 28  * Vancouver  * The first public hearing in Canada of a gay civil rights case under provincial human rights legislation was held at the Hotel Vancouver. The case involved GATE (Vancouver)’s complaint against the Vancouver Sun that the paper’s refusal to print a two-line classified ad for Gay Tide contravened the British Columbia Human Rights Act. During the hearing, testimony was given concerning Sun publisher Stuart Keate’s notion that homosexuality was a “threat to society” and that it was linked to “problems regarding V.D. and crime.” On January 12, 1976, the Board of Inquiry, chaired by Vancouver lawyer Joe Wood, ruled that the Vancouver Sun had violated the provincial Human Rights Code; it ordered the Sun to pay GATE $500 in costs and “to refrain from committing the same or similar contraventions of the Code in future.” GATE organized a victory picket of about fifty people outside of the Sun’s Pacific Press building. On July 16, 1976, the Sun appealed the ruling to the B.C. Supreme Court, but in August the court rejected the appeal and upheld the Board’s ruling. On June 10, 1977, the ruling was overturned by the B.C. Court of Appeal. GATE (Vancouver) took the case to the Supreme Court of Canada, making it the first lesbian and gay rights case ever to make it to the highest court in Canada. On May 22, 1979, in a six to three decision, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed the appeal of GATE (Vancouver), ruling that freedom of the press allowed the Sun “reasonable cause” to refuse the ad. The Sun eventually changed its ad policy, however, and printed a classified ad for Gay Tide on November 17, 1979.

March * Montréal * The Groupe homosexuel d'action politique (GHAP), a lesbian and gay organization with an anti-capitalist perspective, was formed. Members of GHAP participated in several women's and workers' marches, including the International Women's Day march on March 8 and the May Day march on May 1, and in the National Gay Rights Conference in Ottawa, June 28–July 1, 1975. During 1975–76, GHAP attempted to develop a gay Marxist ideology, linking workers, women, and gays, but the group disbanded by the end of 1976.

March * Ottawa * The Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy was appointed by the Trudeau government one month after the introduction of the Green Paper on Immigration and Population, which had been prepared
by the Department of Manpower and Immigration as a guide to the revision of the Immigration Act. Various community and political groups had denounced the document as racist, anti-immigrant, and reactionary. Gay groups were angered that the document did not propose removing anti-homosexual references from the Act. (See also November 6, 1975.)


March * Toronto * GATE (Toronto) began publishing the newsletter *Gay Rising*. It was published irregularly until November 1978.

[“A Newsletter Is Now Being Published,” *Body Politic*, no. 18 (1975), p. 7.]

March * Toronto * A review committee of the Ontario Human Rights Commission was established to recommend changes to the Ontario Human Rights Code.


March 3 * Ottawa * Michel Gravel, twenty-one, was arrested for running two male nude modelling agencies that were used as a front for a prostitution service involving teenage boys. Seventeen other men, all but one customers of the agencies, were arrested over the next three weeks and charged with contributing to juvenile delinquency, gross indecency, or buggery. None of the prostitutes was charged. The media sensationalized the “Ottawa Sex Scandal,” calling the agencies a “white slavery ring” and a “homosexual vice ring.” The names, ages, addresses, and occupations of those arrested were published or reported not only locally, but in newspapers across the country and on national radio. On March 18, one of the arrested men, Warren Zufelt, a thirty-four-year-old civil servant, committed suicide by jumping from an apartment building. On March 20, GO organized marches against police headquarters and the offices of the *Ottawa Journal* to protest police persecution of gays and biased reporting in the media, and to urge passing of a uniform age of consent law for all sexual acts. Soon afterwards, Ontario MPP Michael Cassidy (NDP-Ottawa Centre) wrote to Ontario’s Minister of Justice John Clement. Troubled by Zufelt’s death, Cassidy asked for an explanation of the double standard in charging gay clients of prostitutes with more serious offenses (such as gross indecency and buggery) than heterosexual clients (usually charged as being found-ins) in similar circumstances. Michel Gravel eventually pleaded guilty to charges of operating a common bawdy house.
and gross indecency; in September 1975 he was sentenced to two years less a day at the Guelph Correctional Centre, where he would be protected from prisoner abuse and receive psychiatric treatment. G6 established the Warren Zufelt Memorial Defence Fund to help pay the court costs of the men who were charged. Of the sixteen other men charged, nine were fired, suspended, or changed jobs, and eight required psychiatric care because of the deluge of hate mail and calls they received. When their trials were completed, not one of the sixteen received either a jail term or fine; the charges were dismissed or the men were given absolute discharges or suspended sentences. In March and April 1976 there were calls in the Ontario Legislature from both opposition parties, led by MPs Michael Cassidy (NDP-Ottawa-Centre) and Albert Roy (Lib.-Ottawa East), for a judicial inquiry into the handling of the case by Ottawa's morality squad. These demands were rejected by Ontario's Solicitor-General John MacBeth, Attorney-General Roy McMurtry, and, finally, Premier William Davis, who declared that "a public inquiry would serve no purpose." (See also March 18, April 9, May 13, June 12, and August 15, 1975.)

March 8 * Montréal * A group of male members of GHAP participated in the International Women's Day celebration.


March 8 * Toronto * Delegates at the International Women's Day conference at Toronto City Hall voted to demand the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code. They also showed support for the Committee to Defend John Damien.


March 11 * Ottawa * B.C. MLA Rosemary Brown (Vancouver-Burrard) appeared as a candidate for the leadership of the federal NDP at a public meeting sponsored by the NDP Ottawa-South Riding Association. She spoke briefly on gay issues and the link between the socialist struggle and gay rights. GO members in attendance reported that the audience reacted with "polite silence and embarrassment." (See also May 6, 1975.)

["GO Members Question M.P.s," GO Info 2 (April-May 1975): 6.]

March 14 * Toronto * During question period, MPP P.D. Lawlor (NDP-Lakeshore) asked Ontario's Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations Sidney Handlerman to make a statement on the case of John Damien, who was fired from his job with the Ontario Racing Commission for being gay. Mr. Handlerman replied that he had "hoped this matter would not arise in the House," and reiterated the Ontario government's position that Damien "had been compromised by certain contacts."


March 15 * Thunder Bay, Ont. * The Mona Lisa Tavern's plate glass door was kicked in and owner Michael Agostinelli was faced by a hostile crowd of youths. Agostinelli discharged a gun and one person in the crowd was hit in the leg. Located at 505 Simpson Street, the Mona Lisa had operated as a gay bar since 1972. It was subjected to continual harassment by people who did
not want a gay bar in the area, and had been broken up on numerous occasions while the Thunder Bay police refused to act. In 1978, Agostinelli pleaded guilty to a charge of unlawfully causing bodily harm and was fined $500. The bar was forced to close because of the incident and charges.


March 18 * Ottawa * The Ottawa-Carleton Social Planning Council voted 10–5 to approve a motion by board member Irving Greenberg to study how sexual offence charges were laid in Ottawa. This motion was raised in concern over the suicide of Warren Zufelt, one of the men charged in the "Ottawa Sex Scandal."


March 20 * Hamilton * Gayline Distress Service, Hamilton's first telephone counselling service for homosexuals, began operation under the direction of the Hamilton-McMaster GLM.

[“Gayline Distress Service Announces Commencement of Operation,” Dialogue, no. 10 (1975), p. 5.]

March 21 * Toronto * John Damien, fired from his job with the Ontario Racing Commission for being gay, filed a wrongful dismissal suit for $350,000 in damages against the Commission in the Supreme Court of Ontario. Damien filed another suit for $1 million in punitive damages against officials of the Ontario Jockey Club, the Commission, and the Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations, claiming that they had injured him at his trade. Damien also sought payment of his legal fees and a court order demanding his reinstatement. His lawyer, Harry Kopyto, also began preparing a brief to the Ontario Human Rights Commission, asking the Commission to expand its definition of “sex” in the Ontario Human Rights Code to include sexual orientation. (See also September 1975.)


March 21 * Winnipeg * GFE sponsored a forum at the University of Manitoba entitled “Homosexual Oppression and Liberation — Views from the Left.” Political parties of the left were invited to present their analysis of
the nature of gay oppression and their relationship to the gay movement. Members of the Revolutionary Marxist Group and the League for Socialist Action were present, but NDP and Communist Party members refused to participate.


**March 26** • Alberta • A provincial election was held in which the Progressive Conservatives won sixty-nine of seventy-five seats. In the period leading up to the election, members of GATE (Edmonton) questioned candidates about gay civil rights and the inclusion of sexual orientation in provincial human rights legislation. GATE (Edmonton) also sent the brief “Homosexuals: A Minority without Rights” to all candidates. Fifty-five percent of the candidates who returned the questionnaire (mostly NDP candidates) supported including sexual orientation in the legislation. During the campaign, gays were vilified by the president of the Alberta Liberal party, Jack Pickett.

[“Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Edmonton)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

**Spring** • Montréal • Raids and arrests made in baths, bars, and public washrooms signalled the beginning of a police crackdown against the gay community in an attempt to “clean up” Montréal in preparation for the thousands of tourists who would visit the city during the 1976 summer Olympics.


**Spring** • Montréal • Bishop Robert Clement of the Church of the Beloved Disciple, New York, N.Y., visited MCC and delivered a sermon tracing the growth of his gay church.


**Spring** • New Brunswick • Five English-language daily newspapers refused to print a classified ad for Gay Friends of Fredericton. All of the papers (the *Daily Gleaner*, Fredericton; the *Telegraph-Journal* and the *Times-Globe*, Saint John; the *Moncton Times*; and the *Moncton Transcript*) were owned by the Irving family.

Spring * Ottawa * A chapter of Alcoholics Anonymous geared specifically to gay men began to meet regularly at the MCC church hall.

Spring * St. John's * CHAN sponsored a lesbian/feminist workshop at the St. John's Women's Centre.

Spring * Saskatoon * The Committee of Gays for the Re-election of John Richards was formed in preparation for the June 11 provincial election. Richards (Ind. Soc.-Saskatoon-Centre), elected in 1971, had been supportive of the gay community and had raised the issue of gay rights in the legislature. Richards went down to defeat in the election.
["Gays Enter Political Arena," Gay West, no. 2 (1975), pp. 7, 15.]

Spring * Toronto * The musical revue In Gay Company played at the Teller's Cage theatre.

Spring * Toronto * Rev. Bob Wolfe announced that MCC would not seek membership in CGRO because the congregation's "diversity on the subject of activism precludes the direct and official participation of our corporate entity at this time." MCC changed its position on October 5, 1975, when the newly elected board of directors of MCC voted to become affiliated with both CGRO and NGRC/CNDH.

April * Montréal * An independent collective (including John Blacklock, Frank Brayton, Robert Burns, Tony Farebrother, and Kelly Rivard) began publishing the English-language monthly newsmagazine Gay Times in response to increased police harassment of the gay community. The police crackdown was intended to clean up the city's gay life in preparation for the 1976 summer Olympics. Gay Times was formed to monitor police actions and to press for organized reaction from the community. The paper ceased publication in spring 1976, after only eight issues.

April * Ottawa * MPP Michael Cassidy (NDP-Ottawa-Centre) endorsed the
Committee to Defend John Damien and also declared his support for the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code. Cassidy had come to support this position after the death of Warren Zufelt in the "Ottawa Sex Scandal" affair.


**April**  
**Ottawa**  
GO members Denis LeBlanc and Paul Wise prepared the brief "Civil Rights of Homosexuals in City Employment," which was presented to members of Ottawa's Board of Control and to all councillors. (See also June 12 and August 19, 1975.)


**April**  
**Québec, Qué.**  
The Civil Liberties Committee, composed of representatives from AHM/GMA, CHAL, and CHUM, forwarded a 2,600-name petition supporting the inclusion of sexual orientation in the proposed Human Rights Charter to Québéc's Justice Minister Jérôme Choquette.

["Petition Sent to Québec," *Gay Times* (May 1975): 4.]

**April**  
**Toronto**  
The Royal Commission into Metropolitan Toronto Police Practices began hearings under Ontario Supreme Court Justice Donald Morand. Pat Murphy testified concerning mistreatment during her arrest as one of the Brunswick Four. The Commission's report was released on June 30, 1976, and concluded that in the case of the Brunswick Four the police officers had not used excessive force and that the women had been abusive to the police.


**April**  
**Winnipeg**  
The Manitoba Telephone System refused to list either of GFE's numbers in Winnipeg's new telephone directory. Only after several weeks of pressure from lawyers representing GFE and from the Provincial Ombudsman's office did the telephone company agree to list them.

["Gays for Equality (GFE)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

**April**  
**Toronto**  
Two lesbians, Nancy and Linda, were married at the MCC by Rev. Bob Wolfe. The ceremony was covered by the *Toronto Sun*. 
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April 9 * Ottawa * Ron Dayman of GO filed a complaint with the Ontario Press Council against the Ottawa Citizen, complaining of the sensational and biased reporting displayed by the Citizen during the "Ottawa Sex Scandal" affair. (See also August 15, 1975.)

April 12 * Montréal * A fire destroyed the Sauna Aquarius baths, 1183, rue Crescent. Three men were killed in the blaze. Arson was suspected, but never proved.

April 12 * Québec, Qué. * About fifty lesbians met at CHAL, 264, rue des Franciscains, to discuss problems faced by lesbians in society. The event was organized by Denise Goyette of CHAL. This was the first meeting of its kind held in Québec City.

May * Montréal * Representatives of Gay Times met with Neil Caplan, a member of the executive of the Montreal Citizen's Movement (MCM), to discuss gay civil rights and municipal government in Montréal. At that time, the MCM held almost one-third of the seats on city council.

May * Toronto * Issue eighteen of The Body Politic was ordered off the newsstands by the Toronto Morality Squad. A full-page cartoon on page eleven entitled "The Continuing Adventures of Harold Hedd," written and drawn by Rand Holmes, showed two men engaged in oral sex. The same cartoon had been published in a censored form in the Georgia Straight in October 1971. At that time the sex scenes were removed because the printer refused to print them.

[Helen Bullock, "I Now Pronounce You... Er," Toronto Sun, 6 April 1975, p. 4.]

[Charles Hill papers, 82-015/01 and /03, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]


["'We're Gonna Close You Down,' " Body Politic, no. 19 (1975), pp. 1, 12.]

[Body Politic, no. 19 (1975), pp. 1, 12.]
May * Vancouver * After a 5–5 tie vote, Vancouver City Council rejected a grant proposal for $9,000 to sponsor a gay education and counselling service, submitted by search. The proposal had been recommended to Council by the Director of Social Planning and had already passed Council’s Standing Committee on Social Services. It was resubmitted but was rejected again on July 22, 1975, by a 6–5 margin.


May 1 * Montréal * A lesbian and gay contingent of about sixty people took part in the annual May Day march for workers’ solidarity. The group carried its own banner and placards and was generally well-received by the other marchers. This was by far the largest openly gay contingent in a Montréal demonstration to that time.


May 2 * Toronto * The Wages Due Lesbians collective, part of the International Wages for Housework movement, held a demonstration at Toronto City Hall. Eight women from different backgrounds spoke to a noontime crowd of about 250.


May 6 * Ontario * The Ontario Educational Communications Authority (Oeca) (Channel 19) broadcast the documentary To Be or Not to Be in its series “The Quiet Furies.” Filmed several years earlier in the United States, To Be or Not to Be was seen by some to be homophobic in its depiction of gays as superficial, immature, and living hopeless lives. GATE (Toronto) protested to Oeca chairperson Ronald Ide, and demanded that the program be withdrawn and never shown again. Later, members of The Body Politic, GATE (Toronto), and GAY met with the head of adult programming for Oeca in an attempt to influence programming on gay subjects.


May 6 * Vancouver * GATE (Vancouver) received a letter from MLA Rosemary Brown (NDP-Vancouver-Burrard), at that time a candidate for the leadership of the federal NDP, expressing her support for the campaign to reinstate John
Damien, who was fired from his job with the Ontario Racing Commission for being gay.


May 8 • Toronto • Members of GATE (Toronto) distributed leaflets to many of the 250 people attending a public meeting of the candidates for leadership of the federal NDP. Michael Riordon of GATE (Toronto) was able to ask the candidates their position on gays and the Canada Immigration Act. All candidates (including Ed Broadbent and Lorne Nystrom), although uncomfortable with the question, admitted that the prohibition of "these people" was unjust and should be eliminated from the Act.


May 10 • Montréal; Toronto • Lesbians and gay men took part in the "Women Unite: May 10th March," which was held to publicize International Women's Year and what they saw as the real needs of women — equal pay for equal work, abortion on demand, free daycare facilities, educational opportunities, and the repeal of discriminatory legislation. Marchers also called for equal custody rights for lesbian mothers and justice for John Damien and Dr. Henry Morgentaler.


May 11 • Chatham, Ont. • The Southwestern Ontario Regional Conference of NDP Riding Organizations passed resolutions to support the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code and to support John Damien in his case against the Ontario Racing Commission. The resolutions had been introduced by Windsor-Sandwich delegate Harold B. Desmarais, chairperson of wgu. (See also May 24–25, 1975.)


May 13 • Montréal • Representatives of AHM/GMA, CHUM, and CHAL presented a brief protesting the government's stand on homosexuals and immigration to a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy, held at the Berkeley Hotel. Charlie Thorpe of MCC also made a presentation.
May 13 • Toronto • GO had complained to the office of the Attorney General of Ontario regarding police practices in the arrests of the men charged in the “Ottawa Sex Scandal,” particularly with regard to the way in which the Ottawa Morality Squad handled the laying of charges and the releasing of the names of the accused. On May 13, W.H. Langton replied in a letter on behalf of the ministry, stating that “the vigilant efforts of the police deserve commendation rather than censure,” and that the publication of the names of the accused was the media’s “decision and responsibility.” GO’s request for a probe into the matter was denied.


May 13 • Toronto • The lawyer for John Mooney, president of the Ontario Jockey Club, asked Justice S.M. McBride of the Supreme Court of Ontario to dismiss several parts of John Damien’s statement of claim against him, including the allegation that Mooney was motivated by prejudice against Damien’s sexual orientation. On June 11, Justice McBride ruled that portions of the claim that alleged anti-gay prejudice be struck out. Damien’s lawyers immediately appealed the decision. (See also June 24, 1975.)


May 17 • Montréal • Labyris (formerly Montreal Gay Women) held its first dance at the Powerhouse Gallery. About 110 women attended.

[“Labyris Holds Dance, Prepares Centre,” Gay Times 1 (June 1975): 2.]

May 18–19 • Edmonton • Thirty-five delegates from across the Prairies provinces attended the Second Prairie Gay Liberation Conference, sponsored by GATE (Edmonton). Workshops were held, as well as discussions on campaigns for the inclusion of sexual orientation in provincial human rights codes, gay election activity, and work in the NDP. Delegates passed several resolutions, including a call for coordinated public actions across the Prairies on June 28 to protest the failure of the federal government’s Green Paper on Immigration and Population to recommend deletion of anti-gay clauses in the Immigration Act.

May 24–25 * Windsor, Ont. * The Windsor-Sandwich NDP Riding Association passed resolutions supporting the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code, supporting John Damien’s fight against the Ontario Racing Commission, and condemning the failure of the Green Paper on Immigration and Population to recommend the deletion of anti-gay clauses in the federal Immigration Act. These resolutions had been introduced by delegate Harold B. Desmarais, chairperson of WGU. (See also July 4–7, 1975.)


May 25 * Toronto * GATE (Toronto) participated in the People’s Assembly on the Green Paper on Immigration, a gathering of forty community, church, and labour groups that discussed the federal government’s proposals for a new Immigration Act.

[B.M. (Brian Mossop), “Let Our People In!” Gay Rising 1 (June 1975): 1, 3.]

May 27 * Vancouver * David Jacobs of Gay People of SFU presented a brief to the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy. GATE (Vancouver) sent a written submission.


June * Calgary * Gay Information and Resources Calgary (GIRC) was formed. Its office, originally located at 2–112A 8th Avenue S.E., offered weekly meetings, a speaker’s bureau, political action, and a library. The group’s first chairperson was John Windi (a.k.a. Windi Earthworm).


June * Calgary * An anti-gay skit performed by a band called The Dandies at the Four Seasons Hotel’s Scotch Room cabaret was allowed to continue despite letters of protest from GIRC to hotel management as well as a physical confrontation with the band, members of the audience, and the cabaret’s management.

[“Calgary Gays Try to Stop Show,” Body Politic, no. 20 (1975), p. 11; “Gay Information Resources Calgary (GIRC)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June * Edmonton * Eight people attended two meetings to discuss the possibility of forming a branch of MCC. The group decided to continue to meet informally.

June * Edmonton * The Gay Associations of Edmonton (GAE) was formed as a coalition of gay businesses and organizations. Its aim was to encourage closer ties between different segments of the community and to coordinate community-oriented projects.

["Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Edmonton)" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June * Mississauga, Ont. * Members of GATE (Toronto)'s educational committee were denied access to Cawthra Park Secondary School, where they had been scheduled to speak. The talk was cancelled at the last minute by principal Allan Pleasance, who declared that because homosexuality is a controversial "moral issue" the invitation would require parental approval.


June * New York, N.Y. * Robert Wallace's play No Deposit — No Return, about five men who interact when they are trapped in a subway washroom, was performed at the West Side Discussion Group Gay Theatre, 37 Ninth Avenue. The principal character, Sara Lee, was played by Saul Rubinek.

["No Deposit — No Return" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto; James Wilson, "No Deposit — No Return," Body Politic, no. 20 (1975), pp. 21-22.]

June * Toronto * In the Light, an extended-play recording of four songs by Sara Ellen Dunlop, was released as the first recording of Sara Ellen's Homemade Records, a label created by Dunlop (and her partner and business manager Shirley Anne Stonehouse) to distribute her own original music. Dunlop, who was born and raised in Alabama, became a legend in Toronto through her co-ownership (with Richard Kerr) of the Music Room and the Melody Room and as the driving force behind the band Mama Quilla. Her company, Sara Ellen's Music Ltd., was one of the earliest recording companies wholly owned and operated by women. Dunlop died of cancer in February 1978.


June * Vancouver * Pedestal, a women's liberation newspaper published since 1969, included much material of interest to feminists and occasional articles on lesbianism. The paper collapsed early in 1974 but was revived in June 1975. Renamed Pedestal: A Lesbian-Feminist Newspaper, it was now much more lesbian-oriented. The new venture lasted three issues before collapsing again by the end of 1975.

June 4 * St. John's * A member of CHAN gave a verbal presentation before a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy, held at the Hotel Newfoundland, stating that CHAN supported the brief prepared by GO concerning gays and the Immigration Act.

["CHAN Speaks Out at Immigration Hearings," Aboutface 1 (Summer 1975): 1.]

June 5 * Fredericton * Keith Sly of Gay Friends presented a brief to a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy.

["Gay Friends" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June 9 * Toronto * Representatives of GATE (Toronto) appeared before a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy, held at the Park Plaza Hotel. Hundreds of demonstrators marched outside of the hotel on Avenue Road, including a large gay contingent carrying signs and distributing leaflets protesting the federal government's exclusion of gay immigrants.


June 10 * Saskatoon * About twenty men and women demonstrated in front of the Star-Phoenix building to protest the paper's refusal to print an ad submitted by the Gay Community Centre. The Centre had sent questionnaires on gay matters to all candidates running in the June 11 provincial election. Nine of the twenty-five candidates in Saskatoon replied: eight were supportive of gay rights, one was negative. The ad refused by the Star-Phoenix listed the results of the poll. This was the first gay picket held in Saskatoon.


June 12 * Ottawa * Ron Dayman and Charles Hill of GO met with Ottawa Mayor Lorry Greenberg to press for an investigation of police activities in the arrests in the "Ottawa Sex Scandal" affair, and to recommend the adoption of a civil rights clause to protect gay municipal employees in Ottawa. Greenberg appeared to be largely unaware of discrimination against gays and asked GO to submit a brief outlining specific complaints to the Ottawa Police Commission. (See also August 19, 1975.)
June 12 * Windsor, Ont. * Harold B. Desmarais, chairperson of WGU, appeared before a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy, held at the Holiday Inn. Desmarais presented a brief on behalf of Windsor gays, calling for the implementation of the recommendations made in 1966 by a government commission in Section 61 of a White Paper on immigration. Desmarais was later interviewed by CKLW news.


June 16 * Winnipeg * Members of GFE presented a brief to a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy.

[Gays for Equality (GFE) papers, 83-024, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June 18 * Regina * Peter Millard of the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon presented a brief to the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy. The brief called for the removal of all restrictions on gay people visiting or emigrating to Canada.

["Ignored Again," Gay West, no. 2 (1975), p. 5; Untitled news item, Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon Newsletter, September 1975, p. 2.

June 24 * Toronto * John Damien was granted an appeal for reinclusion of major claims in his suit against the Ontario Racing Commission. Reversing Justice S.M. McBride's decision of June 11, Justice J. Lerner restored two important parts of Damien's claim — that he had been fired because he was a homosexual, and that he had been competent in his former position as a steward for the Ontario Racing Commission.


June 25 * Québec,Qué. * Justice Minister Jérôme Choquette and Liberal members of the National Assembly's parliamentary Justice Committee, supported by the Créditistes, defeated a PQ amendment to Bill 50, the province's proposed Charter of Rights, that would have outlawed discrimination based on sexual orientation. Opposition members, particularly Robert Burns (PQ-Maisonnette) and Jacques-Yvan Morin (PQ-Sauve), protested the move, declaring that an impressive number of religious, social, legal, and
An issue of *Le gai Québec*, edited by Pierre Ducharme.
union organizations had supported the demands of the gay coalition fighting for the amendment. Choquette, however, stated that Quebec society was not yet ready for such legal sanctions for homosexuals. The Charter was adopted July 7, 1975, without legal protection on the basis of sexual orientation, and came into effect June 28, 1976. The Charter was eventually amended to include sexual orientation on December 15, 1977, under a PQ government, when only two of the 110 members of the Assembly voted against the amendment. At that time Quebec became the first Canadian province and the largest political jurisdiction in North America to provide legal protection for homosexuals.


June 26 * Halifax * Robin Metcalfe of GAE presented a brief to a meeting of the Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy.

[Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE) papers, 84–018, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

June 28 * Pointe-aux-Trembles, Qué. * The first issue of Le gai Québec, a bilingual monthly tabloid, was published. Edited by Pierre Ducharme, it ceased publication in December 1975, after seven issues.


June 28–July 1 * Ottawa * The National Gay Rights Coalition/Coalition nationale pour les droits des homosexuels (NGRC/CNDH) was officially formed at the third national gay conference, organized by GQ and held at the University of Ottawa. The event was the largest and most geographically representative meeting of lesbians and gays in Canada to that time. About 200 people took part in the conference, which included caucuses, workshops, street theatre, dances, and a demonstration on Parliament Hill (June 30). The 150 registered delegates, of whom only about twenty were women,
represented almost every city in Canada, and many points of view. Growing divisions in the gay movement were evident, and at least five distinctive subgroupings were present: religious, service-oriented, rights-oriented, anarchist, and leftist. The groups were able to compromise, however, to reach a consensus on a ten-point programme for the NGRC/CNDH, which included the controversial recommendation to abolish all age-of-consent laws. The conference also voted to support other resolutions: to urge all gay organizations to take up the defence of John Damien; to send a message of support to Dr. Henry Morgentaler, commending his contributions to the struggle for women's rights, and calling for his release from prison; to support the struggle of gays in Québec; and to stage simultaneous demonstrations across Canada in the autumn of 1975 to protest anti-homosexual provisions in the federal Immigration Act. The issue of lesbian participation arose in a resolution, later adopted, which gave the Women's Caucus delegate status and established a person to act as a liaison to encourage lesbian participation in the NGRC/CNDH. As well, this was the first Canadian national conference in which delegates from Québec played a significant role; six groups from Montréal sent delegates, as did one group from Québec City. The NGRC/CNDH originally consisted of twenty-seven member groups and was to be coordinated by GO. Ron Dayman was named the first secretary of the group's national coordinating office. The NGRC/CNDH was renamed the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Rights Coalition/Coalition canadienne pour les droits des lesbiennes et gais (CLGRC/CCDLG) in 1978 and was active until June 1980.

June 28–July 1 * Ottawa * The Canadian Gay Press Service was formed during the third national gay conference. Members of the Service were The Body Politic (Toronto), Gay Times (Montréal), Gay West (Saskatoon), and Gay-Zette (Montréal).


Summer * Calgary * The Calgary Herald refused to print an advertisement for GIRC, reasoning that "the Herald is a family medium, and it's going to stay that way." The Albertan, the Herald's major competitor, printed the ad without comment. GIRC sought the help of the Alberta Human Rights Commission and the Alberta Press Council, but to no avail.


Summer * Ontario * For the second summer in a row, Cora, a women's bookstore and resource centre on wheels, travelled around rural and small-town Ontario with the aim of helping women in smaller centres overcome isolation from the women's movement. In Orillia, the bookmobile was searched by police after a man complained it was distributing "pornography"
such as *The Other Woman* and birth control and V.D. handbooks; no charges were laid.


**Summer • Ottawa •** The management and employees of the Lord Elgin Hotel's bars attempted to discourage gay customers by barring obviously gay people and by imposing arbitrary dress codes. This led to a brief gay boycott of the hotel. The Lord Elgin's lounge (main floor) and tavern (downstairs) had been gay meeting places for years.

[Ian Maclellan, "Lord Elgin = Homophobia," *GO Info* 2 (July–August 1975): 4.]

**Summer • Saskatoon •** An Opportunities for Youth grant for $7,200 was awarded to the project "Community Understanding." Doug Hellquist, Ann Lawrence, Lesley Noton, and Doug Wilson were hired to produce educational material (mostly pamphlets) about gay lifestyles.


**Summer • Toronto •** At least sixty-two bathers were arrested for being nude in a public place at the gay beach at Hanlan's Point on the Toronto Islands. This was part of an apparent increase in arrests and incidents of harassment directed against the gay community by the Toronto police and morality squad.


**Summer • Toronto •** An Opportunities for Youth grant for $6,610 was awarded to the project "About Gay People." Sue Ann Chousky, Peter Lancastle, Stephen Moyse, and Steve Quagliariello produced two thirty-minute video presentations about gay oppression, coming out, and lesbian and gay liberation in the Toronto area. The videos included interviews with delegates to the third national gay conference (June 28–July 1, 1975).


**Summer • Toronto •** "Marxism from a Gay Perspective" was offered by the Marxist Institute, 200 Bedford Road, as part of its summer course series. The
instructors included Walter Bruno and Tim McCaskell. The course was offered again (by McCaskell) during the autumn session.


**Summer * Toronto *** The Ontario Arts Council awarded grants totalling $3,500 to seven writers recommended by the writers’ cooperative Catalyst. The writers were Gavin Dillard, Michael Higgins, Graham Jackson, E.A. Lacey, Wayne McNeill, Richard Phelan, and Ian Young.


**Summer * Vancouver *** City police escalated a campaign of entrapment, surveillance, and intimidation of gay men, laying numerous charges against people caught cruising beaches, parks, and public washrooms.

["Police Entrapment on Upswing" (editorial), Gay Tide 2 (August 1975): 1.]

**Summer * Windsor, Ont. *** The Ritz Hotel Tavern, a mixed bar located at 88 Pitt Street E., became mostly gay after a series of successful gay dances were held there by wgu. This was the first gay bar in Windsor.


**Summer * Windsor, Ont. *** wgu opened a drop-in centre at 137 Park W., complete with a gayline and a library.


**July * Montréal *** After a three-month search, the ahm/gma found a home for its drop-in centre and library in an apartment at 6–3425, rue Peel. The group had been evicted from its rented premises in the wave of harassment leading up to the 1976 summer Olympics. ahm/gma was forced to vacate the rue Peel premises in December 1975; by February 1976, the group had disbanded.


**July * Montréal *** A proposal was drafted for a Gay Social Services Project to be operated under the Family Service Association at the Ville Marie Social Service Centre, 5 Weredale Park, Westmount. The Project would formalize the services to lesbians and gay men that the Family Service Association had
been providing since 1973. It became operational by September 1975 and by mid-1976 had expanded through additional funding. The Project provided a variety of services to the anglophone gay community, including a gayline, individual and group counselling, community relations groups, a foster children's project, a gay youth group, and educational seminars. It was coordinated by Miriam Boghen and employed two gay social workers (Bruce Garside and Joanne Stitt) as well as about forty male and female volunteers recruited from the gay community. Although it was meant to serve all members of the community, there were some complaints early on that the Project was male-oriented and did not serve lesbians well.


July * Montréal * André Roy’s book of poetry *Vers mauve* was published by Herbes rouges.


July * Toronto * MCC opened the Gay Community Services Centre at 20 Trinity Square with the establishment of a drop-in centre and the continuation of its personal counselling service phone line.


July * Vancouver * SEARCH opened a community services centre at 301–1367 Richards Street in space donated by the Play Pen Club. From there the group sponsored an information service on counselling and legal assistance, a drop-in, community education seminars and discussions, a gay Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, the Have a Gay Stay housing service, and a newsletter.


July 2 * Burnaby, B.C. * A lesbian drop-in group began meeting at the Women’s Centre at Simon Fraser University.

["Lesbian Drop-in," *Peak* (Simon Fraser Univ.), *Gay Supplement*, 9 July 1975, p. 1.]
July 3 * Montréal * Labyris Montreal (formerly Montreal Gay Women) officially opened its new drop-in centre at 4391, rue Laval with a potluck supper. About thirty women attended. By August 1975, Labyris had eighty-two members, but on August 19 the group's centre was destroyed by fire. Arson was suspected. The group met temporarily at the Women's Information and Referral Centre, 3595, rue St. Urbain. Labyris Montreal did not easily recover, as members drifted away. By the spring of 1976 the group was almost dormant and in July 1976 changed its name to Gay Women of Montreal — Labyris.


July 4–7 * Winnipeg * A Gay Caucus was formed at the national NDP convention, held at the Winnipeg Convention Centre and attended by more than 1,600 delegates. The Gay Caucus campaigned for the election of Harold B. Desmarais of WGU, who was running for the NDP Federal Council on a gay rights platform (he was unsuccessful), and launched a campaign to mobilize support for gay rights resolutions in the NDP.


July 9 * Burnaby, B.C. * The Peak, a student newspaper at Simon Fraser University, published a special gay supplement. The four-page insert, prepared by Gay People of SFU, included articles by gay students, faculty, and Vancouver gays covering many aspects of the gay experience.


July 21 * Ottawa * Justice Minister Otto Lang introduced Bill C-72, The Canadian Human Rights Act, in the House of Commons. The Bill would establish an Ottawa-based Canadian Human Rights Commission to fight discrimination in areas under federal jurisdiction. Discrimination based on sexual orientation would not be covered by the Commission. (See also July 31, 1975.)

pp. 1–2; Don Sellar, “Human Rights Legislation Target: Discrimination in Federal Sphere,” Ottawa Citizen, 22 July 1975, pp. 1, 4.]

July 21–September 26 * Ottawa * GO was awarded a grant for $4,485 from the Secretary of State under the Student Community Services Program to fund Project Community Outreach. The project was designed to help educate people in the Ottawa area about homosexuality and to conduct seminars about GO and the gay community for local social service agencies. Ron Dayman, Ian MacLennan, Marie Robertson, and Greg Spurgeon participated in the project, which included the production of the bilingual booklet Understanding Homophobia/Pour bien comprendre l'homophobie. On September 4, Project Community Outreach held a public forum on homosexuality at the Ottawa Public Library Auditorium.


July 23 * New Westminster, B.C. * Members of GATE (Vancouver) participated in a picket organized by the Prisoners' Union Committee in support of striking inmates at the penitentiary in New Westminster. The inmates were on strike to demand recognition of a prisoners' union and the right to collective bargaining. GATE (Vancouver) supported sexual rights for prisoners, particularly the right of conjugal visits from wives or lovers.

[“For a Prisoners' Union,” Gay Tide 2 (August 1975): 5.]

July 31 * Ottawa * GO announced the launching of a public campaign to press for the protection of lesbians and gay men under the Canadian Human Rights Commission proposed in Bill C-72, given first reading in the House of Commons on July 21, 1975.

[GO press release, 31 July 1975, Gays of Ottawa/Gays d'Ottawa (GO) vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

August * Calgary * At a Western Canada Policy Conference of Progressive Conservative Youth, delegate Wayne Madden introduced a resolution calling for an end to the exclusion of gay people from Canada under the Immigration Act. The resolution was passed at the committee stage but met with a tie vote in the full conference, and was thus defeated.

[“Gay Resolution Ties Young P.C.s,” Body Politic, no. 21 (1975), p. 5.]

August * Montréal * The female manager of Baby Face Disco was accused of physically assaulting patrons of the bar on several occasions. At this time,
Baby Face was the sole women-only bar in Montréal.


**August** * Pointe-aux-Trembles, Qué. * A group for gay Mormons called Groupe Mormon gai/Gay Mormon Group was in operation.


**August** * Saint John, N.B. * The gay helpline Speak Easy was in operation, with D.R. Reardon acting as one of the coordinators.

["Speak Easy" vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

**August 11** * Vancouver * Members of GATE (Vancouver) marched under their own banner in a demonstration of 150 people demanding the release of Dr. Henry Morgentaler. The march was organized by the Vancouver office of the Canadian Association for the Repeal of Abortion Laws (CARAL).


**August 15** * Toronto * Ron Dayman and Charles Hill of GO appeared before the Ontario Press Council to present a complaint against the Ottawa Citizen regarding its coverage of the “Ottawa Sex Scandal” in March 1975. GO complained that the paper had engaged in an anti-homosexual witch-hunt, using sensational and irresponsible reporting and terms like “vice ring” to create a rumour mill of national proportions. On December 12, 1975, the Council ruled that the Citizen had not given undue prominence to the reporting of charges laid in the “Ottawa Sex Scandal.”


**August 15** * Toronto * Michael Riordon lodged a complaint with the Ontario Press Council against the Toronto Star, accusing the paper of publishing a letter to the editor written by him but with substantial alterations of content. The original letter had criticized the Star for its continuing prejudice against gay people; when it appeared in the paper’s “Voice of the People” section on February 28, 1975, the criticisms of and references to the Star were deleted without acknowledgement. The complaint was later dismissed by the Council.

August 19 * Ottawa * Marie Robertson and Ron Dayman of GO met with the Ottawa Board of Control to present the brief “Civil Rights of Homosexuals in City Employment” and to make an oral presentation calling for a ruling barring discrimination based on sexual orientation in the employment of municipal workers. Mayor Lorry Greenberg said that the city solicitor and personnel department would examine the brief. After much delay the matter was sent before the full city council for consideration and on April 5, 1976, Ottawa became the second Canadian city to officially ban discrimination based on sexual orientation in municipal employment.


August 22–23 * Montréal * A large community dance entitled Gay Dance Party was held at 57, rue Prince Arthur. It was privately sponsored by Outrageous Sound.


August 31 * London, Ont. * HALO sponsored a fundraising dinner for John Damien, which was attended by about ninety people. Damien, who was fired from his job with the Ontario Racing Commission for being gay, addressed the gathering and was given a standing ovation.

[“Damien Benefit,” HALO Grapevine 2 (August 1975): 7.]

August 31 * Windsor, Ont. * WGU hosted a convention of the Steering Committee of CGRO to discuss strategies in approaching candidates during the campaign for the September 18 Ontario provincial election. (See also September 1975.)


September * Ontario * During the campaign leading up to the September 18 provincial election six NDP MPPs (Ted Bounsall, Michael Cassidy, Pat Lawlor, Stephen Lewis, Ross McClellan, and David Warner) declared their support for amending the Ontario Human Rights Code to include protection based on sexual orientation. Margaret Campbell (Lib.-St. George) also made public statements supporting gay rights. CGRO had produced an updated ten-page brief, “The Homosexual Minority in Ontario,” which it sent to all sitting members of the Legislature, and to newly elected members after the election. As well, “Toward Equality,” a pamphlet containing CGRO’s
list of demands, was sent with a covering letter to all candidates in the election. (See also September 13, 1975.)


September * Ottawa * Members of GO received a letter from Justice Minister Otto Lang in reply to their query concerning sexual orientation and the proposed Canadian Human Rights Act. Lang indicated that the legislation would exclude gays from protection.


September * Toronto * A chapter of the Gay Academic Union (GAU) was officially formed at the University of Toronto. The first executive included Albert Gedraitis, John Alan Lee, Vicky Pullam, and R.T. Wallace. Dorothy Broderick and John Alan Lee had acted as Canadian contacts with the GAU in New York since 1974. An organizing committee (including Barry Adam, Clarence Barnes, John Alan Lee, Michael Lynch, and Jim Quixley) met in May 1975 to formulate goals, which included the “creation of a visible gay presence on campus, an end to discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender, the promotion of gay studies and the improvement of library holdings on gay subjects.” The Toronto GAU was seen as an independent group with fraternal ties to the GAU in the United States.


September * Toronto * The Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRRC) refused to investigate John Damien’s complaint against the Ontario Racing
Commission on the grounds that it did not deal with cases related to sexual orientation. The OHRC maintained that the word “sex” in the Code referred to gender only. This was in contradiction to the OHRC’s agreement in March 1974 that it would investigate and mediate individual, well-documented complaints of discrimination based on sexual orientation. The Commission, however, was willing to hear a submission from Harry Kopyto, Damien’s lawyer. (See also October 24 and December 5, 1975.)


September * Toronto * The University of Toronto Graduate Teaching Assistants Association included a clause banning discrimination in employment based on sexual orientation in its contract demands.

[“University Employees Ask for Ban on Gay Discrimination,” Body Politic, no. 22 (1976), p. 6.]

September 13 * Toronto * A gay rights march was organized by CGRO to demand the reinstatement of John Damien and the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code. The 250–300 people who marched from Queen’s Park to City Hall were addressed by more than a dozen speakers, including John Damien. Although almost one-third of the marchers were women, Chris Bearchell of GATE (Toronto) and the Committee to Defend John Damien was the only female speaker. The march was not reported in Toronto’s mainstream media. This event was part of CGRO’s preparations for the September 18 Ontario provincial election.


September 19 * Vancouver * Twenty women and men picketed the offices of the Vancouver Sun to protest the Sun’s reprinting on September 15 of a
Doug Wilson, 1975.
Photo by Gerald Hannon.
pro-family, anti-gay article by conservative Columbia University psychiatrist Herbert Hendin. The article had originally appeared in the *New York Times*. The protest was organized by GATE (Vancouver).


**September 22** * Saskatoon * Doug Wilson, a graduate student in the Department of Educational Foundations at the University of Saskatchewan, was told by James Kirkpatrick, dean of the university’s College of Education, that he would not be allowed to go into the school system to supervise practice teachers because of his public involvement with the gay liberation movement. At that time, Wilson was the first vice-president of the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon and had been trying to start a gay academic union at the university. Although he was qualified to do the job, Wilson was disqualified solely on the basis of his sexual orientation. Wilson protested, but the decision was upheld by University of Saskatchewan president R.W. Begg. Members of the Department of Educational Foundations immediately protested the decision and a Committee to Defend Doug Wilson was established. The Wilson case generated much support from groups and organizations in Saskatchewan (and elsewhere) and considerable coverage in the media. (See also October, October 2, 3–5, 7, 9, 11–13, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 30, and November 9, 1975.)

September 24 * Toronto * The first issue of *Esprit* (October), a national monthly magazine for gay men and lesbians, was published in an edition of 10,000 copies. Published by George Hislop and Peter Maloney and edited by Mary Axten, *Esprit* was an ambitious seventy-two-page, general-interest magazine. Its intention was “to present to the gay community, and to the community at large, a positive perspective of people who are going places and doing things, who are sometimes gay and sometimes not.” *Esprit* folded in January 1976, after three issues. (See also October 9, 1975.)


Autumn * Halifax * The Alternate Book Shop opened at 1585 Barrington Street, Suite 301. Operated by Tom Burns, secretary of GAE, it was the first gay bookstore in Atlantic Canada.


Autumn * Montréal * The Club Montreal baths opened at 173, rue Ste. Catherine E.


Autumn * Saskatchewan * Three NDP constituency associations passed motions requesting that the government include a sexual orientation clause in the provincial Human Rights Code. The motions were passed on for discussion at the NDP convention to be held in Saskatoon in November. The Saskatchewan Young New Democrats also indicated their support for the inclusion of sexual orientation in human rights legislation.


Autumn * Saskatoon * Neil Richards, a member of the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon, became the first openly gay person to be appointed to the constituency executive and the sixteen-member Metro Council of the NDP in Saskatoon.


Autumn * Toronto * Toronto Area Gays (TAG) was organized, with the intent of sponsoring counselling of lesbians and gays through a phone line as well as informal drop-ins. The first phone call on TAG’s gayline was taken on January 29, 1976.


Autumn * Vernon, B.C. * A gay drop-in and sexuality workshop for men and women was held; it was organized through the Women's Centre and North Okanagan Aid (NOA).


Autumn-Winter * Mississauga, Ont. * Gays of Mississauga was organized by Elgin Blair. The group was later renamed Gay Equality Mississauga (GEM).


October * Halifax * GAE was reorganized and revitalized after almost a year of inactivity. Regular meetings were held at MOVE, a coalition of citizen's groups, at 1712 Argyle Street. By November, a volunteer telephone gayline was established.


October * Peterborough, Ont. * A discreet lesbian group known as the “Women” was formed at Trent University. It was a social group and sponsored informal meetings, discussions, and parties. In September 1976 it reorganized to form the Trent Homophile Association (THA).


October * Saskatoon * Peter Millard and others attempted to form a gay academic union at the University of Saskatchewan in the wake of the Doug Wilson affair. On January 27, 1976, a meeting of the University of Saskatchewan Gay Academic Union was held at which Millard, a professor of English at the university, was elected president. Jim Avandt, Neil Richards, and Doug Wilson were elected to the executive.
October * Toronto * The *Body Politic* was refused a grant from the Ontario Arts Council, reportedly due to its low standards of writing, editing, and graphic design.

["Arts Council Refuses Grant," *Body Politic*, no. 21 (1975), p. 7.]

October * Toronto * A Symposium on Sexual Preference and Sexual Identity was sponsored by the Department of Psychiatric Education at the University of Toronto. During a discussion of homosexuality as an alternate lifestyle, Dr. Vivian Rakoff, the Symposium's organizer, revealed that he had originally planned to have an additional discussion of homosexuality as a psychopathology but could not find anyone interested in making such a presentation.


October * Waterloo, Ont. * The issue of gay rights was raised at the annual convention of the Ontario Federation of Labour. Guelph Gay Equality (formerly the UGHA) distributed 800 leaflets; resolutions to support the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code and to support John Damien never reached the floor.

["oFL Convention," *Body Politic*, no. 22 (1976), p. 5.]

October 2 * Saskatoon * At a rally of 300–400 people in support of Doug Wilson, MLA Paul Mostoway (NDP-Saskatoon-Centre) pledged his support for gay rights and said that he would work towards the inclusion of sexual orientation in provincial human rights legislation. This was the largest gay rights rally held in Canada to that time.


October 3–5 * Waterloo, Ont. * The first Canadian men's liberation conference was held at the University of Waterloo. More than 150 participants attended a workshop on men and homosexuality, during which a resolution was passed to support the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Ontario Human Rights Code. The conference also expressed solidarity with Doug Wilson.
October 7 * Saskatoon * The Saskatchewan Association on Human Rights called for changes in provincial human rights legislation to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation. The Association cited the case of Doug Wilson as an example of discrimination faced by gay people.

["Prohibition of Discrimination on Sex Orientation Basis Urged," *Saskatoon Star-Phoenix*, 7 October 1975, p. 3.]

October 7 * Saskatoon * In response to the Doug Wilson case, *The Sheaf*, a student newspaper at the University of Saskatchewan, published "*Sheaf Gay Special,"" a four-page supplement dealing exclusively with gay liberation. Members of the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon were involved in its production.


October 9 * Toronto * Mary Axten, editor of *Esprit*, was interviewed by Helen Worthington in the *Toronto Star* as part of the "Women of Our Times" series on the changing roles of women in society.


October 9 * Vancouver * Doug Wilson spoke about his case before a public meeting of fifty people at Fisherman’s Hall, sponsored by GATE (Vancouver).

["'Gay' Graduate Demands Reinstatement," *Vancouver Sun*, four star ed., 10 October 1975, p. 31.]

October 9–December 11 * Toronto * Professor of sociology John Alan Lee offered a gay studies course, "The Gay Experience: A Sociological Perspective," through the University of Toronto’s School of Continuing Studies.


October 11–13 * Saskatoon * The first National Gay Community Services Conference was held, sponsored by the Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon. Delegates representing gay organizations from Montréal to the west coast met to discuss how community services and education should relate to gay men and lesbians. The conference passed a resolution supporting the reinstatement of Doug Wilson.
October 17 * Montréal * Five gay bars (The Lime Light, Le Mystique, P.J.'s, Le Rocambole, and Au Taureau d'Or) were raided by police. This was part of a series of police raids designed to drive gay people from downtown bars and public places in an attempt to “clean up” Montréal for the 1976 summer Olympics.


October 18 * Saskatoon * The Saskatchewan Federation of Labour passed a resolution to amend its constitution to prohibit discrimination based on marital status or sexual orientation. This action was influenced by the Doug Wilson case.


October 19 * Fredericton * The National Union of Students passed a resolution calling upon all of its constituent members to send a letter to R.W. Begg, president of the University of Saskatchewan, to condemn his actions in the Doug Wilson affair.


October 22 * Toronto * In response to the John Damien and Doug Wilson cases, The Varsity, a student newspaper at the University of Toronto, devoted two full pages to articles concerning gay liberation under the general title “Homosexuals — Healthy, Sane Victims of Prejudice.”


October 23 * Toronto * The Committee to Defend John Damien, along with several other organizations and prominent individuals, sponsored a
public meeting on the Damien case. About 200 people attended the meeting, held at the University of Toronto, which was addressed by fourteen speakers, including Damien, Harry Kopyto, Doug Wilson, and representatives of local lesbian and gay groups and institutions. Both Damien and Wilson received standing ovations.


**October 24** *Toronto* *Lawyer Harry Kopyto submitted a brief to the Ontario Human Rights Commission on behalf of John Damien, arguing that the Commission should interpret the word "sex" in the Ontario Human Rights Code broadly enough to include sexual orientation. (See also December 5, 1975.)


**October 25** *Ottawa* *A march of 150 people on Parliament Hill protested government inaction during International Women's Year. About thirty lesbians and gay men participated, and were particularly vocal concerning the issues of gay liberation and custody rights for lesbian mothers. Marie Robertson of GO was one of the speakers, and Doug Wilson was introduced to the crowd.


**October 26** *Toronto* *Leonard Matlovich, the United States Air Force sergeant dismissed for being gay, spoke at MCC.


**October 29** *Toronto* *The *Globe and Mail* printed its first birth announcement involving a same-sex couple. The notice announced the birth on October 27 of Justine Sarah Jane Greenland "to Erika and Diann."
October 30 * Montréal * Gilles Carle's film *La tête de Normande St-Onge* premiered at Le Parisien theatre. One of the characters, portrayed by Reynald Bouchard, was a gay conjurer-musician.


October 30 * Toronto * About 140 people attended a benefit dinner in support of John Damien, Leonard Matlovich, and Doug Wilson, held at the Four Seasons Sheraton Hotel. The three men appeared on various local television and radio programmes in the few days surrounding the event. The *Toronto Star*'s report of the dinner used the noun "deviates" in its title, which led to protests from members of the gay community. On November 4, Mary Axten, George Hislop, Rev. Bob Wolfe, and Peter Maloney met with Borden Spears, senior editor and ombudsman at the *Star*, to discuss the paper's inadequate coverage of news events in the gay community. (See also November 8, 1975.)


October 31 * Montréal * Police raided P.J.'s bar and Baby Face, a popular women's bar, as part of a crackdown on the gay community, leading up to the 1976 summer Olympics.


October 31–November 1 * Vancouver * Eight lesbian rights policy proposals (ranging from child custody to housing and the age of consent), developed by the Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee of the British Columbia Federation of Women (BCFW), were presented for adoption at the second annual convention of the BCFW, held at Capilano College. One proposal rejecting the abolition of age-of-consent laws, arguing that such a move would worsen
the sexual exploitation of young women, was particularly controversial in that it opposed the stand taken by the NGRC/CNDH.


October–November * Vancouver * The Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee of the BCFW, in conjunction with the Women’s Office at the University of British Columbia, sponsored a series of six seminars held at UBC entitled “Perspective on Lesbianism,” which explored various aspects of lesbian life from a feminist viewpoint.

[“Perspective on Lesbianism” (advertisement), Pedestal: A Lesbian-Feminist Newspaper 7 (October–November 1975): 17.]

November * London, Ont. * HALO approved funds for a distress and counselling phone line, to be operated from its community centre at 649 Colborne Street beginning in 1976.


November * Montréal * Police arrested about eighty men in raids on public washrooms in the downtown core as part of the ongoing crackdown on the gay community leading up to the 1976 summer Olympics.


November * Ottawa * The Ottawa Knights, a gay leather and denim fraternity, was formed.

[“Ottawa Knights” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

November 2 * Toronto * Dave Gunton became the first Canadian-born citizen to be ordained a minister in the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches (MCC).


November 3 * Scarborough, Ont. * Adrienne Potts (one of the Brunswick Four) and one other woman, members of Radical Lesbian Feminists, disrupted the televised 1975 Miss Canada Pageant at the CFTO studio by storming onto the stage and protesting the sexism of the event. They were part of a group of ten lesbians who arrived to protest the pageant. Television viewers did not see the protest.
November 4 * Toronto * Wages Due Lesbians held a public meeting at St. Paul's Centre about lesbianism and why there should be wages for housework.


November 6 * Ottawa * The Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy presented its final report to Parliament, which advised the federal government to delete from the Immigration Act the provision (under section 5e) that prohibited foreign gays from entering Canada either as visitors or as immigrants. This decision was influenced by the presentations of fifteen gay organizations and numerous individuals made before the Committee in public hearings held across Canada during May–June 1975. The Immigration Act, 1976, which removed the prohibition against homosexuals, was passed into law on July 25, 1977.


November 6–9 * Toronto * Rev. Troy Perry, the founder of MCC, visited Toronto and participated in several events, including radio and television interviews. On November 8, 130 people attended a dinner held in Perry's honour, which was followed by a large dance.


November 7 * Montréal * Police raided the Lime Light bar as part of a crackdown on the gay community leading up to the 1976 summer Olympics.


November 7 * Ottawa * Twenty-five members of GO picketed the national convention of the Liberal Party, meeting at the Chateau Laurier, to demand
inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the federal government's proposed Canadian Human Rights Act. The demonstration was held to coincide with Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's arrival at the convention. When confronted by the picketers, Trudeau just waved and smiled. The protesters also distributed the NGRC/CNDH's pamphlet “The Homosexual Minority and the Canadian Human Rights Act” to convention delegates.


November 8 • Toronto • The Toronto Star, for years an opponent of gay activists, seemingly reversed its stand on gay liberation when it published an editorial calling for the inclusion of sexual orientation in the revised Ontario Human Rights Code. The Star confirmed the same position in an editorial published on January 5, 1976, in which it used the John Damien case as an example of the dangers imposed by not having sexual orientation in the Code. However, at that time the Star still refused to use the word “gay” as an alternative to “homosexual.”


November 9 • Montréal • Leonard Matlovich, the United States Air Force sergeant who had been dismissed because of his homosexuality, spoke at the Saidye Bronfman Centre. Between 300 and 400 people attended the event, which included a panel discussion featuring local activists Miriam Boghen, Bruce Garside, and Joan Richardson.


November 9 • Saskatoon • After conducting a preliminary investigation into the Doug Wilson case, the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission ruled that the rights of gay people were protected under the Saskatchewan Human Rights Act, in that the term “sex” contained in the Act included sexual orientation. As a result of this ruling, lawyers for the University of Saskatchewan sought a court injunction in December 1975 to prevent the Commission from holding a formal inquiry into the Wilson case. On January 30, 1976, the injunction was granted after Justice F.W. Johnson ruled that the word “sex” in the Human Rights Act referred to gender only and that the
Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission did not have the jurisdiction to proceed with a hearing. Wilson vowed to appeal the decision, while the Committee to Defend Doug Wilson continued to raise funds for legal costs. By March 1976, however, Wilson and the Committee decided to cease pursuing his case because of high legal costs and a low chance of success.


November 11 * Ottawa * Denis LeBlanc and Marie Robertson of go laid a wreath at the National War Memorial. The wreath was inscribed with a pink triangle to commemorate the thousands of homosexuals who had been interned in Nazi concentration camps, as well as the thousands of gay men and lesbians who had served in the Canadian Armed Forces during both world wars. This was the first time that a gay group was allowed to participate formally in the official Canadian Remembrance Day ceremonies.


November 11 * Toronto * The first public meeting of Integrity, a group for lesbian and gay Anglicans, was held at St. Stephen’s Parish Hall. More than seventy-five people attended and heard a panel discussion on “Homosexuality in/and the Church.”


November 14 * Toronto * Ontario’s newly appointed Minister of Labour Bette Stephenson (pc-Don Mills) declined an invitation to meet with representatives of CGRO. On September 10, during an all-candidates meeting for the provincial election, Stevenson had said that, if elected, she would look into the matter of discrimination against gay people. Stephenson was elected, and by becoming minister of Labour she became the Cabinet minister responsible for the administration of the Ontario Human Rights Code. (See also December 4, 1975.)

November 20 • Toronto • CUPE Local 1230, representing non-professional library workers at the main campus of the University of Toronto, went on strike to back contract demands that included a clause to prevent discrimination in employment based on sexual orientation. They were unsuccessful in securing this protection when the strike was settled on December 9, 1975.


November 21 • Grande Prairie, Alta. • For the first time in Canada, an openly lesbian mother was awarded custody of her child. In the case of K. vs. K., Justice D.W. Rowe of the Alberta Provincial Court granted custody to the lesbian mother, reasoning that the child’s chances of becoming a homosexual would not increase solely by being raised by a homosexual parent.


November 22 • Toronto • At its founding convention, the Movement for Municipal Reform agreed to add sexual orientation to its non-discrimination clause in the area of education. The amendment had been moved by delegate Herb Spiers, a member of The Body Politic collective.


November 23 • Ottawa • A Parti Québécois Outaouais regional convention rejected a resolution to establish a committee to study gay oppression and the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the Québec Human Rights Code.

December * Ottawa * The GO Centre moved to the second floor of 378 Elgin Street. The new location was larger and provided space for a wider range of activities. It officially opened January 2, 1976.

["GO Centre Moves," GO Info 2 (November-December 1975): 1.]

December * Toronto * Plans were made for the formation of the independent social and support group Gay Women Unlimited. The group's first official meeting was January 5, 1976, at the CHAT Centre, 201 Church Street.


December * Toronto * Pink Triangle Press was established as a non-profit corporation to oversee the operation of The Body Politic and the Canadian Gay Archives.

[Pink Triangle Press papers, 82-002, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

December 3 * Toronto * Representatives of GATE (Toronto) and The Body Politic met with MPP Margaret Campbell (Lib.-St. George). Campbell told Tom Warner that she intended to introduce a resolution in the Legislature that would call for the inclusion of the terms "sexual orientation" and "affectional preference" in the Ontario Human Rights Code.


December 4 * Toronto * CGRO organized a demonstration of about fifty people at Queen's Park to protest Ontario Labour Minister Bette Stephenson's refusal by letter on November 14 to meet with CGRO representatives. Members of CGRO were pressing for protection for gays in the Ontario Human Rights Code. (See also December 5, 1975.)


December 5 * Toronto * The Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) announced that it had rejected lawyer Harry Kopyto's submission on behalf of John Damien to appoint a Board of Inquiry to investigate the Damien case. It ruled that the word "sex" in the Ontario Human Rights Code referred
to gender only. Kopyto then filed a suit in Divisional Court on behalf of Damien, asking the court to overrule the OHRC and to reverse the decision. During a preliminary hearing before the Ontario Supreme Court held on March 11, 1976, lawyers for the OHRC defended its position by revealing that Ontario Minister of Labour Bette Stephenson, whose department administered the Ontario Human Rights Code, had recommended that the OHRC refuse to appoint a Board of Inquiry in the Damien case. This suit was eventually abandoned, in July 1976.


December 11 * Ottawa * Twenty-five members of the NGRC/CNDH picketed a federal-provincial conference on human rights, demanding the inclusion of a sexual orientation clause in the proposed Canadian Human Rights Act. This was the first public action by the NGRC/CNDH.


December 13 * London, Ont. * A meeting of the Steering Committee of CGRO was held, during which a letter from Ontario Minister of Education Thomas Wells was read. Wells stated that health and physical education classes at Ontario’s high schools could include a full unit on homosexuality, but that the inclusion of the unit and its contents would be the responsibility of local school boards.

[John Bodis, “CGRO Meeting,” Metro Community News 3 (19 December 1975): 1, 7.]

December 19 * Toronto * The Richmond Street Health Emporium officially opened at 260 Richmond Street E. as one of the largest gay steam baths in North America.

[“Richmond Street Health Emporium” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto.]

December 26 * Toronto * The Three of Cups, a women’s coffeehouse popular with lesbians, opened at 20 Scadding Square.

APPENDIX ONE

A Checklist of Lesbian and Gay Organizations in Canada, 1964–1975

NOTE: This list concentrates on lesbian and gay homophile and liberation groups. It has been compiled with the following limitations:

- Listings are by city from west to east and chronological; national groups are at the end.
- Commercial establishments, bars, and clubs have been excluded. For a listing of Canadian lesbian and gay periodicals, see Appendix Two; for bars and clubs, see Appendix Three.
- I have listed groups active sometime during the period 1964 through 1975 only. Their years of activity during this period have been calculated using articles and advertisements in Canadian lesbian and gay periodicals and, in some cases, the papers of the organizations themselves. The notations - and + denote that the group was also active before (-) or after (+) the date(s) listed.

Victoria, B.C.
Royal Thunderbird Court (1972–75 +)
Gay People's Alliance (GPA) (April 1974–Autumn 1974)

Burnaby, B.C.
Gay People of SFU (Simon Fraser University) (Autumn 1974–75 +)

Vancouver, B.C.
The Circle (- 1968–71 +)
Gay Liberation Front (GLF) (November 1970–Autumn 1971)
Gay Sisters (1971 +)
Border Riders M.C. (January 1971–73 +)
Canadian Gay Activists Alliance (CGAA) (February 1971–73)
Dogwood Monarchist Society and Imperial Dogwood Court (Spring 1971–75 +)
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (May 1971–75 +)
Gay People's Alliance (became Gay People of UBC [University of British Columbia] in September 1972) (October 1971–September 1972)
Gay People of UBC (University of British Columbia) (September 1972–75 +)
Gay People Together (November 1972–75 +)
Zodiac M.C. (January 1973–75 +)
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Gay Transient Referral and Information Centre (Gay TRIC)  
(May 1973—March 1974)
Greater Vancouver Business Guild (June 1973–75 +)
Have a Gay Stay Transient Housing and Gay Information Service  
(March 1974–75 +)
Vancouver Gay Information Service (Van-Gay) (March 1974–75 +)
Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee, B.C. Federation of Women  
(October 1974–75 +)
Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality  
(SARCH) (November 1974–75 +)

Calgary, Alta.
Scarath Street Society (1970–75 +)
People’s Liberation Coalition (January 1973–75)
Gay Information and Resources Calgary (GIRC) (June 1975 +)

Edmonton, Alta.
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Summer 1971–75 +)
Edmonton Lesbian Feminists (ELF) (1972–74 +)
Office of Gay Affairs, Unitarian Church (December 1973–75 +)
Imperial Court of the White Rose (1975 +)
Gay Associations of Edmonton (GAE) (June 1975 +)

Saskatoon, Sask.
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (1971 — merged into Saskatoon Gay Action in October 1972)
Gay Students Alliance (GSA), University of Saskatchewan (Autumn 1971 — merged into Saskatoon Gay Action in October 1972)
Zodiac Friendship Society (January 1972 — renamed Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon in January 1975)
Saskatoon Gay Action (October 1972 — renamed Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon in January 1975)
Gay Women’s Group (December 1972–March 1973)
Lesbian Feminists (Autumn 1973 +)
Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon (January 1975 +)
Committee of Gays for the Re-election of John Richards (Spring 1975 — June 1975)
Committee to Defend Doug Wilson (September 1975 +)
Gay Academic Union, University of Saskatchewan (October 1975 +)

Regina, Sask.
Atropos Friendship Society (February 1972–75 +)
University of Saskatchewan Homophile Association (USHHA; renamed the University of Regina Homophile Association in 1974)  
(February 1973–75 +)

Winnipeg, Man.
Mutual Friendship Society (Summer 1971–75 +)
Campus Gay Club, University of Manitoba (renamed Gays for Equality [GFE] in 1973) (February 1972–75 +)

Thunder Bay, Ont.
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Windsor, Ont.
Windsor Homophile Association (renamed Windsor Gay Unity [WGU] in 1973)

London, Ont.
University of Western Ontario Homophile Association (Gay Lib Union)
(UWOHA) (February 1971 — merged into HALO in Autumn 1974)
Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO) (March 1974–75 +)

Kitchener–Waterloo, Ont.
Waterloo Universities’ Gay Liberation Movement (Waterloo GLM) (University
of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier University) (February 1971–75 +)
Waterloo Lesbian Collective (December 1974–75 +)

Guelph, Ont.
University of Guelph Homophile Association (UGHA; renamed Guelph Gay
Equality in 1975) (February 1971–late 1971; September 1973–75 +)

Hamilton, Ont.
Hamilton-McMaster Gay Liberation Movement (GLM; renamed
the McMaster Homophile Association [MHA] in January 1976)
(January 1973–75 +)

Mississauga, Ont.
Gays of Mississauga (Autumn–Winter 1975/76 +)

Downsview, Ont.
York University Homophile Association (YUHA; renamed the Gay Alliance at
NOTE: A separate chapter of YUHA was formed at Glendon College in
Autumn 1971

Toronto, Ont.
Homophile Reform Society (planned in July 1964 to begin in October 1964 but
may not have been active)
University of Toronto Homophile Association (UTHA) (October 1969–73)
Spearhead Toronto (May 1970–75 +)
Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT)
(December 1970–75 +)
Toronto Gay Action (TGA) (June 1971–73) Gay Fellowship Discussion Group, First Unitarian Congregation (September
1971–72 +)
Homophile Information Media (HIM; later renamed the Homophile
Information Media of Canada/Centre d’information homophile du
Ontario Campaign for Sexual Equality (Autumn 1971)
Ontario Homophile Federation (October 1971–1972)
Gay Youth Toronto (Spring 1972–75 +)
Gays against the War (- April 1972 +)
ANIK (February 1973–75 +)
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (February 1973–75 +)
Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) (July 1973–75 +)
Radical Lesbians (- 1974–75 +)
HASP (Heather, Adrienne, Sue, Pat) (January 1974–75)
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Gay Media (February 1974-75+)
Lanyards (May 1974-75+)
Amazon Workshop (June 1974-75+)
Brown Breast Brigade (BBB) (Summer 1974)
Labyris Collective (Autumn 1974)
Committee for Media Fairness to Gays (October 1974-75+)
Wages Due Lesbians (October 1974-75+)
Dignity (November 1974-75+)
Task Force on Gay Liberation (December 1974-Summer 1975)
Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRO) (January 1975+)
Committee to Defend John Damien (February 1975+)
Gay Academic Union (September 1975+)
Toronto Area Gays (TAG) (Autumn 1975+)
Integrity (November 1975+)
Gay Women Unlimited (December 1975+)
Pink Triangle Press (December 1975+)

Peterborough, Ont.
"Women," Trent University (became the Trent Homophile Association [THA] in 1976) (October 1975+)

Kingston, Ont.
Queen's University Homophile Association (QUHA) (October 1973- March 1975; September 1975+)

Stittsville, Ont.
Committee on Social Hygiene (- 1964–May 1965)

Ottawa, Ont.
Canadian Council on Religion and the Homosexual (May 1965–Autumn 1966)
Gays of Ottawa/Gays d'Ottawa (GO; Gays of Ottawa/Gais de l'Outaouais from 1975) (September 1971-75+)
Gay Club, Carleton University (a branch of GO) (September 1972–75+)
Gay Caucus, Unitarian Church (Autumn 1973–75+)
Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) (September 1974–75+)
Warren Zufelt Memorial Defence Fund (April 1975+)
Ottawa Knights (November 1975+)

Saint-Laurent, Qué.
Gay Vanier (Autumn 1972–73)

Pointe-aux-Trembles, Qué.
Groupe Mormon gai/Gay Mormon Group (- August 1975+)

Montréal, Qué.
International Sex Equality Anonymous (ISEA) (- August 1967–71)
Kemo M.C. (1970–75+)
Front de libération homosexuelle (FLH) (March 1971–Autumn 1972)
Iron Cross M.C. (April 1972–75+)
gay, McGill University (later Gay McGill) (September 1972–75+)
Trident M.C. (February 1973–75+)
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Northern Lights M.C. (April 1973–75+)
Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association (AHM/GMA)
(June 1973–75+)
Centre d’accueil homophile/Gay Community Centre (June 1973–75+)
Egaylity, Loyola College (Autumn 1973–75+)
L’Église communautaire de Montréal/Montreal Community Church
(BCM/MCC) (December 1973–75+)
Centre homophile urbain de Montréal (CHUM) (January 1974–75+)
Gay Dawson, Dawson College (- February 1974–75+)
Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL) (March 1974–late 1974)
Jewish Gay Discussion Group (later known as Naches) (November 1974–75+)
Slightly Older Lesbians (SOL) (February 1975+)
Montreal Lesbian Mothers (- March 1975+)
Groupe homosexual d’action politique (GHAP) (March 1975+)
Gay Social Services Project, Family Service Association, Ville Marie Social
Service Centre (July 1975+)

Québec, Qué.
Centre humanitaire d’aide et de libération (CHAL) (May 1972–75+)
Service d’accueil d’information et de référence du CHAL Inc. (renamed Service
d’entraide homophile de Québec [SEHQ] in January 1975) (January
1974–75+)

Fredericton, N.B.
Gay Friends (February 1974–August 1975)

Saint John, N.B.
Speak Easy Gayline (- August 1975+)

Halifax, N.S.
Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE) (June 1972–December 1974; October 1975+)

St. John’s, Nfld.
Community Homophile Association of Newfoundland (CHAN)
(May 1974–75+)

National Groups
National Gay Election Coalition (NGEC) (September 1972–74)
Canadian Gay Liberation Movement Archives (later renamed the Canadian
Gay Archives) (September 1973–75+)
Canadian Gay Press Service (July 1975+)
Gay Caucus, New Democratic Party (NDP) (July 1975+)
National Gay Rights Coalition/Coalition nationale pour les droits des
homosexuels (NGRC/CNDH) (July 1975+)
APPENDIX TWO

A Checklist of Canadian Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1964–1975

I have attempted to examine every issue of all known lesbian or gay periodicals published in Canada between 1964 and 1975. To ensure that news material relating to the latter part of 1975 was not missed, I also examined issues of selected periodicals for early 1976.

For the purposes of this project I defined a lesbian or gay periodical as a publication issued serially by self-declared lesbians or gay men and intended for an audience of like-minded people. This definition includes a wide variety of works: from The Body Politic, a newsmagazine of national scope, to the most obscure newsletters published by individuals or private clubs. Numerous publications with incidental gay or lesbian material have been excluded on the grounds that they were not produced for a lesbian or gay audience. Thus, crime and scandal tabloid publications such as Allo Police, Hush, Justice Weekly, and Tab and feminist or women’s publications such as The New Feminist, On Our Way, and The Other Woman, although containing some material of interest to lesbians or gay men, have been excluded. The only exception I have permitted is for Canadian physique magazines. Although not self-declared gay publications, they were read primarily by gay men and so have been included.

The following list details the known Canadian lesbian and gay periodicals for the period. Each entry includes:

• the title of the publication
• the sponsoring group (if any, or if known)
• the address of the publication listed on the latest issue examined
• the number and date of the earliest issue examined
• the number and date of the latest issue examined
• the total number of issues examined, and whether this represents a complete run of the publication for the time period under consideration
• miscellaneous notes, including changes in title and notes on locations of copies

The periodical collection at the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives (CLGA) in Toronto was the core collection examined, and Alan Miller’s Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890–1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives (1991) was useful in compiling the basic list. All of the titles listed here are located at the CLGA unless otherwise noted. The CLGA collection is incomplete, and numerous other collections were consulted also. I was unable to locate any copies of several periodicals, and have given the source of my information about them.
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Aboutface
Community Homophile Association of Newfoundland (CHAN)
Box 613, Station C, St. John's, Nfld.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 4 (Summer 1975)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 4 (May 1976)
• two issues examined (incomplete run)

Alhumanact
C/o John C. Sullivan
24 Baldwin St, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 [1972]
• one issue examined (complete run?)
• literary

Archangel
Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association (AHM/GMA)
Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1974
• no issues located; see "Archangel," Long Time Coming 1 (March 1974): 23

ASK Newsletter
Association for Social Knowledge (ASK)
Box 4277, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (April 1964)
Latest: vol. 5, no. 2 (February 1968)
• thirty issues examined (complete run?)
• see also Blue Sheet

Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association Bulletin
Newsletter
Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association (AHM/GMA)
C.P. 694, Succ. N, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: May 1974
Latest: June 1974
• two issues examined (complete run)
• the first issue (May 1974) was entitled Nous nous préparons/Getting Ready
• continued by Gay-Zette

Back Chat Newsletter
Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT)
223 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (February 1971)
Latest: [May 1976?]
• twenty-seven issues examined (complete run)
• also called Back Chat, Back/Chat, and Back/Chat Newsletter

Bed
1247 W. 7th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: August 1975
Latest: October 1975
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- two issues examined (complete run)
- literary; edited by Stan Persky, George Stanley, and Scott Watson

**Bisexus**
Les Éditions Berima Inc.
C.P. 160, Longueuil, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 22 [1972 ?]
Latest: vol. 3, no. 10 (July 1973)
- six issues examined (incomplete run)
- four issues are located at the Archives gaiés du Québec: vol. 3, no. 3 (April 1973); vol. 3, no. 4 (May 1973); vol. 3, no. 9 (July 1973); and vol. 3, no. 10 (July 1973)
- continued by *Le nouveau bisexus*

**Blue Sheet**
Association for Social Knowledge (ASK)
Box 4277, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: [April 1964]
Latest: [June 1965]
- ten issues examined (incomplete run ?)
- ASK published *Blue Sheet* as a single-leaf information sheet on upcoming events, usually printed on blue paper
- none of the issues examined were dated; internal evidence suggests seven monthly issues in 1964 (April–October) and three in 1965 (February, May, and June); there may have been more but no other issues have been located
- see also *ASK Newsletter*

**The Body Politic**
Pink Triangle Press
Box 7289, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (November–December 1971)
Latest: no. 24 (June 1976)
- twenty-four issues examined (complete run)

**Brite Lite: GLF Newsletter**
Gay Liberation Front (GLF)
Box 15, Station A, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: [February–March ?] 1971
- one issue examined (complete run ?)

**Carousel Capers**
Scarth Street Society
1632 Centre Street N., Calgary, Alta.
Earliest: vol. 3, no. 6 (June 1972)
Latest: unnumbered, undated issue [March 1975 ?]
- thirteen issues examined (incomplete run)

**Le Chainon**
Centre humanitaire d’aide et de libération (CHAL)
C.P. 596, Haute-Ville, Québec, Qué.
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Earliest: vol. 1, no. 2 (December 1973)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 4 (April 1974)
• five issues examined (incomplete run)
• continued by CHALUM

CHALUM
Centre humanitaire d’aide et de libération (CHAL)/Centre homophile urbain de Montréal (CHUM)
[Montréal, Qué. ?]
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 2 [June 1975 ?]
• one issue examined (incomplete run)
• continued Le Chainon

Closet Burner
6–1419 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 8 (4 April 1975)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)
• newsletter of the Royal Victorian Court

Club ’70 News
Club ’70
Box 1716, Main Post Office, Edmonton, Alta.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 5 [misnumbered 6] (August 1971)
Latest: February 1976
• twenty-five issues examined (incomplete run)
• some issues entitled ’70 News, Headline Seventy, and Club ’70 Newsletter

Coming Out
Vancouver, B.C.
ca. 1972
• no issues located; see “Why Have We Re-opened Open Doors?” Open Doors 2 (December 1972): 12

Coup-de-poing
Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL)
2126, rue Amherst, Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1974
• no issues located; this may never have been published; see “Information: Front homosexuel québécois,” Long Time Coming 1 (May–June 1974): 34

Crossroads
Iron Cross M.C.
Box 1721, Station A, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 5, no. 3 (1976)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)

Dialogue
Hamilton-McMaster Gay Liberation Movement (GLM) [from 1976: McMaster Homophile Association (MHA)]
Box 44, Station B, Hamilton, Ont.
Lesbian and Gay Liberation in Canada

Earliest: no. 1 (October 1973)
Latest: February 1976
• fourteen issues examined (complete run)

Duo
Les Agences F.L.
4835, rue Jean Talon E., St. Leonard, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (Summer 1974)
• one issue examined (complete run?)
• issue located at the Archives gais du Québec, Montréal

Dynamic Duals
Frank Borck Enterprises
P.O. Box 637, Station F, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: [1966 ?]
• one issue examined (complete run?)
• physique magazine

Esprit
Esprit Publishing Company
105 Carlton Street, 4th floor, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (October 1975)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 1 (January 1976)
• three issues examined (complete run)

Evolution
International Sex Equality Anonymous (ISEA)
Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1969
• no copies located; this may never have been published; see Levy Beaulieu, “Une explosion de joie chez les 70,000 homosexuels du Québec,” La semaine, 17–23 June 1969, p. 6

Exclusive Male
Exclusive Male Publications
Box 154, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: [vol. 1, no. 1] (January 1972)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 10 (October 1972)
• ten issues examined (complete run)

Face and Physique
Mark-One
Box 32, Lachine, Qué.
Earliest: no. 9 (Winter 1964)
• one issue examined (complete run?); only no. 9 was published during the period for this study
• physique magazine

Flash: The International Guide to Gay Living
Big Brother Communications Corporation
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219–5871 Victoria Avenue, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 40, no. 4 (23 March 1976)
• seven issues examined (incomplete run)
• no issues located for the period before 1976, although they probably existed
• Big Brother Communications also had an office at 313 W. 53 Street, New York, N.Y.
• printed in Canada, but content was mostly American

GAE Monitor
Gay Alliance for Equality (GAE)
207–1585 Barrington Street, Halifax, N.S.
Earliest: November 1972
Latest: January 1974
• eight issues examined (incomplete run)
• some issues entitled Newsletter, GAE/IY Information Service, GAE/IY Information Services, or GAE/IY Monitor

Gai-kébec
Les Éditions Hochelaga Ent.
C.P. 42, Lasalle, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1974)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 4 [August 1974 ?]
• four issues examined (complete run ?)
• all four issues located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal

Le gai Québec
C.P. 161, Pointe-aux-Trembles, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (June 28, 1975)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 7 (December 1975)
• seven issues examined (complete run ?)
• issues vol. 1, no. 6 (November 1975) and vol. 1, no. 7 (December 1975) located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal

The Gaily Planet
University of Guelph Homophile Association (UGHA)
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (October 1974)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 2 (November 1974)
• two issues examined (complete run ?)
• continued University of Guelph Homophile Association Newsletter

Gay
Gay Publishing Company
122 Wellington Street W., Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (30 March 1964)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 11 (15 October 1964)
• eleven issues examined (complete run)
• continued by Gay International
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Gay: A Newsletter

GAY
McGill University, 3480 McTavish Street, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (1 January 1973)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 5 (24 February 1973)
• five issues examined (complete run ?)
• continued by Gay News

Gay Book News

Catalyst Press
315 Blantyre Avenue, Scarborough, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (August 1973)
• one issue examined (complete run)

The Gay Canadian

Anjou Publications
Box 426, Burnaby, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (7 September 1972)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 2 (November 1972)
• two issues examined (complete run ?)
• distributed by the CGAA

Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon Newsletter/News

Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon (GCCS)
Box 1662, Saskatoon, Sask.
Earliest: [January] 1975
Latest: December 1975
• five issues examined (complete run)
• some issues entitled GCCS Newsletter
• continued Gay West and Zodiac Friendship Society Information

Gay Directions

Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT)
223 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: August 1973
Latest: August 1974
• two issues examined (complete run)
• a directory to the gay scene in Toronto published for Gay Pride Week

Gay Giggle

Kamp Publishing Company
Box 842, Adelaide Station, Toronto, Ont.
ca. 1964
• no issues located; see Alan V. Miller, Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890–1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives, Canadian Gay Archives Publication no. 12 (Toronto, CGA, 1991), p. 228

Gay International

Gay Publishing Company
980 Queen Street E., Toronto, Ont.
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Earliest: vol. 1, no. 12 (1964)
Latest: no. 15 (1965)
- four issues examined (complete run)
- each issue was printed with two different covers, but with identical content
- continued Gay

Gay News
Gay McGill
McGill University, 3480 McTavish Street, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 1 (21 November 1973)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 4 (January 1974)
- four issues examined (complete run)
- continued Gay: A Newsletter

Gay Rising
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE)
193 Carlton Street, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (March 1975)
- eight issues examined (complete run)

Gay Tide
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE)
Box 1463, Station A, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (August 1973)
Latest: vol. 3, no. 2 (April 1976)
- twelve issues examined (complete run)

Gay West
Saskatoon Gay Action/Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon
Box 1662, Saskatoon, Sask.
Earliest: no. 1 (June 1974)
Latest: no. 2 (1975)
- two issues examined (complete run)
- continued by Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon Newsletter/News

Gayokay
University of Toronto Homophile Association (UTHA)
sac Office, University of Toronto, 12 Hart House Circle, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: January 1971
Latest: no. 5 (November 1972)
- five issues examined (complete run)
- continued UTHA Newsletter

GAYtuk
South of Tuk International
Box 1267, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (12 November 1975)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 5 (January 1976)
- five issues examined (complete run)
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**Gay-Zette**
Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association
(AHM/GMA)
C.P. 694, Succ. N, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 3 (September 1974)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 6 (July 1975)
- nine issues examined (complete run)
- continued *Association homophile de Montréal/Gay Montreal Association Bulletin Newsletter*

**Gemini**
Waterloo Universities' Gay Liberation Movement (GLM)
c/o Federation of Students, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1971)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 3 (October 1971)
- three issues examined (complete run?)
- continued by *Gemini II*
- see also *GLM Newsletter*

**Gemini News**
Gemini Club
Box 1662, Saskatoon, Sask.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (13 November 1971)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 5 (May 1972)
- five issues examined (complete run)
- issues vol. 1, no. 1 and 2 had the cover title *Gemini Club News*
- continued by *Zodiac Friendship Society Information*

**Gemini II**
Waterloo Universities' Gay Liberation Movement (GLM)
c/o Federation of Students, Room 217C, Campus Centre,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 2 (March 1973)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 2 (February 1974)
- seven issues examined (incomplete run)
- continued *Gemini*

**Geo. Marshall's Queen City Gazette**
George Marshall Associates
Suite 1, 1495 Queen Street W., Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (June 1965)
Latest: July 1965
- two issues examined (complete run?)
- issue one was published as a four-page insert to *Gay International*, no. 14 (June 1965)

**Glad Day Books**
Glad Day Books
4 Collier Street, Toronto, Ont. [shop address]
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Earliest: [December 1974]
Latest: [1975]
• three issues examined (complete run?)
• annotated sales catalogues for Glad Day Bookshop, all undated

GLM Newsletter
Waterloo Universities’ Gay Liberation Movement (GLM)
c/o Federation of Students, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (22 March 1971)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 1 (12 January 1972)
• nine issues examined (incomplete run)
• see also Gemini

GO Info
Gays of Ottawa/Gaits de I’Outaouais (GO)
P.O. Box 2919, Station D, Ottawa, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1972)
Latest: vol. 3, no. 1 (February–March 1976)
• fifteen issues examined (complete run)

The Graphic Sapphic
5021, av. du Parc, Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1974
• no issues located; see “The Graphic Sapphic,” Long Time Coming 2
(December 1974): 11

The Great Monarch Butterfly
Elgin F. Blair
P.O. Box 6248, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 [1973]
• one issue examined (complete run)
• a mimeographed letter mailed to members of the U.U. Gay Caucus
• see also Magenta Moth

HALO Grapevine
Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO)
649 Colborne Street, London, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 8 (July 1975)
Latest: February–March 1976
• four issues examined (incomplete run)
• some issues entitled The Grapevine
• continued Homophile Association of London Ontario Newsletter

Homomundo
Les Distributions Patricia Inc.
C.P. 294, Montréal-Nord, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 [1975]
• one issue examined (complete run?)
• issue located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal
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Homophile Association of London Ontario Newsletter
Homophile Association of London, Ontario (HALO)
649 Colborne Street, London, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (September 1974)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 7 (July 1975)
• eleven issues examined (complete run)
• May 1975 issue misnumbered vol. 2, no. 4
• continued UWOHA Newsletter
• continued by HALO Grapevine

Jeux d’hommes
ca. 1972–74
• no issues located; see the finding aid “Périodiques: Liste,” Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal, 27 February 1992, p. 2

Lambda
Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL)
2126, rue Amherst, Montréal, Qué.
ca. March 1974
• no issues located; see “Front homosexuel québécois de libération (FHQL)” vertical file, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Toronto

The Lanyard Newsletter
Lanyards
P.O. Box 272, Station M, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: issue [vol.] 2, no. 3 (15 June 1975)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)

Lesbomonde
Les Publications Patricia
C.P. 305, Succ. C, Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1973–74
• no issues located; see Alan V. Miller, Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890–1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives, Canadian Gay Archives Publication no. 12 (Toronto, CGA, 1991), p. 363

Lezbeen News
Third National Gay Conference, Ottawa, Ont.
Earliest: 30 June 1975
• one issue examined (complete run)
• humorous publication issued at the Conference

Long Time Coming
Montreal Gay Women
Box 218, Station E, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1973)
• twenty issues examined (complete run)
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Magenta Moth
Elgin F. Blair
Box 6248, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: 19 August 1974
• one issue examined (complete run)
• a mimeographed letter mailed to a number of Blair’s friends
• see also The Great Monarch Butterfly

The Male Nude
Kamp Publishing Company
P.O. Box 842, Adelaide Station, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 [ca. 1964]
Latest: no. 8 [ca. 1968]
• seven issues examined (incomplete run)
• issues were numbered but not dated
• physique magazine

Masculin: pour feminin
Les Publications Patricia Inc.
B.P. 337, Succ. C, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 1 (May 1972)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)

Metro Community News
Metropolitan Community Church — Toronto (MCC)
20 Trinity Square, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (15 November 1973)
Latest: vol. 3, no. 3 (2 January 1976)
• fifty-five issues examined (incomplete run)
• some issues entitled Metropolitan Community News

Montreal Gay Times
P.O. Box 36, Station C, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (April 1975)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 1 (Spring 1976)
• eight issues examined (complete run)
• cover title vol. 1, no. 1-3 (April–June 1975): Gay Times

Montreal Gay Women Newsletter
Montreal Gay Women
3664, rue Ste. Famille, Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1974
• no copies located; see “Montreal Gay Women News,” Long Time Coming 2 (December 1974): 30
• title uncertain; the group appears to have published a newsletter other than Long Time Coming

Montréalités
Montreal Community Church/Église communautaire de Montréal
C.P. 510, Succ. N.D.G., Montréal, Qué.
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Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (February 1975)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 2 (February 1976)
• six issues examined (incomplete run)

Music Room Newsletter
The Music Room
575 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.
ca. 1964
• no copies located; see “Late Bulletin,” ASK Newsletter 1 (August 1964): 9
• title uncertain; described as “their own newsletter” and that it was not Two magazine

New Beginnings
Metropolitan Community Church of Ottawa (MCC)
Box 868, Station B, Ottawa, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (30 May 1975)
Latest: vol. 1, no. 13 (28 November 1975)
• five issues examined (incomplete run)

Newsletter of the Royal Dogwood Court
Royal Dogwood Court
Vancouver, B.C.
ca. 1973-74
• no issues located; title uncertain; see Thrust 1 (January 1974): 9

NGEC Newsletter
National Gay Election Coalition (NGEC)
Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (May 1974)
Latest: no. 4 (18 July 1974)
• four issues examined (complete run)

Le nouveau bisexus
Les Éditions Berima Inc.
C.P. 160, Longueuil, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 3, no. 12 (August 1973)
Latest: vol. 5, no. 3 (1975)
• four issues examined (incomplete run)
• continued Bisexus

Nympho: journal pour les disciples de Lesbos
Les Publications Patricia
C.P. 66, Montréal-Nord, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 3 (March 1972)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)

The Odyssey News
Atropos Fellowship Society
Box 3563, Regina, Sask.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 4 (14 May 1975)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)
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**Omnibus**
Les Publications Patricia
C.P. 66, Montréal-Nord, Qué.
[1973: C.P. 305, Succ. C, Montréal, Qué.]
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 20 (1972)
Latest: vol. 6, no. 33 (September 1975)
• twenty-four issues examined (incomplete run)
• issue for vol. 6, no. 33 is at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal

**Omnimag**
Les Éditions Hero Inc.
C.P. 294, Montréal-Nord, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 5, no. 12 [1976 ?]
• one issue examined (incomplete)
• issue located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal
• issue examined is too late for this study, but earlier issues probably existed

**Open Doors**
Canadian Gay Activists Alliance (CGAA)
Box 284, Station A, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 [1971]
Latest: vol. 3, no. 1 (January 1973)
• seven issues examined (complete run)
• continued by Your Thing

**Ozomo**
Gourmet Publishing Company Ltd.
C.P. 615, Succ. N, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 [1972 ?]
Latest: vol. 1, no. 12 [1973 ?]
• eight issues examined (incomplete run)
• issues were numbered but not dated; internal evidence suggests Ozomo was published during 1972-73
• Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal, has vol. 1, nos. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12

**Pedestal: A Lesbian-Feminist Newspaper**
6854 Inverness Street, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 7, no. 1 (June-July 1975)
Latest: vol. 7, no. 3 (October-November 1975)
• three issues examined (complete run)
• Pedestal was a feminist newspaper published by the Vancouver Women’s Caucus starting in 1969. It contained some articles on lesbianism, but only incidentally, and could not be considered a lesbian newspaper. Pedestal collapsed in 1975 but was revived by June-July 1975 as Pedestal: A Lesbian-Feminist Newspaper (vol. 7, no. 1), with content much more focussed on lesbianism. It survived only three issues, until October-November 1975 (vol. 7, no. 3)

**Phalia**
Spearhead Toronto
Box 293, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
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Earliest: no. 1 (June 1970)
Latest: no. 18 (May 1973)
• nine issues examined (incomplete run)

The Phoenix
Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (30 September 1971)
• no issues located; see Alan V. Miller, Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890–1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives, Canadian Gay Archives Publication no. 12 (Toronto, CGA, 1991), p. 483

Publication of the Gay People of UBC
Gay People of UBC
Box 9, Student Union Building,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (1 December 1972)
• one issue examined (incomplete run ?)

Queen's University Homophile Association Newsletter
Queen's University Homophile Association (QUHA)
c/o Terry Watson, Victoria Hall,
Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.
Earliest: January 1974
• one issue examined (incomplete run ?)
• continued by QHA News (February 1976)

La revue om
Les Éditions Berima Inc.
C.P. 160, Longueuil, Qué.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 15 (1971)
• one issue examined (incomplete run)
• issue located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal

SEARCH: The Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality
Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality (SEARCH)
Box 48903, Bentall Centre, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (September 1975)
• one issue examined (incomplete run ?)
• continued (?) SEARCH Community Events Calendar

SEARCH Community Events Calendar
Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality (SEARCH)
Box 48903, Bentall Centre, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: June–August 1975
• one issue examined (incomplete run ?)
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• continued (?) by search: The Society for Education Action Research and Counselling on Homosexuality

Sapho
Montréal, Qué.
ca. 1973
• no issues located; see Alan V. Miller, Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890-1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives, Canadian Gay Archives Publication no. 12 (Toronto, CGA, 1991), p. 526

Sexus
4383, rue Christophe Colomb, Montréal, Qué.
Earliest: no. 1 (August–September 1967)
Latest: no. 3 (January–February 1968)
• three issues examined (complete run ?)
• issues examined are located at the Archives gaies du Québec, Montréal

Teen’ Nude
Kamp Publishing Limited
Box 842, Adelaide Station, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 [ca. 1964]
Latest: [no. 3, ca. 1964]
• four issues examined (complete run ?)
• physique magazine
• there are two variant issues of no. 1, published in different formats and with different content
• three of the issues examined are in a private collection

Thrust
Box 5213, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. i, no. 7 (December 1973)
Latest: vol. i, no. 10 (March 1974)
• three issues examined (incomplete run)
• issue for vol. 1, no. 7 (December 1973) is located in the GLC Collection, Manuscripts Division, New York Public Library, New York, N.Y.

Le tiers: le magazine homophile du Québec
Publications Andant Inc.
C.P. 148, Vanier, Châteauguay, Qué.
Earliest: vol. i, no. 1 (September 1971)
Latest: vol. i, no. 2 (December 1971–January 1972)
• two issues examined (complete run)

Town Crier
c/o Greater Vancouver Business Guild
Box 5104, Vancouver, B.C.
ca. 1973–74
• no issues located; see Thrust 1 (January 1974): 9
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Two
- Kamp Publishing Company
  292 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.
  Earliest: no. 1 (1964)
  Latest: no. 11 (July–August 1966)
- ten issues examined (incomplete run)

University of Guelph Homophile Association Newsletter
University of Guelph Homophile Association (UGHA)
Bursar Hall, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (March 1971)
- one issue examined (complete run ?)
- continued by The Gaily Planet

UTHA Newsletter
University of Toronto Homophile Association (UTHA)
c/o SAC Office, University of Toronto, 12 Hart House Circle, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (April 1970)
- one issue examined (complete run)
- continued by Gayokay

U.U. Gay Caucus Newsletter
Unitarian Universalist (U.U.) Gays
c/o Elgin Blair, Box 6248, Station A, Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (September 1971)
Latest: vol. 3, no. 2 (June 1973)
- eight issues examined (complete run)
- a Gay Caucus Newsletter — Supplement was also occasionally published, for
caucus members only, starting in July 1972. I have examined issues for July,
September, and December 1972, and March and September 1973;
the editor was Rev. Richard Nash of Los Angeles, Ca.
- continued by Unitarian Universalist Gay Caucus Newsletter (starting with vol.
  3, no. 3 [October–November 1973], published in Los Angeles, Ca.), which
  was continued by U-U Gay World (starting with vol. 4, no. 5 [Spring 1975],
published in Washington, D.C.)

UWOHA Newsletter
University of Western Ontario Homophile Association (UWOHA),
University of Western Ontario, London, Ont.
Earliest: no. 1 (10 February 1971)
Latest: vol. 3, no. 7 (July 1974)
- thirty-six issues examined (complete run)
- note change in numbering of issues; there was a first series of issues with
  numbers only: no. 1 (10 February 1971) to no. 15 (9 March 1972); a second
  series, with volume and number, ran from vol. 1, no. 1 (October 1972)
  through vol. 3, no. 7 (July 1974)
- some issues were entitled University of Western Ontario Homophile Association
  Newsletter
- continued by Homophile Association of London Ontario Newsletter
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Waterloo University Gay Liberation Movement
Waterloo University Gay Liberation
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.
Earliest: January 1972
• no issues located; see Alan V. Miller, Our Own Voices: A Directory of Lesbian and Gay Periodicals, 1890–1990, Including the Complete Holdings of the Canadian Gay Archives, Canadian Gay Archives Publication no. 12 (Toronto, CGA, 1991), p. 610.

What's Happening! : Happenings Club Newsletter
Happenings Social Club; Mutual Friendship Society
Box 1262, Winnipeg, Man.
Earliest: vol. 2, no. 8 (April 1973)
Latest: August 1975
• eleven issues examined (incomplete run)

Windsor Gay Unity Newsletter
Windsor Gay Unity (wgu)
Box 2, Sandwich Station, Windsor, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 (December 1974)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 1 (January 1976)
• twelve issues examined (complete run)

York University Homophile Association Newsletter
York University Homophile Association (YUHA)
cysf Office, Ross Building,
York University, Downsview, Ont.
Earliest: November 1970
Latest: [November 1971]
• four issues examined (incomplete run ?)

Young Flesh
Jock of South Africa [Peter Bromfield]
Toronto, Ont.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 1 [ca. 1964]
• one issue examined (incomplete run ?)
• physique magazine

Your Thing
Open Doors
Box 284, Station A, Vancouver, B.C.
Earliest: vol. 1, no. 12 (5 July 1973)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 32 (4 April 1974)
• four issues examined (incomplete run)
• continued Open Doors

Zodiac Friendship Society Information
Zodiac Friendship Society
Box 1662, Saskatoon, Sask.
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Earliest: vol. 1, no. 6 (June 1972)
Latest: vol. 2, no. 9 (December 1973)

- eighteen issues examined (complete run)
- two issues were misnumbered: there were two issues numbered vol. 2, no. 5 (May 1973) and two numbered vol. 2, no. 8 (August and September 1973)
- cover title varied: Zodiac Friendship Society Gemini Club Newsletter; Zodiac Friendship Society News; Zodiac Friendship Society
- entitled Zodiac Friendship Society Information (vol. 2, no. 2–8 [1973])
- continued Gemini News
- continued by Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon Newsletter
- see also Gay West
NOTE: Three questions arise in any attempt to compile a checklist of lesbian and gay bars and clubs in Canada. First, what qualifies as a lesbian and/or gay bar? Undoubtedly almost every bar and club in the land has been visited by at least one lesbian or gay man. Second, is it possible to be entirely accurate in recording the addresses of these establishments, in light of sometimes unreliable or conflicting sources? The third problem is a related one: Is it possible to establish the years when these places were frequented by lesbians and/or gays? With these questions in mind, I have attempted to compile as complete a checklist as possible, but must qualify it as a "preliminary" listing. There may be errors and omissions. In addition, it has been compiled with the following limitations:

- Only establishments in Canadian metropolitan areas with the most active lesbian and gay communities during the period have been listed (twenty-seven cities in total).
- Many of the bars, beverage rooms, and clubs listed here had a mixed lesbian, gay, and straight clientele. These were the places where lesbians and gays would typically meet in the days before communities developed exclusively lesbian- and gay-oriented bars and clubs. Although lesbians and gays would meet there, many of these places could not be described as "gay bars"; in some cases the gay presence was very discreet. Establishments that were most popular with lesbians or gays have been marked L and G; all others were mixed.
- I have attempted to list complete street addresses. These have been checked when possible against the appropriate city directories or telephone books.
- The dates listed refer only to the period between 1964 and 1975 when the establishments were most active as lesbian/gay meeting places. Some of the dates are approximate, and have been calculated using ads and articles from Canadian lesbian and gay periodicals (see Appendix Two) as well as the sources listed below. The symbols - and + denote that the establishment was active before (-) or after (+) the date(s) listed.

Sources:
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Victoria, B.C.
Churchill Hotel, Bastion Inn Pub. 1140 Government St. (downstairs) (-1964—75 +)
Empress Hotel, Bengal Room. 721 Government St. (-1971—75 +)
Sappho’s. 734 Fort St. (-1973—75 +)
Strathcona Hotel, Old Forge Tavern. 919 Douglas St. (-1966—73 +)

Vancouver, B.C.
Abbotsford Hotel, Bar. 921 W. Pender St. (-1960s +)
Alcazar Hotel, Bar. 337 Dunsmuir St. (-1972—73 +)
Ambassador Hotel, Pub. 773 Seymour St. (-1972—75 +)
August Club. 818 Richards St. (L, G) (1968—72)
B & B [Betwixt and Between] Club. 1369 Richards St. (G) (-1970—72)
B.J.’s Show Club. 339 W. Pender St. (downstairs) (L, G) (1970—75 +)
Boogie Man’s Rock Palace. 1066 Seymour St. (1975 +)
Bullring. 887 Seymour St. (G) (1970—73)
Castle Hotel, Puss’n Boots Room. 750 Granville St. (G) (-1964—75 +)
Champagne Charlie’s. 612 Davie St. (L, G) (-1970—75)
Cheiros [also known as B&B 11 or Charles 111]. 728 Robson St. (L) (-1970—73 +)
Club 752. 752 Thurlow St. (G) (1964—69)
Corral Club. 887 Seymour St. (G) (1973—75)
Dance Machine. 887 Seymour St. (1975 +)
Devonshire Hotel, Tavern. 849 W. Georgia St. (downstairs) (-1964—73 +)
Faces. 795 Seymour St. (G) (1970—75 +)
Gastown Inn, Bar. 314 Cambie St. (-1971—73 +)
George 11. 1156 Denman St. (-1973 +)
Georgia Hotel, Tavern. 801 W. Georgia St. (downstairs) (-1964—73 +)
Hampton Court Club. 1066 Seymour St. (G) (1973)
Kingston Hotel, Tavern. 757 Richards St. (-1970 +)
Montreal Club. 163 E. Hastings St. (-1964—73 +)
Mrs. Goguen’s Pool Parlour. 1066 Seymour St. (L) (1973—75)
Music Room. 1066 Seymour St. (G) (1973—74)
Nelson Place Hotel, Bar [formerly the Belmont Hotel]. 1006 Granville St. (1970—73 +)
New Fountain Club. 45 W. Cordova St. (-1967—69)
Phase 111 [also known as Cabaret 71]. 823 Granville St. (1971 +)
Play Pen. 856 Seymour St. (upstairs) (1975 +)
Play Pen North. 571 Seymour St. (G) (-1975 +)
Play Pen South. 1369 Richards St. (G) (1973—75 +)
P.S. Club. 571 Seymour St. (1974 +)
Queenie’s Truck Stop. 1135 Howe St. (upstairs) (L) (-1975 +)
616 Club. 616 Robson St. (L, G) (-1973—75)
Talk of the Town. 1275 Seymour St. (-1975 +)
Thunderbird Club. 836 Seymour St. (G) (-1972—75)
Twiggy’s. 795 Club. 795 Seymour St. (-1970)
Up-Stares. 804 W. Pender St. (G) (-1972—73 +)
Vancouver Hotel, Tavern. 900 W. Georgia St. (1960s)
Vanport Hotel, Pub. 645 Main St. (L) (-1967—75 +)
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Calgary, Alta.
Carlton Hotel, Bar. 126 9th Ave. S.W. (- 1964–75 +)
Cecil Hotel, Bar. 401 4th Ave. S.E. (L) (- 1968–75+)
Club Carousel. 1207 1st St. S.W. (downstairs) [from October 1972:
1632 Centre St. N. (upstairs)] (L, G) (1970–75+)
Club Marquis. 815 8th Ave. S.W. (- 1973–75+)
Holiday Inn, Red Fox Pub. 708 8th Ave. S.W. (- 1971–75+)
October '69 Club [also called the 1207 Club]. 1207 1st St. S.W. (1969–70)
Palliser Hotel, King's Arms Pub ("The Pit"). 133 9th Ave. S.W. (downstairs)
(- 1964–75+)
Parkside Continental. 1302 4th St. S.W. (L, G) (1973–75+)
Royal Hotel, Bar. 8th Ave. and 2nd. St. S.W. (- 1971–72+)
Sheraton-Summit Hotel, Summit Lounge. 202 4th Ave. S.W. (- 1971–75+)
620 Club. 620 8th Ave. S.W. (L, G) (- 1970–73+)

Edmonton, Alta.
Ambassador Motor Inn, Bar. 10041 106th St. N.W. (- 1972–73+)
Club '70. 10242 106th St. N.W. (L, G) (1970–75+)
Corona Hotel, Bar. 10140 Jasper Ave. N.W. (- 1964–75+)
Flashback Social Club. Jasper Ave. and 116th St. N.W. (downstairs) (G)
(- 1975+)
Grand Hotel, Bar. 10266 103rd St. N.W. (- 1971+)
King Edward Hotel, Tavern. 10180 101st St. N.W. (- 1971–75+)
Macdonald Hotel, Bar. 10065 100th St. N.W. (- 1968–75+)
Mayfair Hotel, Tavern. 10815 Jasper Ave. N.W. (- 1971–75+)
Pig 'n Whistle Restaurant and Bar. 10548 Jasper Ave. N.W. (- 1973+)
Royal George Hotel, Tavern Lounge. 10229 101st St. N.W. (- 1964–72+)

Regina, Sask.
Georgia Hotel, Bar. 1927 Hamilton St. (1960s)
Gold Night Club. Albert St. (1972–75+)
Odyssey Club. 2242 Smith St. (L, G) (1972–75+)
Plains Motor Hotel, Bar. 1965 Albert St. (1960s)
Regina Inn, Night Club. 1975 Broad St. (1970s+)
Saskatchewan Hotel, Coachroom Beverage Room. 2125 Victoria Ave.
(downstairs) (- 1964–75+)

Saskatoon, Sask.
Bessborough Hotel, Harlequin Room and the Library Lounge. Spadina Cres.
and 21st St. E. (- 1970–75+)
Gemini Club, Zodiac Friendship Society. 502 Main St. E. [from March 1973:
124A 2nd Ave. N. (upstairs)] (L, G) (1972–75+)
King George Motor Hotel, Cove Lounge. 157 2nd Ave. N. (- 1970–75+)
Ritz Hotel, Apollo Room. 118 21st St. E. (- 1971–75+)
Sheraton Cavalier Motor Inn, Bar. 612 Spadina Cres. (- 1970–75+)

Winnipeg, Man.
Club Morocco, Bar. 573 1/2 Portage Ave. (- 1964–73+)
Club 654. 654 Erin St. (G) (1971–73+)
Detour. 90 Albert St. (1975+)
Empire Hotel, Cocktail Lounge. 171 Main St. (- 1967–72+)
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Mail Hotel, Pickwick Room. 469 Portage Ave. (-1967–71 +)
Mardi Gras Restaurant, Bar. 287 Portage Ave. (upstairs) (L, G) (-1964–75 +)
Midnight Hours. 185 Bannatyne Ave. (-1975 +)
Moore's Restaurant, Bar. 297 Portage Ave. (-1964–69 +)
Mount Royal Hotel, Bar. 186 Higgins Ave. (L, G) (-1967–75 +)
St. Regis Hotel, Outside Inn Pub. 285 Smith St. (L, G) (-1975 +)
Second Story Club. 90 Albert St. (G) (-1972–73 +)
Town 'n Country Cabaret and Night Club. 317 Kennedy St. (-1966–73 +)
Zoratti's Restaurant, Bar. 423 Portage Ave. (-1967–71 +)

Thunder Bay, Ont.
Back Street Athletic Club. 539 Simpson St. (upstairs) (L, G) (1975 +)
Mona Lisa Tavern. 505 Simpson St. (G) (1972–75)
Prince Arthur Hotel, Fountain Room. 17 Cumberland St. N. (-1970 +)
Royal Edward Hotel, Dominican Room. 114 May St. S. (-1975 +)

Sudbury, Ont.
Nickel Range Hotel, Matador Room. 8–12 Elm St. W. (-1971–75 +)

Windsor, Ont.
Imperial House Hotel, Tavern. 191–93 Riverside Dr. (-1973 +)
Ritz Hotel, Tavern. 88 Pitt St. E. (G) (1975 +)
West Side House Hotel, Tavern. 623–29 Riverside Dr. W. (L, G) (-1973–75 +)

London, Ont.
400 Club. 398 Clarence St. (-1968–72 +)
Grapevine Club. 674 Wellington Rd. S. (-1971 +)
HALO Club. 649 Colborne St. (L, G) (1974 +)
Holiday Inn, Flanagan's Bar. 299 King St. (downstairs) (-1970–75 +)
Iroquois Hotel, Bar. 369–77 Clarence St. (-1968–70 +)
London Hotel, Camelot Lounge and Pump Room. Dundas St. and Wellington Rd. (-1968–72 +)

Kitchener, Ont.
Walper Hotel, Men's Pub and Hofbrau Room. 1 King St. W. (-1975 +)

Guelph, Ont.
Royal Hotel, Rebel Room and August Club. 106 Carden St. (L, G)
(-1974–75 +)

St. Catharines, Ont.
Harding Hotel, Fontana Room. 70 James St. (-1970–73 +)
Mansion House Tavern. 5 William St. (-1970–75 +)
Montebello Inn, Bar. 286–88 St. Paul St. (-1975 +)
New Murray Hotel, Cameo Royale Lounge. 58–60 James St. (G) (-1968–73 +)
Twilight Villa Social Club. 117 Chetwood St. (L, G) (-1973–75 +)
Welland House Hotel, Alibi Room. 30 Ontario St. (-1968–75 +)

Hamilton, Ont.
Club Nite Lite. 126 James St. N. (G) (-1964 +)
Golden Rail Restaurant, Bar. 93 King St. E. (-1964–65 +)
Windsor Hotel, Bar. 31 John St. N. (-1975 +)
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Toronto, Ont.

Algonquin Tavern. 5795 Yonge St. (- 1971-73+)
Alternate. 19 St. Joseph St. (1972)
Astronaut Club. 511 Yonge St. (- 1964+)
August Club. 530 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1970-72)
August 11. 1 Isabella St. (G) (1973-74)
Bay House. 572 Bay St. (- 1968-73)
Bimbo's. 530 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1975+)
Blackbeard's. 2087 Yonge St. (1975+)
Bluejay Club. 336 Pape Ave. (L) (1972-75+)
Brown Derby Tavern. 311-13 Yonge St. (- 1971-73+)
Cameo Club. 1130 Queen St. E. [later at 95 Trinity St. (downstairs)] (L) (1975+)
Carriage House Motor Hotel, Bar. 306 Jarvis St. (L, G) (1971-75+)
Les Cavaliers. 418 Church St. (G) (ca. 1975+)
Charley O's Keg. 572 Bay St. (1973-74)
Club 511. 511A Yonge St. (downstairs) (G) (1964-74)
Club Manatee. 511A St. Joseph St. (G) (1970-75+)
Colonial Tavern. 203 Yonge St. (downstairs) (- 1974-75+)
Continental House, Bar. 150 Dundas St. W. (L) (- 1964-73+)
David's. 16 Phipps St. (G) (1975+)
Famous Door Tavern. 665 Yonge St. (G) (1964-72)
Ford Hotel, Tropical Room and Men's Beverage Room. 595 Bay St. (G)
(- 1964-73)
Gasworks. 585 Yonge St. (- 1971-73+)
Gateway. 1 Howard Park Ave. (L) (- 1973-74+)
Isabella Hotel, Bar. 556 Sherbourne St. (- 1975+)
Jo-Jo's. 83 Granby St. (upstairs) (G) (1975+)
King Edward Hotel, Times Square Lounge and Pickwick Room.
37 King St. E. (- 1964-75+)
Kit Kat Klub. 1 Howard Park Ave. (L) (1974-75+)
Letros Lounge, Nile Room. 50 King St. E. (downstairs) (G) (- 1964-72)
Make Believe. 530 Yonge St. (rear) (- 1970-71+)
Malloney's Studio Tavern. 66 [later, 83] Grenville St. (G) (- 1964-75+)
Maygay Dance Club. 488 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1970-75+)
Melody Room. 457 Church St. (L, G) (1964-66)
Metropole Hotel, Bar. 141 King St. W. (- 1964+)
Milkbarn. 530 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1973-74)
Momma Cooper's. 530 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1972-73)
Municipal Hotel, Essex Bar. 67 Queen St. W. (- 1964-66)
Music Room [previously the Maison de Lys]. 575 Yonge St. (upstairs) (L, G)
(- 1964-66)
Park Plaza Hotel, King Cole Room. 4 Avenue Rd. (- 1960s)
Parkside Tavern. 530 Yonge St. (G) (- 1965-75+)
Parkway Club. 1 Howard Park Ave. (L) (- 1975)
Penthouse Club. 575 Yonge St. (upstairs) (L, G) (1967-71)
Pink Pussy Cat Club. 450 Spadina Ave. (L) (1975)
Quazimodo's. 530 Yonge St. (upstairs) (G) (1974-75+)
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Quest. 665 Yonge St. (L, G) (1971–75 +)
Regency Club. 31 Prince Arthur Ave. (L, G) (-1964–66?)
St. Charles Tavern. 488 Yonge St. (G) (-1964–75 +)
Selby Hotel, Bar. 592 Sherborne St. (G) (-1971–75 +)
Snuggles. 17 St. Joseph St. (1971)
Spoken Cycle Club. 19 St. Joseph St. (1972)
Strange Door. 174 Avenue Rd. (G) (-1968–69 +)
Sugar’s Disco. 593 Yonge St. (upstairs) (1974–75 +)
Sutton Place Hotel, Royal Hunt Room and Stop 33 (thirty-third floor).
955 Bay St. (-1971–75 +)
Le Trique. 14 Breadalbane St. (G) (ca. 1969–70 +)
Union House Hotel, Tavern. 71–73 Queen St. W. (-1964–65 +)
Westbury Hotel, Red Lion Room. 475 Yonge St. (-1964–68)

Kingston, Ont.
Grand Public House, King’s Landing. 76 Princess St. (1970s)
La Salle Hotel, Cat’s Meow. Princess and Bagot Sts. (1960s-71)

Ottawa, Ont.
Bytown Inn, Tavern. 73–75 O’Connor St. (G) (-1966–70 +)
Capital House Hotel, Ray’s Discotheque. 201 Rochester St. (-1972–73 +)
Cellar Club. 30 Nicholas St. (downstairs) (G) (-1971–75 +)
Coral Reef. 30 Nicholas St. (G) (-1971–75 +)
Lord Elgin Hotel, Lounge (main floor) and Tavern (downstairs).
100 Elgin Boul. (-1964–75 +)
Windsor House. 134 Queen St. (-1975 +)

Hull, Qué.
Chez Henri Hotel, Taverne (downstairs) and Salon d’Or. 179, rue Principale.
(G) (-1966–75 +)
Ottawa House, Taverne. 35, rue Principale. (-1972–73 +)
Spotlight Discotheque. (1975 +)
Terrace du Potage Club. 66, rue Notre-Dame. (-1975 +)
Texas Taverne (“The Pub”). 29, rue Eddy. (upstairs) (L) (-1975 +)

Montréal, Qué.
L’Axe Disco Club. 1755, rue St. Denis. (-1975 +)
Baby Face Disco. 1235, boul. Dorchester. O. (L) (1968–75+)
Bar Labyris. 3896, rue St. Denis. (L) (1970s +)
La Bâton Rouge. 1254, rue St. Denis. (L) (-1973–75 +)
Beau Brummel. 1465, rue Metcalfe. (G) (-1970–71)
Béret Bleu. 173, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1970)
Berkeley Hotel, Bar. 1188, rue Sherbrooke O. (-1964–75 +)
Le Bistro. 2077, rue Ste. Catherine O. (-1973 +)
Black Bottom. 22, rue St. Paul E. (L) (-1970–75 +)
Bud’s Lounge. 1350, rue Stanley. (L, G) (-1968–75 +)
Le Cachot. 1204, rue Drummond. (G) (-1970–72 +)
Café Canasta. 1232 boul. St. Laurent. (L) (1960s)
Café Casa Loma. 96, rue Ste. Catherine E. (L) (1960s)
Café Casbah. 286, rue Ste. Catherine E. (L) (-1967-69 +)
Café Lincoln. 4479, rue St. Denis. (three floors) (-1967-75 +)
Café Monarch. 162, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1966-75 +)
Café Only. 57, rue Ste. Catherine O. (L) (1965-72 +)
Café Rodéo [later, the Lodéo]. 1050, boul. St. Laurent. (L) (1960s)
Casino de Paris Club. 136, rue Ste. Catherine O. (-1964-69 +)
La Cave. (L) (ca. 1967)
Chez Fernand. 1484, boul. Dorchester O. (downstairs) (1971-75 +)
Chez Madame Arthur. 2170, rue Bishop. (L) (-1971-75)
Chez Paree. 1238, rue Stanley. (+ 1970)
Le Choc. 1473, boul. Dorchester O. (-1970-73 +)
Club Cabaret. 281, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1970 +)
Club Cherrier. 847, rue Cherrier. (1967-68)
Club César. 1150, 1160, rue Sherbrooke E. (-1974-75 +)
Club Esperanza. 1418, rue Guy. (third floor) (L, G) (-1970-71 +)
Club Zanzibar. 1311, rue St. Christophe. (L) (early 1960s)
Crazy Cat Disco. 5868, av. du Parc. (-1973 +)
Le Cruiser 750. 1419, rue Drummond. (third floor) (-1975 +)
Downbeat Cabaret. 1422-24, rue Peel. (-1964-65)
Edifice. 1218, rue Stanley. (upstairs) (-1970 +)
L'Etoile de l'Est Disco. 4490, rue Ontario E. (-1975 +)
Le Gant de Velours. 2077, rue Victoria. (upstairs) (1973-75 +)
La Garçonnère. 1600, boul. St. Laurent. (1975 +)
Gemini 1 Club. 1285, boul. de Maisonneuve O. [later Alexandre de Seve] (later moved) (L, G) (-1969-72 +)
La Grande Discothèque. 77A, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1974-75 +)
La Guillotine. 1174, rue de la Montagne. (L) (-1971-72 +)
Hawaiian Lounge. 1254, rue Stanley. (upstairs) (L, G) (-1967-72 +)
Holiday Inn, Lounge. 420, rue Sherbrooke O. (-1970-72 +)
Le Jardin. 1258, rue Stanley. (G) (1975 +)
Jilly's. 1426, rue Bishop. (L) (-1975 +)
Latin Quarter. 1177, rue de la Montagne. (-1964-70 +)
Lime Light. 1254, rue Stanley. (upstairs) (1973-75 +)
Lorelei. 1216, rue Stanley. (-1974-75 +)
Monterey Lounge. 1108, rue Ste. Catherine O. (-1964-70 +)
Le Mystique. 1424, rue Stanley. (-1975 +)
Le Palais d'Or. 1226, rue Stanley. (1975 +)
Peel Pub. 1107, rue Ste. Catherine O. (downstairs) (G) (-1966-75 +)
Penthouse. 1194, rue Peel. (upstairs) (-1967-69 +)
P.J.'s. Cabaret. 1422, rue Peel. (upstairs) (-1971-75 +)
Les Ponts de Paris. 1276, rue St. André. (L) (-1964-75 +)
Puccini Restaurant and Bar. 1250, rue Stanley. (early 1960s)
Les Quatre Coins du Monde. 1218, rue Stanley. (G) (-1966-70 +)
Regent Apollo Club. 5116, av. du Parc. (-1971-75 +)
Le Rocamboles. 1426, rue Stanley. (G) (-1971-75 +)
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Le Sabre. 405, rue Craig O. (L) (-1974–75 +)
Le Saguenay. 984, boul. St. Laurent. (-1974–75)
St. John Bar. 984, boul. St. Laurent. (-1964–69 +)
Scandinavian Club. 1183, rue Crescent. (-1969 +)
Sheraton Mt. Royal Hotel, Kon Tiki Bar. 1435, rue Peel. (-1973–75 +)
La Source. 2150, rue Guy. (L) (1960s).
Le Stork Club. 1433, rue Guy. (-1975 +)
Studio 1. 968, rue Ste. Catherine O. (upstairs) (G) (-1975 +)
Tapis Rouge Bar. 1484, boul. Dorchester O. (early 1960s)
Le Tarot. 1459, rue St. Alexandre. (-1971–75 +)
Au Taureau d’Or. 1419, rue Drummond. (second floor) (G) (-1968–75 +)
Taverne Altesse. 100, rue Ste. Catherine O. (G) (-1966–73 +)
Taverne Bellevue. 151, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1973–75 +)
Taverne les Carabiniens. Plaza Alexis Nihon. (-1973–75 +)
Taverne Dominion Square. 1243, rue Metcalfe. (G) (-1967–75 +)
Taverne Gambrinus. 1151, rue Ontario E. (-1975 +)
Taverne le Gobelet. 8405, boul. St. Laurent. (-1967–71 +)
Taverne des Immeubles. 804, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1967 +)
Taverne de Montréal. 1455, boul. St. Laurent. (-1971–75 +)
Taverne Neptune. 121, rue de la Commune O. (-1969–75 +)
Taverne de la Paix. 330, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1967–75 +)
Taverne la Patrie. 214, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1967–69 +)
Taverne le Plateau. 71, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1969–75 +)
Taverne St. Regis. 484, rue Ste. Catherine O. (-1964–69 +)
Taverne Ste. Catherine. 1703, rue Ste. Catherine E. (-1975 +)
Taverne Victoria Square. 726, rue St. James O. (-1969–73 +)
Tropical Lounge. 1422, rue Peel. (upstairs) (-1964–70 +)
Le Tunisie. 1204, rue Drummond. (third floor) (G) (-1970–72 +)
Valentin Disco. 293, rue Mont-Royal O. (-1975 +)
Vendome Cocktail Lounge ("Bachelor’s Den"). 1202, rue Ste. Catherine O. (upstairs) (G) (-1970–72 +)
Le Vieux Budapest. 3481, boul. St. Laurent. (1975 +)
Yakis. 2150, rue Guy. (L, G) (-1970–71 +)
Zodiac Disco-Club. 1418, rue Guy. (-1971 +)

Sherbrooke, Que.
Sherbrooke Hotel, Bar. 9, rue Dépôt. (-1973 +)
Wellington Hotel, Flamingo Bar. 68, rue Wellington S. (-1967–75 +)

Trois-Rivières, Que.
St. Louis Hotel, Pub Taverne. 119, rue des Forges. (upstairs) (-1967–75 +)

Québec, Qué.
L’Alouette. 1169, rue St. Jean. (L, G) (-1970–75 +)
Le Ballon Rouge. 811, rue St. Jean. (G) (1971–75 +)
Le Barillet Restaurant and Pub. 333, boul. Charest E. (-1966 +)
Brasserie Houblonnière. 1110, rue St. Jean. (-1973 +)
Brasserie O’Koin. 896, rue du Roi. (-1975 +)
Cabaret Elle et Lui. 49, rue. St. Nicolas. (-1975 +)
Le Cabaret Vénus. 157, chemin Ste-Foy. (-1975 +)
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Cercle des Amazones. (L) (1975 +)
Château Frontenac, Bar, 1, rue des Carrières. (-1964-70 +)
Château View Hotel, Bar, 8, rue Laporte. (-1973-75 +)
Chez Paul Cocktail Lounge. 28-30, rue St. Nicolas. (G) (-1967-72 +)
Cirque Electrique, 27, Côte du Palais. (-1973-75 +)
Clarendon Hotel, Bar (downstairs) and Lounge. 57, rue Ste. Anne. (-1966-75 +)
Dante Restaurant, Cave au Vin Piano Bar. 17, rue St. Stanislas. (downstairs)
(1969-75 +)
La Gorgendièrè, 13, place Royale. (G) (-1975 +)
Le Gueuleton, 106, av. St. Sacrement. (L, G) (-1966 +)
L’Intendant. 13, place Royale. (G) (-1971-75 +)
Kajama, 895, Côte d’Abraham. (G) (-1968-69 +)
Le Périgord, rue St. Stanislas. (-1975 +)
Restaurant l’Esplanade, Lounge. 1084, rue St. Jean. (upstairs) (G) (-1967 +)
Restaurant Pompernik Saloon Bar. 680-84, Côte d’Abraham. (L) (-1970-73 +)
St. Roch Hotel, Taverne. 360, rue St. Joseph E. (-1967-71 +)
Taverne Capitol, 980, rue St. Jean. (-1966 +)
Taverne Chez Baptiste, 815, rue St. Augustine. (-1967-75 +)
Taverne Chien d’Or, 8, rue Fort. (-1966-73 +)
Taverne Coloniale, 1087, rue St. Jean. (-1966-73 +)
Taverne Couronne d’Or, 305, rue de la Couronne. (-1966 +)
Taverne Foyer, 1044, rue St. Jean. (-1970-73 +)
Taverne Léo Bourgeault, 1190, rue St. Jean. (-1966-70)
Taverne Limoiolu, 472, 3ème Av. (downstairs) (-1966 +)
Taverne du Quartier Latin, 1190, rue St. Jean. (-1970-75 +)
Taverne Sélect, 925, Côte d’Abraham. (-1967-75 +)
Taverne Unek, 896, rue du Roi. (G) (1973 +)
Taverne du Vieux Québec, place du Marché Finley. (G) (-1968-73)
Le Temple Discotheque, 25, rue St. Stanislas. (upstairs) (-1970-73 +)
Le Vagabond, 69, boul. Charest E. (-1975 +)

Fredericton, N.B.
Cosmopolitan Club. 546 King St. (-1973 +)
Lord Beaverbrook Hotel, River Room Bar. 659 Queen St. (-1970-75 +)

Saint John, N.B.
Admiral Beatty Motor Hotel, Marco Polo Lounge. 14-22 King Sq. (L)
(-1968-75 +)
Royal Hotel, Taverne. 61 Germain St. (downstairs) (-1967-73 +)

Halifax, N.S.
Candlelight Lounge. 5507 Spring Garden Rd. (-1969-73 +)
Captain’s Cabin Lounge. 5680 Spring Garden Rd. (-1967-73 +)
Carleton Hotel, Jury Room Lounge. 1625 Argyle St. (-1969-73 +)
Carousel Showboat. 1873-75 Barrington St. (-1972-73 +)
Comeau’s Tavern. 2776 Gottingen St. (-1972-73 +)
Dresden Arms Motor Hotel, Fore and After Lounge. 5530 Artillery Pl. (-1973-75 +)
Heidelberg Restaurant and Lounge. 1479 Dresden Row. (L, G) (-1975 +)
Klub 777 [also known as Thee Klub]. 1585 Barrington St., Suite 207. (L, G)
(1973)
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Lord Nelson Hotel, Victory Lounge and Tavern. 1515 S. Park St. (- 1964-75 +)
Piccadilly Tavern. 1599 Grafton St. (G) (- 1964-73 +)
Sea Horse Tavern. 1663 Argyle St. (- 1968-70 +)

St. John's, Nfld.
Newfoundland Hotel, Admiral's Keg. Cavendish Sq. (- 1969-73 +)
Porthole. Water St. W. (- 1966-73 +)
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ABC television 186
"About Gay People" 218
Aboutface 167
Ackroyd, Jack 89-90
"Action Set" 68
Adam, Barry 179, 275
Adams, Ellen 120-21
Advanced Guide to Cruising 2
Advertising and Sales Executive Club 154
Afficheur hurle 1
Against the Season 64
Agostinelli, Michael 211-12
Ahuntsic Dream 174
Air 23-115
Aliken, Will 181-12, 188-19, 183
Albee, Edward 123
Alberta Bill of Rights 72, 108
Alberta Human Rights Commission 217
Alberta, Individual’s Rights Protection Act 72, 108
Alberta Press Council 227
Alberta Provincial Court 230
Allmand, Warren 131, 154, 164-65
Alternate Book Shop 239
Altman, Dennis 98
Amazon Press 173
Amazon Workshop 173
American Psychiatric Association 1435, 151-52
American Psychological Association 135
American Sociological Association 179
L’amour humain/The Awakening/Virgin Lovers 13
Amyot, Peter 115
Andras, Robert 207, 188, 201
Androgyny Books (L’Androgyne) 138-19, 193
ANIK 118, 145
Antiochian Orthodox Church in North America 180
Apotheeary Jar, The 88
Armstrong, Rev. J.R. 102
As It Happens 16, 92
Asha for Easter and Other Monodramas 115
ASK Newsletter 6, 7, 18, 26
Asselin, Martial 41-42
Association for Canadian Transsexuals (ACT) 100,
107
Association for Social Knowledge (ASK) 6, 7, 8, 9,
10-11, 13, 14-15, 18-19, 23, 26, 29, 31, 32, 33-34,
36-37, 38
Association homophile de Montreal/Gay
Montreal Association (AHM/GMA) 105-6,
110-11, 127, 145, 150-51, 162, 163, 164,
168-69, 170, 172, 199-200, 201, 203, 215,
218-19, 219
Association of Gay Psychologists 135
Atropos Friendship Society 92-93, 106-7, 130-31
Au retour des  orientations blanches 26
Au Taureau d’Or (Montreal) 243
Audy, Michel 87
August and July 123
August Club (Toronto) 55
August Club (Vancouver) 67
August 28th Gay Day Committee 74, 77
Avants, Jim 240-41
Avatars du nuit 146
Axten, Mary 239, 242, 245
Ayre, Chris John 80-81
Baby Face (Montreal) 113, 232-33, 245
“Background” 150-52
Backstreet Athletic Club (Thunder Bay) 147, 149
Bagnell, Kenneth 103-4
Baker, Jack 90-91
Baker, Jonathan 181-82
Balls 65
Barnes, Clarence 239
Barracks baths, The (Toronto) 177, 189
Barrett, David 193
Barford, Ron 109
Basil, Jean (pseud. of Jean-Basile Bezroudnoff) 16, 22, 30, 53, 65-66
Baum, Father Gregory 153, 156, 164
Bauchell, Christine 203-4, 236
Beausoleil, Claude 87, 114, 146, 196
Beautiful Losers 22
Beck, Mrs. D. 16-19
Bédard, Paul 31, 42, 45
Begg, R.W. 238, 243
Beginner’s Guide to Cruising, The 2
“Behaviour Therapy and Sexual Dysfunction”
(workshop) 205-6
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Belanger, Hélène 41
Belanger, Maurice 78-79
Belcher, Detective 9-10
Bell, Alan 135
Bell, Clive 94
Bellemare, Roger 164, 199-200
BellyfU 96
Belrose, Dave 147, 149
Bendahan, Raphael 171-72
Béret Bleu (Montréal) 56
Berger, David 184
Bernard, Claude 96
Bessborough, Lady (pseud.) 1
Berger, David 184
Bessborough, Lady (pseud.) 1
Bétrancourt, François (pseud. of Rolland Lorrain) 48
Benoit, Bruno 78-79
Bible, Alan 155
Bible, Dave 144
Biblical and Theological Understanding of Sexuality and Family Life, The 47
Bijou 144
Black, Michael 78-79
Black, Michael 78-79
Black Panther Party (United States) 52
Blank, John 114
Blair, David 64
Blair, Elgin 70, 79, 240
Blais, Marie-Claire 16, 27, 35, 37, 87-88, 114
Blake, Ed 144
Blumenthal, Walter. See Walter Bruno
Boghen, Miriam 229-30, 248
Boisvert, Serge 27, 29
Bolster, Norman 89-90
Borck, Frank 1-2
Borodin, Joe 127
Bouchard, Reynald 245
Bounsall, Ted 234-35
Bourassa, Robert 164
Bourgeois, Gregory 169
Bourque, Normand 65-66
Boutilier, Clive 30
Boys in the Band, The 53, 59, 111-12, 205
Boys in the Band, The 143
Bracelets d’ombre, Les: poésies 114
Brant, Don 142, 167
Brassard, André 50, 52, 158
Brayton, Fran 111-12, 214
“Breaking the Ice” 123
Bridge, The (Simon Fraser Univ.) 64
Brindley, Kathleen 94, 103
Britt Lise 54-55
British Columbia Civil Liberties Association 137
British Columbia Court of Appeal 27, 29, 206-7
British Columbia. Department of Health 169
British Columbia Federation of Women. Rights of Lesbians Subcommittee 186, 245-46
British Columbia Human Rights Act 112, 119, 128, 130, 135, 136-17, 142, 206-7, 250
British Columbia Human Rights Commission 71, 188-89
British Columbia Supreme Court 206-7
Broadbent, Ed 218
Broderick, Dorothy 193-94, 215
Bronson, A.A. (pseud. of Michael Tims) 35-36
Brossard, Nicole 48, 146
Brothers, Donald 93-94
Brown, Rosemary 113, 136-37, 211, 217-18
Brown Breast Brigade (BBB) 175
Brunante, François (pseud. of Roland Lorrain) 48
Bruni, Walter (also known as Walter Blumenthal) 142, 160, 228-29
Brunswick Four, The 148, 149, 150, 161, 171, 176, 185, 191, 215, 246-47
Brunswick House Tavern (Toronto) 149
Bryan, Anita 154
Burgess, John 161
Burns, Robert (of Gay Time) 214
Burns, Robert (of the Parti Québécois) 199-200, 223, 225
Buma, Tom 239
Burridge, Ron 68-69
Café LaBarge (Toronto) 171-72
Calgary Albertan, The 227
Calgary Herald, The 227
Campbell, Rev. Ken 154
Campbell, Margaret 120-21, 234-35, 251
Campbell-Reese Evangelistic Association, Inc. 154
Campus Gay Club (Univ. of Manitoba) 91-92.
See also Gays for Equality (GIE)
Canada A.M. 154
Canada. Bill C-150 20, 30-31, 32-33, 34, 37, 38-39, 40-41, 42-43, 44, 77, 103
Canada. Bill C-106 97-98
Canada. Criminal Code 175-76, 227
Canada. Human Rights Act (Bill C-72) 135, 147-48, 252
Canada. Labour Code 97-98
Canada. Public Service Act 97-98
Canada. Revenue Canada 95
Canada. Royal Commission on Security (MacKenzie Commission) 36-37, 43, 51
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| Canada. Special Joint Committee on Immigration Policy | 207–8, 218–20, 222, 223, 223, 225, 247 |
| Canada. Supreme Court | 17, 29, 32–33, 206–7 |
| Canada. War Measures Act | 10 |
| “Canada’s Leading Homosexual Speaks Out” | 45 |
| Canadian Association for the Repeal of Abortion Laws (CARAL) | 233 |
| Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police | 38 |
| Canadian Bar Association | 25, 38 |
| Canadian Bill of Rights | 173, 174 |
| Canadian Council of Churches | 34, 47 |
| Canadian Council on Religion and the Homosexual | 17–18, 19 |
| Canadian Gay Activists Alliance (CGAA) | 54–55, 59, 86, 91, 95, 96–97, 98–100, 104–5, 107, 109 |
| Canadian Gay Liberation Movement Archives (later called the Canadian Gay Archives) | 45–46, 136, 251 |
| Canadian Gay Press Service | 237 |
| Canadian Human Rights Commission | 154, 231–32 |
| Canadian Intelligence Service (Flesherton, Ont.) | 37 |
| Canadian Mental Health Association | 70, 81 |
| Canadian Nurse | 33 |
| Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) | 177, 250 |
| Canadian Unitarian Council | 170 |
| Canadianians against a Racist Immigration Policy | 122 |
| Can-Art (photo studio) | 1–2 |
| Cantie, Marion | 69 |
| Cauquet, Réal | 41–42 |
| Caplin, Neil | 216 |
| Cappon, Daniel | 16, 39, 68, 117, 151–52 |
| Carle, Gilles | 245 |
| Carleton University | 108 |
| Carriage House (Toronto) | 136, 184 |
| Cartwright, Justice John R. | 32–33 |
| Case, Darlene | 167, 176–77 |
| Cassidy, Denise | 113 |
| Cassidy, Michael | 103, 208–11, 214–15, 234–35 |
| Castillo (photo studio) | 1–2 |
| Castle Hotel (Vancouver) | 98, 100 |
| Catalyst | 50–51 |
| Catalyst Press | 50–51, 85, 146, 147, 197, 229 |
| “Catholic Homosexuals” | 156 |
| Cawthra Park Secondary School (Toronto) | 221 |
| CBC radio | 49, 68, 86, 92, 117 |
| CBC television | 14, 19, 29, 63, 85–86, 87, 117, 181 |
| Cellier, Patrick | 96, 163 |
| Centre d’accueil homophile/Gay Community Centre | 15–6, 127, 140, 150–51 |
| Centre d’information et de références pour femmes (Montréal). See Women’s Information and Referral Centre |
| Centre homosexuel urbain de Montréal (CHUM) | 152–53, 164, 199–200, 215, 218–19 |
| Centre humanitaire d’aide et de libération (CHAL) | 96, 139, 141, 163, 164, 198, 215, 216, 218–19 |
| Ceremonial | 88 |
| CFRO radio (Scarborough, Ont.) | 246–47 |
| Chamberland, Paul | 1, 35, 57, 146 |
| Champagne Charlie’s (Vancouver) | 142 |
| Champlain College | 198 |
| Changing Homosexuality in the Male | 86 |
| Channel 10 (Cablevision; Vancouver) | 135 |
| Chalabiane | 26 |
| Chats bottés, Le/The Master Cats | 70 |
| CHCH television (Hamilton) | 181, 191 |
| Chez Paree (Montréal) | 56 |
| Chikes, Tibor | 5 |
| Choquette, Jérôme | 189, 195, 199–200, 215, 223, 225 |
| Choquette, Lionel | 121 |
| Chouskey, Sue Ann | 228 |
| “Christian Attitudes toward Homosexuality” | 5 |
| Christina | 161 |
| CHUM radio (Toronto) | 77 |
| Church of the Beloved Disciple (New York) | 213 |
| Churches of Christ (United States) | 24 |
| Churchill, Wainwright | 38 |
| Circle, The (Vancouver) | 18–19 |
| Civic Square | 40, 50, 65 |
| Civil Liberties Committee | 215 |
| “Civil Rights of Homosexuals in City Employment” | 215, 234 |
| CJOH radio (Ottawa) | 151 |
| CJON radio (St. John’s) | 167 |
| CJOR radio (Vancouver) | 15, 18, 97 |
| C.K. (photo studio) | 1–2 |
| CKLW radio (Windsor, Ont.) | 223 |
| CKKN radio (Vancouver) | 173 |
| Clarke Institute of Psychiatry | 26, 38–39, 71–72, 145 |
| Clausson, Nils | 100, 121 |
| Clement, Caroline | 23–24, 87 |
| Clement, John | 208–11 |
| Clement, Bp. Robert | 213 |
| Clementyne’s (Toronto) | 190–91 |
| Clew, Henry | 172 |
| Club Baths (Ottawa) | 194 |
| Club Baths (Toronto) | 136, 189 |
| Club Carousel (Calgary) | 115 |
| Club Cherrier (Montréal) | 51 |
| Club 511 (Toronto) | 31–32, 48–49 |
| Club Hamilton | 201 |
| Club Manatee (Toronto) | 48–49, 171–72 |
| Club Montreal | 239 |
| Club Private (Ottawa) | 68–69, 181 |
| Club ’70 (Edmonton) | 49, 110 |
| Club Social A & V Enrg. (Montréal) | 57 |
| “Clubbing It: Safe and Secure” | 151 |
| Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (CGRIO) | 170, 194–95, 199, 205, 214, 234–35, 236, 249, 251, 252 |
| Coalition nationale pour les droits des homosexuels. See National Gay Rights Coalition |
| Coates, Robert | 85–86 |
| Cock Tales | 115 |
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Fulford, Robert 49

Fulton, Anne 100

Gabias, Yves 34
Gay, Claude 50
Gay Quebec, Le 224, 225
Galan, M. 111-12

Gargoyles Magazine, The 12

Gay Action Committee 52
Gay Activists Alliance (GAA) (New York) 80
Gay Alliance at York (GAY) 53-54


Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Regina) 118
Gay Alliance toward Equality (GATE) (Saskatoon) 67, 80, 108-9
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Gay Associations of Edmonton (GATE) 251
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LESBIAN AND GAY LIBERATION IN CANADA</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Canadian, The</strong> 51, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Club (Carleton Univ.)</strong> 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Community Centre (Montreal). See Centre d’accueil homophile</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Community Centre of Saskatoon</strong> 198, 201, 222, 223, 238, 239, 242–43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Community News (Boston)</strong> 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Community Services Centre</strong> 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Dance Party (Montreal)</strong> 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Equality Mississauga (GEM)</strong> 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Friends</strong> 13, 213, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Giggle</strong> 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Information and Resources Calgary (GIRC)</strong> 115-16, 220, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay International</strong> 1–2, 4, 5, 16–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;Gay Is Good&quot;</strong> 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;Gay Liberation and Human Growth&quot; (conference)</strong> 169–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Liberation Book, The</strong> 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Liberation Front (GLF) (Vancouver)</strong> 54-55, 59, 64, 77, 81, 96, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&quot;Gay Liberation Presents ‘2001: A Sex Odyssey’ &quot;</strong> 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Life</strong> 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay McGill (McGill Univ)</strong> 80, 103–6, 110–11, 127, 138–10, 135. See also GAY <strong>&quot;Gay Manifesto, A&quot;</strong> 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Media</strong> 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Montreal Association. See Association homophile de Montreal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Mormon Group. See Groupe Mormon gai</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay People of SFU (Simon Fraser University)</strong> 108, 183, 220, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay People of UBC (Univ. of British Columbia)</strong> 81, 106, 112, 117, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay People Together</strong> 109, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay People’s Alliance (Univ. of British Columbia)</strong> 81, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay People’s Alliance (Victoria, B.C.)</strong> 159, 166, 173, 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Pride Week (Canada)</strong> 131, 134, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Pride Week (Toronto)</strong> 103, 104, 128, 131, 132, 134–35, 178</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>Gay Social Services Project (Montreal)</strong> 229–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Students Alliance (GSA, Univ. of Saskatchewan)</strong> 80, 108–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Tide</strong> 69, 132, 144, 151, 188–89, 193, 106–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Times (Montreal)</strong> 214, 216, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Transient Referral and Information Centre (Gay TRIC)</strong> 124–25, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Vanier</strong> 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay West</strong> 172, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gay Women of Montreal — Labyris</strong> 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Vehicule Art Gallery (Montréal) 191
Velvet Fuis 96
Vers mouv 230
Victoria Youth Council 51
Vietnam Action Committee (Vancouver) 111
Vietnam Mobilization Committee (Toronto) 84, 95-96
Ville Marie Social Service Centre 229-30
Vizale, Frank 161-62
Vogel, Chris 156, 195, 204-5
Voice of Women 67-68

Wages Due Lesbians 185, 191, 217, 247
Wait, Brian 71, 74, 85, 95-96
Walket, Merv 160
Wallace, Bob 111-12, 116
Wallace, Robert (playwright) 186, 121
Walpole, Peggy Ann 19
Walsh, Harold 103
War in the Interest of Terrorizing Corporate Hedonists (WITCH) 141
Warner, David 334-35
Warner, Tom 80, 119, 142, 154, 160, 199, 311
Warren Zufelt Memorial Defence Fund 208-11
Wasserman, Jack 181-82
Waterloo Lesbian Collective 194-95
Waterloo Lutheran University 64
Waterloo University's Gay Liberation Movement (GEM) 64, 65, 73, 81, 84-85, 122, 123, 128, 143, 144-45
Watkins, John 12-13
Watmough, David 115, 197
Watson, Scott 147
Watson, Terry (pseud.) 118
"We Demand" 73, 74, 77, 103, 178
Webb, Phyllis 17, 58
Webster, Jack 96-97
Weekday 63
Weekend 45
Wells, Harold 1-2
Wells, Sue 148, 149, 171
Wells, Thomas 252
West Side Discussion Group Gay Theatre (New York) 211
Western Canada Gay Clubs Conferences 110, 139, 186
Western Guardian 97
Western Producer, The 163, 174-75
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Western Regional Conference of Homophile Organizations (Seattle, 1967) 32
Westmount Secondary School (Hamilton) 51
"What Turns Women to Lesbianism?" 16
White, Susan 169
White Garland: Poems for Richard 41
Whiteoaks of Jalna, The 87
Whitley, Anna 126
What's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 143
"Why Lesbians Want Wages for Housework" 185
Wilfrid Laurier University 64
Wilkes, Roger 53-54, 68, 80
William Head penitentiary (British Columbia) 117
Williams, Bob 128
Williams, John 77
Williams, Norm 17
Wilson, Doug 228, 237, 238, 240-41, 242-43, 244, 245, 248-49
Wilson, John 71, 207
Wilson, Mark 65-66
Wilson, Renate 16
Wilson, Russell 21
Windli, John (also known as Windi Earthworm) 220
Windsor Gay Unity (WGU) 111, 118, 131, 137, 218, 220, 223, 229, 231, 234
Windsor Homophile Association 111
Windsor Press Council 131, 137
Windsor-Sandwich NDP Riding Association 220
Windsor Star 131, 137, 141
Winnipeg Women's Liberation 128
Winnipeg World 44
Winter, Gibson 24
Winter Kept Us Warm 20-11
Wise, Paul 78-79, 205
With Downeast Gays 153
Withman, Carl 73
Wolf, The 87-88
Wolfe, Rev. Robert (Bob) 130, 144, 151, 153, 155, 180-81, 214, 235-16, 245
Wolfenden, Lord 192
Wolfenden Report 25, 30-31, 192
"Woman-Identified Woman, The" 98
Woman's Place, A (Vancouver) 102
Woman's Place, A (Winnipeg) 128, 175-76
"Women" (Trent University) 240
"Women Unite: May 10th March" (Montréal; Toronto) 218
Women's Centre (Edmonton) 105
Women's Centre (Montréal) 120, 132
Women's Centre (Vernon, B.C.) 240
Women's Committee (CHAT) 95
Women's Committee (GAY) 118, 120
Women's Defence Fund (Toronto) 185
Women's Information and Referral Centre/Centre d'information et de références pour femmes 203, 231
Women's Information Centre (Toronto) 100, 191
Women's Place (Toronto) 84, 100, 173
Women's Place (Waterloo, Ont.) 194-95
Women's Self-Defense Centre (Toronto) 173
Wood, Joe 206-7
Woodlams, Eldon 41-42
Worthington, Helen 242
Wright, David 59
Wyle, Florence 89
Year of the Quiet Sun 47, 49
Yonge Street (Toronto) 88
York University 53-54, 56, 63, 79-80, 90-91, 116
York University Homophile Association (YUHA) 53-54, 56, 63, 65, 66, 68, 79-80, 90-91
You 197
Young, Ian 38, 41, 46-47, 49, 50-51, 57-58, 88, 96, 115, 147, 164, 196, 219
Young, James 105-6
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) 86
Youth International Party (Yippies) 54-55
Zaremba, Eve 190-91
Zazubeck, Debbi 96-97
Zdurich, Allan 115-16
Zodiac Friendship Society 80, 89, 92, 108-9, 121-22, 152, 165, 167, 174-75, 176-77, 198
Zodiac M.C. (Motor Club) 116-17
Zontal, Jorge (pseud. of Jorge Saia) 35-36
Zufelt, Warren 108-11, 212, 214-15
Zaremba, Eve 190-91
Zontal, Jorge (pseud. of Jorge Saia) 35-36
Zufelt, Warren 108-11, 212, 214-15
Zaremba, Eve 190-91
Zontal, Jorge (pseud. of Jorge Saia) 35-36
Zufelt, Warren 108-11, 212, 214-15